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Abstract

Software development is a knowledge-intensive activity in which records of previous

similar experiences are in constant demand. The different tasks involved in software

development would all benefit if tools embodying knowledge of that activity and of

the application domain were made available. A number of such knowledge-based tools

have been successfully developed.

The knowledge-based software development tools developed so far assume that the

knowledge is somehow encoded and made available, but no further details as to how

this is done is actually provided. The preparation of the knowledge may require much

labour and ingenuity, for no automated support has been proposed.

We have implemented a semi-automated tool to support the management of the knowl¬

edge of a knowledge-based programming environment for Prolog. Our proposal incor¬

porates the notion of programming techniques, a specific form of programming knowl¬

edge that has been closely connected with Prolog programming. This management

tool provides a means to acquire and organise, in the form of a library of Prolog Pro¬

gramming Techniques, the programming knowledge of an expert programmer, making
this knowledge accessible to different software development tools.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software development is a knowledge-intensive activity in which records of previous
similar experiences are in constant demand. Knowledge-based software development
tools have been proposed (e.g. [Wat92], [BGB91], [Rob91b] and [Bow94]) incorporating
different formal and semi-formal methods for software development, all enjoying the

common feature of possessing and employing a programming knowledge base.

One way to formalise the programming knowledge base is by means of programming

techniques. Programming techniques, common code patterns of a programming lan¬

guage [BBD+91] have been extensively studied within the logic programming commu¬

nity. Techniques-based software development tools have been proposed (e.g. [Rob91b],

[Bow94], [Gab92], [VVRV93], [Loo88b] and [Ben94]), but they all assume that the pro¬

gramming techniques are somehow encoded and made available, and no further details
as to how this is done are provided. The preparation of these techniques may require

much labour and ingenuity. Furthermore, there is not an agreement among researchers
on a set of most generic and useful programming techniques nor how they should be

represented.

In this dissertation we describe an implemented tool to manage a knowledge-base con¬

sisting of Prolog programming techniques. This tool is used by expert programmers to
create and organise a repository of Prolog programming techniques, making this knowl¬

edge accessible to different software development tools. Our knowledge-management
tool allows the automatic extraction of programming techniques from actual Prolog

programs, and offers a natural way to organise these components and to reuse them

1



CHAPTER 1. Introduction

to define new constructs.

2

This introductory chapter provides some background information and the context of

our work. We propose a software development environment centred around the concept

of programming techniques and explain how our tool fits into it.

1.1 Knowledge-based Software Development Tools

A long-term goal of Computer Science has been to determine formal and semi-formal

approaches to software development. Tools incorporating these proposals would pro¬

vide automated support to the development of systems enjoying the desired qualities
of reliability, termination (whenever applicable), correctness, responsivity, and so on.

The different tasks involved in software development, such as requirements analysis,

project management, implementation, debugging, testing, and so on, would all benefit

if tools embodying knowledge of that activity and knowledge of the application domain

were made available. The work described in this dissertation, however, is mainly

concerned with the task of programming and how knowledge-based tools would enhance
the quality of programs and improve the working conditions of programmers: during
the implementation stage a large number of avoidable mistakes occur and much time

is unnecessarily spent with trivial tasks that can easily be mechanised [G0I86, RF92].

1.1.1 Knowledge-based Programming

The task of programming can be greatly improved by knowledge-based tools. At a

very simple level, the editing of a program can be given more support, for instance,

by having shorthands given to larger chunks of constructs and allowing its users to

economically refer to these more complex syntactic entities through a simple token. A

knowledge-based software assistant can also warn its users about important missing
details that should be supplied; it can fill in details that could be inferred from the

context; it can report syntactic mistakes at the moment of their typing (not leaving
them to be tackled during the compilation, thus preventing the cascading effect of some

errors) [G0I86, Wat92j.
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In a more sophisticated level, knowledge about programming (and not simply about
the programming language, as above) can be incorporated in the tool: a library of
common programming practices (see Section 1.2) is made available to its users who
can adapt these practices to suit their needs. Software development is a knowledge-
intensive activity [G0I86, RF92], in which records of previous similar experiences are

in constant demand. It is good practice among software engineers to adapt parts of
or entire known solutions to new problems. The knowledge of standard solutions and
the ability to recall and adapt them to new problems provide the programmer with a

working template, progress (in the form of understanding the problem and devising a

solution) being achieved in a faster pace than if the programmer had to devise solutions
from scratch.

1.2 Representing Programming Knowledge

The programming knowledge to be used in a knowledge-based programming tool can

be represented as programming plans or as programming techniques.

Programming plans, also called cliches, are standard algorithmic fragments [Wat92]

represented in some formalism: they are formalisations of searching algorithms, sort¬

ing algorithms, operations on data structures, and so on. Different proposals have
been made to represent programming plans, such as flow graphs [Wil92], plan calculus

[RF92], plan diagrams [Wat92], and program transformations [Let88].

Programming techniques are, on the other hand, common code patterns used by pro¬

grammers in a systematic way, being independent of any particular algorithm or prob¬

lem domain, but specific to a particular programming language [BBD+91]. Program¬

ming techniques have been extensively studied within the logic programming com¬

munity (e.g. [BRV+94, BV93, Bow92, Brn91, BBD+91]), and are more thoroughly

explained in the following section.

Bowles and Brna in [BB93] argue that programming plans are inappropriate to be
used by novice programmers. They justify this by pointing out the psychological
evidence against the idea that programming plans capture the necessary information,
and the difficulty novices would have in memorising the large number of existing plans.
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Programming plans, depending on the chosen representation, can be rather complex
to understand, and alternative more user-friendly formats, such as natural-language

explanations [Wat92] or box-diagrams [Wil92] have to be employed.

In this dissertation we adopt the programming techniques approach with respect to

Prolog programming. Programming techniques are more intuitive and simpler to grasp,

requiring a less elaborate representation than those formalisms proposed for program¬

ming plans: the Prolog programming techniques shown in [BB93] and [BRV+94] are all
explained using Prolog's syntax itself, plus some auxiliary information. Furthermore,
the advantages of declarative programming [Llo94] are, to a large extent, maintained.

1.3 Prolog Programming Techniques

The compactness of Prolog programs allows the easy detection of commonly occur¬

ring patterns in the code. These patterns are loosely named techniques [BBD+91] and

together with knowledge of when and where to use them, provide a useful account
of the body of knowledge necessary for the systematic development of correct Pro¬

log programs. However, Prolog programming techniques are not directly expressed

through specific syntactic primitives (e.g. "while" and "do-until" loops), but by the

sophisticated use of the comparatively simple syntax of Prolog.

Let there be the following formulation for the prefix/2 predicate [SS86, O'K90], for
instance, which holds if the first argument, a list, is a prefix of the second argument,

another list:

prefix(□ ,J .

pref ix([XIXs] , [XI Ys] )
prefix(Xs,Ys).

This predicate is such that in each argument position a technique to manipulate a

list is being employed. In the recursive clause the heads of both lists are also bound

together as the lists are manipulated. The techniques have, however, different base-
case patterns: the empty list in the first position and the catch-all anonymous variable

in the second position. As another example, let there be the following formulation of
the reverse/2 predicate [SS86, O'K90] which holds if its arguments are lists such that
one is the reverse of the other:
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reverse(List,Rev)
reverse(List, □ ,Rev).

reverse([] ,Rev,Rev).
reverse([XIXs],RevO,Rev)

reverse(Xs,[XiRevO],Rev).

The underlined argument positions comprise an instance of the accumulator pair tech¬

nique, explained in Prolog textbooks [SS86, Ros89, O'K90] as a major efficiency-related

Prolog programming technique. Communities using the same programming language

eventually build their own folklore of programming practices which are then taught

(formally or otherwise) and passed on to future generations: in the Prolog community
this phenomenon has been well noticed and documented. Other examples of Pro¬

log programming techniques of public domain are "difference structures" and "failure

driven loops" [Ros89, O'K90].

Brna et. al. [BBD+91] motivate the study of Prolog programming techniques with
theoretical and empirical reasons. Among others, they list the following motivations:

• Programming techniques provide ready-made solutions for subtasks of program¬

ming; they provide more abstract pieces of Prolog code that can be used to

implement part of a specification. The largely informal and error-prone task of

writing a program can be converted into that of finding a technique or a combi¬
nation of techniques which solves a given problem.

• A set of programming techniques would have uses in Prolog teaching, in that the

techniques-acquiring process, only previously achievable by years of programming

experience, could be formally carried out and consequently gauged.

• Novice programmers with previous experiences in different programming paradigms
could take advantage of a programming techniques compendium which would

help them to write programs in Prolog-style.

The concept of Prolog programming techniques has been developed and applied in a

variety of contexts:

• Editing — techniques-based Prolog editors have been proposed in [Rob91b] and

[Bow94]. Techniques-based editors offer their users techniques with which pro¬

grams can be written: the task of writing a program can be transferred to that
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of finding a technique (or a set of techniques) which solves a given problem. Pro¬

gramming techniques can be profitably used to support the programming part of

problem-solving.

• Program Tracing— by keeping track of the way in which techniques were applied

in the construction of a program using a techniques-based editor, it is possible

to enhance explanations of the behaviour of programs. A tracing system using
this approach is described in [Gab92j.

• Program Transformation — programs can be more efficiently combined if infor¬
mation concerning which techniques are responsible for the flow of control of
each program is available. In [VVRV93], it is shown how programs obtained
via a techniques-based editor can be conjoined yielding more efficient combined
versions.

• Automatic Program Analysis— techniques have been employed to identify bugs

in the Prolog programs of students using a Prolog Intelligent teaching system

[Loo88b] and to criticise design decisions [Ben94] in students' intermediate sized
code.

Other uses of Prolog programming techniques in intelligent teaching systems, debug¬

ging tools, and when learning to program are investigated in [BBD+91].

1.4 A Knowledge-Management Tool and a Techniques-
based Software Development Environment

The applications of Prolog programming techniques listed above all assume that the

techniques are somehow encoded and made available, but no further details as to how
this is done are provided. The preparation of these techniques may require much labour

and ingenuity: after studying patterns frequently found in programs and acclaimed

techniques informally described in Prolog textbooks and papers, a number of techniques

are chosen and manually encoded so that the application can use them.

We have implemented a tool to manage a repository (a library) of Prolog programming

techniques. This tool allows the automatic extraction of programming techniques from
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actual Prolog programs, offering also a sensible way to organise these components and
to reuse them to define new constructs. This management tool also enables its users

to define Prolog programming techniques from scratch, via the specialisation of ab¬
stract templates. The library of programming techniques managed by our tool can

be offered to any of the techniques-based applications listed above, thus defining a

software development environment built around a library of programming techniques,
as illustrated in Figure 1.1 below. This management tool provides a means to acquire

Figure 1.1: A Techniques-Based Software Development Environment

and organise, in the form of a library of Prolog Programming Techniques, the pro¬

gramming knowledge of an expert programmer, making this knowledge accessible to

different software development tools. Our tool enables an expert to manipulate the

knowledge of a knowledge-based software development environment.

1.5 Prolegomena: Syntax ofPrograms and Adopted No¬
tation

Only pure Prolog programs, without cuts, disjunctions or if-then-else's, complying with
the Edinburgh Prolog syntax [CM87], are our concern here. Moreover, no assert,

retract, abolish or similar database-altering predicates can be used. The set of
built-in predicates to be employed by the programs are:

• the operators =, =:=, =\=, ==, \==, >, >=, <, =< and =. . (denoted by "o");

• the arithmetic operator is/2;
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• the system predicates atom/1, atomic/1, call/1, float/1, integer/1, number/1,

var/1 and ground/1 (denoted by "f);

• the input predicates read/1 and get/1 (denoted by "9"), and

• the output predicates write/1 and display/1.

Variables are denoted by u, v, w, x,y and z, possibly super- and subscripted; constants

are denoted by a, b and c, possibly super- and subscripted; function symbols are denoted

by /,g and h, possibly super- and subscripted, the superscript standing for the arity

of the function symbol — f? also stands for a constant; predicate symbols are denoted

by p, q and r, possibly super- and subscripted, the superscript standing for the arity of
the predicate symbol. These are meta-symbols through which Prolog constructs can be

generically referred; for instance, the construction x = y stands for a test in which the

actual Prolog variable symbol abstractly represented by x is the same variable symbol

as that represented by y. Specific Prolog constructions will be in this kind of font.

We assume, without loss of generality, that the programs are in a normal form, with
all unifications explicitly made via calls to = or =... Each clause must be of the form

p(xi,...,xn) Si ...Sn

where xi,...,xn must be variables. Each subgoal 5, must comply with the following
restrictions:

1. If it employs "o" then it must be of the form xoa (the constant on the right-hand
side of the operator), or x o f{yi,..., ym) (the term on the right-hand side of ©),
or x o y;

2. If it is of the form p(xi,.. .,xn) then all its variables must be distinct, that is,

Xj / Xkij 7" k.

Moreover, constants and terms can only appear in subgoals employing "o", write/1,

display/1 or is/2. In Figure 1.2 below we show two versions of predicate prefix/2,
the normal form (left-hand side) and the conventional form. This normal form allows
for a homogeneous treatment of unifications: those unifications in the head goal and
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pref ix(A,B)
A - □ .

pref ix(A,B)
A - [X|Xs] ,

B - [XIYs],
prefix(Xs,Ys).

pref ix ([] , J .

pref ix( [XlXs] , [XI Ys] )
prefix(Xs,Ys).

Figure 1.2: Normal Form (left) and Conventional (right) Versions of Procedure prefix/2

in body goals are handled in the same fashion, and their descriptions are similar.

Another advantage is that programs in a normal form provide a detailed account of
the computations taking place, splitting complex operations (such as decomposing a

data structure and testing parts of it in the same subgoal) into a sequence of simpler

subgoals. The descriptions of the techniques of such programs are clearer, consisting
of a sequence of simple subgoals.

1.6 Structure of the Present Thesis

The remainder of the present thesis is divided as follows:

Chapter II: We survey the existing work on Prolog programming knowledge and

Prolog programming techniques. We also explain the adopted view of Prolog

programming techniques: they are seen as relationships between argument po¬

sitions of a predicate, with a dynamic aspect which must also be taken into

account.

Chapter III: Our adopted view of Prolog programming techniques requires that the
execution of the program be somehow represented. In this chapter we propose a

means to describe the execution of a procedure and discuss different alternatives

to achieve it.

Chapter IV: We describe a method for the semi-automatic extraction of techniques
from actual Prolog programs. The outcome of this process is the set of program¬

ming techniques employed in the analysed program.

Chapter V: The set of techniques provided by the extraction method of the previous

chapter is used by our management tool to create and upgrade the library of
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programming techniques. In this chapter we describe a suggestion to organise
the library of programming techniques by abstracting particular design decisions

and creating a hierarchy of more generic constructs.

Chapter VI: We show how the components of the library of programming techniques
can be reused to define new techniques: the operators used to abstract the design

decisions can be used in a reverse fashion to specialise the generic constructs,

giving rise to new components. Abstract templates can also be provided as a

starting point to define new techniques.

Chapter VII: This chapter lists some conclusions drawn from the material explained

in the previous chapters. We also discuss the contributions made, the applicabil¬

ity of our ideas to other programming languages and paradigms and the directions

for future work.

Appendix A: Examples of extracted Prolog programming techniques are given.

Appendix B: ^-Relations used in the abstraction, reimplementation and design of

programming techniques are listed, an informal proof for the convergence of the
abstraction process is given and examples of Prolog programming techniques

being abstracted are shown.

Appendix C: Examples of Prolog programming techniques being designed are shown.

Appendix D: A working example of a complete Prolog program in which its pro¬

gramming techniques are extracted, abstracted and reimplemented.

Appendix E: Glossary with a list of notational shorthands and adopted conventions.

1.7 Summary

In this introductory chapter we have given the context of our work, that is to address
the problem of knowledge acquisition and organisation in knowledge-based software de¬

velopment tools. We have also informally described the notion of Prolog programming

techniques (which is further refined in Chapter II), explained our proposed knowledge-

management tool, introduced the adopted notation and listed the content of each

following chapter of this dissertation.



Chapter 2

Prolog Programming Knowledge

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter we survey recent work proposing means to formalise Prolog program¬

ming knowledge. This programming knowledge has been put to use in different con¬

texts, such as intelligent tutoring systems, automatic or semi-automatic program de¬

velopment tools and program analysis systems. The different approaches are explained
and relevant comments are made. Our adopted view of Prolog programming knowl¬

edge, in the form of programming techniques, is also introduced here and compared
with the surveyed approaches.

Various proposals have been made towards the formalisation of the Prolog program¬

ming knowledge experienced programmers employ when they manipulate programs.

The formalised programming knowledge can be embedded in automated tools and

put to use to support programming development activities. These approaches differ

greatly, but all of them share the common goal of trying to make explicit and/or for¬
malise the programming practices experienced Prolog programmers use when writing
reliable programs.

An altogether different sort of Prolog programming knowledge is required for the

transformation and combination of programs. A number of approaches for automatic
and semi-automatic program transformation/combination have been proposed (e.g.

[VF95], [VV95], [WRI93a], [VVRI93b], [FF92], [LS90], [NN90]). We concentrate our

survey, however, on work concerning program development and analysis.

11
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2.2 Prolog Recursive Techniques Editor

12

Bundy and colleagues [Bun88, BGB91] propose a structure editor which presents the
user with a basic schema or a previously generated procedure and a menu of editing

commands. The user is to use this and only this repertoire of commands to conduct a

series of syntactic transformations upon the primitive schema or a previously generated

procedure which leads to the intended procedure.

The basic schema is either the primitive recursion schema

where p is the recursive predicate being defined; v and £ are auxiliary predicates in

terms of which p is being defined; 0 is the recursion variable; $ is the vector of

parameters; b and JJ are the constructor functions; ^ is the constructor parameter; ^

is the equivalence relation, or the non-recursive schema which is of form

where a is the predicate being defined, /3 is some previously defined predicate and $ is

as above. An example of a command of the Recursive Editor is removing a parameter:

the user indicates the position of the argument (parameter or constructor parameter)
to be removed and all its occurrences are removed.

This approach is based upon theoretical work on recursive functions. Apart from

ensuring the syntactic correctness of the programs, the Recursive Techniques Editor

also ensures the correct use of recursion. By "correct" it is meant that the recursive

procedure is guaranteed to: i) terminate: the execution of the procedure takes a finite
amount of time; ii) be well-defined: the program is neither over- nor under-defined.
A program is over-defined when some inputs have more than one output supplied and
it is under-defined when some inputs have no output supplied, that is, a legitimate
combination of inputs/outputs has not been considered.

The Recursive Techniques Editor was designed to help programmers devise terminating

and well-defined programs: these restrictions on the code to be obtained leave out

many interesting and useful non-terminating over- or under-defined programs. Even

p(b,<fr)
/*(#(*, e),s)

^ !/($)
- cop, 0,$,//(©,$))

a($) ^ /?($)
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within the class of terminating and well-defined programs, the repertoire of commands
is insufficient to produce them all. Some examples of terminating procedures (non¬
structural recursions, general course of values recursion, nested recursion) which are

left out by the Editor are provided in [Bun88].

The commands offered by the Recursive Techniques Editor are syntactic transforma¬
tions of low granularity [G0I86]. They represent a very simple form of knowledge

describing correctness-preserving syntactic manipulations carrying out small, local

changes of the initial templates. Although the commands stand for the basic syntactic

manipulations programmers have to carry out in their endeavour to obtain correct pro¬

grams, knowing when and where to apply which command is of paramount importance.
This form of "meta-level" knowledge, described in terms of commands, is not in the

scope of the Recursive Techniques Editor. However, [Bun88] recognises this and sug¬

gests some ways to help the user with which command to choose next: some questions
would be asked to help the user think about the task in the proper way and hence call

the appropriate commands in the correct order. No formalism is explicitly used in the

Recursive Techniques Editor to formalise the programming knowledge employed.

The Recursive Techniques Editor offers a fixed set of commands, ft is not possible

for an experienced programmer to devise a new command and add it to the Editor

or to combine existing commands in a more complex and useful sequence of low-level
instructions thus capturing more sophisticated forms of programming knowledge.

2.3 Skeletons and Additions

Kirschenbaum and colleagues [SS86, KLS89, Lak89, SK93] advocate a structured ap¬

proach to constructing Prolog programs. They formalise the programming knowledge

by identifying a set of syntactic entities, called skeletons, which describe the flow of
control of the most commonly found Prolog programs, and a set of syntactic additions1
which are applied to the skeletons yielding complete programs. The additions convey

the programming practices (e.g.: adding parameters, binding them properly, adding

goals or clauses) carried out by experienced programmers upon very simple programs

1 Kirschenbaum and his colleagues use the term "techniques" for these additions. As will be shown,
our concept of techniques encompasses their notions of skeletons and additions.
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processing data structures (e.g.: traversing or manipulating lists) in a straightforward

way.

The modus operandi of this approach is a stepwise enhancement procedure in which

programmers isolate, first of all, the flow of control needed to solve the problem. Then,

they choose amongst the skeletons that one which best suits their needs. After having
chosen one skeleton, the programmer has to customise it to obtain the final program.
This customisation process is achieved via the application of the additions upon the

skeleton yielding an enhancement (i.e., the original skeleton enhanced with extra argu¬

ments, goals and/or clauses). The enhancements can be re-used as skeletons allowing
one to repeat the process of application of additions until the final program is obtained.
This approach has been incorporated in a software development tool to support the

development of Prolog programs, named a Prolog Techniques Editor [Rob91c, Rob91b].

Skeletons are basic syntactic constructs depicting the flow of control of a Prolog pro¬

gram. They are programs themselves processing data structures in a very simple and

straightforward way. In their work, Kirschenbaum and colleagues suggest the existence
of two main trends in simple Prolog programming, the traversal and the manipulation
of data structures, and they restrict their work to the former kind of programs. In

the following examples a,, b,- and c,- are case analysis. Although the examples below
resemble each other the way the execution ends (base cases) differs:

1. Skeleton for searching a list: the flow of control traverses the input list until a
certain condition an describing what is actually being searched for is met:

searchji([XIXs])ai (X) , search-n(Xs) .

searchJt([X|Xs])a2(X), search_n(Xs) .

search-n([XIXs])a„-i(X), searchjt(Xs).
search_n( [XI Xs] ) :- a„(X).

2. Skeleton for traversing a list: the flow of control goes through the input list until
it becomes empty; the empty list as the base case of the recursion ensures that

the entire list will always be processed:
traverse_n([XIXs]) bi(X) , traverse_n(Xs) .

traverse_n ([XI Xs]) b2(X), traverse.n(Xs).

traverseJt( [X I Xs] ) :- b„(X), traverse_n(Xs) .

traverser!( []).
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3. Skeleton for short-traversing a list: the flow of control goes through the input

list until an element satisfying c„ is found or the list becomes empty; the empty

list as the base case of the recursion ensures that the entire list will be searched

for the element satisfying cn:
short-traverse_n( [XI Xs] )ci(X), short_traverse_n(Xs) .

short_traverseji([XlXs] ):- C2(X), short_traverse_n(Xs).

short_traverseji([X|Xs])c„(X).
short-traverse ji( [] ).

Additions are represented as selection maps from a skeleton to one of its extensions.

They act upon skeletons, adding arguments to goals or heads, adding goals to clauses
or clauses to the skeleton. Skeletons can be thought of as the mechanism controlling

the program in terms of the order in which a data structure is processed (the flow of

control) and additions determine what is to be done with the data while the control
flow is followed. For example, addition collect is applicable to skeletons whose clauses

are mutually exclusive (at least one of the input arguments will be used for determining
which clause to take) and of such a kind that there is a special data item to be collected.
This addition inserts an extra argument for each clause (case) in the skeleton, and as

the program traverses the data, the argument associated with the clause which is used
collects the object in question in a list. The application of collect to traverse_n is:

collect

( traverse_n( [XI Xs] ):- bi (X), traverseji(Xs) . \
traverse_n( [XIXs] )b2 (X) , traverseji(Xs) .

traverse_n( [X IXs] ):- b„(X), traverseji(Xs) .

\ traverse_n([]) . /
traverse.n_coll([X|Xs] , [X| Ysj] ,Ys2,.. .,Ys„)

bi (X) ,traverse-n.coll(Xs,Ysi, YS2 .. ,Ysn) .

traverse-n.coll ( [X IXs] ,Ysi, [XIYS2] ,...,Ysn)
b2 (X) , traverse_n_coll (Xs,Ysi,YB2 ,... ,Ys„) .

traverse_n_coll([XlXs] ,Ysi ,Ys2,..., [X| Ys„] )
bn (X) ,traverseji.coll(Xs,Ysi ,Ys2..,Ys„).

traverseJi.coll ([], [],..., [] ) .
S

v '
n+1

Other examples are the count addition which adds one to the value returned from the

recursive call (in order to be applied, there must be a numeric argument being returned
from a recursive call) and the sum addition, similar to the count one, however instead
of always adding one to the argument being returned, it adds the value of some other

argument.
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Skeletons may be seen as an "essential" description of a whole class of programs.

Conversely, after having collected a number of programs which share the same flow of

control, one may write a skeleton which could be enhanced to produce those programs.

In this fashion, skeletons could be written representing all sorts of classes of programs.

Furthermore, any programming practice that could be described in syntactic terms,

i.e., as a syntactic operation carried out upon skeletons, may, in principle, be expressed

through an addition. Any program could be written using this approach, provided
there is a skeleton which could be used as a basic framework and there are appropriate

additions. Skeletons are simple Prolog programs the correctness of which is guaranteed

solely by the expertise of the person who provides them. A misconceived skeleton (e.g.
a non-terminating loop) would cause those programs devised using it to inherit its

problems.

Skeletons are represented as actual Prolog programs. In order to be manipulated by an

automated tool, a way to store, retrieve and alter them is necessary — such an issue

is not envisaged by Kirschenbaum and colleagues; Robertson, in [Rob91c, Rob91b],

suggests the use of DCGs for this purpose. Additions, on the other hand, are described

informally in English with a sample of an application in a skeleton: this is not precise

enough to allow its incorporation to program development systems. Robertson also

suggests a means to represent additions.

The approach of Kirschenbaum and his colleagues does not offer a method either to

devise skeletons and additions or to compare them; they are obtained through the expe¬

rience of the programmers who have no method to help them in this task. Skeletons and
additions have, however, been used in program development tools [Rob91a, Rob91c],

program combination systems [VVRV93, VVRI93a] and debugging tools [Gab92]. This
approach has recently been suggested more generally to logic programming languages

(sequential or parallel) [KMS94] and to constraint logic programming [Mic94].

2.4 Gegg-Harrison's Prolog Schemata

Gegg-Harrison [GH89, GH91, GH93] proposes the use of schemata of Prolog programs

in an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS, for short) which introduces the student to
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recursion via a schema-based instructional approach.

A schema is a generalisation of common Prolog programs employing second-order

(predicate) variables, optional, arbitrary and permutable arguments and goals and
schema variables (variables which stand for a finite unknown number of arguments —

constants, variables or structures) besides the usual Prolog constructs.

The schemata, stored in the ITS, are offered to the user who inputs allowed parameters

in order to fill slots and customise the generic schemata to suit his/her needs. Fourteen
basic schemata, designed to capture the majority of simple recursive list processing

Prolog programs, are the underlying knowledge structure of the proposed ITS. The
ITS could also be used as a software development tool with the schemata being used by

experienced programmers to help them in the development of more reliable programs.

For instance, the list traversal2 schema below

schena-A ([] , -Cft 1 ).
schema-A ([XI Xs] , <fc2>) : -

<pre.pred«fc3»,X,<fc4>) ,>
schema_A (Xs, <C&53>)
<,post_pred«&6»,X,<fc7»)>.

may have its schema variables &1,.. .,&7 instantiated to any number of data arguments.

The pre_pred and post_pred components may be instantiated to either the null string
or a single invocation of the goal. The recursion pattern, given by the terms schema_A,

is such that all elements of a list are processed.

In [GH89] a more formal definition of a schema can be found, in which it is said that
"... a Prolog program (written in the proposed extension) is a schema of a set of

programs if each of the programs can be derived from it by a series of substitutions
on the variables, inclusion/deletion of optional terms, instantiation of arbitrary terms,

and permutations of arguments/goals of the schema." There is also an algorithm, the

Most Specific Generalisation Algorithm for Program Schemata, for finding the most

specific general schema for a set of comparable Prolog programs. This algorithm is

supplied with a set of programs and a schema which is the most specific generalisation

of them will be found.

The schemata can be organised hierarchically based upon relevant common character-

2 Gegg-Harrison does not name it as such; the above name was a deliberate attempt to show the
similarities among the distinct proposals.
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istics (e.g.: syntax, termination, execution) giving place to Prolog Schema Hierarchies.

Gegg-Harrison shows 14 basic construct schemata which comprise the core knowl¬

edge for the recursive programming segment of the proposed ITS for Prolog. These

schemata, believed to represent a vast number of common simple recursive list process¬

ing programs, can be organised in different ways according to different features such
as termination, data structures employed, and so on.

One remarkable feature of this proposal is that the production of the schemata is au¬

tomated: a set of similar (comparable) conventional Prolog programs are input to the
most specific generalisation algorithm and a schema which is the most specific gener¬

alisation of the input programs is output. Schemata themselves can be submitted to

this algorithm which would then give a generalisation to the schemata. The process of

searching for even more generalised schemata naturally defines a hierarchy of schemata.
This facility saves the hard work of conceiving generalisations: if, by chance, a new,

unexpected program is found, all one has to do is to input it to the algorithm men¬

tioned, together with schemata which could possibly generalise it and check whether
the output is a different schema. If that is so, then the program gives rise to a new

schema.

Because of the resemblance between schemata and the syntax of Prolog, schemata may

be devised to represent all "pure" recursive list-processing Prolog programs. However,

Gegg-Harrison leaves out other recursive data structures (e.g.: binary trees, natural
numbers represented as the nesting of a functor succ). Prolog programs incorporating
these different data structures cannot be used as inputs to the algorithm and hence
have no schema. No schemata other than list processing ones are devised.

The only programming knowledge to be found in Gegg-Harrison's work is that of filling
in slots of previously obtained schemata and customising them. The task of filling in
the slots (slots of schema variables may be filled in by any number of elements) is not

given assistance and problems (e.g.: accidental binding of variables and inconsistency
of number and/or order of parameters) may arise. The specialisation process, though,
is left entirely to the user of the ITS who may be an inexperienced novice.

The process of production of schemata, automatised by the Most Specific Generalisa¬

tion Algorithm, is an example of meta-level reasoning. The actual knowledge of the
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ITS, i.e., the schemata, is used as an object of an automated procedure which yields

more knowledge. As mentioned previously, this process may also be used to organise
the knowledge in hierarchies, which constitutes another meta-level issue. However, no

details are given regarding the existence of an environment in which one could devise

his/her own schemata and hierarchies, altering the knowledge base used in the ITS.

2.5 Barker-Plummer's Programming Cliches

Barker-Plummer [BP90] describes an approach to construct Prolog programs by in¬

stantiating existing generalised programs, called cliches. Barker-Plummer proposes

an extension to the syntax of Prolog so as to enable the definition of very general

predicates, the cliches.

For instance, the following list traversal3 cliche,
$P/n := list-traversal ($Q/n) .

$P(D ,fcAuxl) .

$P([XIXs],&Aux2)
$Q(X,&Aux3),
$P(Xs,&Aux4).

$end.cliche$.

is such that the symbols prefixed with $ are cliche parameters, with the exception of

$end_cliche$ which is the cliche end-marker. These parameters are to be supplied

by the user and must be fully instantiated in order to yield the actual procedure.

The first line of the list-traversal cliche is the header, bearing the name of the
main procedure being defined, P, the name of the cliche, list-traversal, and the

parameters required to define the procedure, Q. The next lines are the Horn clauses

which define P. The head of each clause contains a fixed argument, which is part of
the cliche, and an Mux component to be used as a slot for additional arguments. The
Mux's are consistently substituted throughout the cliche and their primary use is to

hold Prolog variables or terms, but they may also be empty.

The list-traversal cliche can be used to define the class of programs traversing
a list and checking each head element against a condition Q until the empty list is

found. If the user instantiates P to all-integers, Q to integer and disposes (e.g., by
3 The name of the cliche was deliberately changed from universal to list-traversal to suggest the
similarities to other approaches ([KLS89]).
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instantiating to blank) of &Aux, the following program is obtained:

all-integers([]) .

all-integers ([XI Xs] ): -
integer(X) ,all-integers (Xs) .

which would check whether a list is made up of integers only.

Barker-Plummer's idea consists of a restricted second-order language with implicit

quantification intended to represent generic programs templates, the cliches. The
cliches describe generically the flow of control of a procedure acting upon specific data
structures and slots are offered to the users so that they may customise the cliche and

devise the actual Prolog predicate.

There is a more familiar reading of a cliche using conventional symbols of a second-order
formalism. For example, the list-traversal cliche, without its additional parameters,

could be understood as the following second-order formula [BP90]:

V Q 3 P[P( [] ) A V X, Xs((P(Xs) A Q(X)) -> P( [X|Xs] ))]

The cliche specification language admits three kinds of variables: first-order (which
will be instantiated to terms), second-order (which will be instantiated to a predicate

symbol) and Prolog variables (which will not be instantiated at all, but will be main¬
tained as such). The semantics of a cliche would be the set of all programs which
could be devised by instantiating the first- and second-order variables. The concept of
a semantics for a cliche is only briefly mentioned in [BP90], though.

In this approach, no guarantee is given regarding the properties of the programs ob¬
tained. These rely largely upon the user's skills in correctly instantiating the cliches.
It is possible that non-terminating or ill-defined programs can be devised using these
cliches.

Due to the similarity to actual Prolog code, the class of programs which can be written
with the aid of cliches is, given an appropriate set of cliches, the entire set of Prolog

programs. However, a large number of cliches may be necessary. Furthermore, the
cliches may be used to represent virtually any kind of logic program, however complex

they are and with any sort of extra-logical facilities.

The cliches are stored internally in the form of lists. For example, the list-traversal

cliche is represented as
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cliche(list_traversal(Q/N),P/N,[Base,(Head:-Perf, Rec)])
n_vars(N, 1 ,Aux),
Base-.. [P, [] I Aux] , Head =. . [P, [XI Xs] I Aux] ,

Perf ».. [Q, XI Aux], Rec ».. [P,Xs|Aux].

Such a representation would allow a more convenient and efficient handling when being

instantiated by the user yielding the desired code. The representation of cliches (user-
and computer-oriented) was conceived with concerns such as efficiency and convenience
of manipulation as well as to resemble Prolog. As far as the work described in [BP90]
is concerned, no knowledge representation formalism is used.

A very basic programming skill, that of having an overall depiction of a class of predi¬
cates and having to have it specialised, is captured in this proposal. The allowed spe¬

cialisations, however, are such that very closely related programs cannot be obtained
from the same cliche. For example, a procedure to collect all the integer elements of
a list of numbers, could not be devised from cliche list-traversal, although bearing
remarkable similarities with the procedure all-integers.

No cliche editing facilities are supplied and no checks are made within the cliches. The

only operations allowed to be performed on a cliche are its specialisation and translation

into an actual Prolog program; if, for instance, an extra case $Q2 was needed in the
list-traversal cliche, thus providing us with the following construct

$P([],kAux).
$P([XIXs],tAux)

$Q1(X,&Aux),$P(Xs,&Aux).
$P ([X1Xs],fcAux):-

$Q2(X,*Aux),$P(Xs,*Aux).
$en<Lcliche$.

it would not be possible to alter the previous cliche so as to obtain it. Additionally,

the instantiations are entirely up to the user and no advice is given in this task. The
cliches are static in the sense that nothing can be done to them after they are input
to the system. If a slightly altered version of a cliche is needed, a distinct cliche has to
be supplied.

2.6 APROPOS2 Program Analyser

Looi [Loo88b, Loo88a] proposes an approach to the debugging of novices' Prolog pro¬

grams in a Prolog Intelligent Teaching System (PITS). This proposal is incorporated in
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a program analyser named APR0P0S2: it employs the joint collaboration of multiple
sources of programming expertise in order to spot bugs in programs and suggest ways

to fix them.

The programming knowledge embedded in APR0P0S2 consists of a library of algo¬

rithms, information about modes and types, predicate names, recursion types, number

of clauses of each predicate, order of these clauses, programming techniques (as in

Section 1.3) and the closeness of clause matching. These sources are used to select the

algorithm the student had intended to implement and the mismatches are explained
as being potential bugs. The programming knowledge is stored in Prolog frames (P-

frames, for short), a structured representation. The P-frame representation for the
naive reverse predicate is:

Task name: reverse/2

Algorithm name: naive-reverse

Likely predicate names: reverse, rev, rv

Invocation type of predicate: both arguments are lists

Programming techniques: naive-recursion

Recursion argument: 2

Clause 1:
TYPE: base
HEAD GOAL: reverse([],[])
PREFIX SUBGOALS: nil
RECURSIVE SUBGOALS: nil
SUFFIX SUBGOALS: nil
COMMENTARY: "This base case says that the reverse of the empty list is the empty list."

Clause 2:
TYPE: recursive
HEAD GOAL: reverse([H|T],Res)
PREFIX SUBGOALS: nil
RECURSIVE SUBGOALS: reverse(T,SoFar)
SUFFIX SUBGOALS: append(SoFar,[H],Res)
COMMENTARY: "This recursive case says that the reverse of a non-empty list can be found
by reversing the tail of the list and then appending a list consisting only of the first element
of the original to the end of the reverse of the tail."

additional information on naive-reverse...

The P-frames provide a useful account of the programming knowledge required to im¬

plement a specific task. They offer knowledge about the algorithm used, number of

clauses, likely names of predicates, and so on — some of these items may be some¬

how too detailed and of less importance, for instance, the name of a predicate is not
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essential, so long as there is consistency within its definition. P-frames are an at¬

tempt at explicitly representing various forms of programming knowledge involved in
the preparation of a Prolog program given a specific task.

Since P-frames are automatically obtained from actual programs, we can use classic

solutions to tasks to form the knowledge-base of APROPOS2. There are no references
to the upgrading of the knowledge-base of P-frames or to the reuse of existing P-frames
to define different constructs.

2.7 Bowles' Prolog Programming Techniques

Bowles [Bow92] proposes a representation for Prolog programming techniques (see
Section 1.3) and a method for detecting them. The aim of his work is to enhance
APROPOS2's P-frame language, adding to the purely syntactic account of program¬

ming techniques a dynamic aspect, viz. the effects of unifications which occur during

program execution. Bowles' approach employs dataflow analysis, thus providing a more

abstract account of programming techniques so as to allow the matching of different
actual implementations in students' code. The programming techniques are described
in terms of the dynamic effects of unification and the syntax of the constructs.

The description of techniques is based on two relationships between the variables in

a clause, named inclusion and sharing. The inclusion relationship can be found in

the subgoal "X = [HIT]": we say that X includes H and X includes T, and denote this
as "X ~^> H" and "X T". The sharing relationship can be found in the conjunction

"X = [H|T] , Y = [H|S]": we say that X shares with Y, because H appears in both

unifications, and we denote this by "X ~ Y".

Let there be the following formulation4 of predicate append,/3:

append(A,B,C)
A = [] ,

B = C.

append(A,B,C)
A = [DIE],
C = [DIF],
append(E,B,F).

In order to detect the techniques employed in a predicate, a series of annotations is

4 Bowles [Bow92] also assumes that the programs to be analysed are in a normal form, as in Section 1.5.
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inserted in each clause. The third argument of the second clause in append/3, for

instance, has the following annotations (underlined to facilitate their visualisation):
append(A,B,C: Up):-

A - [DIE],
C - CD IF] :C»F,
append(E,B,F).

The annotations are attached to variables or subgoals via the symbol. The tech¬

nique employed in that argument position can be stated as

A head argument position is Up if
X is the variable in that position
there is a subgoal which makes X include another variable Y
there is another subgoal involving Y

Or more economically, using the programming techniques' description language, as
head(X: Up)

subgoal: X 3> Y &
subgoal(Y).

Where "subgoal" is a generic reference to a subgoal, and the stands for the joining
of subgoals, without any ordering implied. The generic formalisation for technique

Up above, using the proposed language to describe programming techniques, correctly
identifies instances of its use in which the order of subgoals is not essential. This feature

would improve the performance of APROPOS2 since a greater degree of variability is

allowed in the programs to be analysed. In order to infer the information necessary to

analyse the programming techniques of a given program, abstract interpretation has

been used.

This work makes use of the basic unification mechanism of logic programming, re¬

stricted to those Prolog programs handling data structures. The Prolog programming

techniques Bowles' work is geared at, i.e. data structures manipulation, have a clean
declarative meaning. Those techniques employing more procedural aspects of Prolog
are not addressed: Bowles' work is restricted to Prolog programming techniques ma¬

nipulating data structures explicitly. Other important techniques such as those found
in programs doing arithmetic via the is system predicate or handling data structures
via auxiliary predicates (e.g., a graph represented as a set of facts depicting its edges)
are beyond the scope of his proposal.

The purely syntactic account of Prolog programming knowledge is complemented by
information on more dynamic aspects of Prolog programs, the effect of unifications
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carried out by subgoals on the variables of each clause. This dynamic aspect is incor¬

porated in the formalism to represent programming techniques. The proposed language

offers a comfortable level of abstraction with which programming techniques can be

represented, thus providing a means to economically refer to a potentially large class

of actual constructs.

The language to describe programming techniques and the method of detecting them
in actual programs are useful tools to create and manage a knowledge-base of program¬

ming techniques. Bowles, however, does not suggest their use for such activity, but
restricts it to enhance APROPOS2 P-frame language. No tool or method is proposed

for the disciplined use of the programming techniques' language so as to enable expert

programmers to devise their own techniques or to modify existing ones.

2.8 Bental's Tasks and Prototypes

Bental [Ben94] proposes an architecture to recognise the design decisions in Prolog

programs, with the intention of criticising them. The programs analysed are not simple

ones such as append./3, prefix/2, and so on, but more complex programming exercises
such as the programs devised in later stages of a Prolog programming course.

The program analysis is performed with the intention of finding design flaws (bodges)
in working Prolog programs of intermediate complexity. Two kinds of programming

knowledge are represented in this approach: the knowledge about the specific problem

domain, viz. a program to play the game of noughts and crosses; and the knowledge
about possible Prolog implementations for the subtasks and data structures involved

in the solutions to the problem.

The programming knowledge embedded in Bental's system is divided into programming

tasks, which determine what is to be done (the problem domain), and the prototypes,
which offer ways to implement the task in the chosen programming language, Prolog.
A task definition consists of a task header and an unordered set of sub-tasks. The task

header consists of a name plus the number of domain objects manipulated as input or

output by the task. Each sub-task description consists of a role description and a body.
The role description dictates how the body is matched into a prototype; the body is
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either a piece of Prolog code or a task specification which could match the header of
another task. For instance, the following illustration5

find-empty-square /2
Sub-tasks

Role Body
base(Base)
increment(This,Next)
test(Square)

Base = 1

Next is This + 1

empty-square (Square)

Game objects: Board, Square

represents a simple task to find the position of an empty square in a list of squares:

it consists of three sub-tasks, base, increment and test, which initialise a counter,

increment that counter and perform a test, respectively. The first two of these sub-

tasks map onto Prolog code; the third one maps onto another task definition to test if
a square is empty. The system is supplied with a definition for each task it is expected

to recognise.

A prototype represents how a task can be realised in terms of the programming lan¬

guage. Each prototype consists of one or more prototypical Prolog predicates, which
in their turn consist of one or more prototypical Prolog clauses. Parts of the prototype

stand for Prolog code used for all the tasks implemented using that prototype. Other

parts of the prototype are slots referring to different sub-tasks for each task: the con¬

tents of a slot are specific to the task to be implemented. For instance, the following

illustration6

TESTED-ELEMENT_POSITION_ACC

elem-pos (List.Res):-
fcase(Base) ,

elem-pos(List .Base,Res).

elem_pos ( [HIJ , Base, Base) : -
*esi(H) .

elem-pos ([-IT] .Acc.Res)
«ncremeni(Acc,Next) ,

elem_pos(T,Next ,Res) .

represents a prototype to find the position of an element of a list which satisfies some

test. The role slots are base, test, and increment and they can match to the role

descriptions in the task definition find-emptysquare shown above. Each prototypical

predicate consists of one or more prototypical clauses, which are Prolog clauses with
5 Bental [Ben94] graphically represents tasks in a slightly different way.
6 Bental [Ben94] graphically represents prototypes also in a slightly different way.
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special role slots (a special form of predicate) to be specified according to the task
it implements. The objective of a prototype is to encapsulate a Prolog programming

practice in an abstract way, allowing its specialisation to a given task.

Bental's system incorporates a clear-cut division between domain- and language-specific

knowledge. The former provides an abstract account of the tasks involved in imple¬

menting a program to play a game of noughts and crosses. The latter provides a form
of programming knowledge: the prototypes are standard programming practices which
can be used for different purposes (tasks), once they are properly adapted.

The programming knowledge in the form of prototypes bears a strong resemblance
with Gegg-Harrison's schemata (Section 2.4). It provides a complete predicate with
slots to be filled in: the filling of these slots, is, however, by means of the tasks, which

provide knowledge about the use of these programming practices to achieve specific
ends.

2.9 The View ofProlog Programming Knowledge Adopt¬
ed in this Thesis

We shall incorporate Prolog programming techniques, informally described in Sec¬

tion 1.3, as the programming knowledge of our knowledge-based software development
environment (Section 1.4). In this section we provide more details about our adopted
view of Prolog programming techniques.

Prolog programming skills consist, to a large extent, in the capacity to exploit the

relatively simple syntax of Prolog in elaborate manners. Prolog program writing can be

profitably seen as the proper assemblage of standard code patterns, the programming

techniques [BRV+94, BBD+91j. A Prolog program can also be explained and studied
in terms of the code patterns it employs.

Prolog programming techniques will be considered as being associated with the ar¬

gument positions of a procedure7: each argument position is either a programming
7 We shall employ Deville's [Dev90] definition of a logic procedure or simply procedure as the sequence
of program clauses with the same predicate p" (predicate symbol p with arity n) in the head of each
of these clauses. The built-in predicates available in Prolog are also called procedures and a logic
program is a set of logic procedures.
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technique on its own or is part of a more complex technique together with other ar¬

gument position(s). For instance, the following definition of the count/2 predicate

[SS86, O'K90]
count ([] ,0).
count([HIT],Count):-

count(T.CountT),
Count is 1 + CountT.

which holds if its second argument is the number of elements of the list comprising the

first argument, is such that a technique to manipulate a list has been used in the first

argument, that is
count

count([HIT],...):-
count (T, ).

and another technique to count the iterations of a loop has been employed in the second

argument position, that is
count(...,0).
count(...,Count)

count(...,CountT),
Count is 1 i CountT.

Programming techniques may involve more than one argument position, as in the
second and third argument positions of predicate reverse/3 (Section 1.3), that is,

reverse(...,Rev,Rev).
reverse(...,RevO,Rev)

reverse(...,[XlRevO],Rev) .

The X variable in the second clause, being part of the list being manipulated in the first

argument position (not shown), creates another dependency between the two argument

positions pictured above and the first argument position.

Any Prolog procedure can be explained as the proper combination of programming

techniques: each argument position contains a simple programming technique or is

part of a more complex programming technique involving other argument positions.

Alternatively, any Prolog procedure could be devised via the disciplined use and adap¬

tation of programming techniques. One of our assumptions is that each argument

position of a Prolog procedure should serve some identifiable purpose, otherwise it
should not be present; each argument position contributes to the overall behaviour or

computed results of the procedure: if this were not true, then that idle argument posi¬

tion should not have been present at all. The contribution of each argument position

to a procedure is in the form of subgoals performing tests, calculations, assignments,
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and so on.

The contributions of an argument position in each one of the clauses of a procedure
define the global contribution of an argument position for the procedure. This is to

say, a Prolog programming technique "cuts across" a predicate definition, along each

argument position, with components in every clause. In the count/2 example above we

have, for each argument position, contributions in the first and second clauses, and they
are closely related. This characteristic allows for a more controlled use of programming

techniques to build programs because their application would appropriately perform
the alterations (i.e. insertion of contributions) in each clause. For instance, if we were

to enhance the following formulation of procedure sum/2 [SS86, O'K90]
su»([] ,0).
sum([HIT].Sua)

sum(T,SumT),
Sua is H + SumT.

which holds if its second argument is the sum of the elements of the list of numbers

comprising the first argument, with the programming technique used in the second

argument position of count/2, thus obtaining the number of elements of the first argu¬
ment in a third argument position, we would have

sua([] ,o,o).
sua( [HIT] ,Sua,Count)

sua(T,SuaT,CountT),
Sua is H + SumT,
Count is 1 + CountT.

The alterations to each clause were performed appropriately since they are all part of

the programming technique. The contributions of an argument position to the clauses
of a procedure define an argument slice. We restrict our attention to programming

techniques within a single procedure. Techniques spread across more than one predicate

(e.g., initialisation calls and mutually recursive predicates) are outside the scope of this
work. Moreover, those techniques used in procedures without arguments in their head

goals do not fit into our proposal. For instance, given the procedure calculator/0 below
calculator

read(X),
X \»« end,
Y is X,
write(Y),
calculator,

calculator.

which reads in arithmetic expressions and evaluates and displays them, stopping when
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an end flag is typed in, its tcchnique(s) cannot be captured by our proposed for-
malisation. This is due to our premise, stated in the beginning of this section, that

programming techniques are associated with argument positions of a procedure.

2.10 Comparison between Approaches

In this section we compare our adopted view of Prolog programming techniques with

the other approaches surveyed. More specifically we contrast the adequacy of our

approach to the task at hand, viz. the management of the programming knowledge
of the envisaged knowledge-based software development tool described in Section 1.4,
with the existing proposals.

We propose an automated tool to help manage a knowledge base of Prolog program¬

ming practices. This tool supports the manipulation of the knowledge of a knowledge-
based software development environment. The kinds of service we offer the users of

such a tool are:

1. automatic acquisition of knowledge;

2. support in the preparation of new components to be added on to the knowledge

base;

3. support in the reuse of existing components of the knowledge base to define new

ones;

4. organisation of the knowledge in different manners;

The suitability of a formalisation of programming knowledge must account for this

intended use.

The programming knowledge captured in the approach of Bundy and colleagues (Sec¬
tion 2.2) is in the form of commands offered to alter very generic program schemata.
We pointed out above that this is a very finely-grained form of programming knowl¬

edge. The adopted concept of programming techniques can be seen as a sequence of
commands of the Prolog Recursive Techniques Editor with a collective meaning. For

instance, the appropriate insertion of an argument and subgoals in each clause, i.e. a
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programming technique, is performed as a single operation, instead of a sequence of
lower-level syntactic alterations to the initial template.

Our notion of programming technique encompasses the skeletons and additions of
Kirschenbaum and colleagues (Section 2.3). The distinction between skeletons and
additions is based on their usage in the construction of a program: a skeleton is chosen
first as the definition for the flow of execution, and it is subsequently enhanced with

additions. We consider both skeletons and additions as techniques, being able to

characterise the conditions a technique must fulfil to be considered a skeleton or an

addition.

Gegg-Harrison's Prolog Schemata (Section 2A) concentrate on capturing list processing

patterns. These patterns are represented as the first argument(s) of a Prolog predicate
definition with slots to be filled in with variables or subgoals. This approach fails

to represent the programming practices employed to fill in these slots which are as

important as the patterns to establish the flow of control. The schemata also impose

an unnecessary ordering in arguments in that the first argument position(s) always

perform the list processing and the added bits perform secondary computations as

the execution proceeds. Our adopted view of programming technique can be used
to circumvent these problems: some programming techniques could be regarded as

establishing the flow of execution (and these can be the processing of any data structure,
not only lists) and other programming techniques could be regarded as the practices
to fill in the slots of a schema. Barker-Plummer's Programming Cliches (Section 2.5)
are much similar to Gegg-Harrison's Schemata and inherit the same problems.

Looi's (Section 2.6) and Bental's (Section 2.8) proposals pose difficulties for services 1,

2 and 3 expected from a programming knowledge management tool. Since both these

approaches employ some form of knowledge about the programs to be built (or the
intention of the programmer) it would be difficult to have this knowledge automatically
extracted from programs, and then offered as an object to be edited. Bental's proposal

also inherits the problems of Gegg-Harrison's schemata listed above.

Our work is closely related to that of Bowles (Section 2.7) in that we both use similar
notions of programming techniques. Both our work and Bowles' employ extra infor¬

mation on the dynamics of Prolog behaviour to augment the syntax. Bowles' work,
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however, is geared towards detecting explicit data structure manipulating techniques

in programs, and it exploits the working of Prolog's unification mechanism to analyse
them. Our approach aims at a more comprehensive class of programming techniques,

(e.g. data structures other than lists, arithmetic, and so on) and employs a more

sophisticated representation of the execution of a Prolog program. Bowles' approach
fails to detect those programming techniques which embed part of them in auxiliary

procedures. The following example of one of such techniques, taken from [Bow92]
closure(A,A).
closure(A,B)arc(A.C), closure(C.B).

arc(a,b).
arc(a,c).

illustrates a programming technique whose manipulated data is in the form of facts
in the knowledge base: since no relationship between the variables of closure/2 can

be drawn based on unification, this technique is not detected. Our approach models

more procedural aspects of the execution of Prolog programs, being able to detect the

technique above. In that sense, our work can be seen as an adaptation of Bowles' ideas
to cope with a larger class of programming techniques, adopting a more procedural

view of Prolog.

2.11 Detecting Prolog Programming Techniques

Being able to spot and extract programming techniques in working Prolog programs

allows the automatic creation and upgrading of our programming knowledge base. Pro¬

gramming techniques extracted from real programs and stored in our knowledge base
can be employed by all those knowledge-based tools of our environment (Section 1.4)
and also be reused to define other programming techniques.

Our notion of programming techniques has to be sufficiently well-defined to be au¬

tomatically detectable. We have devised a formalisation for programming techniques

which allows their automatic recognition and extraction. This formalisation is ex¬

plained in detail in Chapter 4; we shall briefly outline its intuition in the rest of this
subsection.
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The detection of programming techniques amounts to finding out which subgoals are

relevant to which argument positions: given an argument position in a procedure, the

subgoals of each clause which are related to it will comprise the programming technique

(or part of the programming technique, if it involves more than one argument position)
in that argument position. We provide a formal definition for this notion of relevance
in Chapter 4.

For instance, if we were to detect the programming techniques of count/2 procedure
shown above, it would be necessary to conclude that the subgoal "Count is 1 +

CountT" is not related to the first argument position, but it is relevant to the second

argument position. The syntax of a subgoal, that is, its predicate symbol and variables,

sometimes is enough to tell us which argument position it is relevant to. However, the
decision concerning the relevance of a subgoal with respect to an argument position is

not always as trivial as in the count/2 procedure.

For example, let there be the following formulation of sum.int/2 predicate
sum-int ( [] ,0) .

sum.int ( [HIT] ,Sua): -
integer(H),
sum.int (T, SunT),
Sum is H + SumT.

sum.int ( [_|T] ,Sum)
sum.int(T.Sum).

which is similar to sum/2 above, but a test is carried out to make sure only the

integers in the list comprising the first argument are actually summed up in the second

argument (predicate integer in the second clause). The "integer(H)" subgoal is

obviously related to the first argument position, but it is not all that clear if "Sum

is H + SumT" is also related to it: both subgoals employ variable H, but in different

contexts. If we want to distribute the subgoals of each clause in a procedure amongst

the argument positions, we need to be able to detect the different contexts of the

occurrence of variables.

The context of the occurrence of a variable may be given by the predicate employed
in the subgoal. In the sumJnt/2 example above, the "integer(H)" subgoal is a test

employing the system predicate integer: this is an important subgoal for the pro¬

gramming technique of the first argument position because it defines a case for the

manipulation of the list, thus providing a distinction between the two recursive clauses
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of the procedure. If we choose to see the procedure sumJnt/2 from a procedural per¬

spective, then the "integer(H)" is important for the list manipulation technique since
it has the capacity to change the flow of execution.

However, it is not straightforward whether or not the "Sum is H + SumT" is relevant
to the first argument position. This is due to the inability to determine the context of
those variables appearing in subgoals employing the "is" system predicate: it may be
used as a means to perform an arithmetic calculation on its right-hand side followed

by the assignment of the result of this calculation to its left-hand side, or to perform
a calculation on its right-hand side followed by a test of this result against the value

associated with the variable in left-hand side. The sumJnt/2 procedure can be used
for calculating the sum of the integer elements of a list or to test if that sum is equal to
a given figure. If "Sum is H + SumT" is used to assign a value to Sum then it is simply

employing the value of H supplied by the list manipulation technique and hence is not

relevant to the first argument position. If, on the other hand, it is used to perform a

test, then it is as relevant to the first argument as the "integer(H)" subgoal.

This notion of "context" of occurrences of variables is fundamental to our definition

of programming techniques. We need to know how each variable has been used in

a subgoal so as to be able to decide if that subgoal is important or not to an argu¬

ment position. For some subgoals this can be inferred just from the syntax of their

predicates. Other subgoals are such that their meaning is not clear from the syntax

only and auxiliary information must then be employed. Our notion of Prolog pro¬

gramming technique thus entails a dynamic aspect: the syntax of the procedure must

be complemented with the manner in which it has been used. This view differs from

the purely syntactic approaches of Kirschenbaum and colleagues (Section 2.3), Gegg-
Harrison (Section 2.4), Barker-Piurnmer (Section 2.5, Looi (Section 2.6) and Bental

(Section 2.8), and is related to that of Bowles' (Section 2.7).

We aim at detecting programming techniques in pure Prolog programs (Section 1.5)
whose procedures may be used in different ways or directions [SS86]. We consider
a subgoal relevant to an argument position if i) it provides values to that argument

position; or ii) it performs a test which may interfere with that argument position.

We collect additional information on the usage of a subgoal by analysing the execu-
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tion of the procedure. We make use of the sequential execution model of pure Prolog

programs [SS86, Llo93], using SLD-refutation with a leftmost atom selection rule and

depth-first search rule. The programming techniques of a procedure are always anal¬

ysed with respect to a particular usage, as given by a query or set of queries. The same

syntax may yield different programming techniques, depending on its usage. We adopt
the view of a Prolog programming technique as consisting of the syntax of Prolog code
and the way this is used in answering queries.

We have adopted a procedural view of Prolog programs when trying to detect their

programming techniques because some constructs in Prolog programs have a strong

procedural reading (e.g. arithmetic via the is predicate) and can most easily be un¬

derstood if the programs they appear in are viewed procedurally. Programming tech¬

niques with a declarative reading (e.g. difference-lists, manipulation of recursive data

structures, and so on) can also be understood procedurally whereas some procedural-
oriented techniques do not have a declarative description.

We propose a means of economically representing the execution of a procedure using

mode-annotations. A mode-annotation contains information on the instantiation of

the variables of each clause. Each subgoal li;is a pair of mode-annotations, one before
its execution and another after it. We associate with each variable a token which

represents its instantiation status: for example, if a variable is free at one point during

the execution, we associate token "f with it.; if it is ground we associate token "g". For

instance, if subgoal "Sum is H + SumT" had token "g" associated to H and SumT, and

"f" associated with Sum before its execution and "g" associated to all its variables after
its execution, we could correctly infer that that subgoal had been employed to perform
a calculation/assignment. Knowing which computation each subgoal is performing
enables us to decide about its relevance to the argument positions. Further details on

the mode-annotations, other alternatives to represent the execution of a procedure and

the different ways to obtain the mode-annotations are explained in Chapter 3.

Our view of programming techniques takes into account the sharing of variables be¬
tween the contributions of argument positions. We employ place holders in strategic

points stating which variables are required or offered in the contributions of an argu¬

ment position. For instance, the second argument position of procedure sum/2, has
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the following formulation for its contributions
sub(...,0).
sub(...,Sua)

sun(...,SumT),
((reguiree/({H}))) Sub is H + SunT.

The required annotation states that at that point a variable H must be supplied by the

contributions of another argument position. The contributions of the first argument

position, if sum/2 is used to obtain the sum of the elements8, are
sum( [],...).
sua ([H|T],...):~ ((ofler({ti,T})))

sum(T,...).

Its offer annotation states that from that point onwards two variables H and T are

at the disposal of the contributions of other argument positions. The use of these

auxiliary annotations permits the convenient record of the sharing of variables among

the contributions of different argument positions. It represents another aspect of pro¬

gramming knowledge, that of being able to properly relate the contributions of distinct

argument slices.

2.11.1 Program Slicing

Our proposed method for detecting programming techniques is related to work car¬

ried out on program slicing within the procedural paradigm community [Wei82, Wei84,

RW89, GL91, JR94, RHSR94]. Program slicing is a technique aimed at procedural

languages to isolate portions of the code of a program that have some common func¬

tionality: it is a decomposition process based on data flow and control flow, restricting

a program to a subsequence of its commands which are somehow related.

Weiser [Wei82, Wei84] proposed a method to automatically decompose a given program

thus obtaining an executable subprogram, a slice, which reproduces a restricted form
of the behaviour of the original program. The purpose of his work is to restrict a

program to those commands relevant to particular variables and points of the code,

breaking apart large programs into smaller coherent pieces.

To illustrate the program slicing method, we shall consider the C program shown in

Figure 2.1, taken from [KR88] and reproduced in [GL91], a simplified version of the
8 As opposed to testing if the sum is equal to a given value, in which case different contributions
would be obtained.
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Unix utility we, to count the words, characters and lines of a given file. In order to

1 #define YES 1

2 ttdefine NO 0

3 mainO
4 {
5 int c, nl, nw, nc, inuord;
6 inword ■ NO;
7 nl = 0;
8 nw = 0;
9 nc = 0;
10 c = getcharO ;
11 while (c != EOF) {
12 ++nc;
13 if (c == '\n')
14 ++nl;
15 if (c == ' ' 11 c == '
16 inword = NO;
17 else if (inword == NO)
18 inword = YES;
19 ++nw;
20 }
21 c = getcharO ;
22 }
23 printf("7.d '\n'",nl);
24 printf("'/,d '\n'",nw);
25 printf("'/,d '\n'",nc);
26 }

Figure 2.1: C Program to be Sliced

obtain the slices of a program, the proposed method requires that a criterion has to

be provided. A criterion is a pair (i, V) where i is a line number of the program and
V is a subset of the program variables. A program slice with respect to a criterion

consists of all those commands up to line i which are relevant to the set of variables

V. The criterion can be simplified, as done in [GL91], such that the line i is always
considered to be the last line of the program to be sliced, and the criterion would

only consist of the set V; in this case we have a decomposition slice. For instance,

the following program slice obtained with respect to criterion (26, {nw}) outputs the
number of words in a file [GL91]; it contains those commands relevant to the word
counter variable nw:
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1 #define YES 1

2 #define NO 0

3 main0
4 {
5 int c, nw, inword;
6 inword = NO;
8 nw = 0;
10 c = getcharO ;
11 while (c != EOF) {
15 if (c == ' ' II c == '\n
16 inword = NO;
17 else if (inword == NO) {
18 inword = YES;
19 ++nw;
20 }
21 c » getcharO ;
22 }
24 printf("7.d '\n'",nw);
26 }

The following executable program comprises the program slice obtained with respect to

criterion (26, {nc}) [GL91], and is such that it counts the number of characters in the

input text file; it contains those commands relevant to the character counter variable
nc:

3 mainO
4 {
5 int c, nl, nw, nc, invord;
9 nc = 0;
10 c = getcharO ;
11 while (c != EOF) {
12 ++nc;
21 c = getcharO;
22 }
25 printf("'/,d '\n'M ,nc) ;
26 }

Psychological evidence for program slicing is reported in [Wei82]. In his work it is

argued that when debugging a program, programmers mentally slice the program,

starting from the command where the error is first reported and moving through the
flow of control of the program backwards towards its initial command, checking for the
relevance of each command until the place where the bug is introduced is found. It

is thus argued that tools to support debugging could profit by embedding a program

slicing method.

The use of program slicing in software maintenance is pursued in the work of Gallagher

and Lyle [GL91]. A refinement of Weiser's definition of program slice, the decompo¬
sition slice, is given, which accounts for full programs. A discipline of software main¬

tenance is developed employing the introduced concept of decomposition slice. Reps
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and Yang in [RW89] provide a semantics for program slicing.

We make a comparison between Weiscr's work and our proposal in Section 4.6, after
the presentation ofour argument slicing method. A more detailed account of the slicing
of procedural code is given there. We also discuss the positive features and drawbacks
of each proposal.

2.12 Summary

In this chapter we have:

• surveyed existing proposals to represent Prolog programming practices;

• described informally our adopted view of Prolog programming knowledge, the

programming techniques;

• compared the adequacy of our view of Prolog programming techniques against
the surveyed proposals, for the task at hand, i.e. to provide an expressive for-
malisation of programming practices convenient for embedding in a knowledge

managing tool.

• shown how programming techniques can be detected in programs and how this
relates to work carried out within the procedural paradigm community.



Chapter 3

Representing the Execution of
Prolog Programs

3.1 Introduction

We want to detect a large class of programming techniques, including those with a

strong procedural "flavour", such as those performing arithmetic via the is/2 system

predicate, or manipulating data structures via auxiliary procedures. In order to achieve

this, we must be able to represent the procedural meaning of a program.

In this chapter we suggest that the procedural meaning of a program can be given

by its execution. Different queries may yield different executions, and hence different

meanings. This is in accordance with our view of programming techniques: the same

procedure may contain different techniques depending on its usage. In the sections

below we propose different ways to represent, the execution of a program and describe
manners to obtain them.

Ideally, we want a description of the usage of each clause of a procedure. The order in

which the clauses are used and the number of times each clause is used is not relevant

to our formalisation of programming technique. We want to supplement the syntax of

the procedure with the manner it is used during conventional Prolog interpretation.

The approaches shown in this chapter aim at this ideal scenario.

We propose an economic manner to depict the execution of a program using mode-

annotations, a simplified form of substitution describing the instantiation status of each

40
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variable in the clauses of a procedure and how they change as the execution proceeds.
We describe different ways of obtaining the mode-annotated version of a procedure and

list their advantages and drawbacks. We claim that this proposal provides us with the
information we need to detect programming techniques.

3.2 Execution of Prolog Programs

By execution of a Prolog program P with respect to a query Q we mean the construc¬

tion of a SLDNF-refutation for PL) {->(,)}, that is, a proof that PL) {~>Q} leads to

a contradiction [Llo93] using SLDNF-rcsolution and Prolog's computation rule (i.e.
leftmost goal) and search rule (i.e. depth-first). Only the first solution of a query

is of importance for us: the different solutions obtained by backtracking will not be

considered in our analysis.

Existing representations for the execution of programs, such as proof-trees [Llo93, SS86]
and traces [SS86, CM87] concentrate on its dynamic aspects, showing the progress of
the computation in terms of the unifications taking place.

We propose in the next section a representat ion for the execution of a program which
relates its syntax to the dynamics of its computations. Then in the following sections

we improve this first proposal, thus obtaining a more economic representation of the

execution of a program.

The programming techniques of our concern are those restricted to a single procedure.

Although the proposals to represent executions aim at complete programs, our focus
will be a single procedure at each time, specified by the user of our knowledge man¬

agement tool. We assume that the focused procedure is always the topmost predicate,
i.e. that predicate which employs (calls) other subsidiary procedures.

3.3 Recording the Instantiation of Variables

Important aspects in the execution of a Prolog program can be described in terms

of the instantiations performed on the variables in its clauses. Proof-trees and traces

show these instantiations in the order they happen, and may also include information
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about the order of clauses employed, backtracking, and so on.

We propose here a means to incorporate the dynamics of the execution of a program

to its syntax. This proposal consists of listing the clauses employed in the execution,

in the order they were used: the clauses arc shown as a one-piece construct, without

any disruptions to show the execution of auxiliary user-defined predicates or recursive

calls, as traces [SS86, CM87] conventionally do. This proposed representation could
be seen as a "flattened" trace.

The instantiations taking place during the execution are incorporated in our represen¬

tation as annotations strategically placed in each clause. These annotations represent

the substitutions (i.e. the instantiation of variables) holding at that place in the clause
where they appear. Each annotation contains all the variables of the clause and are

placed after the head goal and after each subgoal in the body of the clause: the result
of the execution of each subgoal is conveniently represented as the changes that took

place in the instantiations of its variables, for instance, let there be the definition

below for predicate collect/2 — we shall follow liowles' [Bow92] style and present both
the normal form (left) and conventional versions (right) of a procedure the first time
we show it:

It holds if its first argument is a list whose integer elements (if any) are to be found, in
the same order, in the list comprising the second argument. The execution triggered

by the query

?- collect([l,foo,3],Int).

is shown in Figure 3.1 in our proposed representation. The curly brackets enclose the
set of substitutions that hold at that point in the clause. Each element of a substitution

is of the form x/t where a: is a Prolog variable and t is either a Prolog term associated

collect(A,B)
A - [],
B - [].

collect(A,B)

collect ([] ,[]) .

collect ([XIXs] , [X|Ys])
integer(X),
collect(Xs,Ys).

A « [XlXs],
B - [XlYs] ,

integer(X),
collect(Xs.Ys).

collect(A,B)
A - [XIXs] ,
collect(Xs,B).

collect([XIXs],Y)
collect(Xs,Y).
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collect(Xs,Ys).
collect(A,B)

A - [],
B « [].

collect(Xs,Ys).
collect(A,B)

A - [XlXs],
collect(Xs,B).

collect(A,B)

collect(A,B)
A = [XlXs],
B » [XIYs] ,

integer(X),

A - [XlXs] ,

B - [XIYs] ,

integer(X),

{A/[l(foo,3],B/|1,X/4.2,Xs/i3,Ys/i4}
{A/[l,foo,3],B/4i,X/l,Xs/[foo,3] ,Ys/4.4}
{A/ [ 1, foo, 3] , B/ [ 1114] ,X/1, Xs/ [foo, 3] , Ys/4.4}
{A/[1 ,f00,3] ,B/[11].4] »X/1,Xs/[foo,3] ,Ys/44}
{A/ [1, f00,3] , B/ [ 1,3] ,X/l,Xs/ [f00,3] ,Ys/ [3] }
{A/[foo,3].BAU.X/is.XsAU}
{A/[foo,3] ,B/4.4,X/foo,Xs/[3]}
{A/[f00,3] ,B/[3] ,X/foo,Xs/[3]}
{A/[3],B/|4,X/47,Xs/48,Ys/49}
{A/ [3] , B/;4 ,X/3, Xs/ [] , Ys/4.9}
{A/[3] ,B/[3lf9] ,X/3,Xs/[] ,Ys/|9}
{A/[3] ,B/[3IW ,X/3,Xs/[] ,Ys/i9}
{A/[3] ,B/[3] ,X/3,Xs/[] ,Ys/[]}
{A/[],B/|9}
{A/n ,B/4.9}
{A/ [] ,B/ [] }

Figure 3.1: Clauses of Procedure collect./'I Annotated with the Instantiation of Vari¬
ables

with x, or a reference to a memory cell [AK90] or a term with references to memory

cells. A reference to a memory cell, denoted by 4-n, is a pointer to a specific memory

position: if a variable is associated with a memory cell then it has no value assigned to

it. The substitutions are placed after the head goal is matched and after each subgoal

execution.

The depiction of the execution above has the second clause of collect/2 as its first
clause. After the matching of the query with its head goal, we have A instantiated

to the list [l,foo,3] and all the other variables of the clause associated with empty

memory cells, i.e. they are free. Although it is not shown, the Int variable in the

query is associated with 4-1, hence the value associated with B. After the execution of

its first subgoal, variables X and Xs change their instantiation, becoming associated
with 1 and [foo,3] respectively, and all the other variables in the clause remain as

they were. After the second subgoal is executed, B becomes associated with the term

[114-4] : the occurrence of Ys is replaced by the memory cell it points to. The execution

of "integer(X)" does not change the instantiation of any variable, since it performs
a simple test. The rest of the execution is triggered by the recursive call at the end,

"collectC [foo,3] ,4.4)", whose execution assigns the term [3] to the memory position

pointed at by 4-4-
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The rest of the annotated clauses are obtained in a similar way: the execution of

subgoals performs changes on their variables and the recursive calls trigger other ex¬

ecutions until the empty list is reached and the base case clause is executed. The
annotated clauses are shown in one piece, without disruptions to show the execution
of user-defined subgoals or recursive calls, as a trace would do. Failed clauses are dis¬
carded: the subgoals in their bodies that succeeded and were successfully annotated are

not relevant to our characterisation of the programming techniques of that procedure.

Only clauses that succeed are actually collected.

Given a program and a query, the representation for its execution as shown above can

be obtained by the enhanced meta-interpretcr [SS86, SL88] shown in Figure 3.2 below.
In prolog1/4 the substitutions of a procedure arc kept explicitly in the Th variables. The

prolog1((G,Gs),ThO,Th,(AnG,AnGs)):-
prologl(G,ThO,Thl,AnG),
prologl(Gs,Thl,Th,AnGs).

prologl(\+G,Th,Th,(\+G,Th))
\+ prologl(G,Th,J .

prologl(G,ThO,Th,(G,Th))
system(G),
calll(G,ThO,Th).

prologl(G,ThO,Th,(G,Th))
clausel(G,ThO,(Hd:-Bd),Thl),
prologl(Bd.Thl,Th2,AnnBd),
update(ThO,Th2,Th),
retract(execution(AnCls)),
assert(execution([(Hd:-Thl,AnnBd)IAnCls])).

Figure 3.2: Enhanced Meta-interpretcr to Record the Instantiation of Variables

first argument of prologl/4 holds the subgoals to be executed; the second argument

holds the instantiation of the variables before the subgoal (or subgoals) is (or are)

executed; the third argument holds the instantiation of variables after the subgoal (or

subgoals) is (or are) executed; and the fourth argument holds the subgoal(s) with its

(theirs) annotation(s). The initial call must have its substitutions explicit; to obtain
the mode-annotated clauses shown in Figure 3.1, it should have been

?- prologl(collect(A,B),{A/[1,foo,3],B/_} , Ans , _) .

where B's association with an anonymous variable in the initial substitution is due to

its being initially free. Ans will provide us with an answer to the query, in the form of
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a substitution.

The colli/3 predicate is an adaptation to the cull/1 system predicate to cope with built-
ins: it basically applies a substitution ThO to a subgoal G, executes it, and obtains its

resulting substitution Th. The clousel/3 is also an adaptation of a system predicate; it

adapts the clause/2 system predicate to cope with explicit substitutions: it applies ThO

to G and searches in the knowledge base for a clause whose head goal matches G/ThO.
The update/3 predicate updates substitution ThO to reflect the final instantiations of
the variables of the newly executed clause recorded in Th2. In order to keep the

enhancement simple, we opted for a global structure {execution/1, being updated in

the last clause) to store the annotated clauses; at the beginning of our analysis, this

global structure is set to the empty list.

One problem this representation for the execution of a program faces is that, depending
on the program and the query supplied, there may be many different copies of the same

clause, their only difference being the particular values to which their variables were

instantiated. In our collect/2 example above, the second clause of the procedure was

used twice, each time with different values, hence its double occurrence. If the list input

in the query had n integer elements the second clause would have appeared replicated

n times, with different instantiations. According to our proposal, the number of times

a clause has been used is not a relevant piece of information for the detection of

programming techniques.

The source of this problem is the recording of particular values used during the ex¬

ecution. Instead of having this detailed and rather verbose account of an execution,

we can choose a level of abstraction in which the particular values are overlooked and

copies of clauses can be collapsed together. Particular values associated with variables

are abstracted as tokens depicting their instantiation status, i.e. if the variable is free,

ground or instantiated. This solution is explained in the following section.

Another problem arises when a bad choice of a query causes important clauses in the

procedure to be left out. For example, if we had executed our procedure collect/2
with respect to query "?- collect( [fool ,foo2,foo3] ,Int)" the second clause of

the procedure would not have been used al, all, since no elements in the list would

satisfy the integer/1 predicate.
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3.4 Recording the Instantiation Mode of Variables

A more abstract and economic way to represent the execution of a Prolog program

can be achieved by a refinement of the previous proposal. Instead of annotating the
used clauses with the actual values associated with its variables, we can employ their

instantiation status, i.e. if the variables are free, ground, and so on. The copies of a
clause which differ only by the actual values of its variables would become equal and
a single copy of it could be used instead, thus solving the problem of having multiple

copies of a same clause.

According to this approach, instead of having actual values associated with variables,
we would relate to each variable a token describing its instantiation status:

• "f" — token associated with free variables;

• "g" — token associated with ground variables, i.e. variables bound to constants

or (composed) terms with ground subterms only;

• "i" — token associated with instantiated variables, i.e. variables not free.

We need token "i" to represent the instantiation mode of variables bound to composed

terms with at least one free variable, that is, "partially ground/partially free" structures

(e.g. a list with a free variable as its tail). Neither "f" nor "g" would accurately
describe this partially ground/partially free status. The tokens are also named modes.

Different sets of tokens have been proposed for specific applications. For instance,

[MU87] uses the set {g, ng} (ground and non-ground, respectively) to analyse the
flow of Prolog programs; [DW86] and [I3JCD87] use the set {e, c, f, d} (respectively:
empty, closed or ground, free and don't know) for mode inferencing; [Mel87] uses

{II, IU, IM, U) (respectively: totally ground, term with totally uninstantiated compo¬

nents, term which is not IIor IU, and totally uninstantiated) also for mode inferencing.

These tokens are an attempt to move from particular values of variables to a more

abstract setting in which sets of values can be considered instead. Those subsequent

copies of a clause with similar tokens associated with its variables can be safely dis¬

carded, since they do not add any relevant information to help the identification of
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those techniques employed in the procedure. The execution of our collect/2 example

above, for instance, with the same query provided, yields the annotated clauses shown

in Figure 3.3. The actual values are replaced by their modes, enhancing the similar¬
ities between clauses. Identical clauses need not be kept. In Figure 3.3 the second

clause which is used twice during the execution has only one copy since its annota¬

tions are exactly the same. The annotations consisting of the modes of variables are

called mode-annotations and the procedures with mode-annotations are called mode-

annotated procedures.

A mode-annotated procedure is a description of the execution of a procedure in terms

of the changes in the instantiation status of the variables of its clauses. Instead of con¬

sidering particular executions, with actual values assigned to variables, entire classes of

executions can be depicted by means of mode-annotated procedures. Mode-annotated

procedures do not have repeated clauses; that is, only one copy of each mode-annotated

clause is considered. Those clauses in the original procedure which may be used more

than once (in the example above, the recursive clauses can be used many times) have

only one mode-annotated version of them in the mode-annotated procedure, which

stands for all their copies.

A simple way to obtain the mode-annotated representation of a procedure is to analyse

the clauses obtained in prolog1/4 which are stored in execution/1 and replace their
annotations containing the actual values of variables with respective mode-annotations,

getting rid of repeated clauses. The built-in Prolog predicates var/1 and ground/1 can

be used to assign modes to variables based on their associated contents; the "i" mode

collect(Xs,Ys).
collect(A,B)

A - [XIXs] ,

collect(Xs,B).
collect(A ,B)

A = [],
B -

collect(A.B)
A - [XIXs],
B - [XlYs],
integer(X),

{A/g,B/f,X/f,Xs/f,Ys/f}
{A/g,B/f,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
{A/g,B/i,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
{A/g,B/i,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
{A/g,B/g,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/g}
{A/g,B/f,X/f,Xs/f}
{A/g,B/f,X/g,Xs/g}
{A/g,B/g,X/g,Xs/g}
{A/g,B/f}
{A/g.B/f}
{A/g,B/g}

Figure 3.3: Mode-Annotated Clauses of Procedure collect/2
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is assigned to a variable when its associated value satisfies neither var/1 nor ground/1.
We explore other alternatives in the following sections.

In the next section we describe a method to get mode-annotated procedures using

the conventional interpreter for Prolog programs. This interpreter is also called a

concrete interpreter as opposed to an obstruct interpreter, in the former, computations

are carried out in the concrete domain of Prolog terms; in the latter, computations
are performed over an abstract domain representing sets of actual Prolog terms. In

Section 3.6 we explain a method to get the mode-annotations employing an abstract

interpreter. It turns out that both approaches have advantages and drawbacks, which
are listed at the end of their presentations.

3.5 Mode-Annotation via Concrete Interpretation

In the previous section we explained a means to represent the execution of a program

using the instantiation modes of its variables. We also suggested a way to adapt
the results of the enhanced meta-intcrpreter of Figure 3.2 replacing the actual values
associated with the variables with their modes and getting rid of repeated clauses. In
this section we provide another way to get, the mode-annotated procedure: it consists

of adapting the prologl/4 procedure to prepare each annotation in terms of the modes
of its variables, as the execution proceeds.

The mode-annotated clauses of a program execution can be obtained by a very simple

adaptation to the prologl/4 meta-interpreter, which translates the substitutions into

mode-annotations. The prolog2/4 meta-interpreter shown in Figure 3.4 implements
these adaptations. Predicate mode-annotation/2 converts a substitution Th with actual
values associated with variables to a rriode-an notation MTh in which the values are

replaced by tokens. The system predicates var/1 and ground/1 are used to replace the

value t associated with a variable x; for each x/t in Th, then

• if var(t)1 holds then x/f is in MTh;

• if ground(£) holds then x/g is in MTh;

1 The var/l predicate holds when the content of a variable is an empty memory cell.
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prolog2((G,Gs),ThO,Th,(AnG.AnGs))
prolog2(G,ThO,Th1,AnG),
prolog2(G8,Thl,Th,AnGs).

prolog2(\+G,Th,Th,(\+G,HTh))
\+ prolog2(G,Th,J ,

»ode-annotation(Th,HTh).
prolog2(G,ThO,Th,(G,HTh)):-

systea(G),
call1(G,ThO,Th),
■ode_annotation(Th,HTh).

prolog2(G.ThO,Th,(G,HTh)):-
clause1(G,ThO,(Hd:-Bd),Thl),
prolog2(Bd,Thl,Th2,AnnBd),
update(ThO,Th2,Th),
■ode_annotation(Th,HTh),
■ode^annotation(Thl,HThl),
update .clauses ( (lid: -HTh 1, AnnBd)) .

Figure 3.4: Concrete Interpreter to Record the Mode of Variables

• if neither var(f) nor ground(t) hold then x/i is in MTh.

In order to keep the meta-interprcter simple, we also employ here a global structure

to store the execution. The update.clauses/1 predicate is employed to perform the
insertion of the recently obtained mode-annotated clause into the execution. Since

repeated clauses should be discarded, a test must be performed before the clause is

actually inserted. If the recently obtained clause is already in the execution then it is

ignored; otherwise it is inserted.

3.5.1 Advantages and Drawbacks

The mode-annotation of a procedure using an enhanced (concrete) meta-interpreter

provides an accurate account of a particular execution of that procedure: the instan¬
tiation status of each variable is always known and either "F', "i" or "g" is assigned

to it. The enhancement of the "vanilla" meta-interpreter is a straightforward process

and the resulting code is very simple. This approach, however, has two pitfalls:

• Non-termination: because we arc actually running a program as mode-annotations
are collected, if the program does not terminate neither does the mode-annotation.
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• Incompleteness: there might be clauses which are not used in the execution of
the procedure and hence will not. have their mode-annotated versions collected.

Non-termination might not be an important issue in this context for two reasons.

Firstly, and more importantly, the current analysis relies on the participation of an

expert whose initiative in choosing the program and the query is essential. It would
be expected that the expert programmer had chosen the program because it computed

(hence terminated) some interesting result. Secondly, we could simply rule out non-

terminating programs (and their techniques), considering them outside the scope of
this work.

In an ideal setting, a mode-annotated procedure should contain every clause anno¬

tated with the tokens of each variable. The mode-annotated clauses would provide
all the information one needed to analyse its techniques, according to our approach.

However, it might be the case that not every clause is used in the execution (hence
not every clause appears in the mode-annotated procedure) and in order to detect
the techniques of the procedure, one would preferably need all the clauses with their

mode-annotations. We could, here again, rely on the user's choice of an appropriate

query to solve this problem: if a clause is left out of the mode-annotation the user

would be warned about it and another query would be asked.

3.6 Mode-Annotation via Abstract Interpretation

In the previous section we described a simple way of mode-annotating a clause by

concretely interpreting a program with respect to an initial query. As the execution

proceeds, we collect information about the variables of each subgoal after its execution,
and use this information to annotate the clauses.

An alternative approach is to use abstract interpretation [CC92, KK87] to obtain the
desired annotated procedure. Instead of using the actual domain of Prolog (constants
and terms) and carrying out computations on these values, we employ an abstract
domain upon which abstract computations take place. The main benefit of using

abstract interpretation is to address the incompleteness problem mentioned above:

within an abstract interpreter particular values are not regarded as important and
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more clauses can be analysed. However, the main drawback of this approach, to be

exemplified later, is the potential inaccuracy of the information obtained.

Abstract interpretation can be seen as executing a program with an abstract description
of a goal and obtaining an abstract description of a set of possible answers [Wae88].
The execution of a program is simulated in an abstract domain of approximations to

those values found in concrete computations. The quality of the information obtained

about a program by means of its abstract interpretation is a function of the abstract

descriptions (the abstract domain) used.

3.6.1 Abstract Domain

An abstract domain consists of a set of tokens each of which represents a possibly

infinite set of actual values. We define an abstract domain in which each token describes

an instantiation status of a variable. The same tokens "f", "i" and "g" used in the
mode-annotations are employed for this purpose. However, due to limitations inherent

in the abstract interpretation techniques used here, an extra token "?", standing for

any of the other tokens, has to be included. Having the token "?" associated with
a variable means that the variable may be free, instantiated or ground, but nothing

more specific can be said.

Each token of the abstract domain represent an infinite set of concrete values. Token

"g", for instance, stands for an abstraction of Prolog constructs such as "100 + 2",

"[bar,foo.baz]", "baz", "foo(bar,baz,foo(bar))", and so on. Token "i" standsfor

an abstraction of Prolog constructs such as "f (X,a)", "[foolX]", and soon, (whereXis
a free variable), and is also an abstraction of the token "g". The sets described by these
tokens form a partial ordering, according to the reflexive set inclusion relation "C",

graphically depicted in Figure 3.5. The abstract interpretation functions simulating

concrete Prolog computations are also naturally defined; the fundamental one, the

binding of variables, is explained below.

We say that a token T subsumes another token T", denoted by T □ T", when the

instantiation status depicted by T can also be depicted as T'. Mode "i", for instance,

subsumes mode "g", since all ground variables are also instantiated. The "?" mode
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?

i f

c

g

Figure 3.5: Set Inclusion Relationship between Tokens

subsumes all other modes. More formally we have:

Definition 3.6.1 A token T subsumes another token T", T □ T", if one of the cases

below holds

1. T = r,

2. T = i,r' = g,

3. T = ?.

The subsumption between tokens faithfully reproduces the relation between the sets of
values represented by each token: T □ 7" if, and only if, T D T'. We shall assume that
the subsuming (or subsumed) token is always minimal, that is, if we want to find a

token T which subsumes a given token 7" (or, alternatively, a token T' subsumed by a

given token T) then we shall consider the possible outcomes in the following ordering:

1. T — T', otherwise

2. T" = f and T = ?, otherwise

3. T' = g and T = i, otherwise

4. T' — g and T = ?, otherwise

5. T' = i and T = ?.

This assumption defines a least upper bound for each set of values represented by a

token.
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3.6.2 Abstract Interpretation and Mode-Annotations

53

The mode of each variable is given by the token the abstract interpreter associates
with its content: the concrete domain of Prolog is now abstracted to four values, upon

which all the computations are simulated. In the abstract interpretation there is no

need to analyse the content of a variable in order to obtain its mode and associate a

token with it because the content of a variable is already such a token.

The syntactic constraints of the programs to be analysed (see Section 1.5) where only

explicit unifications are permitted, enable ns to view computations as the effect of

these explicit unifications over the mode-annotations. The unification of variables is

abstracted in terms of changes made to their associated tokens. The possible changes

of token T associated with x into another token T", denoted by T -< T", is defined by

the arrows in the graph of Figure 3.6. The < relation captures the possible changes

of the instantiation status of a variable during the execution of a subgoal: a variable
whose associated token is "f (a free variable) can be eventually associated with tokens

"g", "i" or "?". Variables associated with token "i" (instantiated variables) can be

associated, as a result of some computation, with "g" or "?". Variables associated
with "g" never have their tokens changed. Variables associated with "?" can become

associated with "f", "i", or "g". The unification between two variables x and y can

be described by means of Table 3.1. The first column shows the possible values of x

and the first line the possible values of y; each entry in the table depicts the token

associated with both x and y after their abstract unification. For instance, entry (3,3)

Figure 3.6: Possible Changes to Tokens
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states that the unification of x/i with y/'i does not alter their tokens.

In our implementation of the abstract interpreter the sharing of variables within sub-
terms is not recorded. If, for example, we are given a substitution {X/f, Y/f} and a

subgoal X = f(Y) to interpret abstractly, then its outcome is {X/i, Y/f}, without the

sharing between X and Y, as there would be in the concrete interpretation of Prolog. If
Y later becomes ground the mode of X is not updated to ground; if, however, X becomes

ground the mode of Y is updated to "?". This limitation is responsible for the inac¬

curacy of the mode-annotations given by the abstract interpreter, as explained below.

One should notice, though, that these modes are correct, although less accurate, with

respect to those obtained in the concrete interpretation: the modes of the latter are

respectively subsumed by those of the former.

3.6.3 Abstract Interpretation with Extension Tables

In order to mode-annotate a procedure via abstract interpretation we had to define the

rules for the abstract computation of each subgoal and the mode-annotation process.

As in conventional Prolog meta-interpreters, the subgoals of a clause were grouped as:

• System built-in procedures - those predicates available in most Prolog interpreters

and such that no definition (in t he form of a sequence of clauses) is needed.
The built-in procedures handled by our abstract interpreter are those of Subsec¬
tion 1.5.

• User-defined procedures - those predicates representing calls to user-defined pro¬

cedures, i.e., procedures for which a sequence of clauses is found in the program.

Recursive subgoals fall into this group.

x\y f g i ?
f f g i ?
g g g g g
i i g i i
9 ? g i ?

Table 3.1: Abstract Unification of Variables x and y
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System predicates are abstractly computed by updating the associated tokens of those
variables involved: the meaning of a system predicate is known without any refer¬
ence to a sequence of clauses defining it. for instance, the abstract computation of

subgoal X = [YIZ] , given an abstract substitution {X/g, Y/f, Z/f}, yields substitution

{X/g, Y/g, Z/g}. The abstract interpreter defines the meaning of each Prolog system

predicate in terms of changes in the tokens of the variables involved.

During our abstract computation of user-defined procedures either an analysis of the
success patterns of previous clauses has to be carried out (in the case of recursive calls)
or a complete analysis of the success patterns of auxiliary procedures must be per¬

formed. A success pattern is a subgoal toget her with a pair of abstract substitutions

representing the status of the variables before and after the subgoal abstract computa¬
tion. Success patterns are stored in an extension table. As the abstract interpretation

of the program proceeds the success patterns of all user-defined predicates employed
are stored in an extension table.

Extension tables [Die87] are an attempt to simulate the conventional Prolog interpre¬
tation of user-defined predicates. By keeping a record of call and exit patterns of each
clause in a procedure, it is possible to infer, from these records, an exit pattern which

subsumes all others and safely abstracts the computations likely to be carried out in

the actual execution of that procedure. Each entry in the extension table represents the

result of the abstract computation of a user-defined subgoal on a substitution yielding
another substitution. Our implementation of the abstract interpretation of recursive

clauses exploits dynamic programming in order to find the mode-annotated clauses and
the extension table. Whenever the extension table is updated with a new entry, the

abstract interpretation of the recursive clauses starts again from the very beginning,

using the newly updated extension table.

3.6.4 An Abstract Interpreter to Mode-Annotate a Program

We have adapted a meta-interpreter to perform the abstract interpretation of a Pro¬

log program, and to insert the mode-annotations with the modes of variables after

the abstract interpretation of each subgoal. We have incorporated an extension ta¬

ble mechanism as the one suggested in [Die87] and roughly followed those abstract
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interpreters shown in [Wae88] and in [llow!)2].

The meta-interpreter shown in Figure 3.7 implements an abstract interpreter. The

abs.int((G,Gs),ThO,Th,(AnG.AnGs))
abs_int(G,ThO,Thl,AnG),
ab8.int(Gs,Thl,Th,AnGs).

abs.int (\+G ,Th,Th, (\+G ,Th)).
abs.int(GpThO,Th, (G,Th))

systea(G),
abs.call(G,ThO,Th).

abs.int(G,ThO,Th,(G,Th))
in_xtable(G,ThO,Th).

abs_int(G,ThO,Th,(G,Th))
all.clauses(G,Cls),
abs_int-procedure(Cls ,G ,ThO,Th) ,

insertJctable(G,ThO,Th) .

abs_int-procedure(Cls,G,ThO,Th)
xtable(XTBef),
abs.int.clauses(Cls,G,ThO,AnCls),
xtable(XTAft),
XTBef - XTAft,
in_xtable(G,ThO,Th) ,

insert-clauses (AnCls).

abs.int_procedure(Cls,G,ThO,Th)
ab8.int_procedure(Cls,G,ThO,Th) .

abs_int_clauses([]
abs.int .clauses([(Hd:-Bd)ICls],G,ThO,[(Hd:-Thl,AnnBd)IAnCls]):-

unify(Hd.Bd.G,ThO,Thl),
abs-int(Bd.Thl,Th2,AnBd),
abs.int.clauses (Cls ,G ,ThO, AnCls).

Figure 3.7: Abstract Interpreter to Record the Mode of Variables

absJnt/A predicate abstractly interprets the subgoals of the body of a clause. The

abs.call/3 predicate describes the meaning of each system predicate in terms of changes

performed to the modes of variables stored in ThO; for instance, those system predicates
that can only perform tests, such as the comparator >, the integer/1 predicate, and so

on, have the following clauses:

abs_call((_> _),Th,Th).
abs.call(integer(_),Th,Th).

and so on, with unchanged substitutions. The mode-altering system predicates have
more elaborate formulations, in which only the modes of those variables of the subgoal

are updated and the others remain unaltered.
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The fourth clause of abs.int/4 checks if a user-defined predicate has an entry in the
extension table, via predicate injztablc/'.l: if it has an entry (or more than one) then

injrtable/3 subsumes the success modes of all the entries and returns it as Th. The
fifth clause collects the definition of subgoal G, abstract interprets it, obtaining Th, and

inserts the entry comprising of G, ThO and Th in the extension table.

The abs.int.procedure/4 controls the abstract interpretation of the clauses defining a

predicate: if there is a new entry in the extension table, the abstract interpretation of

the set of clauses defining G is performed again, from the beginning (second clause of

absAnt.procedure/4, as the exception of testing XTBef (extension table before the ab¬
stract interpretation) against XTAft (extension table after the abstract interpretation).
The abstract substitution Th is obtained by checking in the extension table; the mode-
annotated clauses obtained by abs.inLclauscs/4 are inserted in a global data structure

by insert-clauses/1. The absJnLclauscs/4 applies the absJnt/4 to each clause of the

procedure and obtains its mode-annotated version.

The implementation of the abstract interpreter of Figure 3.7 may loop, if the non-

recursive clauses are not processed first, initialising the extension table with the exit

modes of their head goal variables. Since the order of clauses is immaterial in ab¬

stract interpretation and is not important for our characterisation of programming

techniques, this problem can be circumvented by having the clauses reordered prior to

the application of the abstract interpreter, the non-recursive clauses coming first. Al¬

ternatively, a suspension mechanism can be used [Wae88, Bow92] so that recursive calls
have their abstract interpretation suspended until the extension table has an entry.

3.6.5 Advantages and Drawbacks

There are two main advantages when using abstract interpretation to mode-annotate

programs:

• Termination — the abstract interpretation of programs eventually terminates.
This is true even for normally non-terminating programs. The program has
its execution simulated by having each clause separately interpreted, but the

potentially non-terminating flow of control of the program interpreted is not
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actually established.

• Completeness— the supplied query is abstracted in terms of its modes and the

analysis is carried out with respect to this abstraction. If the same query is

supplied to both concrete and abstract interpreters, the clauses obtained in the

latter form a superset of those obtained in the former.

These features overcome the disadvantages of the concrete interpretation referred to

previously. The system does not have to rely on the user's appropriate choice of a

query to produce good quality mode-annotated procedures, since the process always

stops and supplies a mode-annotated version of every reachable clause in conventional

Prolog execution.

During the abstract interpretation the query supplied by the user is abstracted to its

modes, and all the computations arc also abstracted in terms of modes. Instead of con¬

sidering particular values as in the concrete interpretation, only modes are employed,
and hence more clauses can be reached and abstractly interpreted with the same initial

query.

A major deficiency of abstract interpretation in comparison with the concrete interpre¬

tation is the lower quality of its mode-annotations themselves. During the subsumption

of success patterns there might appear "i" or "?" tokens associated with variables and
this does not tell much about the mode of (lie variables themselves. In our current

implemented version, there is also t he problem of instantiated variables whose free sub-

terms are eventually ground: in the abstract interpretation those variables will remain
associated with "i" whereas in the concrete interpreter they will be appropriately up¬

dated and have a "g" token associated with them. This feature of our implementation

might cause mistakes in some circumstances: given the following program

p(A,B)
q(A,B),
A » a.

q(A,B):-
A = B.

if procedure p/2 is mode-annotated with respect, to query ?-p(A,B) (A and B are free)

using the abstract interpreter above, then the following version is obtained
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p(A,B){A/f,B/f}
q(A,B), {A/f,B/f}
A - a. {A/g,B/f}

The final mode of B was incorrectly inferred to be f, because the variable dependency

between A and B defined in procedure <//'2 was not recorded. This problem can be

circumvented, though, if the dependency of variables is also stored in the explicit
substitution Th of our implementation.

To illustrate the points above, we shall obtain a mode-annotated version of proce¬

dure collect/2 with respect to the query "collect( [fool ,foo2] ,L)" this time via
abstract interpretation. This query is abstracted as "collect(X/g ,Y/0" and the
mode-annotated procedure shown in Figure 3.X below is obtained. It is worth noticing

collect(A,B):- {A/g.B/f}
A - [], {A/g.B/f'}
B - []• {A/g,B/g}

collect (A,B){A/g.B/f.X/f.Xs/f.Ys/f}
A-CXIXs], {A/g,B/f,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
B - [XIYs], {A/g,B/i,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
integer(X), {A/g,B/i,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
collect(Xs,Ys). { A/g,B/i ,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/i}

collect(A.B){A/g,B/f,X/f,Xs/f}
A-CXIXs]. {A/g,B/f,X/g,Xs/g}
collect(Xs,B). {A/g,B/i,X/g,Xs/g}

Figure 3.8: Clauses of Procedure collccl/2 Annotated with the Instantiation of Vari¬
ables via an Abstract Interpreter

the mode-annotations on the head goals of the second and third clauses: they are of
"less" quality than those obtained in the concrete interpretation (Section 3.5). This

happens because in the second clause when snbgoal B = [X|Ys] is abstractly com¬

puted there is simply an assignment of tokens to B, X and Ys, but no relationship is

kept between these variables. If token "g" is associated with both X and Ys, then B

should also have "g" associated with it, but this does not happen because no variable

dependency is recorded.

The order of the clauses is not that of conventional Prolog execution. It is the order
of the clauses as in the definition of collccl/2, in Section 3.3. The meta-interpreter of

Figure 3.7 abstractly interprets each clause of the procedure, collecting the modes of
its variables: in collect/2 the non-recursive clause came first, followed by the recursive
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clauses. If the definition of the procedure were such that the recursive clauses came first,

the mode-annotated clauses would still hear a similar ordering, non-recursive clauses
first. This is due to the reordering of the clauses before the abstract interpretation
is performed, as explained above. The relative ordering among the non-recursive and
recursive clauses is, however, maintained.

3.7 Duplication of Mode-Annotations

A mode-annotated subgoal can be made a stand-alone description of a computation if
we add to it the mode-annotation before its execution. The mode-annotation before the

subgoal can be obtained by replicating the mode-annotation after its previous subgoal.
Given a mode-annotated clause of the form

II : - $o 5| 01, S-2 01,..., Sn 0n

where H and 5, are subgoals and ( lie 0, are mode-annotations, the new form of mode-
annotation can be obtained by inserting a copy of before 5,+i:

H : - bo do Si 01, 01 S-2 0-2, ■ ■ ■, #n-i Sn 0n

A simple process could translate clauses of the former kind into those of the latter.

Alternatively, the meta-interpreters for concrete and abstract mode-annotation shown

previously can be easily altered to build this new form of mode-annotated clauses. We

shall assume from now on that the mode-annotated clauses are of the latter kind.

This replication is also made necessary because during the separation of the contribu¬
tions of each argument position (the mgumcnl. slicing, explained in Chapter 4) some
mode-annotated subgoals may not become part of a contribution and their gap would
make the description of the computations in that contribution inaccurate. Another rea¬

son for the duplication of mode-annotations is the notational convenience: individual

subgoals with the mode-annotations before and after it provide us with a description
of those computations performed at that, point, and as we shall see on Chapter 5, this

description plays an important role in ( lie organisation of our library.

A simpler representation scheme would provide (.lie mode-annotations only after those

subgoals that have changed the mode of variables. For instance, our mode-annotated
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collect/2 procedure obtained by the abstract, interpreter and shown in Figure 3.8, could
be represented as:

collect (A,B):- {A/g,B/f}
A = [],
B = []• {A/g.B/g}

collect (A,B):- {A/g,B/f,X/f,Xs/f,Ys/f}
A = [XI Xs] , {A/g,B/f,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
B = [XI Ys] , {A/g,B/i,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
integer(X),
collect(Xs,Ys). {A/g,B/i ,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/i}

collect(A.B){A/g,B/f,X/f,Xs/f}
A ■ [XI Xs] , {A/g,B/f,X/g,Xs/g}
collect(Xs,B). {A/g.B/i ,X/g,Xs/g)

where the mode-annotations after subgoals "A = []" and "integer(X)" are omitted.
This representation, although simplified, would have to be adapted during the argu¬

ment slicing to provide a faithful account of the ongoing computations. Furthermore,

when subgoals are required to be addressed together with the modes of variables before
and after them, a more sophisticated notation would become necessary.

3.8 Subsumption of Mode-Annotated Clauses

During the mode-annotation via the concrete interpreter, if an argument position in the

subgoal of a clause appears with different, modes then that clause will appear more than
once with different mode-annot.alions. For instance, the mode-annotation of collect/2

using a concrete interpreter with respect to query collect([X,foo,10] ,L) provides
us with the following2:

{A/g,B/f}
{A/g.B/f}

{A/i,B/f,X/f,Xs/f,Ys/f}
{A/i,B/f,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
{A/i ,B/i ,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
{A/i ,B/i ,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}

{A/i.B/f.X/f.Xs/f}
{A/i,B/f,X/g,Xs/g}

{A/g,B/f, X/f,Xs/f}
{A/g,B/f,X/g,Xs/g}

collect(A,B)
A - [],
B - [].

collect(A,B) :-
A - [XlXs],
B » [XlYs],
integer(X),
collect(Xs,Ys).

collect(A,B)
A = [XIXs] ,

collect(Xs ,B).
collect(A ,B): -

A = [XIXs] ,

collect(Xs,B) .

{A/g,B/f}
(A/g ,B/f}
{A/g,B/g}
{A/i,B/f,X/f,Xs/f,Ys/f}
{A/i,B/f,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
{A/i,B/i,X/g,Xs/g,Ys/f}
{A/i,B/i,X/g,Xs/g, Ys/f}
{A/i,B/i,X/g,Xs/g, Ys/i}
{A/i ,B/f,X/f ,Xs/f}
{A/i ,B/f,X/g ,Xs/g}
{A/i ,B/g,X/g,Xs/g}
{A/g,B/f,X/f,Xs/f}
{A/g,B/f,X/g,Xs/g}
{A/g,B/g,X/g,Xs/g}

2 As stated in the previous subsection, the mode-annotated procedures will be considered from now
on as having their mode-annotations replicated.
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The third clause appeared replicated because the first argument in the head goal of
the clauses gets values with different instantiation status after the match of recursive

calls; it is assigned the values [X,foo,10], [foo,10], [10] and [], in this order: the
first and second values are handled by the third clause of collect/2, and since they have
different modes ("i" and "g", respectively) two copies of the third clause appeared,
with different modes associated with A.

This poses a problem to the current approach aiming at our ideal description of an

execution representing the use of each clause exactly once. We have devised a so¬

lution to this problem using the notion of subsumption of modes (Def. 3.6.1) and

extending it to cope with mode-annotations and mode-annotated clauses. This solu¬
tion consists of checking a mode-annotated procedure for copies of the same clause; if
there are copies of a clause with different mode-annotations, then we devise a mode-

annotated clause whose mode-annotations subsume, respectively, the mode-annotations

of all those copies.

A mode-annotated clause C subsumes mode-annotated clauses C\,... ,Cm if its sub-

goals are equal and the mode-annotations of C subsume respectively those of each

Cii

Definition 3.8.1 C of the form

H 6o Si 0\, 0\ S-202,, bn-i Sn 0n

subsumes {Ci,...,Cm}, C ~3C {C|,...,Cm}, if, and only if, each C{, 1 < i < m is of
the form

H 9'0 O'd Si 9\,9ilSi9ii,...,9in_lSn 0\

and 6j 91-, for every j, 0 < j < n.

The subsumption of mode-annotations makes use of the subsumption of tokens,

given by Definition 3.6.1, and is defined as:

Definition 3.8.2 9 = {xi/Ti,..., xn/Tn} subsumes 6' = {yy/T[,..., j/m/T^}, 9 3°
9', if, for every yj there is an x, such that x, = y} and T, □ T'-.
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It should be clear that the relation is reflexive and transitive. The subsumption of

mode-annotated clauses is necessary to circumvent the problem of having more than

one mode-annotated version of the same clause: this happens in certain conditions

during the mode-annotation using a concrete interpreter. Different mode-annotated
versions of the same clause would never happen when the mode-annotation is performed

via an abstract interpreter.

During the mode-annotation via an abstract interpreter, however, a similar subsump¬
tion process takes place, but on a subgoal level: if there is more than one mode
associated with a variable of a subgoal then a mode subsuming them all will become

associated with that variable instead.

3.9 Execution with Respect to Sets of Queries

The results of the mode-annotation using a concrete interpreter could be improved

if we allow a program to be executed with respect to a set of queries. According to

this proposal the program is executed wit h respect to each query of the set and the
mode-annotated clauses obtained are then stored. Each new mode-annotated clause

obtained is checked for copies with different mode-annotations: these are replaced by

their subsuming mode-annotated clause (Section 3.8).

This improvement naturally adapts to the mode-annotation via abstract interpretation:

the set of (concrete) queries is analysed and a query consisting of modes subsuming all
the queries would be used in the abstract interpreter.

The user is, however, still responsible for supplying a convenient set of queries. A
set of queries with completely different queries would not be of much use: disparate

queries may introduce "i" or "?" modes and these modes do not tell much about the

computations being performed at each subgoal. If, however, a set of queries bearing
similar modes but different contents is supplied, we have a more substantial number

of examples with respect to which the techniques of procedures will be analysed.

If, for instance, our collect/2 procedure is supplied with the following set of queries

{collect([],L), collect([1,2,3],R), collect([fool,foo2],S)}
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we would obtain via a concrete interpreter, the same mode-annotated clauses as those

of Figure 3.3; the outcome using an abstract interpreter would be exactly as that of

Figure 3.8.

3.10 Conclusions

We have proposed a means to complement the syntax of a procedure with information

concerning its execution with respect to a query or a set of queries. Our objective
is to gather more information about a given procedure so as to be able to detect its

programming techniques.

Initially we explained a rather detailed approach in which the actual values assigned to

variables during the execution are represented. We then developed this first proposal

to a more economic description in which the modes of variables are used instead.

A procedure augmented with the modes of its variables is called a mode-annotated

procedure.

A mode-annotated procedure can be seen as a static description of a class of executions.

Particular (concrete) values of variables are abstracted to a token, representing a set

of values, thus abstracting from a particular execution and giving generality to the
mode-annotated procedure.

If the actual content of each variable were used in the annotations instead of the

tokens, then those clauses used repeatedly in the concrete interpretation would have

many copies with different annotations. Depending on the queries posed, this approach

would yield a rather verbose account of the execution, in which similar computations

would only differ in the actual contents of their parameters. By representing the
actual values of variables as tokens, the distinct versions of a clause (differing only in
the actual contents of its variables) would be merged together into a single abstract
construct which would stand for all of them.

The mode-annotation of procedures can be achieved by concrete or abstract inter¬

pretation. Both approaches have been implemented and our proposed method to de¬

tect techniques (Chapter 4) can use either of them. Although the mode-annotations
obtained in the abstract interpretation are less accurate than those obtained in the
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concrete interpretation, all the clauses of the procedure are taken into account. In

the concrete interpreter, depending on the query or set of queries, important clauses

may be left out. The potential inaccuracy of the mode-annotations of the abstract

interpreter degrades the analysis of techniques gradually as it gets more inaccurate.

The potential absence of clauses in the output of the concrete interpretation prevents

the appropriate extraction of the programming techniques of that procedure, but this
can be automatically detected and a human intervention requested to supply another

query.

The mode-annotation obtained after the concrete interpretation of auxiliary user-

defined predicates may depend on the actual contents of its variables upon their call.

The concrete interpreter yields only the specific mode-annotation provided by the ac¬

tual contents of the variables in the auxiliary predicate. If the auxiliary predicate is such

that different values of variables with the same instantiation status provide different

mode-annotations after its concrete interpretation, then the resulting mode-annotated

procedure is incomplete, because alternatives were not considered. This situation is

hard to detect in the general case, so that the user could be asked for another query.
The abstract interpreter, on the other hand, interprets auxiliary predicates abstractly,

yielding mode-annotations covering any actual values, because only the modes are used
instead.

We can appropriately describe the instantiation status of any variable in an execution

with the adopted set of tokens. Token "g" is redundant in the sense that it is just a

refinement of token "i": any variable whose mode is "g" is also "i", but the converse

is not always true. The distinction between these modes, however, is an important

one: in order to spot programming techniques it is essential to detect the changes
in the contents of the variables. Nothing accurate can be stated about the content

of a variable which remains with token "i" associated with it throughout a subgoal
execution.

Nothing essentially original is being proposed for this task of mode-annotation. A

straightforward enhancement of the "vanilla" meta-interpreter [SS86, SL88] gives rise
to a concrete interpreter collecting the semantics of the procedure (see below). Classic
abstract interpretation techniques were employed with some adaptation for our par-
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ticular needs. The purpose of this chapter was to describe each approach and explain

some implementational issues. The advantages and deficiencies of each alternative were

listed and compared and samples of their outputs were shown.

3.11 Summary

In this chapter we have:

• proposed a representation for the execution of programs which complements the

syntax of a procedure with information about the manner its commands have

been used;

• described how to obtain the execution of programs in the proposed representation,

either employing the actual values associated with variables or the information
on the instantiation mode of variables;

• compared the different approaches to obtaining the execution of programs in our

suggested representation, listing their advantages and drawbacks; some problems

arising were also considered and solutions to them were proposed.



Chapter 4

Extracting Prolog Programming
Techniques

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present the method used in our knowledge-management tool for

detecting and extracting the programming techniques of Prolog programs1. Given a

mode-annotated procedure (as explained in the previous chapter), our method par¬

titions it into the contributions of each argument position. These contributions may

share variables and this information is also represented in our formal characterisation of

programming techniques. The proposed method carries out the analysis and extraction

of the techniques of a procedure using its mode-annotated clauses.

The extraction method consists of a two-stage process. In the first stage, the mode-

annotated procedure P is partitioned into a sequence (Pi,...,Pn) of single-argument
procedures, its argument slices, describing the contributions of each argument position.

Each argument position in the head goal of a clause has an argument slice consisting of
those subgoals relevant to the argument position in every clause. A notion of relevance

of a subgoal with respect to an argument slice is formally described in this chapter.

The second stage of the method inserts clause annotations, place holders for vari¬

ables referred across clauses of different, argument, slices, into the clauses of the mode-

annotated argument slices. The clause annotations state the required and offered

1 The material of this chapter has been published as a departmental technical paper [Vas94a] and a
shorter version of it has appeared as a research paper [Vas94b] and in the proceedings of the XI
Brazilian Symposium on Artificial Intelligence (Ceara, Brazil, 17-20 Oct, 1994).

(i7
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resources (in the form of variables) of each clause of an argument slice. A technique is

formally characterised as a sequence of argument slices sharing variables.

4.2 Working Example

In this section we provide a working example to informally explain the proposed
method. Let there be the following formulation of prefix/2 predicate [SS86, O'K90],

prefix(A,B) prefix([],J.
A -

prefix(A,B)prefix([XIXs],[X|Ye]):-
A - [XIXs], prefix(Xs.Ys).
B - [XlYs],
prefix(Xs,Ys).

which holds if the first argument, a list, is a prefix of the second argument, another list.
This predicate allows for different usages and if it is used with its first argument free
and its second argument instantiated to a list, its first argument will be instantiated
to all the prefixes (one at a time) of this list. In such a circumstance, a technique to

build a list is used in the first argument position, and a list decomposition technique
is employed in the second argument position. If, on the other hand, the predicate is
used with its two arguments instantiated to lists and it succeeds, then we have list

decomposition techniques employed in both argument positions.

The programming techniques of a procedure are analysed with respect to a particular
use of its clauses: in the previous chapter we proposed to represent this usage by

merging the syntax of the procedure with its execution with respect to a query or

set of queries. Let us suppose that the programming techniques of prefix/1 are to be

analysed with respect to the set of queries

{prefix(A, []),prefix(A,[1,2,3]),prefix(A,[a,b])}

That is, we want to detect the programming techniques employed when prefix/2 is

used to build the prefixes of a list. The mode-annotated clauses depicting this usage

of prefix/2, obtained via an abstract interpreter, are:
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prefix(A,B){A/f,B/g}
{A/f,B/g} A « []. {A/g,B/g}

pref ix (A,B): - {A/f,B/g,X/f, Xs/f,Ys/f}
{A/f,B/g,X/f, Xs/f,Ys/f} A - [XIXs] , {A/i,B/g,X/f,Xs/f,Ys/f}
{A/i,B/g,X/f, Xs/f,Ys/f} B-CXlYs], {A/i,B/g, X/g,Xs/f,Ys/g}
{A/i,B/g,X/g,Xs/f,Ys/g} prefix(Xs.Ys). {A/i,B/g,X/g,Xs/i,Ys/g}

In the first stage of the extraction method, the mode-annotated procedure is partitioned
into a set of single-argument procedures, its argument slices. Each argument position
in the head goal of a clause has an argument slice consisting of those subgoals relevant

to the clause. The argument slices of prefix/2 are shown in Figure 4.1, without their
mode-annotations. The notion of relevance of a subgoal with respect to an argument

prefix(A):- prefix(B) .

A - [] .

prefix(A):- prefix(B)
A =■ [XI Xs] , B = [X| Ys] ,

prefix(Xs). prefix(Ys).

Figure 4.1: Argument Slices of Procedure prefix/2

slice is one of the contributions of this work, and is formally stated in Section 4.3,

together with a detailed account of how the argument slicing is performed.

During the second stage of the method the set of mode-annotated argument slices re¬

ceive clause annotations. The clause-annotated argument slices of prefix/2 are shown
in Figure 4.2 (only those clause-annotations relevant to the example are shown here;
as will be explained later, other clause-annotations are also inserted, providing com¬

plementary information): the variable X in the first argument slice is required and it

prefix(A)
A - [] .

prefix(A)
({required({X}))) A - [X|Xs],

prefix(Xs).

prefix(B).

prefix(B)
B»[X|Ys], ((offer({X})))
prefix(Ys).

Figure 4.2: Clause-Annotated Argument Slices of Procedure prefix/1

is also offered in the second argument slice. Our approach to isolating programming

techniques across each argument position requires that those variable symbols sup¬

posed to be the same in distinct argument slices be explicitly linked. The idea of a
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technique as being the syntax of the procedure and its usage underlies our method,
the mode-annotations being used to partition the procedure and to help insert the
clause-annotations appropriately.

A technique is a sequence of related argument slices, that is, argument slices shar¬

ing variables via required and offer annotations. The argument slices of the prefix/2

procedure displayed above define two techniques: one decomposing a list (the second

argument slice) and another building a list with those values X obtained as another list
is decomposed (the combination of first and second argument slices).

4.3 Argument-Slicing of Mode-Annotated Procedures

The first stage of our method partitions a mode-annotated procedure into a sequence of

distinct argument slices, i.e. single-argument mode-annotated procedures comprising

the "building blocks" of more complex programming techniques. Each argument po¬

sition in the head goal of a mode-annotated clause has an argument slice consisting of
those subgoals relevant to the argument position. This notion of relevance is formally
stated in this section.

The adopted criterion of the partitioning proposed here is Prolog itself: if a subgoal

neither interferes with nor contributes to the computations of the argument slice, then
it is not relevant and should not be included in the argument slice. More specifically,
a subgoal is relevant to a clause in an argument slice if:

• it supplies a value or values used by the recursive call(s) or by the argument in
the head of the clause; or

• it employs variables of recursive call(s) or of the head goal, interfering with the
flow of control.

The mode-annotations are used in the definitions below to distinguish between the

different cases. A formalisation of this notion of relevance is the main contribution

of this section. In this section we also discuss the accuracy and termination of the

argument slicing.
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The method proposed here detects cases in which it is possible to infer, with certainty,

that a subgoal is relevant to an argument slice. If a subgoal is not one of these cases

then it will be considered irrelevant to the argument slice being prepared. These
cases are attempts at formalising the components of a programming technique. The

quality of the outcome of this analysis is highly dependent on the quality of the mode-
annotations: the better these are, the better the outcome is. The more tokens "i" or

"?" in the mode-annotations, the less accurate is the argument slicing.

Given a mode-annotated procedure P with arity n and clauses C\,..., Cm, each of the

form
p(xi,...,xn) :-90

50
ff0P(X [O,l],---,Z[Otn])0OP
51

Sr
0? p(x[r,l], ■ ■ ■, X[r,n]) KP
Sr+1-

where Si, 0 < i < r + 1, are possibly empty vectors of non-recursive (i.e. they contain
no references to predicate p/n) mode-annotated subgoals2, 5, = Sq, ..., Sln, and each

5£ is of the form 9 q(... t/i ... ym ...) 9' then its i-th mode-annotated argument slice
Pi, 1 < i < n, is obtained by restricting the mode-annotated subgoals in each clause

j, 1 < j < m, to those subgoals relevant to position i, denoted by The i-th
mode-annotated argument slice Pi,l < i < n consists of clauses Co,],.. .,C[m>,].

For each mode-annotated clause Cj of the form above, its i-th mode-annotated argu¬

ment slice, Cyn, is of the form

p(xi) :-90
Sto.i]
%p(x[o,i])6'oP

S[r,i]
9? p(x[rii]) 9'rp
S[r+l,t\'

The head goal is sliced by restricting its variables to a;,- occupying position i; recursive
2 Sometimes mode-annotated subgoals will be shown enclosed in boxes to facilitate their visualisation.
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subgoals are sliced simply by restricting their arguments to the variable xy?l] occupying
position i in the y-th recursive call. The slicing of a vector 5^ ,] is performed by
checking each of its mode-annotated subgoals for its relevance to the argument slice:
if the mode-annotated subgoal is relevant then it becomes part of the argument slice;

otherwise it is suppressed.

The test of the mode-annotated subgoals in Sk for their relevance to a clause of an ar¬

gument slice i is carried out with respect to variables x,-, 2[o,»]> • • •, x[r,t] of the argument-
sliced head and recursive subgoals. These variables are essential to the clause since

they can control the flow of execution or be responsible for important computations in

the procedure: a subgoal is relevant if it affects these variables by

• changing the content of one of the variables x,-, X[0>t],..., X[r>1], or changing the
content of a variable employed, directly or indirectly, to change the contents of
one of the variables x,-, £[o,»], • • •, x[r,i]> or

• tests one of the variables x,-, X[0i,],..., X[r t], or tests a variable whose value was

obtained, directly or not, from one of the variables x,-, £[o,t]) • • x[r,;]>

A subgoal relevant to an argument position would either contribute to the computations
of the procedure (first case above) or interfere with its flow of control (second case).
These cases are formalised below as two decision procedures, relevant0 (C,i,S) and
relevant* (C,i,S), respectively.

The t-th argument slice of a vector of mode-annotated subgoals is obtained by checking
if each of its mode-annotated subgoals satisfies one of the relevant relations above: if it

does, then it is copied onto the argument slice; otherwise it is discarded. Given a vector

S = So, ■ ■ - ,Sn in C, its i-th slice 5,- of subgoals relevant to argument slice i consists
of those subgoals Sj, in the same order they appear in S, such that relevant0 (C,i,Sj)
or relevant*(C,i,Sj).

Example: Let there be the following mode-annotated procedure sum/2 (it holds if the
second argument is the sum of the elements of the list comprising the first argument)
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sub(A,B) :- {A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} A = [] , {A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} B - 0, {A/g,B/g}

sua(A,B) {A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f} A - [C|D], {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f} sum(D,E), {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/g} B is E + C. {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}

Its first mode-annotated argument slice is

sub(A) {A/g}
{A/g} A - [] . {A/g}

sub (A): - {A/g,C/f,D/f}
{A/g,C/f,D/f} A » [CID] , {A/g,C/g,D/g}
{A/g,C/g,D/g} sub(D). {A/g,C/g,D/g}

its mode-annotations have been altered to remove those variables which do not appear

in the clause anymore. The head goals and recursive calls show only the variable which

occupied first position in the initial mode-annotated procedure. The subgoal "B = 0"

in the first clause was removed because it is not relevant to this first argument slice; "B

is E + C" in the second clause was also removed for similar reasons, even though it

has a variable C which was obtained by the decomposition of the list A: this happened

because C is merely being used to calculate B, that is, C is "donating" its value to

the computation of B. The analysis of the relevance of non-recursive subgoals in the

body of a clause takes into account indirect relationships between variables, such as

the relationship between A and C in the second clause above, and is explained below.

The second mode-annotated argument slice of sum/2 above is

sub(B):- {B/f}
{B/f} B - 0, {B/g}

sub(B) {B/f,C/f,E/f}
{B/f,C/g,E/f} sua(E) , {B/f,C/g,E/g}
{B/f,C/g,E/g} B is E + C. {B/g,C/g,E/g}

those variables which do not appear in the clauses have been removed from the mode-

annotations. The subgoal "A = □" in the first clause was removed since it is irrelevant

to the computation of B. Subgoal "A = [C|D]" in the second clause was also removed,

although it describes the manner C was obtained: as far as the final result computed

by this argument slice is concerned, it is enough to have a value in C provided at the
end of each recursive clause.
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4.3.1 Relevance of Non-Recursive Subgoals
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Analysing the relevance of a non-recursive subgoal requires that we find out what

computation(s) the subgoal is actually performing. The computations carried out by

system predicates are easy to deduce because it is known what their meanings are and

what behaviours are expected. Subgoals employing the operator >, for instance, are

always tests, whatever their mode-annotations are. On the other hand = and =. . can

be used either as tests or to change the contents of variables: in such circumstances the
mode-annotations may help in finding out what computations are taking place. The

accuracy of the mode-annotations is crucial at this point.

The procedures relevant1 and relevantc to check the relevance of a subgoal to an argu¬

ment slice rely on the following information:

1. the syntax of predicate: it may be enough to tell exactly what computations are

being performed in the subgoal;

2. the mode-annotations: in some circumstances, they may provide extra informa¬

tion in finding out what computations are being performed;

3. the relationships between variables of different subgoals: they support the recog¬

nition of chains of subgoals which may be indirectly relevant to an argument

slice;

4. a possibly empty list of mode-annotated user-defined predicates that may fail: it

provides extra information to find out what user-defined predicates compute.

These items are explained in the following sections.

4.3.2 Relationships between Variables of Subgoals

The relevance of a non-recursive subgoal to an argument slice can be of an indirect

kind, in which the variables a:,-,X[0i,],...,«rri,i of the head goal and recursive subgoals
are not directly involved. Our decision procedures must be provided with a means to

account for these indirect relationships. We propose a way to automatically infer and

represent the relationships between variables of subgoals capturing the effects of those
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computations performed. Our proposal, described below, extends Bowles' ([Bow92],
Chapter 3) characterisation of techniques in terms of unifications, to cope with more

procedural aspects of Prolog.

The mode-annotated subgoals provide us with a description of the effects of the compu¬

tations performed by each subgoal in terms of the modes of its variables. We employ
this information to model the relationships between variables: a variable is seen as

"donor" of its value for the computation of a subgoal, or as a "receiver" of a value
obtained by the computation of a subgoal. For instance, the mode-annotated subgoal

{.. .B/f, C/g, E/g...} B is E + C{...B/g,C/g,E/g...}

defines relationships between B and C and between B and E: C and E, associated with

"g" throughout the execution of the subgoal, provide their values for the computation

performed by the is/2 predicate, and B receives its value by means of it. We represent

this donor-receiver relationship by means of the symbol "<]": x <1 y can be understood
as "variable y is donating its value to compute the value of x". In the example above,
we have that B <J C and B < E.

A variable is considered to be a donor in a subgoal if its content, represented by its
modes in the mode-annotation, remains unchanged. A variable is considered a receiver

if its content is changed. The actual content of a variable is abstracted as a token and
this has to be considered during this analysis. If a variable has associated tokens "F

(or "g") before and after a subgoal it is correct to assume that its content did not

change. If a variable has tokens "F and "g" (or "F and "i") associated with it before
and after (respectively) the subgoal execution, it is correct to assume that its actual
content did change. However, for tokens "i" and "?", representing supersets of values
of other tokens, it is not possible to say with accuracy when changes take place. If a
variable has token "i" associated to it before and after a subgoal it might have been the

case that the variable remained with its content unaltered or its content changed to a

"more instantiated" value. If, for instance, variable X is bound to f (A,B), where A and

B are free variables, it has token "i" associated with it; if A or B gets instantiated, then

the token associated to X is still "i", in spite of its content having changed. Similar
situations may arise for token "?".
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We define three relationships, fixed, change and unknown, of a variable x with respect

to the mode-annotations 8 and 8' of a subgoal 8 S 8', which hold if it is safe to assume

that the content of x, abstracted by its tokens in 8 and 8', has remained fixed, has

changed or is unknown, respectively:

• fixed(x,8,8') holds if x/T G 8 and x/T G 8' and T G {g,f}-

• change(x, 8, 8') holds if x/T G 8 and x/T' G 8' and T = f, T' G {g, i}.

• unknown(x,8,8') holds if ->fixed(x, 8, 8') and -ichange(x, 8, 8').

where the operator represents the negation by failure: ->P holds if it is not possible
to prove P.

Variables whose associated tokens satisfy the fixed relation will be called fixed variables.

Variables whose associated tokens satisfy the change relation will be called changing

variables. Variables whose tokens satisfy the relations unknown pose a serious problem,

because nothing accurate can be stated about their relationships. A mode-annotated

subgoal of the form

{.. -X/i, Y/? ...} X = Y {... X/i, Y/i.. .}

for instance, can be seen as defining a relation between X and Y, with X providing its

value to compute the possible changes in the content of Y and vice-versa. In order to

cope with these cases, our donor-receiver symbol "<]" is given a broader interpretation:

x <1 y means "y is donating its value to compute the changes that may have happened
in x" or alternatively, "x may have been changed using y".

Each mode-annotated subgoal defines its own set of <1-relations between its variables.
Given a mode-annotated subgoal S of the form 8 S 8', its set of <1-related pairs (or

simply <]-pairs), denoted by p~, is prepared by analysing each pair of distinct variables
x and y in S, and if one of the cases below holds

1. change(x, 8, 8') and fixed(y, 8, 8'),

2. unknown(x, 8, 8') and fixed(y,8,8'),

3. change(x, 8, 8') and unknown(y,8,8'),
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4. unknown(x, 0,0') and unknown(y, 0,0').
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then x <1 y should be inserted into p~. If all the variables in 5 are fixed, then no

<4-relation is established and its set pg is empty.

We are proposing a manner to represent the relationships between variables using their
modes and how they change or remain constant during the clause execution. Subgoals
of the form x = y, where the modes of the variables remain unchanged as "f, deserve

special attention for, in spite of the contents of x and y not having changed, the
variables were definitely related to each other by means of the subgoal, this relation

being useful in the relevance analysis explained below. If S is of the form 0 x = y 0'
where x/i £ 0, y/i £ 0 and x/f £ 0', y/f £ 0', a special set pg of O-pairs is defined as

p~ - {x <1 y, y <1 a;}.

Example: Given a mode-annotated subgoal 5 of the form

{• • •A/g, C/f,D/f...} A = [C|D] {... A/g, C/g, D/g.. .}

then pg = {C <1 A, D <1 A}.

Relationships between Variables of a Clause

A variable may be indirectly related, via an intermediate subgoal, to another variable.
To deal with these situations, we extend the definition of <1 -pairs sets to cover whole

clauses. The set of <1 -pairs of a clause is built in a piecemeal fashion, each non-recursive

subgoal at a time. S, a vector of mode-annotated subgoals, has its set pg of <]-pairs
defined as the union of the sets of <d-pairs of its constituent subgoals: the set pg of
<1-pairs of 5 = 5i,..., 5n is

n

Pg={J Ps,
1=1

The set of <l-pairs of a mode-annotated clause is the union of the sets of <1-pairs

of each vector of non-recursive mode-annotated subgoals. Recursive subgoals are not

considered in this analysis: the set pg of <1-pairs of C is
r+ l

= U Ps,
t=0
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Example: The argument slicing of the mode-annotated sum/2 procedure shown pre-

has an empty set of <1-pairs. The second clause has the following set of pairs:

the first and second pairs are from subgoal A = [C|D]; the third and fourth pairs are

from subgoal B is E + C.

The set of <]-pairs provides an account of the dependency between the variables of
a clause and can be seen as a dependency graph: any indirect relationship between

two variables can be found by analysing the paths defined by the <]-pairs. The set of

<l-pairs of the previous example can be represented as the following graph:

Indirect <1-Relationships between Variables

The analysis carried out in the slicing of a mode-annotated procedure may involve
indirect <1 -relationships. Indirect <1 -relationships can be represented by a sequence of

pairs xi <3 X2ta:2 <1 ®3> • • •» ®n-i <1 xn, stating that xi is indirectly <]-related to xn:

given a set p of <1-related pairs and two variables x and y, the relation x <3* y holds if

1. x <3 y € />, or

2. z <3 y £ p and x <3*p z.

The relation x <3* y conveys the idea that the content of x may have been changed

employing, possibly indirectly, the content of y. The problem of deciding whether
x <3* y holds is similar to that of deciding if two nodes in a graph are connected.

Standard search algorithms, such as breadth-first or depth-first, can be employed here.

We have adopted a depth-first approach in our implementation.

viously is performed by first building the set pg of each clause. The first clause Ci

p^ = {C <3 A, D <1 A, B < E, B <3 C}
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Example: Given the set p~ of the previous example, it is the case that B <1* A, that
2 *C2

is, variable B is indirectly related to variable A (via intermediate variable C).

The definition of <]* above has to be extended to cope with sets of variables: V <i*W

holds if there is at least one variable x € V and at least one y 6 W such that the

relation <1* holds: given a set p of <1-related pairs, a non-empty set of variables
V = {zi,..xn) is <l*-related to the non-empty set of variables W = {j/i,..., ym},
V <4* W, if there are i,j such that X{ <1 * ?/j.

4.3.3 Meaning of a Subgoal = Syntax + Mode-Annotations

The successful argument-slicing of mode-annotated procedures relies on the ability to

deduce, given the mode-annotations and the syntax of the subgoal, what computations
are being performed. This ability underlies the whole process of the extraction of

programming techniques. To assist this decision, the mode-annotations provide more

information concerning the way each predicate has been employed in terms of the
instantiation status of its variables.

Subgoals employing those "©" system predicates different from = and = . ., that is, =:=,

>, >=, and so on, are always tests, whatever their mode-annotations may be. The same

is true for the "f" built-in tests atom/1, var/1, and so on. In order to find out what

computations those subgoals employing other system predicates perform, the mode-

annotations have to be used. The = system predicate, for instance, could either assign

a value to a variable, that is,

{.. .X/f,Y/g...} X = Y {—X/g,Y/g...}

or test whether two variables have the same content, that is,

{...X/g.Y/g...} X = Y {.. .X/g,Y/g...}

The mode-annotations provide us with the extra information we need to differentiate

the two ways of employing the = system predicate. If the mode-annotations are accurate

then they provide us with the precise information about the ongoing computations
in that subgoal. However, they may be inaccurate, and so the analysis carried out

employing them inherits this imprecision.
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Inaccurate mode-annotated subgoals contain variables satisfying the unknown relation.
In these circumstances, it cannot be stated whether or not the content of this vari¬

able has remained fixed or been changed by means of the subgoal execution. These

conditions arise when an abstract interpreter is employed during the previous mode-
annotation stage.

There is no guaranteed way of deciding precisely, given the available information (viz.,
mode-annotations and syntax of subgoal), what actually happens to a variable satis¬

fying the unknown relation. Some system predicates, whose effects on their variables
are known, allow the ruling out of certain possibilities. The system predicate is/2, for
instance, must be used with its right-hand side variables fully ground (and numeric)
and it does not change their contents. Whenever these variables have inaccurate as¬

sociated tokens (and bearing in mind that only programs without run-time errors are

supplied to our analysis here) we can safely assume that these variables are all ground.
User-defined predicates and system predicates = and =. . however, do not pose such

restrictions and hence we cannot discard the different possibilities for what happens to

their variables.

The ideal solution would exploit separately both possibilities for each unknown variable

within a subgoal: each variable would be considered both to have its content changed
and to have remained fixed throughout the subgoal execution. This might turn out to

be computationally expensive: a subgoal with n unknown variables yields 2" different

possibilities. This result gets even worse when whole clauses are taken into account,

for the number of possibilities of a clause is the product of the number of possibilities

of each subgoal. The total number of possibilities of the procedure would still have to

compute the different possibilities and combinations of each distinct clause.

At the other extreme, another solution would be simply to discard all those variables

with inaccurate associated tokens, and only use those variables with accurate tokens.

This solution would provide unique but extremely poor results, leaving prospective

subgoals out of the relevance analysis.

In between the two extreme solutions above, we could establish an a priori policy

towards inaccurate mode-annotations. This policy states how a variable with inaccu¬

rate associated tokens will always be viewed: as a variable changing its content, as
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a variable whose content remained fixed, or as both. The first two options are com¬

pletely arbitrary and admit no plausible reason for either choice. The third option

should not be taken as being similar to the first computationally expensive solution

presented above: here the different possibilities are considered simultaneously during

the relevance analysis, and not pursued separately, as the initial solution above.

We adopt the last option here: a variable with inaccurate associated tokens will be
considered both as if it had its content changed and as if it remained with its content

unchanged. The decision procedures proposed here for the relevance of a subgoal have
some overlap between the cases of variables changing and remaining fixed, making the

policy adopted less arbitrary. In some cases, it does not matter if a variable is either

changing or fixed (one of which must be the case): if one of the relationships described
below holds then the subgoal is relevant to the argument slice. For instance, in the
mode-annotated subgoal

{...,X/?,...} read(X) {..., X/?,...}

the tokens associated with variable X are inaccurate "?" tokens, making it impossible
to state which computation is actually taking place. Our approach, however, considers
the different possibilities by formalising the potential changes (->fixed, i.e. fixed does
not hold) or lack of changes (->change, i.e. change does not hold). In the example
above it does not matter if the instantiation status of X is changing or not: if it is

changing then that subgoal is relevant because it depicts an important computation;

if the instantiation modes of X do not change then a test is being performed and the

subgoal is also relevant to those argument slices related to X.

4.3.4 The relevancec of Subgoals

Non-recursive subgoals changing the contents of a variable are important to our notion
of a programming technique because they define the computations through which val¬
ues are obtained. These values may help to define the flow of control of the program

or may be the final values computed by the programming technique.

A subgoal is considered a relevant computation if one of its variables with non-fixed
tokens is related to the variables z,-, X[0 ,j,..., Z[r ij of the i-th argument slice:
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Definition 4.3.1 5 in C is c-relevant to argument slice i, relevant0(C,i, S), if it has
a variable x possibly being changed, change(x,S), and one of the conditions below
holds:

1. x is one of the variables x,-, X[0,i],..., £[r,i]i that is, x 6 {x,-, X[0>i], ■.., X[r>t-]};

2. one of the variables x,-, X[0,t]» • • •, X[r ,j is <]-related to each variable y <d*_-related
to x, that is, Vy[(y <1 x€p^ ({x,-, x[0>X[rt,]}<i;?{y})]

The first condition depicts those subgoals potentially instantiating one of the variables

xt-,x[0,,], ...,X[r,]. Such subgoals may provide a technique with its final result (x, is
possibly being changed) or compute the value of its recursive calls (x°,... or x ■ are

possibly being changed).

The second condition describes those subgoals computing intermediate values x em¬

ployed to possibly change x,-, X[0>,],..., ®[r,tl- These intermediate values are relevant
to the argument slice if they are employed by xt , X[0 ,j,..., X[r In other words, the
variables y to which x "donates" its value, in their turn, "donate" their value to

•E[0,t']) ■■■! [r,i] •

The change relationship of a variable with respect to a mode-annotated subgoal em¬

ployed in the definition above, is an enhancement of the change relationship of a variable

with respect to a pair of mode-annotations described in Section 4.3.2. This newer form
of change relation uses the syntax of the subgoal to complement the information from
the mode-annotations. The definition below lists those cases when we can infer, by

means of the syntax and mode-annotations of the subgoal 5, that a value is possibly

being assigned to variable x:

Definition 4.3.2 A variable x has its content possibly changed in subgoal S, denoted

by change(x, S), if, and only if, one of the cases below holds:

1. S = 0 x o ... 8' , o € {=, = ..}, -ifixed(x, 0, 0');

2. S = 8 ... o x 8' I, o g {=, = ..}, -ifixed(x, 0, 8')\

3. S = 0 Q(x) 8' , -ifixed(x, 8, 0');
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4. S = 9 x is ff(...) 9' , -ifixed(x, 0, 9');

5. 5 = 0 p(.. .x ...) 9' , -isystem(p(.. .x ...)), -*fixed(x, 0,0').
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In this definition, a variable is considered to have its content possibly changed in S
if it appears in one of the subgoals depicted above and does not remain fixed: it can
either satisfy the change or the unknown relationships. The first and second cases

represent those subgoals employing operators = or =. . with a variable x on the left

(first case) or right (second case) of the operator, such that its tokens do not remain
fixed. The third case represents those subgoals employing a system input predicate

read/1 or get/1 (denoted by 9) such that its variable x is not fixed. The fourth case

depicts those subgoals making use of is/2 such that the variable x on its left-hand
side is not fixed. The last case depicts those user-defined predicates with at least one

variable not fixed.

The cases above provide our method with a precise yet general characterisation of the

assignment of a value to a variable, using the available information (syntax of subgoal
and mode-annotations). The definition lists all system predicates in which assignments

(represented as changes in the instantiation status of variables) can be reported, as well
as a formalisation of those user-defined predicates which may be assignments. The list
of cases above is comprehensive: only those mode-annotated subgoals described will be

considered as changing the contents of variables. All other system predicates, such as

>, <, and so on, and user-predicates which do not match one of the cases of the above

list will not be considered as subgoals instantiating variables.

The definition above uses the syntax of the system predicates and their meaning to

overcome the limitations of inaccurate mode-annotations. By means of it, we can

correctly infer that in a subgoal of the form

{X/f, Y/i, Z/i}X is Y + Z {X/g, Y/i, Z/i}

in spite of the low accuracy of its mode-annotations, Y and Z do not have their contents

changed, because this is how the system predicate is/2 works. The system predicates
= and =. . (used both as comparators and to assign values to variables) are not always

guaranteed to work. The adopted policy in such circumstances is that if there is a
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possibility that a change might have happened, then we shall assume it did happen.
For instance, a subgoal of the form

{X/i, Y/i} X = ..Y{X/i,Y/i}

will be considered to have changed the contents of both X and Y. This liberal approach,
of course, may incorrectly consider a subgoal to be changing the content of a variable,
when in fact it is not.

One could argue that the last case of the previous definition is general enough (if the

predicate is not restricted to be a non-system one) to cover all the previous cases and

any other missing ones. However, we characterise, in the most precise manner, the
cases where changes might have occurred. If only the last case was employed (without
the non-system restriction), the is/2 sample subgoal shown above would be considered
as if changes had happened in the right-hand side of the operator; this is not possible,

given the possible behaviours of is/2. All the other system predicates left out of the
list above (e.g., >, <, write/1, and so on) never perform changes in the contents of their
variables.

It should be noted that changes in variables within terms due to the matching of the
term with another variable are not covered by the definition above. The first case of

Def. 4.3.2 only addresses the situation in which a term is assigned to a variable x. The

lack of a case covering changes within terms is in accordance with our proposed view

of a technique which, together with the syntactic restrictions of the normal form of

the procedures being analysed, disregards the matching between variables and terms

as relevant to the technique.

Example: Given the mode-annotated sum/2 procedure shown before (presented here
with the sets p~ of each clause):^i

{A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f}

{A/g,B/f ,C/f ,D/f,E/f)
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/g}

su»(A,B) :-
A - [],
B - 0,

sua(A,B)
A - [C|D] ,

sua(D.E),
B is E + C.

{A/g, B/f}
{A/g, B/f}
{A/g,B/g}
{A/g ,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/g, D/g,E/f}
{A/g,B/f, C/g,D/g,E/g)
{A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g)

p~ = {C <1 A, D <1 A,

B < E,B <1 C}
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Then it is the case that:
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1. for 5 = {A/g, B/f} A = □ {A/g,B/f} , -^relevant0 (Ci, i,5), i = 1,2: this mode-
annotated subgoal does not perform any change in the content of A, hence there
is no variable x, change(x, 5) and thus 5 is not c-relevant to any argument slice.

2. for 5 = {A/g, B/f} B = 0 {A/g, B/g} , we have that -<relevantc(Ci, 1,5) (B is the

only variable of this subgoal, and it is such that change(B,S), however B does
not satisfy any of the cases of Def. 4.3.1 for the first argument slice, hence the

negative result) and relevant0(Ci, 2, S) (for the second argument slice B satisfies
the first case of Def. 4.3.1, and hence the result).

3. -relevant0 (C2, t, {...,A/g,c/f,D/f,...} A - [C|D] {...,A/g,c/g,D/g,...} ),i = 1,2: this

subgoal describes a data structure decomposition and is not covered by the cases

of Def. 4.3.2, hence the subgoal is not c-relevant to any argument slice.

4. for 5 = {• • • > B/f, C/g, E/g,...} B is E + C {..., B/g, C/g, E/g,...} , —'relevant0(C2,1,5)

(B is the only changing variable, but as the result 2 above, it does not satisfy
any of the case of Def. 4.3.1 for the first argument slice, and hence this negative

result) and relevant0(C2,2, S) (as in the previous result).

4.3.5 The relevance* of Subgoals

Non-recursive subgoals performing tests are important to our notion of a programming

technique because they help to establish the flow of control of a procedure or, alter¬

natively, they have the potential to interfere with it. When the content of a variable
x may cause a test subgoal to fail, then, according to our view of a programming

technique, this subgoal is relevant to those argument slices providing the value for x
or employing x in their computations. Test subgoals are relevant if at least one of its
variables satisfies certain properties, given by the definition below:

Definition 4.3.3 5 in C is t-relevant to argument slice i, relevant* (C,i,S), if it has
a variable x possibly being tested, test(x,S), and one of the conditions below holds:

1. x is one of the variables x,-, X[0 ,],..., X[r t], that is, x € {x,-, X[0 t],..., X[r t]},
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2. one of the variables x,-, £[o,t']t • • •, £[r,i] is <] *_-related to each variable y <]-related
to x, that is, Vy[(y <1 x 6 p~) ({x,-, x[0>i],..x[ri,]}<i;?{y})]

3. all the variables y providing values to x are <]*_-related to x,-, X[0l],..., X[r t],
that is, Vy[(x <1 y E pgr) —► (y< x[0,t],.. •, ^[r,»]})]

The first condition addresses those cases where one of the variables x,-, Z[o,t]) • • •> x[r,i]
of the i-th argument slice is actually being used to perform a test. When this hap¬

pens, the subgoal is relevant for it may interfere with the flow of control. The second
case covers the situation when x is being tested and the subgoal provides values for

x,-, X[0>,],..., X[r,,]. The third case covers the situation when all those variables which
contributed to the value of x had their values provided by xt, £[o,,], • • •,

The test relationship of a variable with respect to a mode-annotated subgoal used in

the definition above formalises those cases when we can state, based on the mode-

annotations and syntax of the subgoal, that a variable may have had its contents

tested:

Definition 4.3.4 A variable x has its content possibly tested in subgoal S, test(x,S),

if, and only if, one of the cases below holds:

1. 5 =

2. S =

3. 5 =

4. S-

5. 5 =

ex o... e'|,og {=, = ..};

e ... o x e' jog {=, = ..};

6 x o //(...) 0' ,o € {=, = . .},-<change(x,6,0')-,

0 x o y 8' , o €{=, = ..}, -ichange(x, 0, 6'), ->change(y, 8, 0')\

0 y o x 0' , o €{=, = . .}, ichange(x, 0, 0'),-ichange(y, 0, 0') (same as above,
but x is now on the right-hand side of the operator);

6. S = 0%(x)0'

7. S =

8. S =

0 9(z) 0' , ~ichange(x, 0, 0');

0 x is //(...) 0' , -ichange(x, 0, 0');
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9. S = 9 y is f-(...x...)9', -ichange(y, 9, 9') (same as above, but here x is one of
the variables in the expression);

10. 5 = 9 p(... ,x,...) 9' , user-test(S, r), ->change(x, 9,9').

In this definition, a variable is considered to have its content unchanged in S if it

appears in one of the subgoals depicted above and does not satisfy the relation change:
it can either satisfy the fixed or the unknown relationships. The first and second cases

represent those subgoals employing the o system operators different from = or =. . (that

is, >, <, and so on) with a variable x on the left (first case) or right (second case) of the
operator: these subgoals are obviously tests. The third case represents those subgoals

making use of = to carry out a data structure decomposition: if the variable x on its
left-hand side does not change then the subgoal is testing the content of x against the

pattern //(...). The fourth and fifth cases depict the subgoals employing operators = or

=. . with a non-changing variable in each of its sides. The sixth case stands for those

subgoals employing the system predicates f, var/1, ground/1, integer/1, and so on.

The seventh case depicts subgoals using the system input predicates read/1 or get/1
with a non-changing variable. The eighth case represents those subgoals making use of

is/2 such that the variable x on its left-hand side does not change: the is/2 operator

is being employed to calculate the expression f- (...) and to test its final value against
the content of x. The ninth case depicts the same subgoals as the previous case, but

alternatively considers a variable x within the expression to be the one being tested.

The last case shows the user-defined test subgoals: user-test is defined in Section 4.3.6

and it holds if the mode-annotated subgoal is a user-defined predicate which may fail.

The cases above provide a precise characterisation of those subgoals which may have
been used as tests, potentially changing the flow of control of the procedure. Inaccurate
mode-annotations satisfy the -<change relationship, this being in accordance with our

adopted policy.

Example: Given the mode-annotated version of sum/2 shown previously, with its sets

pg , i = 1,2, then it is the case that:

for S {A/g, B/f} A = [] {A/g,B/f} , relevant*(Ci, 1)5) (for test(k,S) and the first
condition of the previous definition holds) and -relevant1 (Ci, 2,5) (there is only
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one x such that test(x,S) but x ^ {xj, xt0n,..., ®[rtJ]} and hence the negative
result).

for S = {A/g, B/f} B = 0 {A/g,B/g} , -relevant (Ci, i,S), i = 1,2 (there is no variable
x such that test(x,S) and hence the subgoal is not f-relevant to any argument

slice).

for S — {• • •, A/g, C/f,D/f,...} A = [ClD] , A/g, C/g, D/g, •.relevant*(C2,1,5) (be¬
cause test(A, 5) and the first condition ofDef. 4.3.3 holds) and -relevant1 (C2, 2,5)
(there is only one x such that test(x,S) but x ^ {xj, X[0j],..., £[rj]}).

for 5 = {..., B/f, C/g, E/g,...} B is E + C {..., B/g, C/g, E/g,...} , then we have that

-relevant*(C2, i, S), i =1,2 (there is no variable x such that test(x, S)).

4.3.6 User-Defined Predicates

When user-defined predicates are employed, it becomes impossible to state, in gen¬

eral and with certainty, what computations are being carried out. Accurate mode-

annotations reveal whether the contents of variables have changed, and hence whether
the user-defined predicate was used to obtain new values. However accurate the mode-

annotations are, they are of little use when we are concerned with finding out if the

subgoal may fail; that is, if the employed user-defined predicate, together with its call

mode, is a test.

Accurate mode-annotations tell us when the content of a variable has remained fixed. It

is, however, impossible to say if fixed variables should be considered as variables being

tested, possibly causing the failure of the user-defined predicate. It should be noted
that we are not referring to failures caused by an aborted execution: our assumption is

that this analysis is supplied with correct (i.e. with no run-time errors) Prolog code.
We are concerned with those user-defined predicates that may fail, potentially altering
the flow of control of a procedure.

The problem of deciding if a user-defined predicate may fail is harder to solve than

the termination problem. Here we are not only interested in finding out whether the

execution of the predicate terminates (i.e., reaches a point in its execution where no

further progress takes place) but whether it terminates as a consequence of a failure.
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Techniques such as unfolding the definition(s) of the user-defined predicate [TS84] onto
the top-most procedure would tackle some cases where system predicates are encapsu¬

lated within a user-defined predicate, but this approach is not general enough to cope

with recursive calls within the user-defined predicate. Abstract interpretation could

also be used to infer the termination of these auxiliary predicates. This alternative,

supplied with type information, would cover a range of cases, but it would not be

guaranteed to work in general.

Our approach adopts a shallow analysis in which the definition of user-defined pred¬
icates is not taken into account. The problem of finding out whether or not a user-

defined predicate may fail is solved by having the user of our system supplying this
information: the user must provide all those non-system predicates (and their call

modes) which might fail. Only these predicates (with the specified modes) will be
considered to be user-defined tests. This might prove to be too heavy a burden for the

users, but they can always run these predicates to find out about their termination or

failure. A hybrid approach would use both the unfolding and the abstract interpreta¬
tion techniques mentioned above, and only if they do not perform satisfactorily would

the user be asked.

When a user-defined predicate is found during the argument slicing stage it is tested,

together with its mode-annotations, against the supplied set of user-defined predicates.
If there is an entry whose call-mode is subsumed by the mode-annotation in the pro¬

cedure, then the subgoal is considered to be a test. To illustrate this point, let us

consider the following alternative definition sum2/2 for the procedure sum/2 shown

previously:
sua2(A,B)

A -

B - 0.

sum2(A,B)
A - [CID],
sun2(D,E),
plus(B,C,E).

plus(A,B,C)
A is B + C.

whose mode-annotated version is
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sum2(A,B) {A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} A ■ [] , {A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} B » 0. {A/g,B/g}

su»2(A,B) {A/g ,B/f,C/f ,D/f,E/f}
{A/g,B/f, C/f, D/f,E/f} A - [CID] , {A/g,B/f, C/g, D/g,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f} su>2(D,E), {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/g) plus(B,C,E). {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}

The plus/3 user-defined predicate never fails (it may abort, but this possibility is ruled
out because we are being selective in the examples we present) if its first variable is

free, but it may fail if all its arguments are ground. The definition of plus/3 could be
unfolded into sum2/2 yielding the sum/2 code shown previously, and the computation

being carried out by plus/3 becomes clear. This approach however, as pointed out

above, does not work in the general case. The adopted solution would check if the
mode-annotated subgoal

{.. .B/f, C/g,E/g...} plus(B,C,E) {.. .B/g, C/g,E/g...}

subsumes one of the user-defined predicates supplied by the user as being a test. In

fact, if the user had provided the list of tests of our system with the mode-annotated

subgoal

{X/g, Y/g, Z/g} plus (X,Y, Z) {X/g, Y/g, Z/g}

(stating that those calls to plus/3 employing its three arguments ground may fail) then
the use of plus/3 in sum2/2 would not be considered a test, because the call mode "f'
of the first variable in the mode-annotated subgoal does not subsume the call mode g

of the first variable of the subgoal in the supplied list.

The set of user-defined predicates which may fail (i.e. the tests), r, is a possibly empty
set of mode-annotated subgoals. To check whether a mode-annotated subgoal S may

fail (whether 5 is a user-defined test) amounts to finding out if there is an element
U of r with the same predicate symbol and arity of S and whose mode-annotation

9s is subsumed by the mode-annotation 6u of U. We make use of the subsumption

of mode-annotations (Def. 3.8.2) to define the subsumption between mode-annotated

subgoals: 5 = 6s p(yi, • • •, yn) 6's subsumes U = 6u p(z\,..., zn) 6'v , denoted by
S 3s U, if 6S 6V and 6's □' 6'v.

A mode-annotated subgoal 5 is a user-defined test if it subsumes an element of r, that

is, given a set t of mode-annotated subgoals which may fail (supplied by the user), a
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mode-annotated subgoal 5 is a user test, user-test(S, r), if there is an element U of r
such that S As U.

4.3.7 Termination and Correctness of the Argument Slicing

In order to obtain the i-th argument slice of a mode-annotated procedure P each

mode-annotated subgoal must be checked for its c- or t-relevance (Defs. 4.3.1 and 4.3.3,

respectively). The c- and t-relevance checking relies on the <4'^-relationships between
the variables of the subgoal and those variables of the recursive calls and head goal of
the argument slice. There are search procedures (depth- or breadth-first graph search)
for checking <4'^.-relationships which always terminate for finite sets pg; since we are

dealing with a finite number of subgoals in each clause this will always be the case here.
The checking for a user-test is also clearly finite, given a finite set r of user-defined
tests. Thus the argument slicing of a mode-annotated clause always terminates, and
since there is only a finite number of clauses in a procedure, the argument slicing of a

mode-annotated procedure always terminates.

The result of the relevance analysis of each subgoal is such that when a mode-annotated

subgoal is considered not c- or t-relevant then, in spite of the accuracy of its mode-

annotations, this result is correct in the sense that the subgoal does not contribute

to the argument slice (as explained in the beginning of this section). If, however, the
outcome of the relevance analysis is positive (S is c- or t-relevant) it might be the
case that, due to inaccurate mode-annotations and the adopted policy to cope with

them, the subgoal does not really contribute to the argument slice; if the same analysis
were performed with more accurate mode-annotations, the subgoal may not have been

considered relevant.

The source of this imprecision is the third case of Def. 4.3.3, and inaccurate mode-

annotations when unknown variables are considered to be fixed. The other cases

overlap with those cases of Def 4.3.1, and since an unknown variable is either fixed

or changing, no mistakes are introduced. However, if we assume that an unknown

variable of a mode-annotated subgoal S is fixed and the third case of Def. 4.3.3 causes

S to be considered t-relevant, a mistake might have been introduced.
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4.3.8 Final Remarks on the Argument Slicing
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The mode-annotations complement the syntax of the subgoal with the manner in which
it has been used during the execution of the clause. It would still be possible to carry

out the argument slicing without the mode-annotations, relying on the syntax of the

subgoal only. Given a procedure to be argument-sliced, the worst scenario is that in
which no mode-annotations are provided, and we can only rely on the syntax of the

subgoals to carry out the analysis. Unrelated subgoals may then be considered as part

of the argument slice, compromising the extraction of the techniques of the procedure.

At the other extreme, the best scenario is that in which high-quality mode-annotations
are provided, giving an accurate description of how each subgoal has been used. Accu¬
rate mode-annotations provide an account of changes in the contents of each variable
and this information is essential when discarding subgoals which are irrelevant to the

argument slice. Lower quality mode-annotations do not tell much about actual changes
in the contents of variables and assumptions have to be made.

4.4 Clause-Annotation of Mode-Annotated Argument
Slices

Different argument slices of a procedure may share variables. This variable sharing
is also part of the programming technique being extracted and must be explicitly

represented. We employ, for this purpose, place holders for variables referred across

clauses of different argument slices, the clause-annotations. They are of the form

((required(V)))

stating that at that point in the clause the variable symbols in V are required to be

instantiated to variables of other argument slices, and also of the form

«offer(W))>

indicating that from that point in the clause onwards the set of variable symbols in W
is offered to be linked to variables in other argument slices.

Each subgoal of a mode-annotated argument slice receives one annotation of each of
the forms above: the required annotation before it and the offer after it. The sets V
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and W may be empty. The variable symbols are offered as soon as they are obtained,
i.e. immediately after the subgoal where their contents are potentially changed, and
each variable symbol is only offered once. Variables are requested, by appearing in a

required annotation immediately before the first subgoal in which they appear, and are

only requested once. Within each clause a variable may be required or offered, but not
both.

The clause-annotations state the required and the offered resources, in the form of

instantiated variables, of each clause of a mode-annotated argument slice. Due to the

implicit quantification of the clauses of a Prolog program, the same symbol stands
for different variables if it appears in different clauses. Our approach to isolating

programming techniques across each argument position requires that those variable

symbols intended to be the same in distinct argument slices be explicitly linked. A
clause- and mode-annotated clause is of the form

H : - d0 7q 71 0i Si 6,..., 7„ 0„ Sn d'ny'n.

where 7,- are required annotations, jj are offer annotations and 6j and 9[ are mode-
annotations.

4.4.1 Clause-Annotated Versions of Mode-Annotated Argument Slices

A clause-annotated version of a mode-annotated argument slice is comprised of the
clause-annotated version of each clause. A mode-annotated clause has its clause-

annotated version prepared by obtaining the clause-annotated version of each mode-
annotated subgoal. The clause-annotation of a mode-annotated subgoal takes into

account the clause-annotations inserted so far, i.e. between the subgoal being anal¬

ysed and the head of the clause, thus avoiding multiple occurrences of the same variable
in different clause-annotations.

The mode-annotations play an essential role in the clause-annotation. The decision as

to whether a variable should be inserted in a clause-annotation takes into account any

changes of its instantiation status represented by the associated tokens in the mode-

annotations before and after the subgoal. If a subgoal has inaccurate mode-annotations

(i.e., it has variables whose associated tokens satisfy the relation unknown) then it gives
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rise to more than one clause-annotated version. The different versions correspond to

the distinct ways to view those variables with inaccurate mode-annotations.

In the definitions of this section we shall not distinguish between recursive and non-

recursive subgoals: C is of the form p(x) do, Si,..., Sn where each Si is a mode-
annotated (recursive or not) subgoal. Initially, we shall provide a definition for a

clause-annotated subgoal, taking into account its original mode-annotations (which
are preserved) and those clause-annotations of previous subgoals. It should be noted
that we assume an ordering among the subgoals, from left to right, the same order of
the conventional execution of a clause in Prolog.

The clause-annotated version of a mode-annotated argument slice P is defined as

the clause-annotated version of each of its mode-annotated clauses: given a mode-
annotated argument slice P, comprised of mode-annotated clauses C\,...,Cn, its

clause-annotated version, P, is comprised of the clause-annotated version of each mode-

annotated clause,C\,... ,Cn.

The clause-annotated version of a mode-annotated clause consists of the clause-annotated

version of each subgoal, plus an initial offer annotation: given C, its clause-annotated

version, C, is of the form p(x) do ((offer(Wo))) So, ■ ■■,Sn where Wo = {x}, if

-<change(x, d0, d'n), 1 < i < n; otherwise Wo = 0. This clause-annotation offers the

non-changing variable in the head goal: from that point in the clause onwards x can

be employed in the computations of other argument slices; otherwise Wo is empty.

When the mode-annotated clause C is a fact of the form p(x) d, that is, there are no

mode-annotated subgoals in its body3, its clause-annotated version is of the form

p(x) d ((offer({x})))

Given Si its clause-annotated versionSi is

((required(Vi))) d, q(..., yx,..., ym,...) d\ ((offer(Wi)))

where Vi and Wi are defined as follows:

1- yi € Vi, —<change(yi, dp, d'p),yi <£ Vj, yi £ Wk, 0 < j < i, 0 < k < i, 1 < p < n;

3 This will only happen if the instantiation status of x does not change, otherwise the subgoal per¬

forming the change would have appeared in the body.
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2. yi € Wi, ->fixed (yl} 0t, 6[),yi £ Wj, 0 < j < i, yi & Vk, 0 < k < i

95

The set V) of required variables of 5, is built (first case above) by collecting all those
variables whose associated tokens do not satisfy the change relation in any subgoal of

that clause, if they are not already in a previous required or offer annotation. The
set Wi of offered variables of 5, is comprised (second case) of those variables whose
associated tokens do not satisfy the fixed relation, and are not already in any previous

clause-annotation including the required annotation of Si itself.

Example: The clause- and mode-annotated argument slices of sum/2 are (for the sake
of brevity the clause-annotations with empty sets are omitted):

sun(A) {*/g} ((°jffer({A})»
{A/g} A = []. {A/g}

sum(A) {A/g,C/f,D/f} {{offer({k})))
{A/g,C/f,D/f} A=[C|D], {A/g,C/g,D/g} ((offer({C, D})))
{A/g,C/g,D/g} sum(D). {A/g,C/g,D/g}

sua(B) {B/f}
{B/f} B - 0, {B/g} ((offer({B})))

sua(B) {B/f,C/f,E/f}
{B/f,C/g,E/f} sub(E) , {B/f,C/g,E/g} ((offer{{E})»

{(regui'red({C}))) {B/f,C/g,E/g} B is E + C, {B/g,C/g,E/g} ({offer({B})))

The definitions above provide the basis for the algorithm ClauseAnnotate shown below:
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Algorithm 4.4.1 ClauseAnnotate

input: Mode-annotated argument slice P consisting of clauses C\,.. . Cn\

output: Clause-annotated version P consisting of clauses Ci,... ,C„
method: Obtain the clause-annotated version of each subgoal S,, in the order they

appear in each clause and use them to compose each C;
1 begin
2 for i := 1 to n do

3 if Ci = p(x) 9
4 then Ci := p(x) 9 ((offer({x})))
5 else if Ci = p(x) Oo Si,..., Sm then
6 begin
7 if -ichange(x, do, 9'm) then Wo = {x} else Wo = 0
8 for j:= 1 to m do
9 begin
10 Vj := 0, Wj := 0
11 if Sj = 9j q(..., yi,..., j/p,...) 9j then
12 begin
13 for k := 1 to p do
14 if -ifixed(yk,9j,9'j)
15 then Wj-.=WjU{yk}
16 else if VI, 1 < / < m,-ichange(yk,9i,9'i)
17 then Vj-.=Vj U {y*}
18 for /:= 1 to j — 1 do
19 begin
20 Vj := Vj - (Vj D V,), Wj := Wj - (W, n Vi)
21 end
22 for l:= 0 to j — 1 do
23 begin
24 Vj := Vj - (Vj n Wi), Wj := Wj - (Wj n W,)
25 end
26 Wj := Wj - (Wj n Vj)
27 Sj := ((required(Vj))) 9j q(..., yu ..., yp,...) 9'j {(offer(Wj)))
28 end
29 end

30 C := p(x) : -90 ((offer(W0))) I: fm
31 end
32 end

Given a mode-annotated argument slice P, this algorithm obtains a clause-annotated

version P of it. Line 4 of algorithm ClauseAnnotate deals with facts; clauses with

non-empty bodies are dealt with in lines 5-29. The loop of lines 9-29 prepares a

clause-annotated version of each mode-annotated subgoal in the body of a clause:

firstly the algorithm obtains the sets of non-changing and non-fixed variables in the

mode-annotated subgoals and assign these sets, respectively, to Vj, the set of required
variables, and Wj, the set of offered variables (lines 13-17). After this the algorithm
checks for intersections between the recently obtained sets Vj and Wj with the previous
sets Vi and Wi (lines 18-25) and intersections between Wj and Vj (line 27). One should
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notice the different lower limit of the loops in 18-21 and 22-25: this is because there

is a Wo set, but not a Vo.

4.5 Formalising Extracted Techniques

The clause- and mode-annotated argument slices obtained previously are the building
blocks of more complex programming techniques. A programming technique is a sub¬

sequence of clause- and mode-annotated argument slices sharing variables via clause
annotations.

The definitions of this section require only that our constructs (subgoals, clauses and

procedures) be clause-annotated. The mode-annotations are not essential in the formal-
isation proposed here. We shall denote this by dropping the symbol representing
the mode-annotations. This should not be taken as a restriction: the definitions and

the algorithm shown here can be understood, without significant changes, as employing
clause- and mode-annotated constructs.

Two clause-annotated argument slices must share variables, by means of required and

offer annotations, in order to be considered a technique or part of a technique. The
clause-annotated argument slice P, = ...,Cprequires Pj = Cp j],..., C[nj],
denoted by requires (Pi, Pj), if there is a clause C\k,i\ in P of the form

A*,,] = H[k,i] ■ ~ G[k,i]((required(V)))G[k<t]

requesting a variable offered by a clause C^j] in Pj, of the form

Am = "lk.il ;"Am ((off
or

Am = H[ko] ° i°ffer(W)))
and their sets V and W are such that V fl W / 0. The symbols G, stand for possibly

empty sequences of subgoals. There are two possible templates for the clause of Pj
because when a clause offers variables it can either have a non-empty body or be a

fact.

If we represent the clause-annotated argument slices of a procedure as a sequence

(Def. E.2.1) of the form (Pi,.. .,Pn) then we can define a programming technique as
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the shortest subsequence T of clause-annotated argument slices such that if P, belongs
to T and requires(P,-, Pj) then Pj also belongs to T. We employ sequences to represent

the argument slices and techniques of a procedure because the relative ordering of the

argument slices comprising a technique is important and must be consistent with their

original ordering after their extraction: the ordering of the subgoals of a technique is

depicted by the relative ordering of its argument slices.

Example: If we denote the first clause- and mode-annotated argument slice of proce¬

dure sum/2 shown in the previous example by Pi and the second one by P2, we have
the following techniques:

• Tj = (P1), a technique to decompose a list until the empty list is found;

• T2 = (P1,P2)i a technique to sum elements supplied by argument slice Pi, i.e.,

technique T1

We describe below an algorithm to partition a sequence of clause-annotated argument

slices into a set of programming techniques:

Algorithm 4.5.1 SeparateTechniques

input: Initial sequence S = (Pi,..., P„) of clause-annotated argument slices
output: Set 7~ = {T1,..., T,} of sub-sequences (techniques) of S
method: Obtain a subsequence of arg. slices in S with which each Pi shares values,

then obtain arg. slices sharing values with the components of this subseq.
1 begin
2 for i := 1 to n do
3 begin
4 T .:=<£>
5 for j := 1 to n do
6 begin
7 let T< = (/);,!], . . . ,

8 for k := 1 to pi do
9 begin
10 if requires(P[i:k], Pj) then
11 begin
12 insertion(Pj, S, T;,Tl)
13 T,:=T;
14 end
15 end
16 end
17 T := T U T,
18 end
19 end

A programming technique is a sub-sequence of the original sequence of all clause-
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annotated argument slices obtained at the clause annotation stage, such that the rel¬
ative ordering of the slices is maintained. The SeparateTechniques algorithm works

by collecting the clause-annotated argument slices sharing variables, and assembling a

sequence which preserves the original ordering of the argument positions. The algo¬
rithm initially sets the sub-sequence T,- to the clause-annotated argument slice Pi (line

4). It then inserts (Def. E.3.2) all those argument slices Pj from which the current

components of T, require values (relation requires) (lines 5-15); the newly obtained TJ
after the insertion of Pj updates T,- and is tested against the remaining elements of
S. The final set T contains the sub-sequences of S sharing values, without repeated

elements.

The set T is the set of techniques of a procedure. The sequence of clause-annotated

argument slices l\i,i], • • •, °f each element S( of T is devised by the repeated
insertion of argument slices (Def. E.3.2) preserving the same relative ordering as in
the initial complete sequence S provided by the argument slicing. By maintaining

the original ordering of argument positions we avoid changing the relative position
of subgoals (possibly introducing mistakes) when argument slices are joined together

again, upon the application of the technique. This consistent ordering also allows for
the reuse of common sub-parts of techniques and complex techniques can be defined
in terms of simpler ones.

4.6 Program Slicing and Argument Slicing

In Subsection 2.11.1 we mentioned the connection between our method to decompose

Prolog procedures into their programming techniques and the work within the proce¬

dural paradigm community on program slicing [Wei82, Wei84, RW89, GL91, JR94,

RHSR94]. In this section we compare these approaches more carefully, providing
more details on program slicing and its similarities with our proposed argument slicing

method, as well as its distinctions, advantages and drawbacks.

Program slicing is a decomposition method aimed at procedural code. It employs data
flow and control flow information to restrict a given program to subsequences of its
commands which are relevant to some criterion. Weiser [Wei82, Wei84] introduced the
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notion of program slices using the criterion (i,V), where i is a statement and V is a

set of variables; a program slice consists of all those commands up to line i relevant
to the variables V. His method employs the notion of sets of variables whose values

are being defined or being referred at a particular statement n, denoted respectively

by DEF(n) and REF(n). For instance, a command "A = A + C" is such that its set

DEF is {A} and its set REF is {A, C}.

In order to obtain the program slice of a given program on a slicing criterion, an al¬

gorithm is proposed which checks for relationships between the DEF'ed and REF'ed
variables of each statement. The algorithm works by analysing the influence of those

DEF'ed variables in the command for the variables V of the criterion; secondary rela¬

tions and branching commands (if-then-else) are also accounted for.

A programming technique, that is, a sequence of argument slices sharing variables can

be seen as a program slice. Our proposed method to decompose a program in its

argument slices and programming techniques can be understood as a means to obtain
the logic programming equivalent of the program slices. Our criterion is an argument

position in the head goal of a procedure: every clause is analysed in its entirety, each

subgoal being tested for its relevance to the variable in the argument position being
considered. Each clause will bear some form of contribution, in the form of subgoals,
to the argument slice and programming technique under consideration.

Both program and argument slicing employ data flow and control flow information
to analyse the dependency of variables. The dependency analysis in both methods

employs information on the sets of variables whose values are defined or simply referred
to in each command or subgoal.

A fundamental distinction arises from the disparate paradigms the methods are aimed

at. Procedural languages do not offer multiple usages for their commands as logic

programming languages do. The sets of DEF'ed and REF'ed variables are easy to

obtain in procedural languages: the unique semantics of their commands provides this

information straightforwardly. There is no need to execute a program in a procedural

programming language, since the meaning of each command can be obtained from its

syntax alone.
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However, for logic programs, where the same construct may give rise to different proce¬
dural readings, the meaning of a subgoal is not so easy to obtain. The sets of variables
whose values are defined or referred to in each subgoal are obtained by means of the

change and fixed definitions. We circumvent the problem of the non-uniqueness of the

procedural interpretation of a subgoal by carrying out our analysis with respect to a

specific usage of the subgoal, as represented by its mode-annotations.

Our argument slicing and techniques detection method is closely related to program

slicing: both proposals have the same purpose, i.e. identifying portions of a program

sharing some kind of relationship with respect to a criterion. Our approaches do
differ though, in which we address different programming paradigms: those techniques

employed in each method reflect the need to tackle distinct features of each paradigm.

4.7 Conclusions

A method of extracting the programming techniques of Prolog programs has been pre¬

sented here. Programming techniques are dynamic entities characterised by the syntax

of the program and how it has been used. They are extracted with respect to the use of
the procedure, as represented in its mode-annotated version. The method employs the
mode-annotations to partition the procedure into a set of argument slices. The argu¬

ment slices are the building blocks of programming techniques. Some argument slices
are techniques on their own, but they may also be clustered into more complex con¬

structs. The sharing of variables between argument slices is recorded and considered
as part of the technique being extracted.

A mode-annotated procedure with arity n has n argument slices. In order to obtain

argument slice i each clause is analysed separately: first its set p~ of <1-pairs is prepared
and then each non-recursive subgoal is checked for relationships between its variables
and the argument slice i being built. The slicing of mode-annotated recursive subgoals
is simpler: it consists of restricting the arguments to the variable x\ occupying position
i in the j-th recursive call. A non-recursive subgoal may either be included or not in

argument slice i, depending on the properties its variables possess and the set pgr.

An inaccurate account of the changes in the instantiation status of the variables may
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have serious negative effects. The syntactic part of a technique is completed with the
information concerning the changes in each of its variables. The proper identification of
a technique relies strongly on the quality of the information gathered during the mode-
annotation. Our method employs this information and will be affected if inaccuracies

are present.

The extracted programming techniques are to be stored in the knowledge base of our

techniques-based environment, the library of programming techniques. Some examples
of procedures and their extracted techniques are shown in Appendix A. A manner of

organising the extracted programming techniques in the library is depicted in the next

chapter.

4.8 Summary

In this chapter we have

• presented a method for partitioning a mode-annotated procedure into the contri¬
butions of each argument position; this method is called the argument slicing of
a procedure, and the contributions are called the argument slices of a procedure.

• introduced a means to represent the sharing of variables across distinct argu¬

ment slices: the clause-annotations, place markers for the shared variables; an

automatic way to obtain the clause-annotations has also been described.

• proposed a way to formalise the techniques of a mode-annotated procedure in
terms of its clause- and mode-annotated argument slices.



Chapter 5

Organising Prolog Programming
Techniques

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we propose a way to organise the programming knowledge captured

by our formalisation of programming techniques described in the previous chapter.

The suggested organisation aims at providing a convenient form to present the pro¬

gramming techniques to other applications of our techniques-based software develop¬
ment environment, and human users, supporting the navigation in the programming

knowledge-base.

In the previous chapter we described a method for extracting the programming tech¬

niques of Prolog programs. These programming techniques are to be stored in the

library of programming techniques, the knowledge-base of our techniques-based soft¬
ware development environment described in Section 1.4. In this chapter we propose

a way to organise this repository of programming techniques employing a hierarchical

scheme; we also describe the automatic creation and upgrading of this library using

those components obtained via the extraction method.

5.2 Organising Prolog Programming Techniques

The proposed organisation has to serve two distinct purposes: it must allow other

applications to employ its contents and it must also enable human users to conveniently

103
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browse through the library. The following management services are also expected to

be available:

1. Efficient insertion and deletion of techniques and argument slices.

2. Automatic definition of new techniques via the redefinition (reimplementation)
of existing argument slices.

3. Navigation through the library.

4. Defining more restricted libraries by posing constraints ("filters") on the existing

library.

In order not to overburden its human users, and since there is a large amount of
information to be displayed, any visualisation facilities must be economical, suppressing

details unless they are explicitly required to be shown. It is also highly desirable that,
to save space, identical components should not be replicated.

The reuse of existing components in the library to define new techniques can be fa¬
cilitated if the abstractions of each argument slice are also stored. An abstraction is
a finite sequence of program transformations in which specific design decisions of an

argument slice are gradually concealed (abstracted) until a most generic construct is
obtained (Section 5.7). Another advantage of keeping the abstractions of argument
slices as part of the library is that seemingly disparate constructs can be found to

be related by sharing more abstract forms of their components. Our proposal thus

incorporates the abstract forms of argument slices to the library of components.

In the following sections we describe our proposal and explain how it meets the re¬

quirements listed above; we also describe how each sub-component of the library is

organised, how they are related to each other and how the library is updated. We

do not claim that our proposed organisation is the most efficient and adequate man¬

ner to store and manage the repository of programming knowledge, but it meets the

requirements laid out above.

We propose that the library be comprised of three distinct entities:
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1. a list T containing all the available techniques of the library and the argument

slice(s) comprising each one of them (its details are explained in subsection 5.3);

2. a list S containing all the available clause- and mode-annotated argument slices

(details in subsection 5.4);

3. a tree H containing the argument slices of iS divided into input and output argu¬

ment slices, and organised hierarchically according to their abstraction(s) (details
in subsection 5.5).

As mentioned above, the abstractions of argument slices can be very useful and are

thus stored in our library. The same argument slice may appear in more than one

abstraction, and hence we suggest that, in order to save space, a unique identifier be

assigned to each argument slice of the library. The actual content of each clause- and
mode-annotated argument slices is stored in <S, together with its unique identifier. It
is necessary that an identifier be associated to an argument slice so as to allow its

retrieval.

5.3 The List T of Techniques

The extraction method supplies us with those techniques employed in a given pro¬

cedure. A technique T is formalised as a sequence of clause- and mode-annotated

argument slices sharing variables, T = (P1,..Pn), and it is stored in T as the pair

t, (asi,..., as„)

where t is a unique identifier and each as, is the identifier of argument slice stored

in S.

The identifier t provides the user with an economical means to retrieve the technique.

The insertion of a new technique is carried out by firstly inserting its argument slices

Pi in the list S and getting hold of their identifiers as,- (see subsection 5.4). Before
a technique is inserted, a check must be made to ensure that it is not already found

in T. This check consists of traversing T and testing if the sequence of identifiers

(asi,..., asn) is not found. If the sequence of identifiers is not already in T then
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an identifier t is automatically generated and assigned to that technique. Deletion is

straightforward: upon the user's request, a technique t can be efficiently removed from

T.

A repertoire of facilities for viewing T and its elements has been implemented. The

user is offered the following set of commands:

1. show.techniques: the techniques in T are shown as a tree of the form

This format permits the visualisation of the library of techniques as a whole,

showing only the identifiers of its components. A node can be further examined

upon the user's request.

2. show-technique(t): only the technique t is shown, also as a tree: the root node
is t and its leaf nodes are its argument slices. Given the diagram above, the
command show.techniquefa) yields

This command provides a more localised view of the library, focusing on a single

technique and its argument slices.

3. show.abs.techniques: shows all the techniques of T but their argument slices are

shown in their most abstract form, obtained from W. This command provides the

users with an overall view of the library from an abstract perspective in which

distinct concrete argument slices are replaced by a common abstract form.

4. show.abs.technique(t): shows technique t with the most abstract version of each
of its argument slices.

| q»i I I as 1
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The list T will be supplied as the available techniques in the library. Sublists T', T",

etc., can be derived from T by posing constraints on the structure of its components.

More restricted collections of techniques can then be defined to meet special needs. For

instance, a Prolog techniques editor aimed at novices should only offer simple singly-
recursive techniques, manipulating lists and arithmetic. This sub-collection can be
obtained by examining the structure of the argument slices of each technique, leaving
out those techniques which do not comply with the restrictions.

5.4 The List S of Argument Slices

Clause- and mode-annotated argument slices are stored in the list S as the pair

as, P{

where as is a unique identifier and P, is the actual clause- and mode-annotated argu¬

ment slice. The identifier as provides the user with a means to retrieve the argument

slice and also saves space by having different ocurrences of the same construct repre¬

sented by multiple references to its identifier.

The insertion of a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice in <5 is carried out by

firstly checking if the component is not already found in S. This consists of testing
whether the new component is syntactically identical, modulo variable names, to an

existing component of S. If it is not already in the list, it is inserted and an identifier is

automatically assigned to it. The deletion envolves a more elaborate procedure: since

argument slices are refered to by techniques and by entries in the hierarchy H, their
deletion should be followed by the removal of those techniques which employed them,

and the appropriate update in R.

The following commands for viewing <5 are available:

1. argslice(as): shows the content of the clause- and mode-annotated argument

slice whose identifier is as.

2. abstractions (as): shows the abstract forms of argument slice as. This command

produces a tree with as as its leaves and its root node the unique most abstract

form of as.
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5.5 The Hierarchy H of Argument Slices
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The H component offers an alternative way to view the argument slices of the library:

they are shown as nodes of a tree initially divided as input and output argument slices

according to the changes in the instantiation status of the head variable. If the variable
does not remain fixed, then the argument slice is an output slice; if the variable does
not change, then it is an input argument slice (more details in Section 5.5.2 below).

Graphically, H is of the form

where Wn and Hout are, respectively, the sub-trees of input and output argument slices.

Nodes as-a'*' contain the most abstract form of argument slice as,-: its particular design
decisions have been concealed by the appropriate replacement of its specific subgoals

by more abstract relation descriptors. In Section 5.7 we explain how the most abstract
version of an argument slice is obtained.

Node as[a,p' contain the procedural abstraction of an argument slice: the subgoals of the
argument slice are associated with special descriptors stating the computations taking

place at that point. In Section 5.7 we explain how the procedural abstraction of an

argument slice can be obtained.

Node contains the explicit form (e-form) of an argument slice, in which complex

computations are split into simpler, equivalent sequences of subgoals, rendering the de¬

sign decisions clearer; in Section 5.7.6 we describe how the e-form of a mode-annotated

argument slice is obtained. When the initial argument slice does not have any complex
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computations then its e-form is syntactically equivalent to itself and in this case there
is no e-form node in the subtree.

The leaf node as[a'°^ is a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice with the predicate
symbol of its head goals and recursive subgoals replaced by the abstract symbol V,
described in Section 5.5.1 below and formally depicted in Section B.l.

The four layers introduced above are strategic points in which the design decisions of
the argument slice are gradually concealed. They are strategic in the sense that they

provide coherent new manners to view an argument slice: the explicit form breaks

complex computations into equivalent sequences of simpler subgoals; the procedural
abstraction provides a procedural description of the programming practices in the

argument slice; and the most abstract form shows an argument slice as simple generic

relations between variables. The procedural abstraction and most abstract forms of

the argument slices, as we shall see below, may help users finding connections between

seemingly disparate constructs.

Example: The first clause- and mode-annotated argument slice of sum/2 defines the

hierarchy subtree below. The computations of its initial form are not complex and

hence its has no distinct e-form

The top-most node shows the most abstract form of the argument slice: its particular

design decisions are abstractly replaced by "relation" subgoals. The middle node shows
the procedural abstraction of the argument slice: it shows a generic utesf label describ-
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ing the computation taking place in the only subgoal of the first clause and a "decomp"

stating that a data structure decomposition is taking place in the first subgoal of the
second clause; recursive subgoals are not changed. The bottom node shows the original
clause- and mode-annotated argument slice with its predicate symbol replaced by V.

There are a number of intermediate stages between the four levels of abstraction of an

argument slice. The different orderings in which the clauses and subgoals are considered
for abstraction may yield a very large search-space, depending on the number of clauses
and subgoals. These intermediate representations may, however, be useful and we offer
a way to obtain them, at the user's request. This is explained in more detail in

Section 5.7.

Identical clause- and mode-annotated argument slices will share the same identifier
which works as a pointer to the actual component stored in S. The following commands
are offered:

1. show-hierarchy: shows the whole tree structure of 7i.

2. showAnputJiierarchy. shows the sub-tree rooted in Wn.

3. show-output.hierarchy: shows the sub-tree rooted in 7iout.

Upon a user request the content of each node can be shown, pretty-printed in another

window.

The input and output clause- and mode-annotated argument slices are organised as two

disjunct sets of hierarchies. Each hierarchy is built by systematically abstracting the

design decisions of an extracted argument slice and obtaining less specific constructs,

including a most abstract component. The non-leaf nodes of the hierarchy are abstract
versions of those elements below it. The abstraction process is carried out through

rewriting rules, as explained in Section 5.7.

5.5.1 Abstraction of Predicate Symbols

The clause- and mode-annotated argument slices obtained in the extraction method

maintain the predicate name of the procedure they originate from. This is a minor issue,
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since predicate symbols are not important in the characterisation of a programming

technique, and can safely be ignored when analysing and comparing them. However,
since the argument slices and programming techniques will also be examined by human

users, it is appropriate to suppress irrelevant details thus providing a cleaner picture
of the components.

We propose that the predicate symbol p of each argument slice obtained in the extrac¬

tion method be consistently replaced by the symbol V. For instance, the first clause-

and mode-annotated argument slice of procedure sum/2 shown above will be rewritten
as

V(k):~ {A/g} ((offer({A})))
{A/g} A - □ • {A/g}

VU):- {A/g,C/f,D/f} ((offer({A}))}
{A/g,C/f,D/f} A = [CID] , {A/g.C/g.D/g} {(offer({C, D})))
{A/g,C/g,D/g} P(D). {A/g,C/g,D/g}

In Section B.l we propose a simple declarative way to relate a clause- and mode-
annotated argument slice with a more abstract version in which the head goal predicate

symbol and its recursive calls are consistently replaced by V.

5.5.2 Input and Output Argument Slices

Our proposed organisation scheme views clause- and mode-annotated argument slices
from a functional perspective, distinguishing between those argument slices in which
values are initially supplied and manipulated as the computation proceeds and those in

which values are obtained at the end of the computation. For instance, in the following

argument slices of procedure sum/2

sum(A) {A/g} ((offer({A})))
{A/g} A - {A/g}

sum(A) :- {A/g,C/f,D/f} ((oj(M{A})»
{A/g,C/f,D/f} A - [C|D], {A/g,C/g,D/g} (("j(fer({C,D})))
{A/g,C/g,D/g} sum(D) . {A/g,C/g,D/g}

sua(B):- {B/f}
{B/f} B - 0, {B/g} <(ojfM{B})»

sum(B) :- {B/f,C/f,E/f}
{B/f,C/g,E/f} sum(E) , {B/f.C/g.E/g} ((<tfer({E})»

<(reguired({C}))) {B/f,C/g,E/g} B is E + C, {B/g,C/g,E/g} «otfer({B}))>

The first construct is an input argument slice: the head variable A is initially ground
and does not change its instantiation status throughout the computations. The second
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argument slice is responsible for computing the sum and assigning the final result to
the head variable: it is an output argument slice.

More formally, given a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice Pt, such that one
of its clauses is of the form

p(x)6 7

7i 01 si > e'i 7i

7n 0n Sn . 6'n j'n

where -ifixed(x, 9,0'n), then P, is an output argument slice, that is, the argument slice
describes a sequence of computations that might have changed the instantiation of the
head goal variable. If P, does not fulfil the requirements above then it is an input

argument slice.

We can formally define skeletons and additions as introduced by Kirschenbaum and

colleagues [SS86, KLS89, Lak89, SK93] in terms of input and output argument slices.
Skeletons are programming techniques comprising solely of input argument slices; ad¬
ditions are input or output argument slices that may share variables with an existing

programming technique (a skeleton).

5.6 Updating the Library

After the techniques of a procedure are extracted the user decides if they are to be

incorporated to the existing library. If the answer is yes then the following process

takes place:

1. abstraction: the four different abstract forms of each clause- and mode-annotated

argument are obtained.

2. insertion of argument slices: the four abstract forms of the argument slices are

inserted in S.

3. insertion of techniques: the identifiers of the initial argument slices supplied in

the extraction stage are retrieved and are employed to define the techniques to

be inserted in 7*.
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To illustrate the upgrading process, let us suppose the user decides to extract the

techniques of the following version of the append./3 procedure:

append(A,B,C)
A -

B = C.

append(A,B,C)
A = [DIE],
C = [D|F] ,

append(E,B,F).

with respect to query ?- appendC [1,2,3] , [4,5] ,A), providing the following mode-
annotated version of append/3:

append(A,B,C) {A/g,B/g,C/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f} A-[], {A/g,B/g,C/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f} B = C. {A/g,B/g,C/g}

append(A,B,C){A/g,B/g,C/f, D/f, E/f,F/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f,E/f,F/f} A - [DIE], {A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/f} C = [DIF] , {A/g,B/g,C/i,D/g,E/g,F/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/i,D/g,E/g,F/f} append(E,B,F). {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g,F/g}

and the following initial clause- and mode-annotated argument slices (its predicate

symbols append have been replaced by V):

A):- {A/g} ({offer{{k})))
{A/g} A = []. {A/g}

T{k):~ {A/g,D/f,E/f} (( offer({k}) »
{A/g,D/f,E/f} A - [DIE], {A/g,D/g,E/g} (( oJ0cer({D,E}) »
{A/g,D/g,E/g} V(E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}

plai°]
2 —

P(B)
P(B):-

{B/g} 7?(B)

{B/g}
{B/g}
{B/g}

{( ojerer({B}) ))
(( oifer({B}) ))

pM]
3 ~

V(C):~
({ required({B}) )) {B/g,C/f} B » C.

V(.C):-

((required({D}) )) {C/f,D/g,F/f} C= [DIF]
{C/i,D/g,F/f} -P(F).

{B/g, C/f}
{B/g,C/g} (( oJ0rer({C}) ))
{C/f,D/f,F/f}
{C/i,D/g,F/f} (( ^({C}) ))
{C/g,D/g,F/g} (( offer({F}) ))

The techniques of procedure append/are:

1. Ti = (P]0'0^), a list-decomposition technique;

2. T2 = (Pj"'0^), a technique passing a parameter down the recursive call;

3. T3 = (Pj°'°^ P^'0^ P;)*'0^) j a technique to build a list with the elements supplied

by the first technique, followed by the value passed down by the second technique.

If the user decides to upgrade the library with the components of append/3, then the
three other forms (e-form, procedural abstraction and most abstract) of the clause and
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mode-annotated argument slices are automatically obtained. The abstract forms, as

well as the original argument slices, are inserted in S, being assigned a unique identifier
of the form as_n, where n is a natural number. The choice of a short identifier name

to the argument slices is due to space and formatting constraints when displaying the

hierarchy of components in the library as an n-ary tree.

The abstractions are then inserted in R, with identifiers replacing the actual compo¬
nents. In Figure 5.1 below we show the hierarchy R (hierarchy) with its subtrees R,n

Figure 5.1: Abstract Forms of the Argument Slices of append/3

(input) and Rout (output), after the argument slices are abstracted and inserted in
S. The insertion of argument slices assigns as_l to Pj"'0', as_2 to P^"°\ and as_3 to
ph*»°l. components of the subtrees above are as_i = p|a'0', and

as_4 =

__

{*75] « offer({k})))
{A/g} <Mt({A}>. {A/g}

7>(A>:- {A/g.D/f.E/f} «otfer<{A}>))
{A/g.D/f,E/f} decomp(k,{V,E}), {A/g.D/g,K/g} ({ offer({D ,E}) ))
{A/g,D/g,E/g> 7>(E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}

as_5 =

V(k)-.- {A/g} (( offer{{k}) »
{A/g} re/aiion({A}). {*/g}

V(k)x- {A/g,D/f,E/f} (( offer<.{k}) ))
{A/g,D/f,E/f} re/afion({A,D,E}) , {A/g,D/g,E/g} ({ offer(.{D.E}) »
{A/g,D/g,E/g} 7>(E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}

as_6 —

V(B) {B/g} (( offer(.{B}) )>
{B/g} trueiB) {B/g}

V(B) {B/g.G/f} (( ))
{B/g.G/f} G » B, {B/g,G/g} (( offer({G}) ))
{B/g.G/g} V(.G). {B/g,G/g}
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as_9 =

as_10 =

as_7 =

r(B) :- {B/g} {( offer({B}) ))
{B/g} test(B). {B/g}

PCB):- {B/g,G/f} (( offer(.{B}) ))
{B/g.G/f} astign(.{B), {G}) , {B/g,G/g} (( offer(.{G}) ))
{B/g,G/g> V(d). {B/g,G/g}

V(.B):- {B/g} {( ctfer({B}) ))
{B/g} relation({B}). {B/g}

as_8= V(,B){B/g,G/f} (( otfer({B}> ))
{B/g,G/f} re/at»on({B,G}) , {B/g,G/g} (( offer(.{G}) ))
{B/g,G/g} P(G). {B/g,G/g}

"P(C):- {B/g,C/f}
(( required({B}) )) {B/g,C/f} aasign({B},{C}) . {B/g,C/g} (( offer({C}) ))

7><C):- {C/f,D/f,F/f}
({ required(.{D}) )) {C/f,D/g,F/f} f>u»7d({D ,F} ,C) , {C/i,D/g,F/f} (( o^er({C}) ))

{C/i,D/g,F/f} 7>(F). {C/g,D/g,F/g} (( offer({F}) ))

V(C){B/g,C/f}
(( reguired({B}) )) {B/g,C/f} re/at«on({B,C}) . {B/g,C/g} (( offer({C}) ))

7>(C):- {C/f ,D/f ,F/f}
(( reguire(i({D}) )) {C/f ,D/g ,F/f} relation({C ,D ,F}) ,{C/i ,D/g ,F/f} (( offer(.{C}) ))

{C/i,D/g,F/f} P(F). {C/g,D/g,F/g} (( offer({F}) ))

After S and R are updated, then the techniques are inserted, with their argument slices

replaced by their identifiers obtained previously. Upon the user's request (command

show-techniques), the diagram of Figure 5.2 is shown, and the user can examine any

f¥l Techniques @0

Figure 5.2: Techniques of append/3 and their Argument Slices

of the components of the tree.

5.7 Abstracting and Reimplementing Design Decisions

Programming techniques embody many design decisions. Some of these decisions con¬

cern the data structures employed, the ordering and the kind of the computations and
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tests carried out and the commands and structures used to define loops and other con¬

trol structures. The particular choices of constructs of a program can be given a more

abstract characterisation concealing its details while providing an alternative way to

view the computations taking place.

We propose a framework within which the design decisions of clause- and mode-
annotated argument slices can be gradually abstracted. The abstraction process con¬

sists of assigning to each subgoal a special label, a predicate descriptor, describing the

computations performed at that point. In order to assign a predicate descriptor to a

subgoal, its mode-annotations and syntax are taken into account. We provide a set of

relations, the S-relations, by means of which any clause- and mode-annotated subgoal

(and hence any clause- and mode-annotated argument slice and programming tech¬

nique) can be abstracted. Relationships between seemingly disparate argument slices
and techniques can be automatically discovered when their more abstract versions are

examined.

We view the design decisions of a Prolog program as consisting of the syntax to¬

gether with the usage manner of its subgoals. The manner in which each subgoal
has been used is depicted by its mode-annotations. A mode-annotated subgoal can

be described in a more abstract manner by a less committed predicate descriptor la¬

belling the computations carried out by means of it. The purpose of a descriptor is
to conceal particular design decisions, abstractly representing subgoals as operations

from a repertoire of basic Prolog programming practices. During the abstraction, each

subgoal is assigned a descriptor labelling the computations carried out by means of it.
In the reimplementation, the descriptors are replaced by actual Prolog subgoals.

The ^-relations can be employed both to abstract and to customise portions of the

programming technique. The framework for automatically abstracting a Prolog pro¬

gramming technique can be used, employing the same ^-relations, for the reimplemen¬
tation of the abstract constructs. The reimplementation is, however, human-assisted:

a human user interactively chooses how to specialise the abstractions, support being

given to this task. In Figure 5.3 we can see an illustration of the integrated framework:

given a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice Pt, its abstract version Pf, whose
design decisions are hidden, is used as a template to build a new argument slice P,.
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The reimplementation of the abstract argument slice Pf depends on the participation
of a user and support is given at this stage: this is explained in Chapter 6.

5.7.1 Predicate Descriptors

We propose that particular design decisions be assigned generic descriptors conveying
the meaning of the computation. A descriptor is a predicate meta-variable whose pos¬

sible values are restricted by its name. Descriptors employ sets of variable symbols as

arguments, enabling a range of different arities to be expressed with the same construc¬

tion. Our repertoire of descriptors and their intended meanings are shown in Table 5.1,

where V and W are possibly empty sets of variable symbols, V = {ui,...,r„} and
W — {tci,..., Wjn). These descriptors can be understood as predicate variables with

Descriptor Meaning
test(V)

decomp(x, V")
build(V,x)
calc(V, x)

assign(V,W)
bind(x, y)

user-pred(V)
relation (V)

the variables of V are used in a test

x is decomposed into the variables of V
the variables of V are used to compose x
the variables of V are used to calculate x via is/2
the variables in V are used to assign values to those of W
variables x and y are bound together via =
the variables V are employed in a user-defined predicate
the variables of V are used to define a relation

Table 5.1: Predicate Descriptors and their Meaning

a restricted interpretation. The test descriptor represents those subgoals performing
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tests, such as and o. The decomp descriptor stands for a data structure being decom¬

posed via the = operator, that is, x = f(V). The build descriptor represents subgoals
with the same syntax as those of decomp, the only difference being the instantiation

status of variables. A mode-annotated subgoal of the form

{A/g,B/f,C/f} A = [B|C] {A/g,B/g,C/g}

is abstracted as a data structure decomposition (decomp), whereas

{A/f,B/g,C/g} A = [B|C] {A/g,B/g,C/g}

is abstracted as a data structure being built (built). The calc descriptor stands for
those subgoals employing the is/2 system predicate to perform calculations, that is,

subgoals of the form x is f(V). The assign descriptor stands for all other forms of

subgoals which change the instantiation status of at least one variable, such as system

predicates read/1 and get/1. Subgoals of the form x = y where x and y are free before
the subgoal (thus remaining free after the subgoal is executed) are assigned the bind

descriptor. The user-pred predicate descriptor abstracts those subgoals performing a

call to user-defined procedures; the necessity for it is explained in subsection 5.7.1.

These predicate descriptors can be further abstracted by the less committed descriptor

relation, hiding their procedural meaning and providing the subgoal with a generic and

unique declarative meaning.

The suggested repertoire of predicate descriptors provides a detailed account of those

practices commonly found in Prolog programs. The argument slices of a program

can be procedurally described in terms of its tests, data structure manipulations (via
pattern-matching), calculations (via the is/2 predicate), assignments, variables binding
and other computations by means of auxiliary procedures: these features are widely
used and deserve recognition as standard Prolog programming practices. A minimal

set of descriptors would contain only test and assign, since these are the basic actions

of any program and all other descriptors can be described in their terms. The decomp

descriptor, for instance, is a test followed by an assignment; build and calc are just

more elaborate forms of assignments; bind is also a special form of assignment.
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The relation Descriptor
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The relation predicate descriptor provides a less precise account of the computation

carried out by a subgoal, labelling it as a generic relationship being defined between
its variables. This neutral descriptor is in accordance with the declarative view of

subgoals, promoting the convergence between the many different procedural meanings
of a given subgoal described as one of the more specific predicate descriptors. For

instance, if we are to abstract the subgoal "A = B" solely on the basis of its syntax

(or, alternatively, the mode-annotations are inaccurate, with "?" associated with A
and B before and after the subgoal) then we would have to consider as if either a test,

an assign, or a bind is taking place; all these possibilities are subsumed by the relation

descriptor. The diagram below depicts the ^-relations between three levels of subgoals:
the leftmost component shows the actual "A = B" Prolog subgoal, the components in

the middle comprise the four procedural readings in terms of our descriptors, and the

rightmost component shows a representation of the unique declarative reading of the
concrete subgoal, via the relation descriptor:

The mode-annotations offer a way to narrow down the set of possible procedural read¬

ings of a given subgoal. If the mode-annotations are not available or are inaccurate

with tokens "i" and "?" associated to variables before and after the subgoal, then we

can only rely on the syntax and hence we have to consider all possibilities. If only the
relation predicate descriptor were available the abstraction would be much simpler and

there would always be a single possible ^-relation holding.

This, however, would pose severe problems in the reimplementation stage: the users

would be left with the infinitely many possible ways to redefine each relation and
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no disciplined manner to help them during this task. The more specific predicate

descriptors convey the procedural meanings of subgoals and provide an intermediate

level between the generic relation and actual Prolog subgoals. They serve as a menu

of possible choices for the definition of relation: users have the different possibilities

distributed among the descriptors bearing more procedural meanings.

Furthermore, by employing more specific predicate descriptors, a procedural account

of each subgoal is provided, thus supplying users with updated automatic documen¬

tation. Since the abstraction process is fully automated, the different ways to assign
a descriptor to a subgoal can be conveniently recorded and pursued separately, at the
cost of storage and computational effort.

When a mode-annotated subgoal is replaced by its corresponding mode-annotated

descriptor, its particular design details are hidden but its functionality, depicted by its

mode-annotations, is maintained. During the reimplementation of an abstract subgoal

its mode-annotations work as constraints, ruling out specialisations which are not

compatible with the modes of its variables. An abstract subgoal of the form

{... A/f,B/f ...} relatione {A ,B}) {... A/f,B/f ...}

can only be reimplemented1 as bind or user-pred: all the remaining descriptors require

that the modes of at least one of their variables change.

The user-pred Descriptor

Those subgoals invoking user-defined predicates must also be assigned a descriptor

conveying the computations taking place. When user-defined predicates are employed,

it becomes impossible to state, in general and with certainty, what computations are

being carried out because their procedural meaning is hidden in their definition. Ac¬

curate mode-annotations reveal whether the contents of variables have changed, and

hence whether the user-defined predicate has been used to obtain new values.

Accurate mode-annotations tell us when the content of a variable has remained fixed.

It is, however, impossible to say if fixed variables should be considered as variables
1 The relation descriptor, as we shall see, can give rise to a sequence of other relation descriptors, by
having its set of variables split and distributed among the new relation descriptors.
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being tested, possibly causing the failure of the user-defined predicate. One should
notice that we are not referring to failures caused by an aborted execution: we assume

that this analysis is supplied with correct (no run-time errors) Prolog code. We are

concerned with those user-defined predicates that may fail, potentially altering the flow

of control of a procedure, and which should be assigned the test descriptor.

The problem of deciding if a user-defined predicate may fail has been explained in

Subsection 4.3.6. User-defined procedures may additionally serve for more than one

purpose. For instance, if we have the mode-annotated subgoal

{. . .A/i,B/?•. •} p(A,B) {...A/i,B/?...}

and the definition of p/1 as

p(X,Y)Y is X * X.

then the mode-annotated subgoal can be assigned either the test or assign subgoal.
If a procedure performs a test using some of its arguments and assigns values to its
other arguments then it becomes difficult to choose one descriptor that would correctly
describe all the computations performed by that procedure.

We suggest a simple solution to this problem: a special descriptor, user-pred should

be assigned to those subgoals invoking user-defined predicates. This solution would
circumvent the problem of finding out which computations are taking place and sim¬

ply labels the subgoal as a "call to a user-defined predicate". A user-pred is further
abstracted as a relation and this can be reimplemented as various sorts of predicate

descriptors, depending on its mode-annotations.

5.7.2 ^-Relations

We propose a relational operator S to formalise the abstraction and reimplementation
of design decisions of argument slices. A ^-relation is of the form

meaning that L can be abstracted as R, or alternatively, R can be specialised as L.

Each <5-relation gives rise to a pair of unidirectional rewriting rules. The above relation,
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for instance, yields the pair of rewriting rules L —> R and R —> L. A more concise

account of the transformations proposed here can be achieved by employing relations,
rather than rules. This is a purely stylistic advantage, since they are equivalent.

The ^-relations are defined over clause- and mode-annotated constructs: clauses, se¬

quences of subgoals and single subgoals. The patterns of a 5-relation act as template,
and together with other constraints explicitly listed, rule out those constructs which

cannot have that abstraction/reimplementation performed on them. The ^-relations
between clauses are of the form

H - 0 7

7o 0o So 0o 7o

7« 0n s„ 0k 7;

to

Ha
na na
&0 OQ

oa
Q'av 0

7a
"Y,a7 0

7m
zja na"m Q'aV m

/a
7 m

where n and m may be different, that is, there may be <5-relations between clauses

with different number of subgoals in their bodies. Any additional requirements to

the patterns in either sides of the ^-relation can be listed immediately after the rela¬

tion; usually these are additional constraints on the relationships between the mode-

annotations. We shall enclose the patterns in both sides of the relation within framed

boxes to improve their visualisation.

The (^-relations defined over clause- and mode-annotated subgoals are of the form

17 e sa e' y

The ^-relations between subgoals are such that they only hold if the clause- and mode-

annotations before and after the subgoal in one side are correspondingly equal to those
in the other side. This means that subgoals may be abstracted or specialised but their
clause- and mode-annotations remain the same.

Those ^-relations between clauses, however, may be such that the clause- and mode-

annotations of the subgoals in one side do not correspond to those of the subgoals in

the other side. This means that the abstraction or specialisation of a clause may alter

the annotations of the subgoals, by inserting or removing variable/token pairs.

7 e se1 y
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5.7.3 Subgoal ^-Relations
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When employed to abstract a clause- and mode-annotated subgoal a ^-relation rewrites

the subgoal as a predicate descriptor, an informative predicate name conveying the

procedural meaning of the subgoal. Every possible combination of predicates and
modes has to be addressed.

In some cases, a subgoal can be accurately abstracted as one of the descriptors. These

subgoals employ system predicates or operators whose computational meaning is well-
defined and known in advance. For instance, those subgoals employing operators <,

>, and so on, are uniquely abstracted as a test, despite their mode-annotations. The

mode-annotations, in other cases, complement the syntax of the subgoal, ruling out

possible meanings. A subgoal of the form "A = B" can be either a test, an assign or

a bind command: its mode-annotations, if accurate, may provide more information to

narrow down the possible abstractions.

The test descriptor stands for all subgoals used as tests, that is, those subgoals that

may alter the flow of execution of a procedure by causing a failure. For instance, all
those system operators o different from = and =. . are necessarily tests, despite their
mode-annotations. This can be formalised as the following ^-relation:

y 9 x o a 9' y'

where o ^ {=, = . .}. The constant a is an arbitrary construct and is not part of the
abstraction. If this relation is used to specify a test subgoal, then a must be provided

by the user. The assign predicate descriptor abstracts those subgoals that may perform

changes in the instantiation status of its variables. If the subgoal is of the form x o a

and the tokens associated with variable x do not satisfy the fixed relationship, we shall

consider this subgoal as an assignment, as formalised by the following ^-relation:

7 9 x o a 0' 7'

where o £ {=, =. .} and ->fixed(x,0, 0'). The decomp descriptor abstracts those subgoals
of the form x = f(V) such that x does not satisfy the change relationship, that is,

7 6 decomp(x, {yi,..., yn}) 9' y'

7 6 fest({x}) 0' 7'

7 9 assign(x) 9' 7'

y 9x = f(yl,...,yn)9' y'
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where -<change(x,9,9'). The same subgoal may be abstracted as the build descriptor,
if x does not satisfy the fixed relationship, that is,

7 0x = Y <4-

where -fixed(x, 9,9').

The predicate descriptors conveying the procedural meaning of the subgoals can be fur¬

ther abstracted as the relation descriptor, providing an even less committed account

of the design decisions of the program. The relation descriptor stands for a generic

declarative description of the subgoals: its sets of variables and their mode-annotations

preserve the procedural aspect of the subgoal and serve as constraints in future reim-

plementations. The more specific descriptors all relate to the relation descriptor via

(^-relations with possible restrictions as to how the variables in each descriptor are

grouped together, this depending on the tokens associated with each variable. The test

descriptor, for instance, relates to relation in a straightforward way:

j 9 test(W) 9'y'

where x £ W, ->change(x, 0,0'); test subgoals should not change the instantiation status
of their variables W. As another example, the arguments x and V of decomp are merged
as W in relation:

j 9 relation(W) 9'Y

where W = V U {x},->change(x, 0,0'), and y 6 V", ->fixed(y, 9,0f); the variables y £ V
have their values changed and x remains unchanged. Two consecutive relation subgoals
are related to a single relation subgoal whose set of variables is given by the union of
the sets of variables of the consecutive subgoals, that is,

—> ((required(V))) 9 relation(W) 9' ((offer(Z)))

where W = Wx U W2, Vi = V fl Wu V2 = V fl W2, x € W, x/T G 9, x/T' € 9m, x/T" £

9',T ■< T' X T". The ^ relation is as described in Section 3.6.2; it poses additional

requirements on the mode-annotations of the variables and the way they can be divided
into two subsets with their own mode-annotations. This ^-relation merges the relation

subgoals when used to abstract the subgoals of a clause. Other ^-relations are shown
in Appendix B.

7 9 build({yi,..., yn}, x) 9' Y

7 9 relation(W) 9' Y

7 0 decomp (x, V) 9' Y

{(required(Vi))) 9 relation(Wi) 9,((offer(Zi)))
{(required(yi))) 9,relation(W2) 9 ((offerlz?)))
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5.7.4 E-form ^-Relations
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Some Prolog programming practices can be seen as simplifications of more complex

sub-sequences of subgoals. The abstraction of these practices would have to consider
the whole sub-sequence of subgoals which makes the programming practice explicit.
The set of S relations described here complement the normal form of the programs to

be abstracted by further replacing those subgoals carrying out complex computations

by equivalent sequences of simpler subgoals. We describe below one of the e-form
(^-relations: the rest of them are shown in Section B.2.

When a subgoal performing a data structure decomposition is such that one of the

variables in its pattern is not associated with token "f, then possibly a test is also being

implicitly performed. The ^-relation below replaces the variable y of the data structure

pattern which is not associated with "f" in Ok-1 for a fresh variable z associated with

"P, and then inserts a subgoal of the form z = y. All the other mode-annotations of
the clause have to be altered to accommodate the newly introduced variable z\

H:- fio To

5i S

yd x = /(Vi yV2), 0' y'
S2.

H:- 0? 7o

sr
ya 9a x = f(VlZV2), e'a y'a
y. e'a y = 2, s'a y[

S?.

where y/T € 0,T ^ f; the other additional constraints on the 7's and #'s are explained
in Appendix B.

5.7.5 Sequences, Vectors and Declarative Definitions

In the next section our attention will be drawn to clause- and mode-annotated argu¬

ment slices and their clauses. In order to refer to these constructs and to parts of them

we have employed sequences, as in Definition E.2.1. A clause- and mode-annotated

argument slice P, is denoted by the sequence (C\,...,Cn)■ Each clause- and mode-
annotated clause Cj is denoted by H Oy B where B is a sequence of clause- and
mode-annotated subgoals comprising the body of Cj, of the form (S1,.. .,Sm).

To allow for more flexibility and economy in our notation, we employ vectors of elements

in our sequences: C stands for the possibly empty subsequence (C0, ...,CS), and S
stands for the possibly empty subsequence (S0,..., Ss). We also employ a vector V for
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a possibly empty sequence Xo, ■ ■., xn of Prolog variables. According to this notation the

pattern Pt = (C) describes a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice Pi consisting
of a possibly empty vector of clause- and mode-annotated clauses. The patterns may

become more sophisticated, such as Pi = (CC) in which a reference to the last clause
C of Pi is made. Further elaborations can be conceived, such as Pi = (Ci C C^C C3)
describing an argument slice consisting of at least two clause- and mode-annotated

~ ~/

clauses C and C . Similar constructions can be devised to describe clause- and mode-

annotated clauses and their subgoals and variables of subgoals.

The vector notation provides us with a clean and economic manner to address specific

parts of a mode-annotated program or clause, without having to explicitly refer to

their implementational details. For instance, the conjunction P{ = (C1CC2) A p(C)
is true if there is a clause- and mode-annotated clause C in Pi satisfying predicate p\

this construction is such that there are no references whatsoever as to how Pi has been

represented or implemented nor as to how Pi has had its clauses examined until C,

satisfying p, was found.

In the definitions below we have adopted a purely declarative Horn-clause formalism,

in which implementational details were deliberately concealed. Sequences and vectors

are used instead of specific data structures, thus freeing us from commitments to

representations and their explicit manipulation. These declarative definitions are non-

deterministic in the sense that some of its parts are not given a systematic procedure

but a descriptive solution is proposed instead. However, this notation can safely be

understood as that of a Prolog program. More details are found in Subsection E.1.2.

5.7.6 A Framework for Abstracting and Reimplementing Design De¬
cisions

A programming technique is abstracted and reimplemented via the appropriate manip¬

ulation of its clause- and mode-annotated argument slices. Programming techniques
are sequences of clause- and mode-annotated argument slices: any relationship between

programming techniques has to be in terms of their argument slices.

We define here a 3? predicate relating a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice Pt

to its four abstract forms p[a'0^ {J> replaces the predicate symbol employed in its head
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goals and recursive subgoals), p[a'e^ (explicit form), pfa'p' (procedural abstraction),
and P[a'*] (most abstract form). These forms are to be inserted in the library, as

explained in Section 5.5. 3? is defined as

3?(^,-,(PSa'0l,pJ°'e],pJa'p],PSa'*])) 4= pred(Pi,Pla'0],q) A
e-/orm(pja'°\ p[a'e]) A
j}P(phe], A

»*(phpl,pM)
The pred/3 predicate maps an argument slice P, to its version p|a,°' in which the

predicate symbol q in its head goals and recursive calls were replaced by V; it is

formally defined in Section B.l. The e-form/2 predicate relates p[.a'0' to its explicit
form version Pt-a'e^. W/2 relates the e-form version of the clause- and mode-annotated

argument slice P-0'^ to its procedural abstraction P-°',p', in which the subgoals have
been replaced by descriptors conveying the computations being performed. Finally

3?*/2 relates the procedural abstraction p[a,p^ to its most abstract form p[a'*'. These

auxiliary predicates are described below.

Relation e-form

It is common, in the programming practices found in Prolog programs, for a single

subgoal to perform complex computations. If these complex subgoals are to be re-

engineered, then they should have their intricacies explicitly laid out so that the users

can choose which parts they want to reimplement. The explicit form (or e-form) of an

argument slice makes explicit these design decisions, replacing complex computations

with an equivalent sequence of simpler subgoals. The abstraction and reimplementation
of an argument slice in its e-form addresses design issues which would not have become

apparent otherwise.

Given a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice Pj, we define its e-form p|.a'e'
as being P, after having the e-form ^-relations (Sections 5.7.4 and B.2) exhaustively

applied until there are no more clauses matching them. The e-form relation between
two clause- and mode-annotated argument slices P, and p|a'e^ is defined as

e-form(Pi,Pf) V<5(£,- = (C & C') A -(<5 Se))
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e-form(Pp[a'e]) <s= P, = (C C C') A P\ = (C Ce C') A

{& fA 3e) A e-form{Pi,P["'e])
The first clause depicts the case when the argument slice is already in its e-form, and
no e-form ^-relation is applicable to any of its clauses C. The second line depicts the

case when one of the clauses C of P, is selected and an e-form ^-relation is applied to

it, yielding a new clause Ce; this new clause is used to assemble a temporary argument

slice Pi which is then used to recursively obtain

Example: The following clause- and mode-annotated argument slice of collect/2:

7>(B):- {B/g} «ojflfer(B)))
{B/g} B = [] . {B/g}

V(B) {B/g,X/f,Ys/f} ((offer{B))>
((required(X))) {B/g,X/g,Ys/f} B= [XlYs] , {B/g,X/g,Ys/g} {(offer(Ys)))

{B/g,X/g,Ys/g} integer(X), {B/g,X/g,Ys/g}
{B/g,X/g,Ys/g} 7>(Ys). {B/g,X/g,Ys/g}

T(B):- {B/g} ((offer(B)»
{B/g} 7>(B). {B/g}

yields the following e-form

{B/g} ((offer(B)»
{B/g} B = [] . {B/g}

V(B):- {B/g ,X/f,Z/f,Ys/f} ((offer(B)))
{B/g,X/g,Z/f,Ys/f} B = [ZlYs], {B/g,X/g,Z/g,Ys/g} ((offer(Z,Ys)))

{{reguireti(X))) {B/g,X/g, Z/g,Ys/f} X = Z, {B/g,X/g, Z/g,Ys/g}
{B/g,X/g,Z/g,Ys/g} integer(X), {B/g,X/g,Z/g,Ys/g}
{B/g,X/g,Z/g,Ys/g} 7>(Ys). {B/g,X/g,Z/g,Ys/g}

P(B>:- {B/g,Z/f} ((offer(B))>
{B/g,Z/f} Z = B, {B/g,Z/g} {(offer(Z)))
{B/g,Z/g} 7>(Z). {B/g,Z/g}

The variable X in the second subgoal of the second clause is replaced with Y, and

an extra subgoal "Z = X" is inserted by relation B.3. The recursive call of the third
clause has its B variable replaced with Z, with a subgoal "Z = B" also being inserted,
this time by relation B.l. The complex "B = [X|Ys]" subgoal in the second clause,
which performs a data structure decomposition and tests parts of the data structure,

is replaced in the e-form by two distinct subgoals, one performing solely the data
structure decomposition, and another performing a simple test: these two computations
can be addressed separately when they are reimplemented. In the third clause, the

equality relationship between the variables in the second argument position of the head

goals and its recursive call is explicitly represented, thus enabling different possible

reimplementations.
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The e-form 5-relations describe the insertion of clause- and mode-annotated subgoals

and can be seen as specialised forms of the fold and unfold transformation rules de¬

scribed in [TS84]. When S is used to rewrite the clause on its left side in the form
described on its right side, then a folding operation takes place; the mode-annotations

provide the information necessary to carry out the folding operation in the appropriate

subgoal. When S is used to rewrite the clause on its right side in the form described on

its left side, then a simple form of unfolding takes place, where the subgoals performing

explicit instantiations are replaced by the corresponding result of their instantiation.

Since variables are inserted or deleted in the clause, the clause- and mode-annotations

must be updated to reflect these changes.

Relation 3RP

The auxiliary predicate !RP relates an argument slice pja'e' in its e-form to its procedural
abstraction p\"v\ being defined as

W{Pi, P[a'p]) 4= 3%(Pit Pi) A W(Pi, P[°,p])
W(Pi,PY'p]) 4= ^%(Pi,Pi) A Pi = P[a,p]

The first clause recursively relates P, to p|a'p' by means of an intermediate construct

Pi obtained via the auxiliary predicate holds if, and only if, P, differs from P,
in exactly one clause: this clause has a counterpart in P, but has one of its subgoals

replaced by a descriptor different from relation, that is, one of of the descriptors bearing
a procedural meaning. is defined below. The second clause states that an argument

slice Pi is 5Rp-related to another argument slice pP'p^ if it is not possible to find an

intermediate argument slice P, that fulfils the %tpc relation; in this case, Pj and p[a'p^
are bound to be the same. Intuitively, the definition above states that the procedural

abstraction p[a'p^ of argument slice Pt is found when it is not possible to apply 1RPC to
the latter.

The definition of 3?^ is a mapping between two argument slices such they differ only
in one clause:

*%(hp?) <= h = (Ci£c2c'cc3)AP° = (c1dc2cc3)
sec(Pi,?i) «= Pi = (Cidc2)AP? = (c1dac2)A®ps(d,da)
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The first case relates two mode-annotated argument slices Pi and Pf if clause C in

Pf appears replicated after clause C in Pt: the procedural abstraction of an argument

slice does not have repeated clauses. The second case relates Pt and Pf if they differ

only in clauses C and Ca and they satisfy 3ft^.

3ft^ relates two clause- and mode-annotated clauses when one of their subgoals are

^-related:

Rps(C,§a) <= C = H :-0j(sJs2) A
Ca = H:-6-f (SiSaS2)A
I fQ

3ft^ holds when S in C is J-related to Sa in Ca. The ^-relations mentioned in the
definition are only those mapping actual clause- and mode-annotated Prolog subgoals

to those descriptors different from relation, that is, 5-relations B.9 to B.21.

Example: The first clause- and mode-annotated argument slice of append/3 perform¬

ing a list decomposition (Section 5.6) is such that the following holds:

3ftp(

V(A) : - «o to

7i e\ A = []. el'7!'
P(A):- el 7o

7? e\ A = [DIE] , eV il'
72 el P(E). el' tl'

1

V{K) el 7o
7} d\ test(k) . e\'i\'

V(A): - el 70
7i 8\ decomp(A,{D,E}) a2'"1 7i

72*2 P(E). a2' A'"2 72

)

Relation 3?*

Relation 3ft* is defined very similarly to 3ftp above. They differ in the ^-relations em¬

ployed to map the abstract and specific subgoals of their argument slices. 3ft* is defined
as

3ft*(P,-,p[Q'*]) <= 3ft5(P„P;)A3?*(P;,pSa'*])
3ft*(pifpM) «= ^(P,.,P;.) ap,=pM

3ft£. is defined as

3f£(p,-,pf) <= Pi = (cldc2cdc3)AP? = (c1dc2cc3)
3ft^(P,,Pf) <= P, = (Ci c C2) A P° = (Ci da C2) A 3ftJ(C,5a)
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Finally, the definition of $*s is

%*s(d,da) «= d = H Of (SxS2S3) A
= H:-d7 (sJaS3) A

S2 IQ
holds when S2 in C is 5-related to Sa in Ca. The S-relations mentioned in the

definition are only those mapping predicate descriptors into the relation descriptor,
that is, 5-relations B.22 to B.30. Another distinct feature of this definition is that a

(possibly singleton) vector of clause- and mode-annotated subgoals S2 is abstracted as

fa.

Example: The following holds:

»•(

V(k) 0o 7o

7} d\ test(k) .
fli' „i'"l 7l

V(A): - 0o 7o2
7i 9i <iecof7jp(A,{D,E}) a2' ■?'"1 7l

72 0\ TIE). fl2' -V2'"2 72

I

P(A):- 0o 7o

7} 01 relation(k). ai' „i'
7i

1<fx 0o2 7o

7i 01 re/o<«on({A,D,E}) ,
fl2' -J2'V1 7l

7? 02 P(E). fl2' -J2'"2 72

)

Homogeneity during the Abstraction and Reimplementation

The definitions above provide a homogeneous framework in which both the abstraction

and reimplementation stages can be carried out, depending on the usage of pred/3, e-

form/2, W/2 and 5J*/2.

In pred/3, if the first argument P,, an actual clause- and mode-annotated argument

slice extracted by our method of the previous chapter, is provided then it obtains

p[a'0^, a version of P,- in which the symbol V replaces the predicate symbol q in the
head goal and recursive subgoals of the latter; the symbol q is also obtained in this
context. If, alternatively, P-Q'°^ and q are provided, pred/3 obtains the actual clause-
and mode-annotated slice Pt. Predicate e-form/2 can be used to obtain the e-form, if
the first argument is provided, or to obtain the conventional (non-explicit) form of its
second argument.

W/2 and 5i*/2 can also be used in different manners. If their first argument is provided
then the second argument (the procedural abstraction or the most abstract version,

respectively) is obtained. If the second argument, p[a,p] or p[a'*^, is supplied, then P,,
a more specialised version of it, is obtained.
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The alternative usage of W/2 and 3f?*/2 to specialise a clause- and mode-annotated

argument slice does, however, require human intervention because there might be an

infinite number of possible specialisations for a given abstract subgoal. For instance,
the abstract mode-annotated subgoal

{...A/g...} test({k}) {...A/g...}

can be specialised as any of the system predicates (integer/1, ground/1, and so on)
or as a subgoal of the form "A o a", where o and a must also be defined. These

choices depend on the users' needs: they should interactively customise these abstract

constructs to suit their purposes, as explained in the following chapter.

The definitions of /2 and 3?*/2, however, have to be slightly enhanced to allow
for the human contribution in the customisation process. This is achieved by insert¬

ing a third argument position containing the history of transformations R of the ab-

straction/reimplementation process. The transformations performed by the ^-relations

upon the argument slices are stored in R. R is a possibly empty sequence of r-terms.
Each r-term represents a record of a transformation relating two clause- and mode-

annotated argument slices Pi and Pf, and may have one of the following two formats:

• copy(C, c) — clause- and mode-annotated clause C ofPf is copied after the c-th
clause of Pt;

• subst(S/Sa ,c,s) — the vector of clause- and mode-annotated subgoals S in P,
is (^-related to the s-th clause- and mode-annotated subgoal Sa in the c-th clause
of Pf.

The enhanced definition of 3fJp incorporating the history of transformations is

W(Pi, pM, R) <*= R = (r, R') A %(P,,P\, r) AW&, P.M, R')
W(PPja'pl, R) «= R = ()A^(Pi,P;,r)AP,- = P|a'p]

The auxiliary predicate 3?^, enhanced with the extra argument holding the r-term is
defined as

ftpc (P^ Pf, r) <^= P, = (Cx dC2cd Cz) A Pf = (Ci § C2 C C3) A
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pos(C ,Pf,c)Ar = copy(C, c)

ftpc{Pi,P°) <= Pi = (Ci 8 C2) A P° = (Ci da C2) A pos(da,P?, c) A
8a,S/§a,c, s) A r = subst{S/Sa,c, s)

where pos/3 is a predicate that holds if c is the position of the first argument in the

sequence comprising the second argument, defined formally in Appendix E (Def. E.3.1).

Finally, the definition of the enhanced form of 3?^ is

ftps(d,Ca,S2/S2) 4= 8 = H 6y(sjs2) A

Ca = H :-0y (sJaS2) A
S Sa A pos(S2 ,Ca, s)

The sequence R of transformations provides a record on how Pi can be transformed
into Pf and vice-versa. If the ftp/2 and ft*/2 predicates are being used to abstract

automatically an argument slice, then R is obtained as the transformations are applied;
if R is provided to ftp/2 and ft*/2 then it guides the transformation process.

5.7.7 Bridging the Gap between Abstract Forms

Between the e-form and the procedural abstraction of an argument slice there are a

number of intermediate representations in which the subgoals are gradually abstracted,

giving rise to the procedural abstraction. The same is true between the procedural
abstraction and the most abstract version of the argument slice.

There are different orderings in which the ^-relations can be applied to an argument

slice. The procedural abstraction provides a point of convergence for the possible ways

to abstract an argument slice in its e-form. The most abstract version also provides

a unique point of convergence for all the possible ways to abstract an argument slice
in its procedural abstraction version. The diagram in Figure 5.4 below illustrates the

branching out and re-converging of the abstraction process. Our system offers a facility
to help users exploring the gaps between the abstract forms. By providing a history of

transformations, the user can define specific paths between the referential abstractions

pj.a'el and p[a,pJ and between P|a'p' and P^'*K These paths can be inserted in the
hierarchy R, its nodes being incorporated to the library of components and offering

alternative views to the original argument slice.
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Figure 5.4: Branching out and Re-convergence of Abstraction

As an illustrative example, let there be the first argument slice of append/3 shown
in Section 5.6: it is such that the abstraction shown in Figure 5.5 is defined: The

J5ta>*l

p[a,p\

p[aA\i

Figure 5.5: Three Strategic Points in the Abstraction of a Component

intermediate abstractions between the strategic points can be explored by the user:

since the abstraction is automatic, the user only needs to provide a pair of integers

(c, s), where c is the clause and s is the subgoal to be abstracted. The abstraction
framework defined above automatically obtains a more abstract component in which

the subgoal occupying position s in clause c is applied a single ^-relation. If the user

VU):- el0A0
7J relation(k).

PCA):- el-,1
7, 6, re/afion({A,D,E}) , 8\'
7§«i PCE). Q\W2'

PCk):-

7? «! testCk) . e\iPCA>:-

7?*'f decomp(A,{D,E}) , 0? 7?
P(E) . 8? 7f'

P(A) "0 7o
7} A -

4 702PCA).-

7? 0* A - [DIE] 7?
72 PCE). «22' 722'
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provides the pairs (1,1) and (2,1) for exploring the space between p[a'e' and P^'p\
and the same pair to explore the space between p(a,p' and p[a'*^, the system would
obtain the abstraction shown in the diagram

where

7>(A):- 6o To

7i d\ test({A}>. e\ 7i'
VU):~ e'l 7o

7? 9i A = [DIE] , *\ it'
ll el V(E) . el 7r

P(A):- 0o 7o

7i e{ a = []. el' 7i'
■P(a) 0O2 7o

7i 02 decomp (A, {D,E}) «?' 7?'
72 «1 7>(E). 022' 7?'

7>(A):- «o 7o

711 9\ relation({K}) . 0i<7,1'
VU):- *0 7o

7? 9l decomp (A, {D, E}), 0?' 7?'
72 e% p(E). 0f 7I'

P(A):- 00 7o

7i £esi({A}) . 0! 7}'
7>(A):- 0o2 7o

7? 6\ re/a£«'on ({A, D,E}) , 01 7i'
72 el p(e). 02 72'

The new abstractions are inserted in R as branches of a tree, with similar subsequences

leading to the abstract nodes being shared. Our example above yields the following
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Not every abstraction can be obtained within our proposed framework. In particular,
those abstractions combining relation predicate descriptors and actual Prolog subgoals
are not addressed. If we were to explore every possibility this would lead to a combi¬

natorial number of abstractions.

5.8 Procedural Abstraction and Most Abstract Argu¬
ment Slices

If 3?p is used to automatically abstract a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice in

its e-form p|a'el then the procedural abstraction p[a'^ of that component is guaranteed
to be eventually reached and is such that 3£p will not abstract it further. p[a'p^ has no

duplicate clauses and each of its clauses is of the form V(x) 0' j' S, S being a non¬

empty vector of clause- and mode-annotated subgoals 7 9 V(y) 0' 7' or 7# q(.V) 0' Y
where q is a predicate descriptor different from relation. It is possible that there are

no recursive subgoals V(.y), but there is at least one subgoal q(V) in S.

Similarly, if 3?* is used to automatically abstract a procedural abstraction p|.a'p' of a
clause- and mode-annotated argument slice then a most abstract procedure p[a'*^ is

eventually reached and it is such that 9i* will not abstract it any further. p[a'*-' has no

duplicate clauses and each of its clauses is such that:

1. its body consists only of clause- and mode-annotated recursive calls and relation

subgoals;

2. there are no two consecutive relation subgoals;

3. there is at least one relation subgoal;

That is, its clauses are of the form P(x) 6' 7' S, S being a non-empty vector of

clause- and mode-annotated subgoals 7# V(y) 6' 7' or 7 6 relation(.V) 0' ■y'', with at

least one subgoal of the latter kind and no two consecutive occurrence of such relation

subgoals. If there are no recursive subgoals V (y) then S consists of a single relation(V)

subgoal.

In Sections B.4 and B.5 we sketch proofs that the procedural abstraction and the most

abstract argument slices are eventually obtained.
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5.9 Comparison with Existing Work

137

We use ideas similar to those of [Wat88], in which the abstraction and reimplemen-
tation approach is proposed as a translation technique to improve the quality of the

target program. In that proposal, both the abstraction and the reimplementation
are fully automated tasks: the source program is first analysed in order to obtain an

implementation-independent abstract description of the computations performed by

the program; this abstract representation is then automatically reimplemented in the

target language.

We have adapted this proposal to the problem of software reuse: an initial clause- and

mode-annotated argument slice P- is abstracted as P° which is then reimplemented

as a different argument slice P : Pi and F,- are similar argument slices. Our work

diverges from the proposal of [Wat88] in two ways: firstly, the source and the target

languages are the same, Prolog; secondly, the reimplementation stage is not automatic.

The abstract argument slice Pf is a template with a large (possibly infinite) number
of different reimplementations, and in order to prune down this search-space we have

a human user interacting and choosing how to redesign the abstractions.

We have proposed an approach to reusing Prolog programs to build new similar pro¬

grams. Our proposal considers a program as the embodiment of design decisions:
the syntax of its subgoals, together with their usage, provide an account of the pro¬

gramming practices chosen by its author to achieve the desired behaviour/results. We

suggest that these design decisions be abstracted and special predicate descriptors be

assigned to the subgoals of the initial program. These predicate descriptors comprise
a repertoire of programming practices commonly found in Prolog programs.

Abstraction and reimplementation is a translation technique [Wat88] designed to im¬

prove the quality of the target program. In current approaches, both the abstraction
and the reimplementation are fully automated tasks. One of the manners that has

been proposed [PGLS88] to implement software reuse is by means of translating the
old program to a higher-level representation (abstraction), then supporting changes
to be carried out at this representation by the user. The final changed higher-level

description can then be translated into the new executable program (reimplementa-
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tion). If the abstract representation is properly designed, it may improve the user's

understanding of the program being reused [Let88]. The automatic abstraction of a

program into a more concise and generic, less implementation-dependent form may

provide the user with a useful form of documentation which, being extracted from the

program, faithfully reports the actual workings of the program.

5.10 Conclusions and Discussion

We have proposed a way to organise and manage a collection of programming tech¬

niques. Our adopted view of a library of techniques incorporates the concept of ab¬
stractions of argument slices and considers a library of techniques as consisting of the

techniques themselves and their clause- and mode-annotated argument slices extracted

by the method described in Chapter 4. The abstractions encourage the reuse of existing

techniques and argument slices to define other components, as described in the follow¬

ing chapter. Abstractions also help drawing relationships between seemingly disparate

components, and new techniques can be automatically defined.

According to our proposal, the library of techniques is divided into three components,

T, the techniques themselves, S, the clause- and mode-annotated argument slices and

their more abstract forms, and the hierarchy of argument slices abstractions. S

provides a centralised storage for argument slices such that multiple occurrences of its
elements are multiple references to an identifier, avoiding unnecessary replication of

large portions of data. T stores the definition of each supplied technique, in terms of
the argument slices in S, also providing pointers to more abstract formulations of its

components, via H. The hierarchy of abstractions of the argument slices are stored in

H.

We have also proposed a means to upgrade the library of programming techniques,

given a programming technique as formalised in Chapter 4. Firstly the argument slices
are abstracted and the abstract formulations plus the original form are inserted in S.

The relations between the different abstract formats are inserted in with the content

of each argument slice replaced by its identifier obtained in S. Finally, the techniques
are inserted in 7", using the identifiers of the argument slices for this purpose.
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We do not claim that this is the only manner or the most efficient way to organise

a library of programming techniques. We have, however, addressed some important

issues, avoiding unnecessary repetitions of components, incorporating the notion of

abstractions, and providing the users of our system with different means to view the

library.

The abstraction and reimplementation ofmode-annotated procedures is carried out via

a series of program transformations. These program transformations were presented

as <5-relations which can be used interchangeably for abstracting or reimplementing the

argument slices. We have also defined a homogeneous framework to carry out both

the abstraction and reimplementation, depending on the user's choice. The framework

supports

• the automatic abstraction of P,;

• the user-assisted abstraction of P(;

• the user-assisted reimplementation of Pf.

The framework can also check if a more specific clause- and mode-annotated argument

slice P, can be abstracted as a given Pf or vice-versa, and also generate the infinitely

many concrete versions of an abstract argument slice Pf.

5.10.1 Similarities between Programming Techniques

Similarity between techniques can be detected by examining their argument slices. The

programming technique used in the first argument slice of sum/2 and append/3, for

instance, are exactly the same, if we overlook the names of variables. By abstracting
the argument slices comprising programming techniques even more similarities can

be found. The predicate descriptors, concealing particular design decisions in the

argument slices, abstract different constructs into the same label, thus enhancing the

resemblance between programming techniques.

For example, the following mode-annotated procedure rev-dl/3, a procedure to reverse

a list using difference lists [SS86, O'K90]
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revjdl(A,B,C):- {A/g,B/g,C/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f} A = [] , {A/g,B/g,C/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f} B = C. {A/g,B/g,C/g}

revjil (A,B,C): - {A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f, E/f,F/f}
{A/g,B/g ,C/f,D/f,E/f,F/f} A -[DIE], {A/g,B/g,C/f, D/g, E/g,F/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g, E/g,F/f} F - [DIB], {A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g} rev_dl(E,F,C). {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g,F/g}

yields the following argument slices (in their e-form)

p[a.e] _

S[a.el _
2 —

S[a>el _
3 —

And the following mode-annotated procedure sum.ap/3, a procedure to sum the costs

associated with the nodes of a graph using a pair of accumulators

su*_ap(A,B,C) {A/g,B/g,C/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f} destiny (A), {A/g,B/g,C/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f} B = C. {A/g,B/g,C/g}

sum_ap(A,B,C) {A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f,E/f,F/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f,E/f,F/f} A to E costs D, {A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/f} F is B + D, {A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g} su*_ap(E,F,C) . {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g,F/g}

yields the following argument slices (in their e-form)

J?!*'6] =

il2

d[«.£] _

K3 —

The argument slice and Rcan be abstracted as

VU):~ {A/g} (( 0jfer<{A}> ))
{A/g} A = [] . {A/g}

{A/g,D/f,E/f} (( offer({k}) ))
{A/g,D/f,E/f} A = [DIE], {A/g,D/g,E/g} {( offer({V ,E}) ))
{A/g,D/g,E/g} ?(E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}

V(B) {B/g} ((oifer({B})))
{B/g} true(B). {B/g}

/'(B):- {B/g,D/f,F/f} ((°ifer({B})»
((required ({D}))) {B/g,D/g,F/f} F = [DIB] , {B/g,D/g,F/g} ((o^er({F})))

{B/g,D/g,F/g} VCF). {B/g,D/g,F/g}

{B/g,C/f}
((reguired({B}))) {B/g,C/f} B = C. {B/g,C/g} «otfer({C}))>

7MC):- {C/f,Z/f}
{C/f,Z/f} V(.Z), {C/g,Z/g} «otfer({Z}))>
{C/f,Z/f} C = Z. {C/g,Z/g} «<tfer({C})))

TUTT- TXTiT «0^r({A})))
{A/g} destiny(A). {*/g}

P(A):- {A/g,D/f,E/f} «otfer({A})»
{A/g,D/f,E/f} A to E costs D, {A/g,D/g,E/g} ((offer({D,E})»
{A/g,D/g,E/g} 7>(E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}

V(B) {B/g} ((offer({B})))
{B/g} trtie(B) . {B/g}

7><B):- {B/g,D/f,F/f} ««jflfer({B})»
((required ({D}))) {B/g,D/g,F/f} F is B + D, {B/g,D/g,F/g} «o#er({F})»

{B/g,D/g,F/g} V(.F). {B/g,D/g,F/g}
P(C):- {B/g,C/f}

((required ({B})» {B/g,C/f} B = C. {B/g,C/g} {(oJ6rer({C})»
V(C):- {C/f,Z/f}

{C/f,Z/f} ViZ), {C/g,Z/g} ((°ffer({Z})))
{c/f,Z/f} C » Z. {C/g,Z/g} ((offer({C})»

VU):- {*/g} ((offer({k})))
{A/g} relation(k) . {A/g}

V(k):~ {A/g,D/f,E/f} ((offer({A})))
{A/g,D/f,E/f} relation({k ,D ,E}, {A/g,D/g,E/g} ((otfer({D,E})»
{A/g,D/g,E/g} V (E) . {A/g,D/g,E/g}
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and P2 and R3 can be abstracted as

_ 5[a.*] _
*2 — 3 ~

Although rev.dl/3 and sum.ap/3 are syntactically different their programming tech¬
niques bear similar features, once the particular design decisions are abstracted. They

provide our library with 5 clause- and mode-annotated argument slices: once these
are abstracted their most abstract forms show further similarities. From this abstract

viewpoint our list of techniques T has only three techniques £i, £2 and £3, with different

specialisations, as shown by the diagram below:

5.10.2 The Hierarchy Ti as a Lattice

Each subtree rooted in Wn and 7iout describes a way to abstract a given clause- and
mode-annotated argument slice until its most abstract form is reached. The ^-relations
responsible for abstracting an argument slice guarantee, as sketched in Section B.5,
that the most abstract form will eventually be reached. The different orderings in

which abstractions can be pursued give rise to many different subtrees in the hierarchy

H. A more economic way to organise these abstractions would be by means of a
lattice in which similar nodes would not be replicated, but shared by different paths.

The lattice scheme, however, may become fairly complex: these abstractions are also
meant to be navigated by human users. It is visually more appealing to have replicated
nodes and a simpler organisation scheme simplifying the navigation on the hierarchy
of abstractions than to have an economic lattice representation without replications.

P<B){B/g} «o#er({B})))
{B/g} relationW . {B/g}

P(B>:- {B/g.D/f.F/f} «otfer({B})»
((reguire<f({D}))) {B/g,D/g,F/f} re/ation({F,B,D>), {B/g,D/g,F/g} «oifer({F})))

{B/g,D/g,F/g} 7MF). {B/g,D/g,F/g>
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Besides, the actual content of the clause- and mode-annotated argument slices are not

stored in the hierarchy R, but only its unique identifier; the content of the argument

slices are kept in the list S, explained above.

5.10.3 Inaccurate Mode-Annotations of Subgoals

The mode-annotations play an essential role during the abstraction and reimplemen-

tation of argument slices. Each token stands for a set of possible values, and the set

represented by a token may be contained within the set of values represented by some

other token. During the abstraction of a clause- and mode-annotated subgoal, we try

to infer which computations are being performed: in this task we are aided by the syn¬

tax of the subgoal and its mode-annotations. If tokens that are supersets are found,
then all possible alternatives of more specific tokens have to be pursued separately,

since they all represent equally plausible behaviours. The following mode-annotated

subgoal, for instance,

{A/?,B/?} A = B {A/?,B/?}

stands for any of the following cases with more specific mode-annotations:

1. {A/f,B/f} A = B {A/f,B/f} ,

2. {A/f,B/g} A = B {A/g,B/g} , {A/g,B/f} A = B {A/g,B/g} , {A/i,B/f} A « B {A/i,B/i> ,

{A/f,B/i} A = B {A/i,B/i} , {A/i.B/g} A = B {A/g,B/g} , {A/g,B/i} A = B {A/g.B/g}

{A/i,B/i} A = B {A/g.B/g}

3. {A/g,B/g} A - B {A/g,B/g} ,

4. {A/i,B/i} A - B {A/i,B/i} ,

These subgoals represent different computations: the first subgoal binds A and B; the

subgoals grouped in the second item change the instantiation status of A, B or both

variables, an assignment; the third item depicts a test; the last item depicts either a

test or an assignment.

Instead of listing ^-relations for each system predicate and possible tokens, we have

characterised the abstractions/reimplementations in a more generic and economic fash-
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ion, in terms of changes in the instantiation status of the variables of a subgoal, em¬

ploying the definitions change, fixed and unknown of Chapter 4.

5.10.4 E-Form of Procedures

The explicit form of the argument slices is not essential to our proposal. If the e-form
is not available then ^-relations must be provided to cater for those cases which are

avoided by the e-form, for instance, a ^-relation of this form

7 9 tes<({x}) 9' y'

where ->change(x, 9, 9') would have to be provided. Another consequence of not having
the complex computations split into simpler ones would be that the programming

practices would be "clustered" making them harder to be reimplemented.

5.10.5 Abstraction and Reverse Software Engineering

Reverse software engineering [PGLS88, CCI90, Van94] concerns the analysis of a system
in order to identify its components and their interrelationships and to devise alternative

higher-level representations for the system. Our approach of partitioning a procedure
into the contributions of each argument position (Chapter 4) and then abstracting them
into more abstract forms can be seen as a means to automate the reverse software

engineering in Prolog programs. We follow the taxonomy laid out in [CCI90] and
consider reverse software engineering as "the process of analysing a subject system to

identify its components and their interrelationships and to create representations of
the system in another form or at a higher level of abstraction" ([CCI90], page 15).

The argument slices are the components of a procedure with the clause-annotations

explicitly relating them. The abstraction process provides us with a conceptual de¬

scription of each argument slice. This description highlights different aspects of parts
or the entire argument slice: the procedural features are portrayed when the actual

subgoals are replaced for predicate descriptors; a declarative account of the argument

slice is obtained when its subgoals are all replaced by neutral relation descriptors.

One is able to conveniently explain the functionality of a procedure by means of its

clause- and mode-annotated argument slices and their abstract versions. For instance,

7 9 Q(z) 9'j'
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the following path/2 program

144

path(A,B):- path(A, [A]) :-
destination(A), destination(A).
B - CA] .

path(A,B):- path(A,[AID])
edge(A,C), edge(A,C),
B = [A|D], path(C,D).
path(C,D).

which holds if its second argument is a list with the nodes of a graph represented by
means of facts edge/2. If it is analysed with respect to its usage mode when building
a list in the second argument position, we have the following procedural abstractions
of its clause-annotated argument slices2:

V(k) «OJM{A})»
user_pred({A}) .

V(k):~ ({offer({k})))
tiser-pred({k ,C}) ,

T(C).

7>(B):-

((required({k})» build({k] ,B) .

V(.B)

(( required({A} ))) build({k,D},B) .

V(T».

This particular usage of path/2 can be explained in terms of its abstracted argument

slices: the first argument is responsible for providing values (referred to as A) by means

of a user-defined predicate; the second argument slice builds a data structure with those
values provided by the first argument slice. The argument slices were abstracted up

to a point where each subgoal is replaced by a predicate descriptor with its procedural

meaning; if the most abstract form had been used then the relationships between the

argument slices would be rephrased in terms of relations between the variables

Our approach uniformly supports the design recovery and the reengineering of the
constructs. The abstractions of the argument slices supply us with a simple form of
documentation automatically obtained, that is, an updated procedural or declarative

account of a procedure. The ^-relations also support the reengineering of programming

techniques through the alteration of abstractions into new versions, as explained in the

following chapter. The intermediate abstractions of the argument slices are stored in
the library because during the reengineering stage the user may want to alter particular

design decisions, leaving the rest unchanged.
2 For the sake of conciseness only those clause-annotations with variables referred to in the other
argument slice are shown.
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5.10.6 Representing the Abstractions of Components

The four strategic views p[a'0', P^*'e\ p[a'p] and P-"'*' of a clause- and mode-annotated
argument slice are an alternative solution to showing all the possible ways to abstract
a component. An exponential number of distinct abstract forms would be generated
in the latter case, due to the different orderings of application of the <£-rules to the

components' subgoals. It is possible to extend the set of abstractions at the user's

request, by the manual exploration of the gap between the strategic points p(°,'p' and
PM. This approach, however, still leaves out some abstract forms, namely, those in
which portions of the components have already been assigned relation descriptors but
other portions still contain actual Prolog subgoals to be abstracted.

An alternative solution to the problem of providing an accurate representation for

the abstraction space is to show only p[°'0^, p[a'e' and p[a'^ and allow the manual

exploration of the gap between the e-form p[a'e^ and the most abstract form p[a'*'.

5.11 Summary

In this chapter we have:

• proposed a way to store and manage programming techniques extracted by the

method described in the previous chapter; and

• described the abstraction process through which the argument slices can have
their design decisions concealed.



Chapter 6

Designing Prolog Programming
Techniques

6.1 Introduction

The management of a knowledge base has to support its incremental upgrading with
new components. In the previous chapters we have described how Prolog programming

knowledge, in the form of clause- and mode-annotated argument slices, can be automat¬

ically extracted, formalised and inserted into the library of programming techniques,
our programming knowledge base.

In this chapter we describe a complementary service supplied by our knowledge-

management tool to support the manual definition of programming techniques by a

human expert. By means of this service, expert programmers can design new program¬

ming techniques from scratch, or by reusing existing components.

A programming technique is designed by the disciplined definition of its argument

slices. During the definition of new argument slices the user may choose from a set

of abstract clause templates and gradually specialise them using a repertoire of com¬
mands. Alternatively, the argument slices extracted from actual procedures and stored

in the library can be used to define new components.

A repertoire of commands to manipulate argument slices is made available. These
commands can either be applied to an argument slice template or to an abstract version

(i.e. with at least one predicate descriptor in one of its clauses) of an existing argument

146
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slice in the library. The ^-relations, introduced in the previous chapter, comprise our

design commands, with an interactive element to narrow down the possibly infinite

options during the specialisation of abstract constructs.

The formalism proposed in Chapter 4 views a programming technique as consisting of a

sequence of clause- and mode-annotated argument slices. The design of a programming

technique, conversely, requires the definition of each of its constituent argument slices

and the appropriate binding of their required and offered variables.

Our tool supports the design of argument slices, the building blocks of programming

techniques. They can be devised starting from a very abstract template and have it

gradually defined, or by reusing existing abstract components (that is, argument slices
with predicate descriptors) and refining them.

Alternatively, programming techniques can be defined using existing extracted argu¬

ment slices chosen from the library and linked in some different manner to other argu¬

ment slices.

6.2 Designing Argument Slices

The definition of the argument slices of a programming technique can be carried out

by choosing an existing component from the tree % of argument slices in the library, or

by devising a new argument slice from "scratch". The preparation of a new argument

slice can be performed by means of reengineering existing components (Section 6.2.6)
or by assembling a sequence of abstract clause templates and specialising each of them

(Section 6.2.1). The expert may also choose an element ofH with predicate descriptors
and specialise it differently, thus yielding a new argument slice. The available com¬

mands are the (^-relations described in the previous chapter, used here to customise

abstract constructs.

6.2.1 Argument Slices via Abstract Clause Templates

During the design of argument slices via abstract clause templates, the user is guided

through a series of dialogues aimed at defining generic constructs. The initial template
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for an argument slice is a sequence of clauses (Ci,...,Cn) whose actual number n

must be supplied by the user. After the number of clauses of the clause- and mode-

annotated argument slice has been supplied, the user can proceed with the definition
of each clause Ct.

For each Ci in the initial specification, the user is offered the following template,

standing for the most abstract clause:
PU):-

relation(Vo),
PUl),
relation(Vi),

P(ka) ,

relation(V„).

The clause- and mode-annotations are omitted at this level of abstraction, but they

are shown in later, more specialised, versions. The lack of annotations at this stage

provides a cleaner initial template, leaving those details to be supplied later on in the
definition.

The user is next prompted about the number of recursive calls each clause is to have.

If, for instance, the user decides to devise an argument slice with three clauses, the

first one without any recursive calls (base-case clause), the second clause with only one

recursive call and the third one with two recursive calls, the tool would present the

user with the abstract argument slice resulting from these choices, that is,
PU):-

relationtVo) .

PU):~
relation(Vo) ,

PUD,
relation (Vi),

PU)
relationlVo),
PUD.
relation (Vi) ,

PU2),
relation(V2).

This construct is a generalisation of all those argument slices performing single and
double recursive calls, found in meta-interpreters [SL88] or procedures carrying out

traversals of nested lists as in the flatten/2 predicate [SS86, O'K90].

At this stage the sets of variables V{ of each relation subgoal must be supplied by the
user. In some circumstances, V{ may be specified as empty; depending on the context
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this will be allowed or not. For instance, in the first clause of our current example,

Vq is not allowed to be empty, since it must depict a relationship for the A head goal
variable. If, in our example, the user decides to define the sets of variables as:

• Clause 1: Vo = {A};

• Clause 2: Vo = {A,Al}, Vj = 0;

• Clause 3: Vq = {A,A1,A2}, Vi = Vi — 0.

then the following is obtained:

VU):-
re/aiion({A}) .

7>(A):-
relation(.{A,A1}),
T(A1).

7>(A):-
relation({k,A1,A2}) ,

T(A1),
V(A2).

Those relation subgoals with empty sets have been removed. Another constraint in the
definition of the content of the sets of relation subgoals is that the variables showing

in the head goal and in recursive calls must appear at least once.

An important design decision must be made at this point: the user is to tell the system

which purpose is this argument slice going to serve, whether as an input or an output

argument slice. The choice made at this point will provide information for subsequent

steps where the mode-annotations are to be supplied. In our current example, the user

has decided that the construct under preparation is an input argument slice. Upon

this choice, a mode-annotated version is automatically produced:

P(A):- {A/ }
{A/i} re/ation({A}) . {A/ }

V(k) {A/ .Al/?}
{A/i,Al/?} relation({A,Al}) , {A/ ,A1/?}
{A/i,Al/i} V(kl). {A/ .Al/i}

f(A) {A/ ,A1/?,A2/?}
{A/i, Al/?,A2/?} reIation({A,Al,A2}) , {A/ ,A1/?,A2/?}
{A/i,Al/i,A2/?} T(A1), {A/ ,Al/i,A2/?}
{A/i, Al/i,A2/i} T(A2). {A/ ,Al/i,A2/i}

The system infers the mode of the variables in each clause, using the most specific
token to describe it. Since this is an input argument slice, the variables in the recur¬

sive subgoals must be at least instantiated before their calls. Instantiated variables
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cannot become free anymore, hence their mode is preserved from that point onwards.

Alternatively, if the user had decided that the intended use of the argument slice is

output, the following version would be produced:

V(k):~ {A/f}
{A/I} re/af«on({A}). {A/?}

V{k):~ {A/f, Al/?}
{A/f,Al/?} re/at«on({A,Al}), {A/?,A1/?}
{A/?,A1/?} P(A1). {A/?,Al/?}

7>(A):- {A/f,Al/?,A2/?}
{A/f,Al/?,A2/?} relation({k,Al,A2}) , {A/?,A1/?,A2/?}
{A/?,A1/?,A2/?} P(A1), {A/?,A1/?,A2/?}
{A/?,A1/?,A2/?} VU2). {A/?,A1/?,A2/?}

The user may, however, provide more accurate mode-annotations: these should always

contain more specific tokens, otherwise they are not accepted. If, in the input argument

slice shown previously the user decides that A is ground and the rest of the variables

are initially free and that the relation subgoals instantiate their variables to "g", then
we have the following mode-annotated clause being defined:

VU):~ {A/g}
{A/g} relation({k}) . {A/g}

VU):~ {A/g,Al/f}
{A/g,Al/f} relation({k,kt}) , {A/g,Al/g}
{A/g,Al/g} 4>(A1). {A/g,Al/g}

V(A):- {A/g,Al/f,A2/f}
{A/g,Al/f,A2/f} relation({k,Al,A2}) , {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} 7>(A1), {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} V(A2) . {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}

The user need not provide the mode-annotations before and after each subgoal: it is

possible to infer the modes of variables in some contexts and the system exploits this.
For example, if the modes of A1 and A2 in the third clause are supplied as being initially

free, then their modes before the relation subgoal is also free; if the modes of both A1

and A2 are ground after the relation subgoal then they remain ground throughout the
clause. Whenever the mode of a variable is not known, a "?" token can be associated

with it.

The clause-annotations can be automatically obtained once the mode-annotations are

completed, via the same process described in Section 4.4. Our current example has
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the following non-empty clause-annotations

7>(A):-
{A/g} relation({k}) .

V(k):~
{A/g,Al/f} relation({k,A1}) ,

{A/g,Al/g} 7>(A1).
V(.k):~

{A/g,Al/f,A2/f} re/ation({A,A1,A2}) ,

{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} T(A1),
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} V(A2) .

{A/g}
{A/g}

((oJ0rer({A})))

{A/g,Al/f}
{A/g,Al/g}
{A/g,Al/g}

((offer({k})))
({o^er({Al})))

{A/g,Al/f,A2/f} ({offer({k})))
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} ((offer ({A 1,A2})))
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g}
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g}

At this point the user has a generic representation for an argument slice, with a pre¬

scriptive account of the changes in the instantiation of each variable. Any required
variables should also appear in a clause-annotation, this being automatically inferred

after the mode-annotations are obtained.

6.2.2 Further Specialisation with ^-Relations

The commands to define argument slices from abstract clause templates described

above have no correspondence with the set of <5-relations explained in Chapter 5. They

are preliminary transformations of a very general description of argument slices into
more specialised versions in which it is expected that

1. the number of clauses of the argument slice has been established;

2. each clause has its number of recursive calls defined;

3. each clause has the sets of variables of every relation subgoal defined;

4. the purpose of the argument slice, i.e. input or output argument slice, has been
made explicit;

5. the mode-annotations have been either inferred or provided (or, more likely,

both);

6. the clause-annotations have been inferred.

The system only allows the continuation of the specialisation of the argument slice if,
and only if, the requirements above are fulfilled. If that is the case then the user can

proceed to the application of and 3?* defined in Section 5.7.6, to further specialise
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the generic constructs of the clause- and mode-annotated argument slice into Prolog

subgoals.

However, during the application of <S-relations to specialise constructs, i.e. the 6-
relations are used to replace the construct on the right with the component on its

left-hand side, there might be infinite possibilities and the only way to narrow this
down to a unique construct is by interaction with the user. The mode-annotations

may help ruling out some of these possibilities: some <5-relations explicitly lists the

requirements the mode-annotations must fulfil in order to have them applied. The

participation of the expert is crucial at this point though, since in more specialised
constructs there is no way to rule out possibilities, as shown below.

Clauses can be copied any time after the user defines how many they should be. In

the current example, the user decided to duplicate the first clause, thus obtaining
7>(A):- {A/g} ({ojffer({A})))

{A/g} re/at»on({A}) . {A/g}
■P(A):- {A/g} ((o#er({A})»

{A/g} relation({k}) . {A/g}
V(.k):~ {A/g,Al/f} ((Oj0Ter({A}>»

{A/g,Al/f} relation({k,Al}) , {A/g,Al/g} «0jfcr({Al})))
{A/g.Al/g} Vlkt). {A/g,Al/g}

VU):~ {A/g,Al/f,A2/f} ((offer({A})))
{A/g,Al/f,A2/f} relation(.{A,A1,A2}), {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} ({°ffer({Al ,A2})))
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} 7>(A1), {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} 7>(A2). {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}

The relation subgoals may also be split into two or more consecutive subgoals, using
^-relation B.30. In our example, the user decided to apply this relation to the second

clause, and also provided the new sets of variables for each relation, thus getting
VU):~ {A/g} «offer ({A})))

{A/g} relation(.{k}). {A/g}
Vlk) {A/g} ({°ffer({A})))

{A/g} relation(.{k}) , {A/g}
{A/g} relation({k}) . {A/g}

V(k):- {A/g,Al/f} {(offer({A}))>
{A/g,Al/f} relation({k,Al}) , {A/g,Al/g} ((offer({Al}))>
{A/g,Al/g} V(Al). {A/g,Al/g}

VU):~ {A/g,Al/f,A2/f} ((offer({A})))
{A/g,Al/f,A2/f} relation(.{k,kt,A2}) , {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} {(offer({Al ,A2})))
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} VIAl). {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} V(k2). {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}

In our current example, the user decided to specialise the relation of the first clause,

and being offered the possible applicable <5-relations, chose to use this one

<5
y9test(V) 9' j' 7 9 relation{V) 9' 7'
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The user decided to use the same 5-relation for the first and second relation subgoals

of the second clause, thus obtaining
V(A) : - {A/g} ((offer({k})))

{A/g} test({k}) . {A/g}
V(k) {A/g} ((offer({k})))

{A/g} test({A}) , {A/g}
{A/g} teat({A}) . {A/g}

Vlk):- {A/g,Al/f} i(offer(,{k})))
{A/g,Al/f} relation({A,Al}) , {A/g,Al/g} ({offer({kl})))
{A/g,Al/g} V(kl). {A/g,Al/g}

V(.k) {A/g,Al/f,A2/f} ((offer({k})))
{A/g,Al/f,A2/f} relation({k , Al ,A2}) , {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} ((oJ6Fer({Al,A2})))
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} V(kl), {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} V(A2). {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}

For the relation subgoal of the third clause, the user decided to apply the following
^-relation

7 9 user-pred(,W) 9' f'

and in the fourth clause relation is instantiated via

7 9 decomp(x,V) 9' 7'

thus obtaining
T(k):- {A/g} ((°ffer({A})))

{A/g} tesi({A}) . {A/g}
V(k):~ {A/g} ((offer({k})))

{A/g} test({k}) , {A/g}
{A/g} tes<({A}) . {A/g}

V(A) : - {A/g,Al/f} ((o^er({A})))
{A/g,Al/f} u«er-pretf({A,Al}) , {A/g >Al/g} ({offer({kl})))
{A/g,Al/g} T(A1). {A/g,Al/g}

V{k) {A/g,Al/f,A2/f} ((o#er({A})))
{A/g,Al/f,A2/f} decomp(k,{kl ,A2}), {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} {(o^er({Al,A2})))
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} V(Al), {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} V(A2). {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}

The predicate descriptors in the argument slice can be further specialised, yielding

actual Prolog constructs. The concrete instances of the predicate descriptors, however,

may be infinite. For example, the clause and mode-annotated Prolog subgoals on the
left-hand side of the diagram below

fdi = [] 6' 7'

7 9 relation(W) 9' j'

7 9 relation (VF) 9' 7'
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are all possible instances of the abstract test subgoal on the right side. This stage also

requires the participation of a human user to choose one among the many appropriate

instances of the abstract constructs. In our example, the user decided to apply to the

first clause the ^-relation

7 9 x = true 9' 7'
5

< > 7 9 test({x}) 9'

To the two test descriptors of the second clause, the user decided to apply respectively

7 9 system(r) 9' 7' <—> 7 9 <es<({x}) 9' 7'

and

7 9 call(r) 9' 7'
s

<—> 7 9 test(.{x}) 6' 7'

The third clause has its user-pred descriptor specified by

7 6 clause(x,y) 9' 7'
s

i—> 7 9 user-pred({x} , {y}) 9' 7'

And the decomp of the fourth clause is specified by

7 9x = f(V)9'Y i—> 7 9 decompix ,V) 9' 7

and the user provided the details of f(V) as "(A1,A2)". The resulting argument slice
is

V{k) {A/g} ((°ffer({k})))
(A/g> A = true. {A/g}

7>(A):- {A/g} ({offer({k})))
{A/g} syste»(A), {A/g}
{A/g} call(A). {A/g}

P(A):- {A/g.Al/f} {(offer ({A})))
{A/g.Al/f} clause(A,Al), {A/g.Al/g} ((oifer({Al})))
{A/g.Al/g} VtAl). {A/g,Al/g}

V(k) {A/g,Al/f,A2/f} ({offer ({k}))}
{A/g,Al/f,A2/f} A - (A1.A2), {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} ({offer({kl,k2}) »
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} Vtkl), {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} VtkD. {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}

This corresponds to the vanilla meta-interpreter underlying a large number of expert

systems and found in Prolog textbooks such as [O'K90] and [SS86].

6.2.3 Reuse of Partially Specialised Constructs

The preparation of a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice from the initial se¬

quence of abstract clause templates may require much effort and time from the expert
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programmer using our tool. However, the partial specialisations obtained as interme¬
diate constructs in the preparation of the final argument slice can be reused to build
different specialisations.

The history of the preparation of an argument slice is recorded by our tool as a tree

in which the nodes are the actual constructs and the edges are the commands used

to transform the upper node into its descendant node. This scheme is similar to the

hierarchy H of argument slices described in Section 5.5: however, the constructions
obtained during the design activity are of an even more abstract nature, and can be
seen as comprising an extra layer of less committed templates. When the user is able
to carry out further specialisations employing ^-relations, that is, those requirements

listed at the beginning of Section 6.2.2 are fulfilled, then a most abstract argument

slice of H is defined.

The history of the design of argument slices is also stored in our library, and the user

is able to browse through it in a similar way as in the hierarchy R. The user is also

allowed to reuse any partially specified construct and try different alternatives in its

specialisation. This ability saves the effort of having to define similar constructions

from the very beginning every time, enabling the user to make experiments, and relate

argument slices. For instance, the abstract template obtained after the definitions of
the number of clauses and their recursive calls in our example above, can be used to

devise an argument slice to decompose a list of lists, employed, for instance, in the

procedure to "flatten" a nested list,

T(k):~ {A/g} ({offer(.{k})))
{A/g} A = n. {A/g}

V(k):~ {A/g,Al/f,A2/f} ({offer({k})))
{A/g,Al/f,A2/f} k - [A1IA2], {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} «otfer({Al,A2})))
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} atoa(Al), {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} 7>(A2). {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}

VU):~ {A/g,Al/f,A2/f} ((offer({k})))
{A/g,Al/f,A2/f} k - [A1IA2], {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} ((offer({kl ,A2})))
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} Tiki), {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}
{A/g,Al/g,A2/g} VU2). {A/g,Al/g,A2/g}

The user may browse through the tree until the appropriate node, depending on his

needs, is found. New design decisions can be pursued from that node, possibly gen¬

erating new constructs. At any moment the user can stop the current development

activity and continue it later or use a previous node and try an alternative command.
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Our tool supports the manipulation of these partially specified constructions, providing
a means to store them employing a tree scheme which conveys their relationships. The
user is encouraged to try different alternatives and compare their results by checking

their relationships.

6.2.4 Relationship between the Hierarchies ofDesigned and Extracted
Argument Slices

The hierarchy % of extracted argument slices and the hierarchy of designed argument

slices relate to each other in a straightforward fashion: the bottom-most nodes of the
latter are the top-most nodes of the subtrees Wn and Hout of %. The hierarchy of

designed argument slices is such that its most specific nodes are clause- and mode-
annotated argument slices in the format of the most abtract argument slices of H, that
is the as[a'*^.
This relationship can be graphically depicted by the diagram below. The dotted lines
stand for the sequence of commands defining clause- and mode-annotated argument

slices from the initial very general template (Cj,.. .,Cn).

Once a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice is defined, it can be appropriately
inserted in H if so the user wishes. The commands offered during the initial stage of
the design can be seen as higher-level ^-relations mapping the argument slices as[a'*^
into the initial sequence of abstract clauses template. The distinction between designed
and extracted argument slices, however, is not essential but provides a natural manner
to organise a large search-space.

The commands used to design the abstract argument slices that is, the trans¬

formations chosen by the user to map the initial generic sequence of abstract clause
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templates into a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice, and represented in the

diagram above by the dotted lines are:

1. Number of Clauses— the user must initially supply the number of abstract clause

templates the argument slice will have. Clauses can be replicated later on using
more specialised versions, though.

2. Number of Recursive Calls— each abstract clause template must have its number

of recursive calls specified by the user. The user is requested to supply these

values and only after each clause has its number of recursive calls specified is

that the design process is able to continue.

3. Contents of Sets of Variables — the sets of variables appearing in each relation

subgoals must be provided by the user. It is required that the variables appearing

in the head goal and recursive calls appear in at least one of these sets; if that is
not the case then an error message is displayed and the user is asked for another
definition.

4. Purpose of the Argument Slice— argument slices can be input or output, depend¬

ing on their intended usage in actual programs (see Section 5.5.2); it is essential
that this information be supplied so as to allow the definition of mode-annotations

to be suported and checked for mistakes.

5. Contents of Mode-Annotations — after the purpose of the argument slice is in¬

formed, initial mode-annotations are inserted into the template and the user may

alter them to more accurate versions in which more precise tokens are used. The

system is able to detect and reject incorrect mode-annotations, in which impossi¬
ble changes in the mode of variables take place, e.g. a ground variable becoming
free.

There is a strict ordering in the application of these commands: the design must follow

the order of the commands given above.
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6.2.5 Redesigning Argument Slices via Predicates 3?p and 3?*

The clause- and mode-annotated argument slices which meet the requirements listed at

the beginning of Section 6.2.2 can be redesigned via predicates 3JP and 3?* introduced
in Section 5.7.6. As pointed out upon its definition, 3JP and 3?* relates argument slices
which differ in their levels of abstraction, that is, Pf, R) holds if P, is an instance

of Pf whose design history is recorded as sequence of r-terms in R, and, similarly,

3Jp(Pj, Pf, R) holds if P, is an instance ofPf and R is the sequence of r-terms depicting
the mapping between these components. Depending on the content of the arguments

submitted to 3?p and 3?*, they may perform the automatic or user-assisted abstraction

or the user-assisted redesign (reimplementation). In the redesign process, it is not

important to distinguish between the ^-relations as they were grouped in 3?p and 3?*:
we can, in fact, devise a new predicate similar to 3?p and 3?* but employing any of the
(5-relations. It is fundamental, though, that we employ the history of transformations
R as a means to guide the specialisation of abstract predicate descriptors.

The redesign of an argument slice Pa is carried out by having the user supplying the r-
terms of the design history. The participation of a user is fundamental during this task,
since certain constructions have an infinite number of specialisations and only the user

can rule out the choices. At any point during the specialisation of an argument slice,
the user supplies the clause and the subgoal number, and the applicable J-relations
can be shown; the user chooses which one to apply.

For example, given the following abstract clause- and mode-annotated output argument
slice Pf, designed via the commands described above

7>(A):- {A/f}
{A/f} rciat»on({A}) . {A/g} {(offer({k})))

7>(A):- {A/f,Al/f,A2/?}
{A/f, Al/f,A2/?} 7>(A1), {A/f,Al/g,A2/?} ({offer(.{kl})))

({regu»re<i({A2}))) {A/f,Al/g,A2/g} relation({k, A1 ,A2}) {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} ({offer({k})))

then the user can use 3ip and 3i* to specialise it, provided that the sequence R repre¬

senting the history of the design decisions is supplied. If the user supplies R as

(subs( 7 8 relationalA}) 8' 7' , 7 8 assign^, A) 8' 7' , 1,1),

subs( 78 assign^,A) 8' 7' , 7# A = [] 7' ,1,1),
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subs( 7 9 relation(.{k,kl,k2}) 9' 7' , j0 6ui'W({Al,A2} ,A) 9' 7' ,2,2),

subs( 7 9 build({kl ,A2} , A) 9' 7' , 7 9 A = [A21 Al] 7', 2, 2))
The following argument slice to build a list is obtained

VU):~ {A/f}
{A/f} A - []. {A/g} {{offer(.{k})))

7>(A):- {A/f,Al/f,A2/?}
{A/f,Al/f,A2/?} 7>(A1), {A/f,Al/g,A2/?} {(offer({k\})))

((required({A2}))) {A/f,Al/g,A2/g} A - [A21A1] {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} {{offer({k})))

If, alternatively, the user supplies R as

(subs( 7# relation(.{k}) 9' 7' , 7# assign^,A) 9' 7' , 1,1),

su6s( 7$ assign^, A) 9' 7' , 7# A = 0 0' 7' , 1,1),

su£>s( 7# re/a<ion({A,Al,A2}) 0' 7' , 7# ca/c({Al,A2} ,A) 9' 7' ,2,2),

su&s( 7# ca/c({Al ,A2},A) 7', 7 0 A is A2 + kl9'y',2,2))

The following argument slice to sum a sequence of elements supplied in a loop is
obtained

T(k):- {A/f}
{A/f} A = 0. {A/g} <(o/fer({A})))

V(A):- {A/f,Al/f,A2/?}
(A/f,Al/f, A2/?} TU1), {A/f,Al/g,A2/?} ({offer({kl})))

((required({A2}))) {A/f,Al/g,A2/g} A is A2 + Al. {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} ({offer({k})))

The sequence R of transformations is obtained interactively, the user being offered
the possible instantiations, that is, all the ^-relations applicable at that point. As

illustrated above, the same abstract constructions may yield different specialisations,

depending on the choice of transformations of R. The initial argument slice, the se¬

quence R and the intermediate representations are all stored as a tree, similar to H,

which the user can browse through and inspect the nodes and edges. The process of

specialisation can use any argument slice with a predicate descriptor as an abstract
construction and have its predicate descriptors defined.

A clause- and mode-annotated argument slice with at least one predicate descriptor
can be seen as a higher-level specification: its descriptors stand for generic shorthands

awaiting further specialisation. Support is given during the human-assisted reimple-

mentation, wrong design choices being ruled out. For instance, clauses are only allowed
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to be copied if they have at least one predicate descriptor, since a clause without de¬

scriptors cannot be differentiated from its copies and it does not make sense to have

identical clauses in a procedure.

6.2.6 Reusing Extracted Argument Slices

The clause- and mode-annotated argument slices of H, extracted from actual proce¬

dures, can also be redesigned in the same fashion as those argument slices designed
via abstract clause templates. Any node of % with at least a predicate descriptor can

be used as an abstract construct and have its predicate descriptors reimplemented in

a different way.

The new design history (R and intermediate forms) becomes part of H and its interme¬
diate abstract forms may, on their turn, be used to define new constructs. Predicates

3?p and 3?* are also employed for this purpose, the r-terms being interactively provided

by the user. For instance, the following subtree

shown in Section 5.7.7 with the strategic abstractions of an extracted clause- and mode-
annotated argument slice can be browsed through, and if the user decides to redesign
the procedural abstraction P[a'p^, that is,

p[a,p] _

and redesigned the predicate descriptors by interactively supplying the following se¬

quence R of transformations

V(k) »o 7o

71 9\ test({A}) . o\' l\'
~P (A) : - el 7o

7? 9i decomp (A, {D,E}) ft2' -v2'"l 7i

72 9l V(E) .
ft2' -V2'"2 72
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The subtree would be updated with the new reengineering of p[a,4p (shown with dashed

lines), thus yielding

where the bottom-most argument slice is of the form

VU):~ oh lo
7i o\ A » true o\ ll'

VU):~ oS lo

if of A = D or E, Of 2'if
if el V(E). Of if

V(k) Of lo
if of A = E or D, Of 2'

7i

72 of V(E). Of 2'
72

that is, an argument slice testing if a disjunction has a "true" in it, in which case the

disjunction can be said to hold.
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6.3 Combining Argument Slices to Define Techniques

A programming technique is defined when a sequence of clause- and mode-annotated

argument slices is properly assembled and is such that all those required variable sym¬

bols are bound to offered variables of other argument slices. Our tool supports the
definition of techniques by enabling the user to choose argument slices and bind their

required and offered variable symbols.

The argument slices chosen to define a technique must all share basic syntactic fea¬

tures: they must have the same number of clauses and corresponding clauses with the
same number of recursive calls, as formalised in Section 6.3.1. The adopted view of

programming technique is such that a programming technique is either manipulating a

value into another form or obtaining a value (or values) as the computation proceeds;
this is used as another restriction: any programming technique must have at least one

input argument slice. The input argument slices establish the flow of control and pro¬

vide value(s) for the computations performed by the output argument slices in order
to provide a final result.

Expert programmers define their programming techniques by assembling a non-empty

sequence of argument slices. The requirements of syntactic compatibility between the

argument slices and of at least one input argument slice are reinforced during the

preparation of techniques, erroneous choices being rejected. Upon the user's choice
of a sequence of argument slices, our tool shows the sequence of argument slices ap¬

propriately combined, as explained in Section 6.3.2 below. By showing the argument

slices combined together, a clearer picture of the programming technique arises. Given
a pair of compatible clause- and mode-annotated argument slices, their appropriate

combination can be obtained by describing how each clause is to be combined.

For instance, if the user choses the argument slices R1 from Section 5.10.1, that is,

V(A): - {A/g} ((offer{{A})»
{A/g} destiny(A). {A/g}

V(k) {A/g,D/f,E/f} ({°ffer({K})))
{A/g,D/f,E/f} A to E costs D, {A/g,D/g,E/g} ((offer({D,E})))
{A/g,D/g,E/g} V(E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}
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and the first argument slice devised in Section 6.2.5, that is,

V(.k):- {A/f}
{A/fl A - []. {A/g} {{offer({k})))

VU):~ {A/f,Al/f,A2/?}
{A/f,Al/f,A2/?} VUl). {A/f,Al/g,A2/?} ({offer({kl})))

((required({A2}))) {A/f,Al/g,A2/g) A - [A2IA1]. {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} ({offer({k})))

then the following combination would be displayed

PU,B):- tfl'.ol ((°ffer(iK})))
«<'■r> destiny(A), "[1,1]
n(l.r)
[1,2] B - □. <:;{ ((offermn

V(.k,F) "fc «"iM{A»»
D> "piq ((offer({D,E})))o(l.r)

[2,1] A to E costs

g('.r)
[2,2] 7>(E,G), «°ffer({G})))

((required({H}))} F = [HlG] . «^r<{F»»

The variables have to be renamed to avoid name clashes and accidental bindings be¬

tween them. The clause-annotations are maintained in the original position relative
to the subgoals of the argument slices they come from and the mode-annotations

(I r)*and are the appropriate combination of the mode-annotations of the original

argument slices. In Section 6.3.2 a formalisation of the combination process is given.

After the choice of argument slices is shown appropriately combined, the user may

proceed to link the required and offered variable symbols. If the variable symbol being

offered comes after the variable symbol being requested, then depending on the nature

of the subgoal which requires the variable, the link may be considered incorrect and

rejected. If a variable in the right side of an is/2 subgoal is required, then it should

only be linked to variables offered before it. In our current example, there is only one

required variable to be linked; if the user decides to link it to offered variable symbol
D then a technique to build a list with the associated costs of a graph is defined:

ru.B):- «offer({A})))
destiny (A), tf'.ij'

fifty B-[]. *<£>' ((offer({B))))
7>(A,F>:- <fc}( ({offer{{k})))

A to E costs D, ((offer({D, E})))
*<£> V(E,G), <^«otfer({G})»
012.31 F = [DIG] . ^;3ri)' ((ofcr({F})))

If variable A is used instead, a technique to build a list with the names of the visited
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nodes (excluding the final destination node) is devised:

P(A.B):- ^ «o#er({A})»
destiny (A), S[u}'

<>t2j B " □. tfg' ((otfer({B})»
7>(A,F):- ((o#er({A))))

A to E costs D, fffcq ((°ffer({D>E})))
d[2,2] P(E,G), 0$$' {{offer({G})))

F ° [AIG3- ({offer({F})))

Another restriction in the linking of variables is that variables are only allowed to be
linked if they are from different argument slices. In our current example, H could not

be linked to G or F.

The preparation of techniques consists of having the user specifying his choice of ar¬

gument slices: they can be supplied one at a time, and the user is presented with their

appropriate combination; other argument slices can be further added and combined
with the existing construct. Incompatible argument slices are not accepted for com¬

bination: a message is issued and another argument slice can be provided. Argument
slices with more than one possible way to combine its clauses require user intervention:

the user must inform the system how the combination is to be performed. If there is

at least one variable symbol being required then the user can link it to other variable

symbols offered in the construct.

The links between argument slices have the following restrictions:

1. a variable in an offer annotation can only be linked to a variable in a required
annotation and vice-versa;

2. only variables from different argument slices can be linked, that is, a variable in
a required annotation can only be linked to a variable in an offer annotation from
a different argument slice and vice-versa;

3. variables must be linked within each clause;

4. required variables appearing in the right-hand side of is/,2 subgoals or in a user-

pred subgoal can only be linked with variables complying with the previous re¬

strictions and such that they appear before (with respect to Prolog's left-to-right

subgoal execution) the subgoal requiring the variable(s).
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6.3.1 Compatibility of Argument Slices

Given two clause- and mode-annotated argument slices Pt = (C\,..., Cln) and P- =

(C{,...,C^) they are said to be compatible, denoted by compp (P,, Pj) if, an only if,
for any clause C\ in P, there is a compatible clause CJm in Pj, that is,

compp(Pl,Pj) <= Pt = (C{ §1 C*) A P3 = (C{ &m C{) A compdA
compp((Cici),(Cici))

compp(Pi, Pj) <== P{ = () A Pj = ()

The above definition represents a declarative formulation to test the syntactic com¬

patibility of two argument slices. It relies on the compatibility of clause- and mode-
annotated clauses as defined below. Its general idea is that of finding a clause in each

argument slice such that they are compatible, and testing what is left of each argu¬

ment slice once the clauses are removed from them (first case above); the base case is

provided by the second case: two argument slices are compatible if they are empty.

The number of clauses of compatible argument slices is required to be the same, by
the definition above. The definition also states that for each clause in Pt there must

be a compatible clause in P-. Hence, it is the case that compF is symmetric, that is,

if compp(Pi, Pj) is true then compp(Pj,Pi) is also true and vice-versa.

The compatibility of clauses, compc, is defined using generic templates. Recursive

clauses are compatible if they have the same number of recursive clauses, that is,

C /

comp (

p(x') 6'0 to

So
e\ 7i p(x\),e[' 7i'

s\

ft Tn
sU
P«) . O'n y'n
Si

7

p(x3):- 930 -To

si
9\ 7i p(x[) > 0[' 7f

Si-!
K 7n P(x3n) , K' In'

Sn

)

Any two non-recursive clauses are compatible, that is,

compc ( p(x') O'o p(x3)630 7q
S3

The relation compc is also symmetric.
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6.3.2 Combination of Argument Slices

166

The combination of two compatible clauses is performed by pairing off the recursive

calls and producing for each pair a combined recursive call with the arguments of

the original calls. When combining clauses a distinction should be made between the
left- and right-hand side clauses, because the non-recursive subgoals are slotted in
the combined version according to the order of the original clauses, the left-hand side

subgoals (in their original relative ordering) coming before the right-hand side ones

(also in their original ordering). The combination between two clause- and mode-
annotated compatible clauses C,i = l,r, of form

p(x') 0'o 7o

S'0
01 7i p(«i)» e\' 7i'

Sj

s;_i
0n f'n P(.x'n) . O'J 7n'

S'n

is C{,'r) = Cl • Cr, of the form

p(x',xr) gV,r)
3<'.0

0<l,r> 7i''r> p(ar'i,xl) , y0,)>
SO,r)

s'tl
eit,) 7<"> p(.zxn) , ,(/,)' In

or ifC',i = I, r, are of the form

p(x')O'o y'o
S*

then = C' • Cr, is of the form

p(.x',xr)0$'r) 7o',r'
5<<.r)

where 0$'r) = 0loU6r0 and 7^'r) = ((offer(W^))), W<'-r> = W'uWr, f'o = ((offeriW'))),
i = /, r, that is, the mode-annotations of the head goal and recursive subgoals are

merged together and the offered variables of each clause are merged in a single set of
an offer clause-annotation in their combined clause.
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The clause- and mode-annotations of the new combined clause are defined in terms

of the existing annotations of the left- and right-hand side clauses. For each pair of
vectors Sj,i = /, r, 0 < j < n of the form

3 =

where mj is the number of subgoals of vector Sj, we have that

7b,o]%o] 5b,o]> %o] 7y,o]

i)/Ur
7b,o] %,o] 5b\°l

' <v' 'yb,o] 7[i,o]

..I filUr
7[i.mjl [i-mjl

7b',o] e\Jfi] 5b,o]

fl/Ur ' '

drUi r /

%,o] 7b',o]

r prUl arU/ ' -.r /

b'm'l 7b'-m,]

where

- /jrlli dr ii/)/ /3rU/ ' fir / i i pi '.# %M ~ d[j,k] U [j,mj] ' %,k) ~ %,k] U %,mj] '

That is, the first mode-annotation of Sr is added to all the mode-annotations of Sl
and the last mode-annotation of Sl is added to all the mode-annotations of Sr. When¬

ever one of the vectors of clause- and mode-annotated subgoals is empty, then their

combination is the non-empty vector. If both are empty, their combination is also

empty.

Given two compatible argument slices Pi = (C\,..., C'n) and Pr = (C\,..., Crn), their
combination P^<r) = Pi'Pr is where cf'^ = C\•Cj, comp^(C[,Crj).
An alternative constructive definition is

P,-Pr = <

( ) iff P, = {) and Pr = ()

C<'-r>) iff pl = (dl Cl) and Pr = <C[ dr C\) and
§{,'r) = & ■ Cr and = {&) ■ (C[ Cl2)

This definition views argument slices as sequences of clauses in order to formalise their

combination. It defines their combination as the combination of the first clause of the
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left-hand side argument slice with a compatible clause of the right-hand side argument

slice, and the rest of the combined argument slice is recursively defined. The base case

depicts the combination of two empty argument slices as the empty sequence.

It should be noticed that a clause in an argument slice may have more than one

compatible clause in another argument slice. For instance, if P( = (C^C^C^) and
Pi = (CjjC^Cg) and their clauses are such that compc(C\,C\), compc (C^, CJ2),
compc(0*2,0^), then there is no single way to correctly combine them, unless there
is a user intervention to tell the system which clause should be combined with which
other clause.

6.3.3 Classes of Programming Techniques

The argument slices chosen to define a programming technique can also be abstract
constructs with predicate descriptors instead of actual Prolog predicates. Classes of

programming techniques can be defined by binding abstract argument slices: the ab¬
stract constructions stand for all the particular instances of them.

If, in the previous example, the user had chosen to use the following more abstract
form of the output argument slice

V(A): - {A/f}
{A/f} a5s«gn(0,{A}) . {A/g} ((offer({K})))

P(A) {A/f,Al/f,A2/?}
{A/f,Al/f,A2/?} V(Al) , {A/f,Al/g,A2/?} ((offer(.{Al})))

((reguired({A2}))) {A/f,Al/g,A2/g} relation{{K2 ,A1}, A) {A/g,Al/g,A2/g} ((offer({k})))

ending up with the following construct

P(A,B):- ((offer({A})))
destiny (A), 0^
assign(0,{B}) . ((offer({B})))

VU.F):- «*jM{A})))
A to E costs D, ((offer({D, E})))

d&l P(E.G), 6^' {(offer({G})))
9\2j] re/ation((D,G},F) ■ ({offer({F})))

This abstract construct can be specialised in different manners; if, for instance, the

abstract predicate descriptor llassign(Q,{B})" is specified as "B = []" and the sub-

goal "re/afion({D,G},F)" as "F = [D|G]" then the construction obtained previously
would be defined; if, alternatively, the user defines "assignCJ), {B})" as "B = 0" and
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"relation({D ,G} ,F)" as "F is D + G" a different technique would be devised
P(A,B>:- ((offer({A})»

tfi'ij destiny (A) ,
a(l'.r) B = 0. ({0j(fer({B})))'[1,2] u "• [1,21

7>(A,F):- «ojflfer({A})))
A to E costs D, ((offer({D,E})))
V(E,G) , {(offer({0})))

0f2,3] F is D + G- ((offer({F})»

The definition of programming techniques using more abstract argument slices allows
whole classes of more specific constructs to be characterised. Any specialisations of

the generic constructs automatically define more specific instances in that class of

programming techniques. A generic formulation for a programming technique auto¬

matically supplies us with special instances of that programming technique through
the specialisation of its argument slices.

The example below illustrates the similarities between two acclaimed programming

techniques, the accumulator pair and the different list techniques [SS86, Ros89, O'K90]
when a more abstract formulation is devised. If the following abstract argument slices

7>(A):~ {A/g} {{offer{{A})))
{A/g} relation(A). {A/g}

T(A):- {A/g,B/f,C/f} ((offer({A})))
({required({B}))) {A/g,B/g,C/f} relation({C, A,B}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g} ((offer({C})))

{A/g,B/g,C/g} V(C) ■ {A/g,B/g,C/g}

and
V(A) {A/f,B/g}

{{reguired({B}))) {A/f,B/g} B = A. {A/g,B/g} ((offer({B}))>
V(A):- {A/f,B/f}

{A/f,B/f} 7>(B), {A/g,B/g} ((offer({B})»
{A/f,B/f} A - B. {A/g,B/g} ({offer{{A})))

Then the following combination can be obtained
7>(A,B) {A/g,B/f,C/g} ({offer({A})))

{A/g,B/f,C/g} relation(A), {A/g,B/f,C/g}
({reqru«red({C}))) {A/g,B/f,C/g} B =■ C. {A/g,B/g,C/g} ((offer({B})»

V(A,D):- {A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f} <(otfer({A})))
((reguire<I({B}))> {A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f,E/f} re/o<ion({C,A,B}) , {A/g,B/g, C/g,D/f,E/f} ((offer({C})))

{A/g,B/g,C/g,D/f,E/f} V(C,E) , {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/f,E/g}
{A/g,B/g,C/g,D/f, E/g} D = E. {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}

If variables C and A are linked in the first clause, we have that
. _

'P(A.B) {A/g,B/f} ((offer({A»»
{A/g,B/f} relation(A) , {A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} B = A. {A/g,B/g} <(0j(fer({B})))

■p(A,D) :- {A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f} {{offer({A})))
{(regu«ret/({B}))) {A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f,E/f} re/ation({C,A,B}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/f,E/f} ((offer({C})))

{A/g,B/g,C/g,D/f,E/f} V(C,E) , {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/f,E/g}
{A/g,B/g,C/g,P/f,E/g} D - E. {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}
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This construct abstracts both accumulator pair and difference list techniques. Another

argument slice must be supplied in order to provide the required variable B in the

second clause: the partially defined construction above can be used to prepare different

programming techniques, once the required values have all been supplied.

6.4 Conclusions and Discussion

In this chapter we have explained the facilities offered by the knowledge management

tool to support the design of programming techniques. A constrained medium (com¬

prising of an abstract clause template and commands to customise it) is employed, by
means of which expert programmers can express their programming knowledge (in the
form of programming techniques) and make it available to others. A methodology to

use the design facilities is also introduced: the expert should first devise a sequence

of clause- and mode-annotated argument slices, and link their required and offered

variable symbols.

The proposed approach uses simple single-argument program fragments supplemented
with information concerning the modes and sharing of variables, the clause- and mode-
annotated argument slices, initially in a very abstract form, and offers a small repertoire
of commands to gradually customise them. The same formalism is employed both

during the extraction and design of argument slices and programming techniques.

The formalism used to represent argument slices encourages a methodical design in
which more specific instances are gradually prepared. The single-argument slices are,

in their turn, used to devise more sophisticated constructions, the programming tech¬

niques. Once an argument slice is prepared, it can be employed to define many distinct

argument slices. The notation used to formalise argument slices enables the expert

programmer to concentrate on a single argument position and the different ways this

argument position can be employed in a programming technique. The complementary
information provided by the mode-annotations allows for more support in the prepa¬

ration of correct argument slices. The manner of formalising techniques encourages

expert programmers to focus on the relationships between different argument posi¬

tions.
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Extracted argument slices in more abstract format, viz. with predicate descriptors,
can be used as initial templates: the system supports the interactive definition of their

predicate descriptors by the user. Abstract argument slices previously designed can

also be reused and specialised differently. This feature saves the user's effort in having

to define an argument slice from the initial sequence of abstract clause templates and
also allows the reengineering of parts of a programming technique.

The formalisation employed naturally defines a hierarchy of argument slices in which

the topmost node is the initial sequence of abstract clause templates offered to expert

programmers; their offspring are more specialised forms of them and the leaf nodes are

clause- and mode-annotated argument slices with relation subgoals only.

In Appendix C we show additional examples of programming techniques being devised
via the preparation of its argument slices. We also provide more details as to how the

design tool actually works, with screen dumps and a step-by-step account of the design

process.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter we have described a medium incorporated by our tool to support the

design of programming techniques. This medium allows:

• the definition of programming techniques by first devising its argument slices and

linking their required and offered variable symbols;

• the definition of argument slices via the gradual specification of an initial sequence

of abstract clause templates;

• the reuse of existing argument slices to define new constructs;

• the use of abstract argument slices (i.e. argument slices with predicate descrip¬

tors) to define classes of programming techniques.



Chapter 7

Conclusions and Further Work

7.1 Introduction

The motivation of the present work is the prospect of offering automated or semi-

automated support to the management of programming knowledge in knowledge-based
software tools. We have employed the notion of programming technique to represent

the practices found in Prolog programs and we have implemented a knowledge man¬

agement tool embedding this view. Such a tool supervises a library of programming

techniques, enabling its users to upgrade and manipulate the programming knowledge
contained therein.

7.2 Summary

The previous chapters can be summarised as follows:

Chapter I: The context of our work is presented: that is, to address the problem
of knowledge acquisition and organisation in knowledge-based development tools
for logic programs. We also informally described the adopted notion of Prolog

programming technique and explained the knowledge-management tool.

Chapter II: Existing proposals to represent Prolog programming knowledge are sur¬

veyed and our adopted view of programming techniques is described. We com¬

pared the adequacy of our adopted view against the surveyed work to the task

at hand.

172
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Chapter III: We developed a means to represent the execution of Prolog programs to

enable us to analyse and extract their programming techniques. The execution
is to be represented in a simple form in which we show the manner each variable
of the clauses of a procedure is used. Different alternatives for this endeavour

were considered.

Chapter IV: We described an automated method to extract the programming tech¬

niques of Prolog procedures. The termination and correctness of the method are

discussed and examples are given.

Chapter V: We proposed a means to store and manage the programming techniques
extracted via the method described in the previous chapter. We introduced a

set of relations through which the argument slices comprising the programming

techniques can have their design decisions concealed.

Chapter VI: We described a facility offered by our tool to support the design of

programming techniques. Programming techniques are designed by having its

sequence of argument slices prepared separately then combined together. The

preparation of argument slices can be from an initial very general template or by

reusing existing components in the knowledge base.

7.3 Contributions

We ciaim that our work offers the following main contributions:

7.3.1 A Formalisation of Prolog Programming Techniques

We have provided a formal characterisation of Prolog programming techniques. They
are formalised as sequences of clause- and mode-annotated argument slices sharing

variables in their clause-annotations. The mode-annotations provide a record of the

usage mode of the variables in each clause. The clause-annotations make explicit the

bindings of variables between distinct argument slices.

Previous work has concentrated on the syntactic aspects of programming techniques.

They represent programming techniques informally via syntactic schemata or by pro-
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ducing examples of programs showing instances of a technique. We have extended
these approaches by introducing some of the dynamic features of a Prolog program,

that is, how its execution changes the instantiation status of its variables.

Dynamic aspects of Prolog programs are used in [Bow92] to help characterise pro¬

gramming techniques. In that work programming techniques are formalised using a

language based on the effects of unifications which occur during the program execu¬

tion. Our formalisation of techniques encompasses this approach, also capturing other

dynamic features such as tests, arithmetic calculations and input commands.

7.3.2 A Method for Extracting Prolog Programming Techniques

We have devised a semi-automatic method for extracting programming techniques from

working Prolog procedures. In the surveyed work this had been an issue previously
untackled. The proposed method works by partitioning a given mode-annotated pro¬

cedure into its argument slices. The argument slices contain the contributions of each

argument position in the procedure.

7.3.3 A Framework for Abstracting and Reimplementing Design De¬
cisions

We have conceived a framework for abstracting the design decisions of Prolog program¬

ming techniques. Our framework makes use of the mode-annotations before and after
a subgoal in order to assign a predicate descriptor to it; a predicate descriptor is a la¬
bel given to subgoals representing basic Prolog programming practices. The operators

devised to perform the abstraction of subgoals are such that they can also be used in
the reverse manner, that is, as operators to specialise predicate descriptors into actual

Prolog subgoals. Our framework supports the fully automatic abstraction of argument
slices and user-assisted reimplementation.

7.3.4 An Organisation Scheme for Prolog Programming Techniques

We have provided an organisation scheme in which those programming techniques ex¬

tracted via our proposed method can be stored. This scheme has been conceived with
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issues of economy of storage and ease of use by humans who will be responsible for man¬

aging the knowledge base of programming techniques. Our proposed scheme employs
the abstraction framework to find similarities between seemingly disparate argument

slices and programming techniques and makes use of this to save the replication of

components.

7.3.5 A Methodology for Designing Prolog Programming Techniques

We have proposed a methodology to help expert programmers with the designing of

programming techniques. This methodology encourages programmers to think of the

argument slices comprising a programming technique, guiding them through their def¬
inition and integration. Our methodology supports programmers when thinking about
one argument position at a time: it provides its users with a generic template for a

clause with a single argument which can be specialised to more specific instances via
a repertoire of simple commands and the operators to specialise predicate descrip¬

tors. The ordering of the commands to customise the initial template promotes a

programming discipline in which argument positions have their contributions to the

programming technique gradually specified. Programming slices can then have their
variables in clause-annotations appropriately bound together.

Our proposed methodology also supports the reuse of existing argument slices to define
new programming techniques, and the definition of programming techniques via the

reimplementation of existing abstract argument slices and their combination.

7.3.6 Reverse Software Engineering

One of the objectives of reverse software engineering is to help humans understand

pieces of software, possibly with a view to alter or to reuse them. The proposed

decomposition of a procedure into its argument contributions allows users to focus on

a single argument position and may help them to comprehend a possibly complex piece

of software, perhaps written by someone else, or even by the forgetful user himself, and
devoid of explanatory comments. The inspection of the sequence of argument slices of

a procedure may, furthermore, provide the user with an account of the relationships,

or lack of relationships, between the argument positions.
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The abstraction of the argument slices provides further support in helping programmers

understanding alien code. Higher level representations of argument slices employing

predicate descriptors hide implementational details and/or design decisions, providing
the user with a cleaner and more informative account of each argument slice. The
abstraction of an argument slice can be seen as a representation of the programming

practices found, as a declarative description of the relationships discovered or as a

mixture of these two.

Meaningful higher level constructs are identified in the abstractions of an argument

slice. This can be seen as a design recovery of those programming practices employed:

particular design decisions are given mnemonic names which reveal, in a more abstract

and homogeneous manner, the overall design of the argument slice. For instance, a

convenient representation for a class of programming techniques decomposing a singly-
recursive data structure is given by the following clause- and mode-annotated argument

slice:

VU):~ {A/g} <(otfer({A})))
{A/g} test({k}) . {A/g}

VU):- {A/g,B/f,C/f} «otfer({A})»
{A/g,B/f,C/f} decomp(k,{B ,C}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g} (("jfferffB.C})))
{A/g,B/g,C/g} P(C) . {A/g,B/g,C/g}

The abstract design of an argument slice can be depicted in procedural or declarative

terms, or as a mixture of these two: as explained in Section 5.10, our system supports

the user-assisted abstraction of an argument slice, in which the user controls the pro¬

cess. In our example above, if relation descriptors had been used instead, we would

have a declarative account of the design.

The mnemonic predicate descriptors can provide us with a crude form of on-line docu¬

mentation, in which the procedural meaning of the computation carried out is stated.

This facility can be enhanced by having a pre-canned explanatory text in some natural

language appropriately inserted describing, in a more verbose fashion, the computa¬

tions carried out at that point. When the mode-annotations are obtained through
concrete interpretation, an accurate and fully automatic form of documentation can

be achieved with this proposed enhancement.
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7.4 Discussion
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The following issues are worthy of further discussion:

7.4.1 Addressed Class of Programming Techniques

Not every Prolog program can have its programming techniques extracted by our pro¬

posed method of Chapter 4. Those programs which do not comply with the syntactic

constraints laid out in Section 1.5 are obviously not handled by our method: we could

rely on an automatic way to translate Prolog programs into their normal form, thus

making our work more robust, but useful programming constructs, such as if-then-else's
and cuts, are not catered for in our system.

As pointed out in Section 2.9, those procedures without arguments are outside the

scope of our approach. Our definition of programming technique is given in terms

of argument slices and subgoal relevance to argument positions: if a programming

technique uses no argument positions, then our definition fails to capture it.

Our analysis of relevance of a subgoal relies on its variables and their sets of dependen¬

cies. Subgoals which do not have arguments (say, if they employ global data structures

managed by assart's and retract's) cannot be checked for their relevance to argu¬

ment slices. Cuts are an important form of such subgoals without variables: it is not

possible, with our proposed method, to decide whether a cut is relevant to an argument

slice.

Programming techniques spreading over more than one procedure are also outside the

scope of our work. Mutual recursion and initialisation calls are examples of important

programming practices that cannot be properly handled by our approach. Our pro¬

posed model for the dependency of variables within a procedure could, in principle, be

expanded to represent inter-procedural relationships of variables, naturally scaling up

to cover the variable dependency of a complete program with its many procedures. In

Section 7.5.4 below we discuss this in more detail.

Our proposed formalisation for Prolog programming techniques, however, successfully

accommodates the majority of the characterisations of Prolog programming practices
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found in the literature. These characterisations all view programming techniques as

argument positions and their relevant subgoals in each clause, very much in accordance
with our suggested argument slices.

The skeletons and additions of Kirschenbaum and colleagues [SS86, KLS89, Lak89,

SK93] (Section 2.3) are very much in accordance with our view of individual contribu¬
tions of argument slices defining a procedure. The examples found in those references
can either have their programming techniques extracted (if they are programs showing
instances of a technique) or be designed (if it is an informal description of a program¬

ming technique).

Gegg-Harrison's Prolog Schemata [GH89, GH91, GH93] (Section 2.4) are also in accor¬

dance with our approach: the programs used to generate automatically the schemata

could have their programming techniques extracted and incorporated by our system.

Our characterisation of programming techniques is more general than that provided by

Gegg-Harrison's schemata: not only list processing techniques in initial argument po¬
sitions are captured (Gegg-Harrison's schemata only focus on such constructs) but also

any other data structures (or numeric values, strings, etc.) in any argument positions.

Barker-Plummer's programming cliches [BP90] (Section 2.5) are abstract forms of pro¬

gramming techniques, in our approach. In these abstract techniques, predicate names

have been abstracted to second-order symbols: these cliches, similar to Gegg-Harrison's

schemata, only address the first argument positions of a program.

The programming techniques detected and represented in the work of Bowles [Bow92]

(Section 2.7) are also captured by our approach. Our way to model variable dependency
within clauses can be used to infer the inclusion and sharing relationships between

variables, defined in that work.

7.4.2 Psychological Evidence for Argument Slicing

In this work we do not claim any psychological evidence for the argument slicing of

procedures. We have not carried out any experiments to verify this issue. However, the

pragmatics of Prolog programming and debugging may suggest that the decomposition
of a procedure in terms of argument positions and their relationships is a standard
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practice. Given a problem for which a Prolog program has to be found, one of the
first issues that arises is the number of arguments the solution will have in its head

goal. Each of these arguments will then have to be provided with their contributions
and relationships in each clause [BRB, Dev90, SS86]. The directionality (input or

output) for each argument slice is also taken into account when preparing the solution

[SS86, Dev90].

When understanding or debugging alien programs, programmers employ information
about the directionality and type of each argument position and their contributions
and relationships within each clause. If an undocumented program is to be executed
and queries have to be provided, the choice of the value of each argument position

in the query will inevitably lead to a careful inspection of those subgoals within each
clause which are relevant to the argument position.

Psychological evidence was found for the slicing of imperative programs [Wei82]; it
was noticed that during the debugging of imperative programs, when programmers

work backwards, that is, starting from the point in the program where an error first
becomes manifest, and then proceed to reason about the sequence of commands that
could have led to that error. Although the notion of program slices in [Wei84] is very
much different from our notion of argument slices (see Section 4.6) we believe that this
result may transfer to Prolog programs.

Any device that helps programmers understand or develop complex pieces of software

by focusing on smaller portions of the initial problem has its merits. Even if it had been

proved that logic programmers do not employ any notion of slices, the argument slicing

approach has enough advantages to be considered as a logic programming methodology
on its own and possibly be taught together with other alternatives such as [Dev90].

7.4.3 Declarative and Procedural Meanings of Prolog Constructs

The effects of unification in Prolog programs are explained in some textbooks (e.g.

[SS86] and [O'K90]) and papers (e.g. [KLS89], [Lak89] and [Rob91b]) in terms of com¬
mon programming practices such as building or decomposing data structures, binding

variables, tests, and so on. Prolog programmers can also make use of this more pro-
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cedural terminology when following the trace of a program, or giving a procedural
account of a program.

We have devised a small but expressive repertoire of such procedural terminology. We
have also provided an automatic manner to assign these terms to the constructs of Pro¬

log programs. Our proposal, however, naturally accommodates a more implementation-

independent and less committed declarative account of programming constructs via the
relation predicate descriptor. The abstraction and reimplementation have been em¬

ployed solely on argument slices, but entire mode-annotated procedures may benefit
from this approach.

7.4.4 Scaling-up

Our approach addresses Prolog programs from a procedure level. A complete Prolog

program can be analysed and have its programming techniques extracted, one proce¬

dure at a time. Our approach and its implementation pose no restrictions concerning

the number of arguments of the procedure to be analysed.

7.5 Applications and Further Work

We found that some of the concepts developed in our work have other applications

beyond those originally intended. In this section we list some of them and also give
directions for further work.

7.5.1 Reverse Engineering of Procedures and Programs

The reverse engineering of full procedures and programs can also benefit from our ideas.
The study and implementation of an environment allowing its users to make experi¬

ments with the reengineering of complete Prolog procedures, which incorporated the

concepts of argument slicing and abstraction/reimplementation, seems a prospective
direction of research. The abstraction and reimplementation of clause- and mode-

annotated argument slices adapt naturally to complete mode-annotated procedures.
Our implemented system is, in fact, able to cope with such complete procedures.
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The reimplementation of an abstract argument slice gives rise to a new version of the

procedure it was extracted from. Additionally, by allowing the user to concentrate

on single argument positions, we can envisage a scenario in which an argument slice
is replaced by a compatible construct. To illustrate this application, let there be the

following sum/2 mode-annotated procedure

sum(A,B) :- {A/g,B/f}
{A/g, B/f} A = [] , {A/g, B/f}
{A/g,B/f} B = 0. {A/g,B/g}

sum(A,B) {A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f}
{A/g,B/f, C/f,D/f,E/f} A=[C|D], {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/g, D/g,E/f} sum(D,E), {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,B/f, C/g, D/g,E/g} B is E + C, {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}

If we suppose that its first mode-annotated argument slice is abstracted then reimple-
mented as

7>(A)=- {A/g}
{A/g} solution(A) . {A/g}

T(A):- {A/g,C/f,D/f}
{A/g,C/f,D/f} move (A,D, C) , {A/g,C/g,D/g}
{A/g,C/g,D/g} 7>(D). {A/g,C/g,D/g}

where move(A,D,C) is a fact depicting a move from configuration A to D with an

associated cost C, and its second argument slice is replaced by

7>(B):- {B/f}
{B/f} B = [] . {B/g}

7>(B>:- {B/f,C/f,E/f}
{B/f,C/g,E/f} 7>(E), {B/f,C/g,E/g}
{B/f,C/g,E/g} B = [CIE]. {B/g,C/g,E/g}

then the following mode-annotated procedure would be obtained

costs(A,B){A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} solution(A), {A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} B - [] . {A/g,B/g}

costs(A,B){A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f} move(A,D,C) , {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f} costs(D,E), {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/g} B = [CIE] . {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}

That is, the initial procedure sum/1 which sums the elements of a list was reengineered
to obtain procedure costs/1 which finds the moves between a given configuration and
a final solution and builds a list with the associated costs of the moves.

A useful tool could be devised supporting the reverse engineering of complete proce¬

dures (not only its argument slices). This tool could, additionally, supply its users
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with alternative representations of a complete mode-annotated procedure in terms of

predicate descriptors and provide support in reimplementing its abstract versions. The

mode-annotated sum/2 procedure above, for instance, can be displayed with its pro¬

cedural meaning, that is,

7>(A,B):- {A/g,B/f}
{A/g.B/f} test({A}) , {A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} assign (0,{B}) . {A/g,B/g}

7>(A, B) : - {A/g,B/f, C/f,D/f,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f} decomptA,{C,D}), {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f} P(D,E), {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,B/f, C/g, D/g,E/g} ca/c({E,C},B). {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}

The tool would then support the reimplementation of each of the predicate descrip¬

tors. Given a mode-annotated procedure, our implemented system can be adapted to

perform its abstraction (fully automatically or user-assisted) and support be given to

its reimplementation.

7.5.2 Debugging of Prolog Programs

A potential application for some of our ideas lies within the field of program debugging.
For instance, by keeping track of those programming techniques employed in a given

procedure, it is possible to detect inconsistencies between the intended use, represented

by the instantiation status of its variables recorded in the mode-annotations of the

programming technique, and its actual use in the procedure execution. This application

could also address the faulty usage of individual argument slices by the same means.

7.5.3 Tutoring Environments

The framework to abstract design decisions provides us with a number of ways to

represent Prolog procedures in different levels of abstraction. The less committed

representations of a procedure using predicate descriptors could be employed in a

tutoring environment when matching the code devised by a student with its ideal

solution. For instance, the common mistake of using the = operator for the is/2 operator
can lead to the following wrong implementation of sum/2:
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sua(A,B):- {A/g,B/f)
{A/g,B/f} A - [], {A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} B = 0. {A/g,B/g}

su»(A,B):- {A/g ,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f)
{A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f} A - [C|D], {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f)
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/fl sua(D,E), {A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,B/f.C/g,D/g,E/g} B =■ E + C, {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}

The sura itself will not be performed since a binding will actually take place as a

result of executing the subgoal B = E + C. An abstract version of this mode-annotated

procedure, showing the computational effects of each subgoal is given by

V(k,B):~ {A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} te«t({A}), {A/g,B/f}
{A/g,B/f} assign(<d,{B}) . {A/g,B/g}

•P(A.B):- {A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/f,D/f,E/f} decomp(k,{C,V}) , {A/g,B/f, C/g, D/g,E/f}
{A/g,B/f,C/g,D/g,E/f} 7>(D,E), {A/g,B/f,C/g, D/g,E/g}
{A/g,B/f, C/g, D/g,E/g} build(.{E,C},B). {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}

The difference between this version and the ideal version becomes apparent: the mis¬

match between the predicate descriptor build and the descriptor calc supposed to be

used provides useful information in spotting a student's misconception.

The use of argument slices may provide a more robust fashion to analyse programs

in a tutoring environment since it would provide more flexibility in the ordering of

argument positions. Procedures with disparate argument position orderings could still
be compared from the perspective of argument slices.

7.5.4 Techniques Spreading Over More Than One Procedure

Those programming techniques spreading over more than one procedure, e.g. initial¬
isation calls and mutually recursive procedures, were not addressed. We would want

to extend our formalism to cover these useful programming techniques.

Such programming techniques would consist of larger "chunks" of code comprising the
related procedures. For instance, in the following count/2 definition:
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count(L,C)
Ac = 0,
count(L,Ac,C).

count(L,C)
count(L,0,C).

count(L,Ac,C)
L - n,
C = Ac.

count ([] ,C,C).

count(L,Ac,C)
L - [_|Xs],
NAc is Ac + 1,
count(Xs,NAc,C).

count ([_l Xs] , Ac,C):-
NAc is Ac + 1,
count(Xs,NAc,C).

A formalisation of the technique employed in the accumulator pair would have to

take into account the initial value being assigned to variable Ac. The programming

technique in the second argument position, for example, could be depicted as

The relationship between count/2 and count/3 with respect to the second argument

position is captured by the representation above: the initialisation call Q employs Ac

only internally and thus appears without any argument; V depicts a technique adding
one to a variable instantiated to a numeric value and using the new obtained value in

its recursive subgoal. In order to properly analyse such constructs, the formalisation
of relationships between the variables of a clause (underlying our method for argument

slicing) would have to account for possible links created by means of the execution of
an auxiliary procedure.

Initialisation calls and mutually recursive procedures are examples of techniques ex¬

tending over more than one procedure. There are, however, more complex constructs,

involving a number of procedures which, on their turn, may employ other procedures
and so on. A robust characterisation of these complex programming techniques could

eventually be used for analysing full programs.

7.5.5 Adapting our Approach to Other Programming Languages

Q:~
Ac = 0,
P(Ac).

((offer{kc)))

V(kc) .

V(kc)
NAc is Ac + 1

V(NAc).

((offer(kc)))
{(offer(kc)))
((offer(Hkc)))

We have geared our work towards Prolog, incorporating its syntax and execution model.

We would want to investigate the adaptability of our approach to program decompo-
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sition to other logic programming languages such as Goedel, and to languages of the
functional and procedural paradigms.

Our approach should adapt naturally to other logic programming languages. The spe¬

cial built-in predicates offered by the new language would have to be incorporated to

our definitions, their possible meanings (i.e. whether the predicate always succeeds,
whether it is a test, or if it is used to obtain values) being used to analyse their impor¬
tance within programs. The representation of the execution of a procedure proposed
here is robust enough to handle different execution strategies and syntactic restrictions
in the programs. The notion of relevance of subgoals, argument slicing and program¬

ming techniques should also adapt well.

Programs within the functional and procedural paradigms do not have the potential

multiple uses of Prolog programs. In Prolog programs, in order to find out which

computation(s) a subgoal is performing, a careful analysis should take place considering
the different usages of the procedure within which that subgoal appears. This feature
led us into adopting an explicit representation for the usage of a procedure, by means

of the instantiation of its variables.

Procedural languages have richer syntax, with larger repertoires of constructs which

may span over long portions of a program. A program, for instance, may consist of a

single loop with many other commands within it. A representation for such program¬

ming practices should allow the initial abstraction of the details of the command (in the
case of a loop command it should allow the content of the loop to be considered initially
as a single abstract object) and, upon request, its subsequent careful examination. The
notion of relevance of a command and the slicing process for procedural languages have
been investigated [Wei82, Wei84, RW89, GL91, JR94, RHSR94], but work aimed at for¬

malising procedural programming practices has concentrated on plans and algorithms

[Wat92, ROLJ90] used in programs. It would be profitable to provide a purely syntactic
account of the programming practices of a procedural language, and observe their use

within a techniques editor: it has been pointed out [BB93] that novice programmers

may have difficulties in grasping the concept of programming plans, whereas program¬

ming techniques are simpler and less numerous. The simple instantiation mechanism

of Prolog has two distinct counterparts in some procedural languages, viz. parameter
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passing by value and reference: it would be worth investigating the contexts of such

practices and how they can be represented and distinguished.

Functional languages, on the other hand, have a simple syntax and their constructs
do not have the potential multiple uses of logic programs. The argument slicing of a

function could then safely rely only on the syntax of its components. The notion of

relevance of a command and the characterisation of programming practices by means

of descriptors would have to be substantially changed, though. A related work in this
area is that of Balmas [Bal95], employing conceptual schemata to characterise common

computations of LISP functions: these schemata are prototypical versions of compu¬

tations associated with specific argument positions of the function. Balmas' work is

connected to ours in that both use syntactic features of the program in the analysis,
whereas [Wat92], [Wil92], [RW90] use the more complex concepts of algorithms and

programming plans.
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Appendix A

Examples of Extracted
Programming Techniques

In this appendix we show some selected examples of programming techniques being
extracted. We have chosen 3 classic Prolog programs found in most textbooks [SS86,
Ros89, O'K90].

A.l Programming Techniques of append./3 Predicate

Let us suppose the user decides to extract the techniques of the following version of
the append/3 procedure:

append(A,B,C)
A = [],
B = C.

append(A,B,C)
A = [DIE] ,

C - [DIF] ,

append(E,B,F).

with respect to query

?- append([1,2,3],[4,5],A)

providing the following mode-annotated version of append/3:

append(A,B,C){A/g,B/g,C/f}
{A/g.B/g,C/f} A - [], {A/g,B/g,C/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f} B = C. {A/g,B/g,C/g}

append(A,B,C){A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f,E/f,F/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f,E/f,F/f} A = [D|E], {A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/f} C = [DIF], {A/g,B/g,C/i,D/g,E/g,F/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/i,D/g,E/g,F/f} append(E,B,F). {A/g,B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g,F/g}
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and the following clause- and mode-annotated argument slices:

append(A) {A/g} « offer({A}) ))
{A/g} A - []. {*/g}

append(A):- {A/g,D/f,E/f} {( offer({K}) ))
{A/g,D/f,E/f} A - [DIE], {A/g,D/g,E/g} {( oJflfer({D,E}) ))
{A/g,D/g,E/g} append(E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}

- append(B). {B/g} <( offer({B}) ))
P2 = append(B) {B/g} {( offer({B}> ))

{B/g} append(B). {B/g}

append(C) {B/g,C/f}
{( re<juired({B}) )) {B/g,C/f} B - C. {B/g.C/g} (( «ffer({C}) ))

P3 = append(C) {C/f,D/f,F/f}
(( rc<foired({D}) )) {C/f,D/g,F/f} C - [DIF], {C/i,D/g,F/f} (( offer({C}) ))

{C/i,D/g,F/f} append(F). {C/g,D/g,F/g} (( offer({F}) »

The techniques of procedure append/3 are:

1. Ti = (Pi)t & list-decomposition technique;

2. T2 = (P2)) a technique passing a parameter down the recursive call;

3. T3 = (Pi, P2, P3), a technique to build a list with the elements supplied by the
first technique, followed by the value passed down by the second technique.

Our management-tool provides a facility to help the visualisation of the extracted
techniques. The outcome of the extraction process is shown as in Figure A.l and it is
offered the possibility of inspection of the nodes of the tree.

Figure A.l: Simplified Description of the Programming Techniques of append/3

A.2 Programming Techniques of count_sum/4 Predicate

The following procedure countsum/4
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count-sum (A, Y,Count, Sum)
A = [XIXs],
X = Y,
Count = 0,
Sum * 0.

count-sum (A,Y,Count,Sum)
A - [XIXs],
X \— Y,
count-sum(Xs,Y,RestCount,RestSum),
Count is RestCount + 1,
Sum is RestSum + X.

which counts and computes the sum of those elements of a list until a certain element
Y is found, its clause-annotated argument slices, if analysed with respect to query

?- count_sum([l,2,3,end,4] ,end,C,S)

yields the following clause-annotated argument slices (for the sake of brevity the clause
annotations with empty sets of variables are omitted):

count .sum (A): - «otfer({A})»
A = [XIXs] , ((offer({X,Xs}))>

({reguired({Y}))) X = Y.
Pi = count-sum (A): - «otfer({A})))

A = [XIXs], {(°ffer({X,Xs})))
((regu«re<i({Y}))) X \=» Y,

count-sum (Xs) .

count-sum(Y) . ((offer({Y})))
p2 = count_sum(Y) {{offeriV1})))

count-Sum(Y).

• P3 =

count_sum(Count) :-
Count = 0.

count-sum (Count): -
count-sum (RestCount) ,

Count is RestCount + 1.

((°ffer( {Count} ) ))

((offer({RestCount})))
((offer({Count»))

count_sum(Sum):-
Sum = 0. ({°ffer({Sux}))}

PA = count-sum (Sum): -
count-sum (RestSum), ({oJQrer({RestSum})))

((required({X}))) Svua is RestSum + X. {{offer({Sua})))

Its set of techniques T = {Tx, T2, T3, T4} is such that

• Ti = (Pi, P2) is a technique defining the flow of execution (decompose a list until
a certain element is found);

• T2 = (P2) is a technique carrying a value down the recursive call;
• T3 = (P3) is a technique counting the number of iterations of a loop;
• T4 = (Pi, P2,P|) is a technique summing the elements provided by technique Ti.

Since the argument slices share the same relative ordering of the original procedure,
more complex techniques (such as Ti and T4) may use other simpler techniques as part
of their definitions.
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A.3 Programming Techniques of a Fuzzy Expert System

The following fuzzy expert system is an enhanced meta-interpreter [SS86, SL88] which
deals with fuzzy inferences and builds a proof of its derivations:
fuzzy(S,CF,Xp)

fact(S.CF),
Xp » fact(S,CF).

fuzzy(D,CF,Xp)
rule(D,S,CFR),
fuzzy(S,CFS,XpS),
CF is CFR * CFS,
Xp = rule(D,CF,XpS).

fuzzy(Ig,CF,Xp)
■g = not(S),
fuzzy(S,CFS,XpS),
CF is 1 - CFS,
Xp » neg(S,CF,XpS).

fuzzy(Cj,CF,Xp)
Cj = S * Ss,
fuzzy(S,CFS,XpS),
fuzzy(Ss , CFSs,XpSs),
min(CFS,CFSs,CF),
Xp = conj(CF,XpS,XpSs).

fuzzy(Dj,CF,Xp)
Dj « S or Ss,
fuzzy(S,CFS,XpS),
fuzzy(Ss,CFSs,XpSs),
max(CFS,CFSs,CF),
Xp = disjCCF,XpS,XpSs) .

X Auxiliary Routines

rain(X,Y,Min)X < Y, Min = X.
min(X,Y,Min)X >* Y, Min = Y.
max(X,Y,Max)X > Y, Max = X.
max(X,Y.Max) X =< Y, Max = Y.

X Knouledge-Base of Diseases and Symptoms —

rule(D,S,CF)
D 3 disease(flu),
S = not(disease(smallpox)) A

(symptom(temperature,high) or symptom(discharge-from-eyes,present)),
CF = 0.45.

fact(S.CF)
S * symptom(temperature ,high) ,

CF » 0.5.

Predicate fuzzy/3 is such that it holds if its second argument is the certainty factor
of its first argument, and its third argument has the proof-tree built in the proof of
the first argument. If we extract the techniques of procedure fuzzy/3 with respect
to the query ?- fuzzy (disease (flu) ,CF,Xp) we have the following clause-annotated
argument slices:
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• Pi =

fuzzy(CF)
(( required ({S}) )) fact(S,CF). (( offer({CF}) ))

fuzzy(CF)
(( reguired({D}) )) rule(D,S,CFR), (( offer({S ,CFR}) ))

fuzzy(CFS), (( offer ({CFS}) ))
CF is CFR ♦ CFS. (( offer ({CF}) ))

fuzzy(CF)
fuzzy(CFS), (( offer({CFS}) ))
CF is 1 - CFS. (( offer ({CF}) ))

fuzzy(CF)
fuzzy(CFS), (( offer({CFS}) ))
fuzzy(CFSs), (( o#er({CFSs}) ))
Bin(CFS,CFSs,CF). {( offer({CF}) ))

fuzzy(CF)
fuzzy(CFS), {{ offer({CFS}) ))
fuzzy(CFSs), (( oJ9rer({CFSs}) ))
max(CFS,CFSs,CF). (( offer({CF}) ))

fuzzy(Xp)
{{ required({S,CF}) )) Xp = fact(S,CF). (( oJ0rer({Xp}) ))

fuzzy(Xp)
(( required({D}) )) rule(D,S,CFR), (( oJ0rer({S ,CFR}) ))

fuzzy(XpS), (( offer({XpS}) ))
(( reguire<f({CF}) )) Xp = rule(D,CF,XpS). (( offer({Xp}) ))

fuzzy(Xp)
fuzzy(XpS), (( oj0rer({XpS}) ))

(( required({S ,CF}) )) Xp - neg(S,CF,XpS). (( offer({Xp}) ))
fuzzy(Xp)

fuzzy(XpS), (( offer({XpS}) ))
fuzzy(XpSs), (( o#er({XpSs}) ))

(( reguireef({CF}) )) Xp = conj(CF,XpS,XpSs). (( offer ({Xp}) ))
fuzzy(Xp)

fuzzy(XpS), (( offer({XpS}) ))
fuzzy(XpSs), (( oJflrer({XpSs}) ))

(( reguired({CF}) )) Xp = disj(CF,XpS,XpSs). {{ oj0Fer({Xp}) ))

The set T = {Ti,T2,T3} of techniques of fuzzy/3 is such that

• Ti = (Pi) is a technique defining the flow of execution, by attempting to
a given formula (symptom, disease, conjunction or disjunction);

fuzzy(S) (( offer({S» ))
fact(S,CF). (( offer ({CF}) }}

fuzzy(D) (( o#er({D}) ))
rule(D,S,CFR), {{offer({S.CFR}) ))
fuzzy(S).

fuzzy(Ng) (( offer({Hg}) ))
Ng = not(S), {( offer({S}) ))
fuzzy(S).

fuzzy(Cj) (( offer({Cj}) ))
Cj = S 4 Ss, (( offer({S,Ss}) ))
fuzzy(S) ,

fuzzy(Ss) .

fuzzy(Dj) (( offer({Dj}) »
Dj = S or Ss, (( oJ9rer({S,Ss}) ))
fuzzy(S),
fuzzy(Ss).
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• T2 = (P\,P2) is a technique that calculates the certainty factor of a formula
using fuzzy reasoning. It employs values supplied by Ti above.

• T3 = (Pi, P2P3) builds a proof-tree as the proof proceeds, employing values
provided by T j and T2 above.



Appendix B

^-Relations and Examples of
Abstractions

In this appendix we show the formal definitions of the ^-relations used during the
abstraction and reimplementation of the argument slices, described in Section 5.7.6.
We also show examples of argument slices being abstracted.

In ^-relations, when we want to refer to portions of the clause whose details are not
relevant we employ vectors of clause- and mode-annotated subgoals Si and Sf of the
following form

Si =

S? =

7[t,0] %0] *%,0] #[,,0] 7[j,o] > • • • i 7[t,n,] ^[i,n,] "%,n,] 7[i,n;]

7[»,0] ^,0] *^[t',0] 0 [:',0] 7[it0] ) • • * > 7[»',n,] ^,n,] •%>.'] 7[,',ni] ^ [:',n,

such that Sf corresponds to Si in the right-hand side of the ^-relations, its abstract
version, and it is such that only the mode-annotations are altered. Alternatively, Si
can be seen as the more specific version of Sf.

B.l Predicate Symbol Abstraction

The actual predicate symbol employed in the head goal of an argument slice is not
relevant. The different contexts within which programming techniques will be used,
techniques editors, program combination systems, tracers, etc., are such that only the
format of each clause, in terms of numbers of recursive calls, is of importance. We
shall denote this by replacing the actual predicate p used in the head goal and in the
recursive subgoals for a neutral meta-symbol V.

We define a predicate pred. between two clause- and mode-annotated argument slices
P, and P°, such that pred(Pi, Pf ,p) holds if P, is syntactically equivalent to P" if p
is consistently replaced by V:

pred(Pi,P?,p) <= P{ = (jAp? = Pi ^

pf*d(PitP?,p) <= Pi = (S,C)AP? = (da,Ca)A6(3,Sa,p)Apred(C,Ca,p)
198
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The first line describes the case when both argument slices are empty sequences of
clauses: P, and P" are identical. The second clause recursively defines the relationship
between P, and P" in terms of its sequences of clauses: the first clauses C and Ca, of
P, and Pf respectively, must be ^-related and the rest of the clauses must recursively
satisfy pred.

The ^-relation employed above is defined in terms of possible templates for the clauses
C and Ca. The symbol p is the actual predicate symbol of Pt, replaced by P in P".
In the definitions below 5 and 5,-,0 < i < r are possibly empty vectors of clause- and
mode-annotated non-recursive subgoals; the first definition of S caters for recursive
clauses:

p(x) : - 9o 70 V(x):- 9o 70

So S0
9[ 7l p(x 1) , 9{' tT 01 7f Vtxx), 9[' ■tV

5,
5

Si

Sn-l Sn-1
er„ 7; p(x„) C 7;' 0rn 7; Vtxn) O'n' In

sn Sn

The second formulation for 6 addresses non-recursive clauses:

*('p(x)90 70

S
Vtx) -.-da 70

s ,p)

B.2 E-form ^-Relations

In this section we formally describe the ^-relations employed to obtain the explicit form
(e-form) of argument slices, explained in Section 5.7.6.

Same Variables in the Head Goal and Recursive Subgoal: The use of the
same variable in the head goal and in recursive subgoals is a design decision. The
programmer decided that the argument position of two subgoals were to be the same,
thus sharing an equality relationship. By explicitly using the —/2 operator to describe
this design decision, the equality relationship can be abstracted firstly as an assign or
bind then as a relation subgoal; during the reimplementation the abstract relationship
can be specialised in forms different from the original equality relation between the
two argument positions.

When the variable x in the head goal is not free before the recursive subgoal, that is,
x is associated with a token different from "f in 9 before the recursive call, then the
subgoal explicitly binding x and the fresh variable y is inserted before the recursive
subgoal. The new argument slice with the new clause bearing the inserted subgoal
is equivalent to the old one: the recursive subgoal will be invoked with its variables
bearing the same instantiation as before:

p(x) 80 70

Si
7 0 p(x) , 9' 7'

s2.

p(x)9g 70

S?
7 8a x = y, 9. 7.
7 9, p(y), 9'a 7'

S?.

(B.l)
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where

1. x/Te 0,r#f,x/T'€ e'-
2. 9g = 0O U {y/= %,,-j U {y/f},9'^ = e'[u] U {y/f},0 < i < ni,9a =

0U {y/f};
3. 0, = 0U{y/T};
4. 0'" = 9' U {y/T'},0^ = 0[2,t] U {y/T'}, 0'f2ti] = 9{2 i] U {y/T'}, 0 < i < n2.
5. 7 = ((required ($))),"/' — ((offer(9))), 7, = ((otfer^y})))

The first condition describes the instantiation status x must have: it should not be
free before the recursive call where x appears again; x is associated with token T"
in 9'. The second condition describes the relationship between the mode-annotations
before the analysed recursive call: the mode-annotations 9g,9"l ^ and 9a on the right-
hand side consist of 9o, 0[i,i] and 9, respectively, together with the pair y/f depicting
the auxiliary variable y used in the explicit binding "x = y" initially free; the clause-
annotations remain the same. The third condition describes the relation between the
mode-annotations after the "x = y" subgoal: 9„ is equal to 9 together with the pair
{y/T}, where T is the token associated to x before the recursive call (first condi¬
tion). The fourth condition depicts the relation between the mode-annotations after
the analysed recursive call: 9'a, 0^j -j and 0'[2,i] consist, respectively, of 9', 0[2j] and 0|2 -j
together with y/T' depicting y with the instantiation mode of x after the recursive call
(first condition). The fifth condition shows the values of 7, 7' and 7,.

When a variable x in the head goal is free before its new occurrence in a recursive
subgoal, that is, x is associated with "f" in 9, then the subgoal "x = y" is inserted
after the recursive subgoal. In terms of equivalence of procedural meaning (execution),
the position of this new subgoal in relation to the recursive call is irrelevant: the recur¬
sive goal will be invoked with its variables bearing the same instantiation modes and
contents. If, however, "x = y" is inserted after the recursive call, then the reimplemen-
tations of its abstraction may employ y possibly with a changed instantiation status:
if it is ground, then any one of the more specialised descriptors (even the stringent
descriptor calc) can be employed:

p(x)0O 70

5,
7 0 p(x) , 0' 7'

S2.

p(x)0o 70
sa

70a ply). o'a i,a
7 0'° x - y, 0. 7'

S?.

(B.2)

where

1. x/f e9,x/T'e9'-,
2. 9g = 90 U {y/f},0fM = <?[!,,] U {y/f},0?M = 9{u] u {y/f},0 < i < nu9a =

{y/f};

3. 9'a = 0U{y/T'},0, = 9'u{y/T'},9p q = 0[MU{y/T'}, 0'f2>i] = 9{2i]U{y/T'}, 0 <
i < n2.
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4. 7 = ((required(</>))), y,a = ((offer({y})))

The first condition tells us that this ^-relation holds if x is free before the recursive
call where it appears again. The relationship between the mode-annotations before the
analysed recursive call in the second item are similar to that of the previous ^-relation:

^ and 9'^a consists of, respectively, ,] and 9'^ t-, together with the pair y/f de¬
picting the auxiliary variable y initially free used in tne explicit binding ux - y". The
second condition relates the 0's before the recursive subgoal being analysed: the mode-
annotations in the right-hand side construct are the corresponding mode-annotations
together with the pair y/f denoting the auxiliary variable y initially free. The third
condition describes the relation between the mode-annotations after the analysed re¬
cursive subgoal: 9,a is 8 added with the pair y/T', where T" is ar's mode in 91 (first
condition); it also relates 9"2 tj and 9'"2ip respectively, with 0[2i,j and 0|2 (j together with
the pair y/T'. The last condition describes the formats of 7 and 7'0.

Example: The following ^-relation holds between the following clause of the second
argument slice of collect/2 (left-hand side) and its more abstract version:

V(B){B/f}
{B/f} V(B) . {B/g> ((offerm)))

VW:- {B/f.C/f}
{B/f,C/f} 7>(C), {B/f,C/g} ({offer({C})»
(B/f.C/gj B - C.{B/g,C/g} ((offer({B»))

Implicit Testing in a Data Structure Decomposition: When a subgoal perform¬
ing a data structure decomposition is such that one of the variables in its pattern is
not associated with token "f", then possibly a test is also being implicitly performed.
The ^-relation below replaces the variable y of the data structure pattern which is not
associated with "f" in 9 for a fresh variable z associated with "f', and then inserts a

subgoal of the form "y = 2". All the other mode-annotations of the clause have to be
altered to accommodate the newly introduced variable 2:

(B.3)

where

1. x/Tx e 9, Tx # f, x/T'x € 8', y/Ty € 9, Ty # f, y/T'y € 8'-
2. C Tx, T/ C T'x, T/ C Ty, T/ C T'y-
3. 9% = 80 U {2/= 9[ltj] U {z/f},8'lhj] = 9'[hj] U {2/f}, 0 < j < ni,9a
9u{z/f},

4. 9. = (8 - {:x/Tx}) U {x/T/, z/T°};

5. 8'a = 9' U {z/T/}, df2j] = 9[2J] U {z/Ty"},9"f2J] = 9\2>j] U {z/Tf},0<j< n2.
6. 7 = ((required(Z)))

(a) if y e Z then 70 = ((required(Z1))), Z' = Z - {y},7* = ((required({y})))-,
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(b) if y / Z then ja — 7,7, = ((required(0)));
7. 7' = ((offer(V))),Ya = {(offer(W))), W = V U {2}, ^ = ((offer(0)))

The first item describes the conditions the tokens associated with x and y before and
after the subgoal "x = f(V\ y V^j)" must fulfil. The second condition establishes that
T° subsumes Tx and T'x and T° subsumes Ty and Ty: the changes in the modes of these
variables must be properly captured by this 5-relation. The third condition shows the
relations between the mode-annotations before the subgoals under analysis: they are
similar, with the addition of the pair 2/f in the mode-annotations of the right-hand
side of the ^-relation. The fourth condition describes 9m in terms of 9: the pair x/Tx
is removed from 9 and z/Ty and x/Tx are inserted. The fifth condition defines the
relation between those mode-annotations after the analysed subgoals: they are similar,
with the exception of an additional element z/T° appearing in those mode-annotations
on the right-hand side of the ^-relation. The sixth item describes the relations between
7, 7° and 7,: the variable y, if required before the subgoal "x = f(V\ y V2)" must be
removed from it, since it will be replaced by a fresh variable z and hence is not required
any longer, and it must be inserted in 7*, the clause-annotation preceding the inserted
subgoal "y =2"; if y is not in Z then the clause-annotations remain as they were and
7* has an empty set. The last condition shows the relationships between 7', j'a and
7*: the fresh variable 2 is appropriately inserted in j'a and an empty set is assigned
to 7».

Example: The following (S-relation holds between the following clause of the second
argument slice of prefix/2 and its more abstract version:

prefix(B):- {B/g,C/f,D/f} (( offer({B}) ))
(( required({C}) )) {B/g,C/g,D/f} B = [ClD] ,{B/g,C/g,D/g}(( offer({t>}) ))

{B/g,C/g,D/g} prefix(D).{B/g,C/g,D/g}

prefix(B):- {B/g,C/f,D/f,E/f} (( Oj(fer({B}) ))
{B/g,C/g,D/f,E/f} B = [EID] ,{B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}(( oJ0rer({D,E}) ))

regu»red({C}) )){B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g} C = E, {B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g}
{B/g,C/g,D/g,E/g> prefix(D) .{B/g.C/g^/g.E/g}

Implicit Testing on Data Structures being Built: This ^-relation addresses the
case when a data structure f(V) is tested against a non-free variable x: it replaces
x for a fresh variable y and then inserts a subgoal y = x performing an explicit test
equivalent to that implicitly carried out in the pattern matching:

(B.4)

where

1. x/T € 0, T / f,x/T' G 0' and for each variable 2 in V, it is the case that
->change(z, 9, 9');

2. Ta :r,r: T'\
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3. 0g = 00 U = %,,] u {y/f},9'a[hi] = e'[lA U {y/f},0 < i < nu9a =
<9 U {y/f};

4. <r = yujy/T"},^ = (0-{x/T})U{y/Ta,x/Ta},9^A = %,,]U{y/T«},0'f2ill =
0[2,i] U {J//Ta}>° < * < n2-

5. 7 = ((required (Z)))

(a) if x € Z then 7° = ((required(Z'))), Z' — Z — {x},J* = ((required({x})))~,
(b) if x ^ Z then 7° = 7,7* = ((required(ft)))-,

6. 7'™ = «otfer({y})))

These conditions are similar to those of the previous ^-relation. The first item lists
the conditions of the tokens associated to x in the mode-annotations before and after
the analysed subgoal, as well as the modes of those variables within the data structure
pattern. The second condition draws relationships between Ta and T and T'. The third
condition shows the relationships between the mode-annotations before the analysed
subgoal: those of the left-hand side clause are equal to those of the right-hand side
clause if the pair y/f is appended to them. The fourth condition shows the relationships
between the mode-annotations of the subgoals being analysed and those of the subgoals
following them. The fifth condition depicts the relationship between 7,7" and 7,. The
sixth item depicts 7'°.

Implicit Testing in Arithmetic Calculations: This 5-relation addresses those
subgoals performing the arithmetic calculation of an expression f(V) via the is/2
operator and compares the final result with a non-free variable x; complex subgoals
of this sort can be replaced by two simpler subgoals, one performing the computation
and storing its value in a free variable y and another subgoal explicitly testing y and
x:

(B.5)

where

1. x/T £ 6,T / f,x/T' 6 0' and for each variable z in V, it is the case that
-<change(z, 9,9');

2. Ta CT,T°C T";

3. eg = 00 u {y/f},9?ht] = %,,] u {y/f},0(lit]a = 9[lA u {y/f},0 <i< nx,9° =
9\J {y/f};

4. 9'a = 0U{y/T"},9: = (9-{x/T})u{y/T/ x/T"}, 0^t] = 9[2,i]Li{y/Ta},9%A =
6[i,i]u {y/ra}.° < i<n2.

5. 7 = ((required(Z)))

(a) if x G Z then 7" = ((required(Z1))), Z' = Z — {x},7„ = ((required({x})));
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(b) if x £ Z then 7° = 7,7, = ((required(0)));
6. 7,a = ((offer({y}))).

This <S-relation is similar to the previous one, differing only in the predicates =/2 and
is/2.

Implicit Testing in 9 Predicates: This ^-relation addresses those subgoals em¬

ploying an 3 input predicate (read/1 or get/1) which obtains a value and compares it
with the value of the non-free variable x it is invoked with, thus implicitly performing
a test. Such subgoals are replaced by two simpler subgoals, one performing the data
input with a free variable y receiving it, and another explicitly testing x and y:

(B.6)

where

1. x/T e0,T /f,x/T' £0';
2. Ta CT,T°: T;

3. OS = 60 U = %,,•] U {y/f},^/ = 0(1)t] U {y/f},0 < i < nu0a =
01) {y/f};

4. 0'a = 0l){y/T«},0: = (0-{x/T})U{y/Ta,x/Ta},0$A = 0[2,i}U{y/T°},0%{] =
0{uU{y/Ta},O< i< n2.

5. 7 = ((required(Z)))

(a) if a: £ Z then 7" = ((required(Z'))), Z' — Z — {x},7* = ((required({x})))]
(b) if x £ Z then 7° = 7,7» = ((required(0)));

6. Ya = ((offer({y}))).

Unused Head Goal Arguments: Those variables in the head goal which are not
used within a clause may be useful when the procedure is being reimplemented. Those
variables can be seen as satisfying a "dummy" true subgoal which always succeeds; the
^-relation below inserts a true/1 subgoal for each variable in the head goal not used
within a clause. The inserted true subgoals, once abstracted, allow different possible
redefinitions:

p(x):- 80 70
S

p(x)do 70

7 90 true(x) , do 7'
S

(B.7)

where

1. x does not occur in any subgoal of vector S\

2. 7 = ((required(<D))), 7'= ((offer(0))).
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If the clause has an empty body, then the following alternative formulation of the
relation above is applicable:

p(x) . do 70
p(x) do 70

7 do true(x) . d0 7' (B-8)

Example: The ^-relation above holds between the following clause of the second
argument slice of procedure prefix/2 (left-hand side) and its more abstract version:

V(B). {B/g} ((offer({B»))
7>(B):- {B/g} ((offer({B}))>

{B/g} true(B) ■ {B/g}

The clause on the right-hand side can have its true subgoal abstracted and reimple-
mented as a different form of test.

B.3 Subgoal (^-Relations

In this subsection we define J-relations relating clause- and mode-annotated subgoals
and their abstracted forms. When employed to abstract a subgoal the <5-relation
rewrites the subgoal as a descriptor, an informative predicate name conveying the
procedural meaning of the subgoal. The clause- and mode-annotations remain un¬

changed. Every possible combination of predicates and modes was addressed. We
have grouped the ^-relations together depending on the descriptor in their right-hand
side. The relations presented here are aimed at procedures in their e-form form.

In some cases, a subgoal can be accurately abstracted as one of the descriptors. These
subgoals employ system predicates or operators whose computational meaning is well-
defined and known in advance. For instance, those subgoals employing operators >/2,
</2, and so on, are uniquely abstracted as a test, despite their mode-annotations. The
mode-annotations, in other cases, complement the syntax of the subgoal, ruling out
possible meanings.

(^-Relations for the test Descriptor: The test descriptor stands for all subgoals used
as tests, that is, those subgoals that may alter the flow of execution of a procedure by
causing a failure. All those system operators o (Section 1.5) different from ~/2 and
=../2 are necessarily tests, despite their mode-annotations, that is

7 0 x o a 0' 7' 7 6 test({x}) 6' Y (B.9)

where o / {=, = . .}. The constant a is an arbitrary construct and is not part of the
abstraction. If this relation is used to specify a test subgoal, then a must be provided
by the user. If two variables xi and x2 are employed in a concrete subgoal employing
the same operator o as above, then both must appear in the test descriptor:

7 6 x\ o x2 0' 7' 7 0 test({xi,X2}) 0' f' (B.10)

where o / {=, =. .}.
When =/2 or ~../2 are used in a subgoal, then its mode-annotations may help to
decide which computation is being carried out; if the subgoal is of the form x o a and
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the tokens associated with variable x do not satisfy the change relationship, we shall
consider this subgoal as a test:

7 9 x o a 9' j' 7 9 <es<({x}) 9' 7' (B.ll)

where o 6 {=, = . .} and -ichange(x,9,9'). One should notice that if unknown(x,9,9'),
then this relation is still applicable. If the subgoal is of the form x\ o x2, then in order
to be abstracted as a test, both its variables are such that their associated tokens do
not satisfy the change relationship and are not free:

7 9 x\ 0x2 9' 7' 7 9 test({x 1, x2}) Y (B.12)

where o£ {=, = ..},->change(xi,9,9'),Xi/T € 9,T Y f, i= 1,2: if the variables remain
free throughout the subgoal execution, then the bind descriptor (Def.: B.21) should be
used instead. Both variables appear in the test descriptor.

The f system predicates (Section 1.5) are all tests, despite their mode-annotations:

(B.13)f(x) 9'Y
s

<—> 7 9 test({x}) 9' 7'

Since we assume that the procedure to be abstracted is in its e-form, we need not con-
andsider the subgoals 9$s(x)9' 9 x is f{yi,...,yn)9', change(x,9,9'), because,

although they are tests, they would have been changed by the subgoal-inserting rela¬
tions B.l to B.8.

^-Relations for the assign Descriptor: The assign predicate descriptor abstracts
those subgoals that may perform changes in the instantiation status of its variables.
The =/2 and =../2 operators are of paramount importance as far as assignments and
design decisions are concerned, since the procedures dealt with here are in their e-form.
If the subgoal is of the form x o a and the tokens associated with variable x do not
satisfy the fixed relationship, we shall consider this subgoal as an assignment:

7 9 x o a 9' 7'
s

<—> 7 9 assign(0, {2:}) 9' 7' (B.14)

where o € {=, = ..} and -<fixed(x1 9, 9'). If the subgoal is of the form 27 o x2, then in
order to be abstracted as an assign, one of its variables 27 is such that its associated
tokens do not satisfy the fixed relationship:

7 9 X\ o X2 9' 7' 7 9 assign({xj}, {2:,}) 9' 7' (B.15)

where o 6 {=, = • •} and -ifixed(xi,9,9'),i j. This relation does not pose any con¬
straint on Xj, apart from it being different from x,-. The system predicates 9 (Sec¬
tion 1.5) are also assignments

7 9 Q(x) 9'Y
s

<—► 7 9 assignfib, {x}) 9' 7' (B.16)

where -1fixed(x, 9,9')■ since the procedures are in their e-form, it is the case that S5
subgoals always satisfy this constraint.
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5-Relations for Other Descriptors: The remaining descriptors have their ^-relations
explained here. The decomp descriptor abstracts those subgoals of the form "x = f{V)n
such that x does not satisfy the change relationship, that is,

7 0 x = /(j/i,..., yn) 0' y' y 9 decomp(x, {yx,..., yn}) 0' y' (B. 17)

where -<change{x,0,0'). The same subgoal may be abstracted as the build descriptor,
if x does not satisfy the fixed relationship, that is,

70 x = /(yi,...,y„) 0'7'
s

t—> 7 0 build({yi,...,yn},x) 0' 7' (B.18)

where -<fixed(x, 0,0'). If, instead of the =/2 operator, the arithmetic operator is/2 is
used, then it is the case that "x is f(V)n is abstracted as the calc descriptor:

70 x is f{yi,...,yn) 0'y'
s

i—> 7 0 calc({yl,...,yn},x) 0'y' (B.19)

where -7fixed(x, 0,0'). Those subgoals employing user-defined predicates are simply
abstracted onto the user-pred descriptor:

7 0 P(xi, • • •, xn) 0' 7'
s

<—> 70 user-pred({x1,..., xn}) 0' 7' (B.20)

where -isystem(pn). If two variables xi and X2 are associated with tokens "F in the
mode-annotations before and after a subgoal, then this subgoal can be abstracted as
the bind descriptor:

7 0 xi = X2 0' 7' 7 0 bind{xi,xfi) 0'y' (B.21)

where x,/f G 0, x,/f 6 0',i= 1,2.

S-Relations for the relation Descriptor: The predicate descriptors, conveying the
procedural meaning of the subgoals, can be further abstracted as the relation descrip¬
tor, providing an even less committed account of the design decisions of the program.
The relation descriptor stands for a generic declarative description of the subgoals:
its sets of variables and their mode-annotations preserve the procedural aspect of the
subgoal and serve as constraints in future reimplementations.

The 5-relations above may have further restrictions as to how the variables in each
descriptor are grouped together: this depends on the tokens associated with each
variable. The test descriptor relates to relation in a straightforward way:

7 0 test(W) 0' 7' 7 0 relation(W) 0' f' (B.22)

where x € W, -ichange(x, 0, 0'); test subgoals should not change the instantiation status
of their variables W. The arguments x and V of decomp are merged as W in relation:

7 0 decomp(x, V) 0' y' 7 0 relation{W) 0' y' (B.23)

where W = V U {x}, -*change(x, 0, 0'), and y G V, -<fixed(y, 0,0'); the variables y G V
have their values changed and x remains unchanged. In build, the converse holds:

7 0 build(V, x) 0' 7' 70 relation(W) 0' 7' (B.24)
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where W = FU{x}, -ifixed(x, 0,0'), y G V, ->change(y, 0,0'); the variables y 6 V remain
unchanged while x has its value changed. A similar ^-relation holds between calc and
relation:

~ ""

(B.25)7 0 calc(V, x) 0' 7' 7 0 relation(W) 0' y
where W = V U {2}, -ifixed(x, 0,0'), y G V,-1change(y,0,0'). The sets of variables of
the assign descriptor are merged:

7 0 assign(Vi, V2) 0' 7' 7 0 relation(W) 0' 7' (B.26)

where W = ViU V2, x G Vi, ~'change(x, 0, 0'),y (= V2, ~<fixed(y, 0,0')\ the set Vj contains
those variables which do not change, whereas V2 contains those variables which do not
remain fixed. The bind descriptor is such that the following ^-relation holds:

7# bind{xi, 22) 0'7' <—► 7 0 relation({xi, x?}) 0' (B.27)

where x,/f G 0, x,/f G 0'. The following ^-relation holds for the user-pred descriptor:
S

7 0 user-pred(W) 0' 7' j0 relation(W) 0'j' (B.28)

Finally, the relation below holds for those true predicates inserted in the e-form:

7# true(x) 0' f'
i

<—>• 7 0 relation({x}) 0' 7' (B.29)

^-Relation between relation Descriptors: two consecutive relation subgoals are
related to a single relation subgoal whose set of variables is given by the union of the
sets of variables of the consecutive subgoals, that is,

((required(Vi))) 9 relation(Wi) 9,({offer(Zi)))
((requiredfVi))) 9,relation(W-i) 9'((offerlz?))) ((required(V))) 9 relation(W) 9' ((offer(Z)))

(B.30)
where W = Wx U W2, Vx = V n V2 = V n W2, x G W, x/T G 0, x/T' G 0,, x/T" G
0',T" -<T'<T. The < relation is as described in Section 3.6.2; it poses additional
requirements on the mode-annotations of the variables and the way they can be divided
into two subsets with their own mode-annotations. This <5-relation merges the relation
subgoals when used to abstract the subgoals of a clause, or splits a relation subgoal
into a sequence of other relation subgoals, if used to reimplement the subgoals of a
clause.

B.4 Convergence to the Procedural Abstraction

If 9RP is used to automatically abstract a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice in
its e-form p[a'e' then the procedural abstraction p[a'p' of that component is guaranteed
to be eventually reached and is such that 3RP will not abstract it further. p[a'p^ has no

duplicate clauses and each of its clauses is of the form P(x) 0' j' S, S being a non¬
empty vector of clause- and mode-annotated subgoals 7 0 V(y) 0' 7' or 7 0 q(.V~) 0' j'
where q is a predicate descriptor different from relation. It is possible that there are
no recursive subgoals P(y), but there is at least one subgoal q(V) in S.
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The relation is only applied to those clause and mode-annotated argument slices
in their explicit form version. In order to prove that the procedural abstraction is
eventually reached, we must first consider the format the e-form version of components
have. Our proof will initially address the definition of the e-form relation and the
format of its second argument. We then employ this intermediate result to sketch a
proof that the procedural abstraction is eventually reached.

B.4.1 The e-form Relation

The e-form predicate, when provided with argument slice p[a'°', obtains the construct
consisting of p[a'0' in its explicit form. Its definition, taken from Section 5.7.6,

is

e-formiP^Pi) <= P,: = (CC C') A -.(£ Ce)
e-form(Pi, l|a'e]) <= Pt = (C & C') A P, = (C& C') A

(C Ce) A e-formiP'i, Pl"'e])
The employed notation hides the implementational details, enabling us to focus on
more relevant issues. The definition above, in its first clause, states that the predicate
will have found the e-form of an argument slice, i.e. the second argument position is
assigned a value, when there are no more e-form ^-relations (Section B.2) applicable
to any clause in the argument slice provided as the first argument. The second clause
states that if there is an e-form ^-relation which applies to one of the clauses of the
given argument slice in the first argument, then a temporary construct P{ is built
replacing the clause C for the newly obtained clause Ce and recursively employed to
obtain the final e-form of the given argument slice.

The non-deterministic nature of this definition implies that all possibilities will be
tried until there are no more applicable e-form (S-relations. If there is any clause which
matches one of these relations then it will be found and properly replaced by its e-form.

Since we are dealing with argument slices obtained from actual Prolog procedures, it
is always the case that in every clause there must be relationships (explicit or not)
between the variable in its head goal and each of the variables in its recursive calls.
Implicit relationships between variables are repeated occurrences of the same symbol in
different recursive subgoals. Explicit relationships involve non-recursive subgoals and
are considered below. As far as the syntactic features of the most abstract argument
slice are concerned, these relations make sure that there is at least one non-recursive
subgoal in the body of each clause; for instance, if there is a clause- and mode-annotated
clause in the argument slice with an empty body, that is, of the form

p(x) . 0o 7q

then ^-relation B.8 will replace it for

p(x):~ 90 70

7 0O true(x) . 90 7'
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Clauses of the form
p(x):~ 90 70

Si
7 0 p(x) , 9' y

S2.

are replaced by (Def.: B.l)

p(x):~ 0q 70

Sf
f0a x = y, 9. 7,
T p(y). 0'a T'

s?.

or by (Def.: B.2)
p(x):~ 0g 70

Sf
7^ pCy), 9,a f'°
y0'a x = y, 0„T'

5~*c*2_J
These last two cases assure us that at least one relation subgoal will always be found
in a clause: those clauses where head goal variables are replicated in recursive goals
are replaced by clauses where this replication is made via an explicit association using
the operator =/2. This, together with the rest of the informal proof below, explains
the fact that there must be at least one relation descriptor in the body of the clauses
of the most abstract argument slice.

The e-form ^-relations also assure us that complex subgoals are replaced by equivalent
sequences of simpler subgoals. This guarantees that each non-recursive subgoal has an

appropriate procedural predicate descriptor different from relation being assigned to it
by means of 3?p, as explained below.

B.4.2 The ffl Relation

The 9£p predicate relates, similarly, two argument slices P4 and Pf, such that the
latter is the procedural abstraction of the former. The definition of introduced in
Section 5.7.6, is

£p(pt-,p[a'p]) 4= ^(P„P;)A^p(P;,P!-p1)
3JP(P,, p[a'Pl) <= nfc(P.p!)APi = pM

The first clause recursively relates Pf, a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice in
piits e-form, to P4 by means of an intermediate construct P, obtained via the auxiliary

predicate 1RPC holds if, and only if, P, differs from Pt in exactly one clause: this
clause has a counterpart in P, but has one of its subgoals replaced by a descriptor
different from relation, that is, one of of the descriptors bearing a procedural meaning,

is defined below. The second clause states that an argument slice P, is 5{p-related
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to another argument slice p[a'pl if it is not possible to find an intermediate argument
slice Pi that fulfils the relation; in this case, Pi and p[.a'p' are bound to be the
same. The definition of 3JP formalises, in a non-deterministic way, that will be
applied to the clauses of P, exhaustively, until it is not applicable anymore.

The correctness and termination of9?p relies thus on the definition of9Jp. 9JP terminates
if eventually fails. We must then prove that is always successful in mapping

£ C/
two clause- and mode-annotated argument slices P,- and P, such that they differ in

n

exactly one clause; if it is not possible to find P^ then should fail. The difference
between these argument slices is either a repeated clause that is found P, and has been
removed in P, or a clause in P, that has one of its subgoals abstracted as a predicate
descriptor different from relation. We address the correctness and termination of
below.

B.4.3 The 5?^ Relation

The predicate 9?p employs the auxiliary predicate 9?^., whose definition (also introduced
in Section 5.7.6) is

Wc{Pi,P?) <= P, = (C\ dC2cd C3> A P? = (Ci & C2 C C3)
§?£(P,-,Pf) 4= Pi = (Ci & C2) A Pf = (Ci C° C2) A 9f£(C,Ca)

The first clause relates a given argument slice P, with P" if the former has a pair of
repeated clauses C: the second occurrence of this clause is removed from Pi yielding
Pf. This explains the lack of repeated clauses in the procedural abstraction of an
argument slice. The second clause picks up one clause C from P, and finds its abstract
form Ca via 9?^; 9J^ abstracts subgoals in the body ofC by relating via some <£-relation
a clause- and mode-annotated subgoal of C to a more abstract format of it.

The definition of 9?£ ensures that if there is a pair of repeated clauses in P,- then it
will provide the component Pf consisting of P, without the second occurrence of the
repeated clause; it also ensures that if there is one clause C in P,- that satisfies 9JP
then this clause will be eventually used to obtain Pf. Wc fails if there are no repeated
clauses in P, or if it cannot relate one of its clauses to a more abstract form via 9J^.

B.4.4 The K5 Relation and its Subset of ^-Relations

relates two clause- and mode-annotated clauses when one of their subgoals are
S- related:

Ws(d,da) <= 6 = H :-9y(sJs2) A§a = H :-0y(sJaS2) A
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holds when 5 in C is J-related to Sa in Ca. The ^-relations mentioned in the
definition are only those mapping actual clause- and mode-annotated Prolog subgoals
to those descriptors different from relation, that is, <5-relations B.9 to B.21. Ws fails
when there are no subgoals S in C fulfilling one of the <5-relations B.9 to B.21; if there
is one clause- and mode-annotated subgoal matching the left-hand side of one of the
^-relations B.9 to B.21 then the non-deterministic definition of guarantees it will
be eventually considered.

The subset of ^-relations B.9 to B.21 must ensure that all possible clause- and mode-
annotated Prolog subgoals are addressed. The definitions of e-form, Wc and Ws
guarantee that every clause- and mode-annotated Prolog subgoal comprising the bodies
of the clauses in the given argument slice P, is eventually considered and abstracted
using a <5-relation:

• Subgoals employing system operators o (Section 1.5) different from =/2 and =../2
are abstracted by ^-relation B.9, if only constants are employed, or by B.10, if
variables are also being used;

• Subgoals employing system predicate (Section 1.5) are abstracted by B.13;

• Subgoals of the form x o a, o E {=, = ••} are abstracted by B.ll or by B.14,
depending on whether or not x changes its mode;

• Subgoals of the form x\ o X2,o € {=, = ..} are abstracted by B.12 or by B.15,
depending on whether or not x, changes its mode; if x,- remains associated with
f throughout the subgoal execution then the subgoal is abstracted by B.21;

• Subgoals employing system predicates 3 (Section 1.5) are abstracted by B.16:
since the argument slices are in their e-form, it is guaranteed that 9 will only
appear with its variable satisfying the change relation;

• Subgoals of the form x = f(V)" are abstracted by B.17 or by B.18, depending
on whether x changes or not its mode: since the argument slice is in its e-form
before the abstraction takes place, those subgoals performing complex bindings
between subterms of x and variables in f(V) are replaced for a sequence of simpler
subgoals all of which match one of the ^-relations described;

• Subgoals of the form x is f(V) are abstracted by B.19: the initial processing of
argument slices into their e-form guarantees that subgoals of this sort will always
instantiate x;

• Subgoals employing user-defined predicates are abstracted by B.20.

The cases above address all the clause- and mode-annotated Prolog subgoals found in
our studied class of programs as defined in Section 1.5. They guarantee that there is
a unique ^-relation for each combination of Prolog subgoal and mode-annotations.
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B.5 Convergence to the Most Abstract Argument Slice

Similarly, if 3?* is used to automatically abstract a procedural abstraction p(Q'p' of
a clause- and mode-annotated argument slice then its most abstract version is
eventually reached and it is such that 3i* will not abstract it any further. has no

duplicate clauses and each of its clauses is such that:

1. its body consists only of clause- and mode-annotated recursive calls and relation
subgoals;

2. there are no two consecutive relation subgoals;

3. there is at least one relation subgoal;

That is, its clauses are of the form V(.x) 0' y' S, S being a non-empty vector of
clause- and mode-annotated subgoals 7 9 V(y) 6' 7' or yd relation (V) 6' y', with at
least one subgoal of the latter kind and no two consecutive occurrence of such relation
subgoals. If there are no recursive subgoals V(.y) then S consists of a single relationfV)
subgoal.

The proof of the convergence of 3i* is similar to that of W. 3?* and 3?p differ in the
kind of clause- and mode-annotated argument slice supplied for abstraction: in the
former, a procedural abstraction must be provided; in the latter, an argument slice in
its e-form is the object of analysis.

3?* is defined in Section 5.7.6 in a similar fashion as 3?p, with an equivalent predicate
3?£ replacing 3?^ and an equivalent 3?£ replacing 3?^. Its fundamental distinction is the
subset of available ^-relations: it consists of relations B.22 to B.29, mapping descriptors
to the more abstract relation descriptor.

The ^-relations B.22 to B.29 relate each of the predicate descriptors obtained in 3JP to
a more abstract relation descriptor.

Given that every clause- and mode-annotated descriptor subgoal has a £-relation that
abstracts it as a relation descriptor, consecutive pairs of relation subgoals are appro¬

priately merged as a single relation subgoal by relation B.30, and since the relations
3?£ and 3JJ ensure us that every subgoal of each clause is eventually considered, then
our informal proof is completed. Our rationale then is:

• every combination of subgoals and modes of clause- and mode-annotated argu¬
ment slices in their e-form is eventually abstracted as a predicate descriptor;

• every predicate descriptor eventually gets abstracted as a relation;

• every pair of consecutive relation predicate descriptors is eventually abstracted
as a single relation predicate.
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B.6 Examples of Abstractions

214

In this section we show examples of extracted argument slices being abstracted, ac¬
cording to our framework employing the repertoire of (^-relations given previously.

B.6.1 Abstraction of Argument Slices of count-sum/4

Given the following definition of procedure countsum/4
count_sum(A, Y,Count,Sum)

A = [XlXs] ,

X = Y,
Count » 0,
Sum = 0.

count_sum(A,Y.Count,Sum)
A = [XIXs] ,

X \== Y,
count_sum(Xs, Y .RestCount .RestSum),
Count is RestCount + 1,
Sum is RestSum + X.

which counts and computes the sum of those elements of a list until a certain element
Y is found, if analysed with respect to query count_sum( [1,2,3,end,4] ,end,C,S) is
such that its first argument slice yields the following clause-annotated abstract versions
(for the sake of brevity the clause annotations with empty sets of variables are omitted):

The clause-annotated abstractions of the second argument slice are
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SK"]
2

plaiP]
2

2

SIo.O]
2

The clause-annotated

3

3

S(o.O]
3

The clause-annotated abstractions of the fourth argument slice are

P(Y>:- «<tfer({Y})»
relationpl) .

V(Y):- ((offer({Y})»
re/a*ion({Y,Z}> , «oJ7er({Z})»
VtZ).

7>(Y):- ((offer({Y}))>
te»t(Y) .

P(Y):- «o^r({Y})»
a*si'gn({Y},{Z}) , ((o#er({Z}))>
V(.Z).

7>(Y>:- ((offer({Y})»
true(Y).

1>~ «°^r({Y})»
Z = Y, «otfer({Z}))>
V(.Z).

T* (Y) .

7>(Y>:- «»^r({Y})))
P(Y).

abstractions of the third argument slice are

P(Count):-
re/a£ion({Count}) . (("ifer( {Count})))

P(Count):-
P(RestCount), ((o.£fer( {RestCount})))
re/a<»on({Count ,RestCount} ) . ((o^er({Count})))

P(Count)
assign(0, {Count} ) . ((offer({Count}))>

P(Count):-
P(RestCount), {(Ojfferf {RestCount})))
ca/c({RestCount},Count). <(oifer({Count})»

P(Count):-
Count * 0. ((°tfer( {Count})))

P(Count)
P(RestCount), (( 0ffer ( {Res tCount} ) ))
Count is RestCount + 1. {(o^rer({Count»))
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B.6.2 Abstraction of Argument Slices of dutch/4

Let there be the following definition of predicate dutch/4, taken from [SS86]:
dutch(C,R,W,B)

C = [],
R = [],
W - [],
b = n.

dutch(C,R,W,B)
C = [XlCs],
X = red(-) ,

R = [XlRs],
dutch(Cs,Rs,W,B).

dutch(C,R,W,B):-
C = [XICs] ,

X = white (_) ,

W = [XIWs] ,

dutch(Cs,R,Us,B).
dutch(C,R,W,B)

C » [XlCs],
X = blue(J ,

B - [XlBs] ,

dutch(Cs,R,W,Bs).

This predicate is a possible solution to the Dutch flag problem, collecting the different
occurrences of the colours red, white and blue, maintaining their relative ordering. If
it is analysed with respect to the query

dutch([blue(l),red(l).white(2).red(2).blue(2),white(1)].R.W.B).

we obtain the following mode-annotated program:
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{C/g,R/f, W/f,B/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/f,B/f}
{C/g,R/g,W/f,B/f}
{C/g,R/g,W/g,B/f}

{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f,X/f, Cs/f,Rs/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f, X/g, Cs/g,Rs/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f, X/g,Cs/g,Rs/f}
{C/g,R/i,W/f, B/f, X/g,Cs/g,Rs/f}

{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f,X/f, Cs/f,Ws/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f,X/g,Cs/g,Ws/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f,X/g, Cs/g,Ws/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f, X/g, Cs/g,Ws/f}

{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f, X/f, Cs/f,Bs/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f,X/g, Cs/g,Bs/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f,X/g, Cs/g,Bs/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/f,B/i,X/g, Cs/g,Bs/f}

dutch(C,R,W,B)
C = [],
R - [],
W » [],
B = [].

dutch(C,R,W,B)
C = [XlCs],
X =■ red (J ,

R - [XI Rs] ,

dutch(Cs,Rs,W,B).
dutch(C,R,W,B)

C = [XI Cs] ,

X = white (_) ,

W - [XIWs] ,

dutch(Cs,R,Ws,B) .

dutch(C,R,W,B)
C = [XlCs] ,

X = blue (_) ,

B - [XlBs],
dutch(Cs,R,W,Bs) .

{C/g,R/f,W/f,B/f}
{C/g,R/f, W/f,B/f}
{C/g,R/g,W/f,B/f}
{C/g,R/g,W/g,B/f}
{C/g,R/g,W/g,B/g}
{C/g,R/f, W/f, B/f,X/f, Cs/f,Rs/f}
{C/g,R/f, W/f, B/f,X/g, Cs/g,Rs/f}
{C/g,R/f, W/f, B/f,X/g, Cs/g,Rs/f}
{C/g,R/i,W/f, B/f,X/g,Cs/g,Rs/f}
{C/g,R/g,W/g,B/g,X/g,Cs/g,Rs/g}
{C/g,R/f, W/f, B/f,X/f,Cs/f,Ws/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/f, B/f,X/g,Cs/g,Ws/f}
{C/g,R/f, W/f, B/f, X/g ,Cs/g,Ws/f}
{C/g,R/f,W/i, B/f,X/g,Cs/g,Ws/f}
{C/g,R/g,W/g,B/g,X/g,Cs/g,Bs/g}
{C/g,R/f, W/f, B/f,X/f, Cs/f,Bs/f}
{C/g,R/f, W/f, B/f,X/g,Cs/g,Bs/f}
{C/g,R/f, W/f, B/f,X/g,Cs/g,Bs/f}
{C/g,R/f, W/f,B/i,X/g, Cs/g,Bs/f}
{C/g,R/g,W/g,B/g,X/g,Cs/g,Bs/g}

Its first clause- and mode-annotated argument slice Px is of the form

dutch(C) {c/g} ((
{C/g} c = []. {c/g}

dutch(C) {C/g,X/f,Cs/f} ((
{C/g,X/f,Cs/f} C = [XlCs] , {C/g,X/g,Cs/g} <(
{C/g,X/g,Cs/g} X = red(_) , {C/g,X/g,Cs/g}
{C/g,X/g,Cs/g} dutch(Cs). {C/g,X/g,Cs/g}

dutch(C) {C/g,X/f,Cs/f} ((
{C/g,X/f,Cs/f} C = [XlCs] , {C/g,X/g,Cs/g} ((
{C/g,X/g,Cs/g} X = white (_) , {C/g,X/g,Cs/g}
{C/g,X/g,Cs/g} dutch(Cs). {C/g,X/g,Cs/g}

dutch(C):- {C/g,X/f,Cs/f} «
{C/g,X/f,Cs/f} C = [XICs] , {C/g,X/g,Cs/g} ((
{C/g,X/g,Cs/g} X = blue (.) , {C/g,X/g,Cs/g}
{C/g,X/g,Cs/g} dutch(Cs). {C/g,X/g,Cs/g}

(( offer({C}) ))

It yields the following abstractions:
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Appendix C

Examples of Designed
Programming Techniques

In this appendix we show some examples of programming techniques being designed
by means of the service offered in our knowledge management tool. We show examples
of argument slices being devised and then used to define more complex constructs via
the binding of the variables in their clause-annotations.

Our tool supports the design of argument slices, the building blocks of programming
techniques. They can be devised starting from a very abstract template and have it
gradually defined, or by reusing existing abstract components (that is, argument slices
with predicate descriptors) and refining them.

Alternatively, programming techniques can be defined using existing extracted argu¬
ment slices chosen from the library and linked in some different manner to other argu¬
ment slices.

A repertoire of commands to manipulate argument slices is made available. These com¬
mands can either be applied to an argument slice template or to an abstract version
(i.e. with at least one predicate descriptor in one of its clauses) of an existing argument
slice in the library. The ^-relations comprise our design commands, with an interac¬
tive element to narrow down the possibly infinite options during the specialisation of
abstract constructs.

C.l Designing a Programming Technique to Decompose
Data Structures

Our implemented tool supports the design of programming techniques by offering its
users a repertoire of commands to define argument slices, the building blocks of pro¬
gramming techniques, and to link them together by means of variable sharing.

In this example, let us assume that the user chose to define an argument slice from
"scratch", using the most abstract clause template. Let us also assume that the user
wants to define a programming technique traversing a list data structure, testing its ele-

219
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ments until the empty list is found, that is, skeleton traverse_n, proposed by Kirschen-
baum and colleagues [SS86, KLS89, Lak89, SK93] and shown in Section 2.3.

The screen dump of Figure C.l shows two windows: the bigger one, named "Design
History", shows the design tree currently available; the smaller one, named "Command",
provides a simple form of interface, allowing its users to type in the identifier of com¬
ponents of the tree and commands. The user interface checks the correctness of the

0 Design History

fin Cowmand

Node/Edge:
hoi 1
Command:

Ino clauses(2)1 1

Apply f End 1

MaiMiai: lIMu i iiLi!:,!.iiiii„:iiiiii ill ii!!, i L: i i i i i I,,: I il, i j i I i!: i :!iiiii'l ii si ii:: i4Miii

Figure C.l: Initial Window of Design Tool showing the Initial Template nO

syntax of the typed commands and if their application to the specified component is
appropriate. The user can inspect the contents of any of the nodes or edges of the
tree at any point, by specifying the component and typing the command "show", then
pressing the button "Apply".

In the screen dump above the design tree consisting of a single root note nO. The
content of node nO is a sequence of clauses (Ci,..., Cn) where each C, is a most
abstract clause template of the form

V(A):-
relation(Vo) ,

VU\),
relation(V\) ,

P(An) ,

relation(Vn) .

The user must initially define the number of clauses the initial template is to have. This
can be done by specifying node nO in the Command Window, typing the command
no_clauses (n), where n is an integer greater than zero, and clicking on the Apply
button. In Figure C.l above we see the design tree in the moment before the command
no_clause(2) is applied. Its outcome is shown in Figure C.2: the edge el linking
nodes 11O and nl stores the command used to transform the former into the latter. The
content of node nl is roughly the same as nO, with the exception that in the latter the
actual number of clauses is known. At this point the user can specify the number of
recursive calls of each clause, customising the most abstract clause template for each
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g] Design History

aO

Figure C.2: Design Tree after application of Command no_clauses(2)

clause of nl. Given our initial assumption that the user wishes to define a technique to
traverse a singly-recursive data structure testing each of its elements until its base case
is reached, the user should make a distinction between the base case clause, without
a recursive call, and the recursive clause, with a single recursive call. In Figure C.2
we see in the Command Window the specification of component nl and the command
no_rec_calls(l ,0), indicating that the number of recursive calls of the first clause
is 0. Following the application of this command, the user supplies the new node n2
and the command no_rec_calls(2,1), indicating that the number of recursive calls
of the second clause of n2 is to be defined as 1. The outcome of these operations is
depicted in Figure C.3 below: the Design History Window shows the four current nodes

T(K) i-
relationi V\ ) .

reiationi, ) ,
vtkx > ,

mlat ion (. V? )

K/ec_vars( 1.1. t' var' (a) 1 )1

Figure C.3: Design Tree after specification of Recursive Calls

and the commands employed to define them. In that figure we can also see a small
window "Xdvi: comp_n3", showing the content of n3, displayed after the application
of command show to node n3.

Node n3 can now have its vectors of variables in the relation predicate descriptors
defined. The user should have in mind the purpose of each clause: their vectors of
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variables must consist of all those variables that are likely to appear. It is not possible,
after this point in the design process, to create new variables symbols within the
argument slice. In our particular example, the data structure the user aims at is a list
such that its base case is the empty list and its recursive case is the decomposition
of the list into its head and tail. The commands vec_vars(c,s,7i) where c is the
clause number, s is the subgoal number and n is the number of fresh variables to be
created, or vec_vars(c,s,{t;i,..., u„}) where c and s are as above and {ui,...,vn}
are specific variable symbols supplied by the user, provide means to define such vectors
of variables. In our example, the user has applied the command vec.vars (1,1, {A}) to
n3 obtaining n4, and applied vec_vars(l, 1,{A,B,C}) to n4, yielding n5, of the form

V(A):-
re/ation({A}) .

V(k):~

relation({k ,B ,C}) ,

V(C).

So far there has been no mention to clause or mode-annotations. It is only at this
point, after the vectors of variables are defined that these issues are tackled. The
annotations cannot be obtained fully automatically, since there are many possibilities
depending on the intended use of the constructs. However, when the user specifies
this intended use, that is, if the argument slice is an input or an output argument slice
(Section 5.5.2) the clause- and mode-annotations can be automatically inferred. Our
technique currently being devised aims at traversing a data structure, which means
that the component is to be used with its head argument instantiated. The user can
then inform this by means of the intended_use(input) command, which if applied to
node n5 above yields the following node n6:

~P{k) {A/i}
{A/i} re/ation({A}) . {A/i} (( offer({k}) ))

7>(A):- {A/i ,B/f,C/f}
{A/i,B/f,C/f} relation({k ,B ,C}), {A/i,B/?,C/?} {( offer({k,B ,C}) ))
{A/i,B/?,C/?} T(C) . {A/i ,B/? ,C/i}

The annotations automatically obtained are not precise, but they are correct with
respect to the intended use of the argument slice. If, alternatively, the user had chosen
that the intended use of the argument slice was as an output contribution to a technique
(command intended_use(output)) then the following annotations would be obtained

V(k):~ {A/f}
{A/f} re/atton({A}). {A/?} (( offer({k}) ))

V(k):~ {A/f,B/f,C/f}
{A/f,B/f,C/f} relation({k ,B ,C}) , {A/?,B/?,C/?} ((o#er({A,B,C}) ))
{A/?,B/?,C/?} V(C). {A/?,B/?,C/?}

The user is given the opportunity to provide more precise mode-annotations to refine
those automatically obtained. The new instantiation mode T' associated with variable
x has to be a specialised form of the existing token T, that is, T must subsume
T", TOT' (Def. 3.6.1). In our specific example the user can change the tokens
"i" associated with the head variable A to the more specific token "g". The mode-
annotations of variables B and C after the relation subgoal can also be changed to the
more specific "g" token associated with the subcomponents of the data structure after
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the decomposition (relation, still to be specified) takes place. The following clause-
and mode-annotated argument slice can be obtained:

7>(A):- {A/g} (( offerl{K}) ))
{A/g} re/ation({A}) . {A/g}

V(A): - {A/g,B/f,C/f} (( offer({A}) ))
{A/g.B/f.C/f} relation({A,B,C}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g} (( offer({B,C}) ))
{A/g,B/g,C/g} VIC). {A/g,B/g,C/g}

The user can now proceed to the gradual definition of the predicate descriptors in the
argument slice. The design tool provides support to this task by showing, upon request,
those (^-relations applicable to specific subgoals. If the user specifies the component
above and types in "show_inst(l, 1)" (this command stands for "show the instances
of subgoal 1 of clause 1), then the following is displayed:

The (^-relations applicable to goal 1,1 are:

s
<—►

s

s
i—►

7 9 test(W) 9' 7'

7 9 user-pred{W) 9' 7'

7 9 true(x) 9' 7'

71 9 relation{W\) 9, y[
72 9,relation(Wi) 9' 72

7 9 relation(W) 9' 7'

7 9 relation(W) 9' 7'

7 9 relation({x}) 9' 7'

7 9 relation(W) 9' 7'

Given that our argument slice is aimed at traversing a list until the empty list is found,
the base-case clause should address the end of the traversal, that is, it should test if
the end of the list has been reached. The user should then employ the first rule to
specialise relation as test, thus obtaining

V(A):~ {A/g} (( offer({A}) ))
{A/g} test({A}) . {A/g}

V(A):- {A/g,B/f,C/f} (( offer({A}) ))
{A/g ,B/f,C/f} relation({A,B,C}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g} {{ °ffer({B,C}) ))
{A/g,B/g,C/g} V(C). {A/g,B/g,C/g}

Similarly, upon typing "show_inst(2,1)", the following would be shown

The (^-relations applicable to goal 2,1 are:

7 9 decomp(x, V) 9' 7'

79 assign(Vi, V2) 9' 7'

7 9 user-pred(W) 9' 7'

71 9 relation(W\) 9. y[
72 9,relation(W2) 9' 72

7 9 relation(W) 9' 7'

7 9 relation(W) 9' 7'

7 9 relation(W) 9' 7'

7 9 relation(W) 9' 7'

The B variable symbol is the non-recursive part (head) of the list being decomposed;
C is the recursive part (body) of the list. The traversal of a list should allow tests
to be performed on B as the decomposition is performed: this means that another
relation subgoal using B must follow the current relation subgoal. This change can be
performed by means of the fourth rule above, the details being specified by the user.
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The component below is thus obtained:
VU):~ {A/g} (( offer({k}) ))

{A/g} test({A}) . {A/g}
7>(A):- {A/g,B/f,C/f} {{ offer({k}) ))

{A/g,B/f,C/f} relation({k ,B ,C}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g} {( o/fer({B,C}) ))
{A/g,B/f,C/f} re/ation({B}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g}
{A/g,B/g,C/g} V(C) . {A/g,B/g,C/g}

The first relation subgoal of the second clause is a data structure decomposition (de¬
scriptor decomp) and the second relation is a test. The appropriate specialisation of
these constructs would thus yield:

V(k):~ {A/g} (( offer({k}) ))
{A/g} test({A}) . {A/g}

V(k):~ {A/g,B/f,C/f} (( offer({k}) ))
{A/g,B/f,C/f} decompik, {B ,C}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g} {( offer(.{B,C}) ))
{A/g.B/f.C/f} test({B}) , {A/g.B/g.C/g}
{A/g,B/g,C/g} T(C). {A/g,B/g,C/g}

that is, a procedural abstraction of a programming technique performing a traversal
of a singly-recursive data structure the details of which are still to be specified. In our

particular example, when the specific details of a list data structure are provided and
incorporated to the component above, it yields

V(k):~ {A/g} (( offer({k}) })
{A/g} A = []. {A/g}

V(k) {A/g ,B/f ,C/f} (( offer({k}) ))
{A/g.B/f.C/f} A = [B|C], {A/g,B/g,C/g} (( offer({B,C}) ))
{A/g,B/f,C/f} test({B}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g}
{A/g,B/g,C/g} V(C). {A/g,B/g,C/g}

At this point we have a robust formalisation for the traverse_n skeleton: the test
predicate still to be specialised provides an economic way to represent the many possible
tests, including the absence of any tests (test is replaced by true). If there is a need for
a traversal technique that addresses the integer and non-integer components of a list
as the decomposition takes place, the user could copy the second clause and specialise
the test predicates differently, thus obtaining

VU):~ {A/g} (( offer(.{k}) })
{A/g} A - []. {A/g}

V(k) {A/g,B/f,C/f} (( offer({k}) ))
{A/g,B/f,C/f} A » [BlC] , {A/g,B/g,C/g} (( oJgrer({B,C}) ))
{A/g ,B/f,C/f} integer(B), {A/g,B/g,C/g}
{A/g,B/g,C/g} VIC). {A/g,B/g,C/g}

VU):~ {A/g,B/f,C/f} (( offer(.{k}) »
{A/g,B/f,C/f} k ' [BlC] , {A/g,B/g,C/g} (( offer({B,C}) ))
{A/g,B/g,C/g} V(C). {A/g,B/g,C/g}

The test of the second clause was specialised as true. The procedural abstraction
can be used to define techniques to perform a traversal of other singly-recursive data
structures different from lists. For instance, the following argument slice

VU):- {A/g} (( offer({k}) ))
{A/g} k = fool. {A/g}

V(k) {A/g} ({ offer(.{k}) })
{A/g} A - foo2. {A/g}

V(A) {A/g,B/f,C/f} {( offer({k}) ))
{A/g,B/f,C/f} A = baz(C,B) , {A/g,B/g,C/g} (( offert{B,C}) ))
{A/g,B/g,C/g} T(C). {A/g,B/g,C/g}
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Performs the traversal of a data structure baz(y,x) where y is the recursive part of
it. Its base cases are terms of the form fool and foo2.

Each of the argument slices produced above are programming techniques on their
own, since they do not have required variables to be linked to offer variables of other
argument slices (cf. Section 4.5). These techniques can be used to define the flow of
execution of a procedure in techniques-based editors.

C.2 Designing a Technique to Compute Values from Singly-
Recursive Procedures

In this example we show the definition of a programming technique relating the ar¬

gument slices defined previously and a new output argument slice. The new output
argument slice computes values as the flow of control of a singly-recursive procedure
proceeds. This new technique is defined by firstly preparing an output argument slice
and then appropriately linking its required values to those values offered in the argu¬
ment slices above.

The output argument slice is prepared with its usage in mind. Let us assume that we
are preparing a technique to build a list with a value B provided by another argument
slice. This means our argument slice will be singly recursive: at each recursive step,
use a value B supplied by another (singly-recursive) argument slice and partially build
a list, by making B its head and recursively preparing its tail along the same lines.
When the flow of execution stops then the list should be empty.

Let us suppose that the user decided to use the output argument slice shown above,
that is

T(k):~ (A/f)
{A/f} relation({A}) . {A/?} (( offer({k}) ))

7>(A):- {A/f,B/f,C/f}
{A/f,B/f,C/f} relation({A,B,C}), {A/?,B/?,C/?} {( offer({A,B,C}) ))
{A/?,B/?,C/?} P(C). {A/?,B/?,C/?}

Its mode-annotations can be refined, bearing in mind that its head variable A is initially
free and should eventually get instantiated within the clause: this argument slice will
compute a value and assign it to A. Variable B, required from another argument slice,
should be instantiated before it is related to A. C, used in the recursive subgoal, is
related to A, but maintains its free instantiation status since it should be assigned the
partial computation of the recursive subgoal, eventually becoming ground. After the
recursive subgoal is executed, C should become instantiated and so should A, given that
C was the "loose end" of the partial computation assigned to A. The following refined
argument slice, incorporating these considerations, can thus be obtained:

7>(A):- {A/f}
{A/f} re/aiion({A}) . {A/g} (( offer({k}) ))

V(k) {A/f,B/f,C/f}
(( required({B}) )) {A/f,B/g,C/f} re/aO'on({A,B,C}) , {A/i.B/g.C/f} (( offer({k}) ))

{A/i ,B/g,C/f} V(C). {A/g,B/g,C/g} (( offer({C}) ))

The relation subgoal in the first clause is instantiating A. The relation subgoal in the
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first clause is employing the required variable B to perform a partial computation of A;
the same subgoal relates A to the free variable C used recursively.

The relation subgoal of the first clause is next instantiated to assign: it will assign the
empty list to A, at the end of the computation. The relation subgoal of the second clause
is instantiated to the build descriptor, since it builds in A a list partially instantiated.
The result of such instantiations is the construct

V(k):- {A/f}
{A/f} asi«gn(0,{A}) . {A/g} (( offer({k}) ))

V(A): - {A/f,B/f,C/f}
(( reqruire(f({B}) )) {A/f,B/g,C/f} build({B ,C) , A) , {A/i,B/g,C/f} <( offer({k}) ))

{A/i,B/g,C/f} T(C). {A/g,B/g,C/g} (( offer({C}) ))

This procedural abstraction provides a robust representation of an argument slice build¬
ing a singly-recursive data structure as the flow of execution proceeds. At this point
the user may want to link the required variable B to an offer variable of another com¬
patible argument slice, as described in Section 6.3. A good choice of such argument
slice is the procedural abstraction of our previous example, that is

7>(A):- {A/g} {{ offer({k}) ))
{A/g} test({A}) . {A/g}

VU):- {A/g,B/f,C/f} (( offer(.{k}) ))
{A/g,B/f,C/f} decomp(A,{B,C}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g} (( offer({B,C}) ))
{A/g,B/f,C/f} <est({B}) , {A/g,B/g,C/g}
{A/g.B/g.C/g} TIC). {A/g,B/g,C/g}

The required B variable of our current example can be linked to the offered B variable
of the component above since the argument slices are compatible. If the user decides
to link these argument slices at this level of abstraction, an useful characterisation of a
class of programming techniques is obtained, relating two procedural abstractions (cf.
Section 6.3.3). A number of different programming techniques can be automatically
defined via the different ways each of the argument slices can be specialised separately.

The predicate descriptors of our output argument slice await instantiation. The assign
descriptor should assign the empty list to A; the bind descriptor should assign to A a list
consisting of head B and body C. The following component is obtained after replacing
these subgoals:

7>U):- {A/f}
{A/f} A - {A/g} (( offer(.{K}) ))

7>(A):- {A/f,B/f,C/f}
(( required({B}) )) (A/f,B/g,C/f} A - [BIC] , {A/i ,B/g,C/f} « offer({k}) ))

{A/i,B/g,C/f} V{C). {A/g,B/g,C/g} (( offer({C}) ))

Within a techniques editor, an initial procedure devised using the traversal technique
specialised to the alternative baz(C.B) data structure, that is

T(A):-
A = fool.

V(k)
A » foo2.

7>(A):-
A = baz(C.B) ,

V(C).
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can be enhanced by applying our technique to build a list devised above, yielding the
procedure

V(A.Al)
A = fool,
A1 = [] .

■p(A.Al)
A = foo2,
A1 = [] .

7>(A,A1):-
A = baz(C,B) ,

A1 = [BIC1] ,

7>(C,C1).

An altogether different candidate argument slice for the programming technique of this
example would be the left-recursive construct

VU):~ {A/f}
{A/f} relation({A}) . {A/g} (( offer({k}) ))

T(A):- {A/f,B/f,C/f}
{A/f,B/f,C/f} T(C), {A/f,B/f,C/g} (( offer{{C}) })

(( reguired({B}) )) {A/f,B/g,C/g} relation({k,B,C}) . {A/g,B/g,C/g} (( offer({k}) ))

The instantiation status of those variables related by the relation subgoal in the second
clause would allow the specialisation of that subgoal as a calculation (descriptor calc),
as well as a data structure being built.



Appendix D

Working Example

In this appendix we describe a working example, showing how our system can be used
to help humans re-engineering pieces of software. Let us suppose that the following
program is the object of our study:

evaluate(A,B,C)
A - var(D),
value(D,B,C).

evaluate(A,B,C)
nuaber(A),
C ■ A.

evaluate(A,B,C)
A - D + E,
evaluate(D,B,F),
evaluate(E,B,G),
C is F + G.

evaluate(A,B,C)
A " D - E,
evaluate(D,B,F),
evaluate(E,B,G),
C ii F - 0.

evaluate(A,B,C):-
A ■ D » E,
evaluate(D,B,F),
evaluate(E,B,G),
C is F * G.

evaluate(A,B,C)
A ■ D/E,
evaluate(D,B,F) ,

evaluate(E,B,G),
C is F/G.

valued,B,C)
■ember(bind(A,C),B).

value(A,B,C)
C » 0.

member(A,B)
B « [AlC].

■ember(A.B)
B = [CI D] ,

■ember(A,D).

The predicate evaluate/3 holds if its first argument is an arithmetic expression, its
second argument is a list of variable bindings and its third argument is the result of
evaluating the arithmetic expression with respect to the list of bindings. The expression

228
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does not make use of Prolog variables: it uses instead a Prolog term var(x) to refer
to a variable x. The list of bindings consists of terms of the form bind(x,n) where x
is the name of a variable and n is a number associated with it. When a variable has
no binding then a 0 is by default associated with it.

D.l Extraction of Programming Techniques

The initial stage of our working example consists of extracting the programming tech¬
niques of a chosen predicate. Our system supports the examination of the predicates
of a given program: the user chooses the focused predicate and the query/queries with
respect to which it is to be analysed. In our working example, we suppose that the
user wants to examine the techniques of predicate evaluate/3 with respect to its usage
when solving a query of the form

?- evaluate((var(x) + 3) * 9/var(y),[bind(x,2),bind(y,3)],Res).

The user is also offered a choice of employing an abstract or a concrete interpreter
during the techniques' extraction. If the user provides the program and queries above
and chooses to employ an abstract interpreter, the system produces the output win¬
dow shown in Figure D.l. The tree in the figure shows the argument slices of the

[•] Extraction 0

Figure D.l: Simplified description of evaluate/3 Programming Techniques

predicate, and how they are related as programming techniques: the first and second
argument slices are programming techniques on their own, and the third argument
slice is being used to define a technique together with the other argument slices. The
inter-relationships between the different argument positions of a predicate are formally
characterised by our concept of programming techniques.

The first argument slice is a technique to traverse an arithmetic expression; the second
argument slice defines a technique to carry a value (a list of variable bindings, in
this case) down recursive calls; and the appropriate combination of all argument slices
defines a technique to compute in the third argument position the value of the equation
in the first argument using the bindings in the second argument.

h - -- ' -n
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Each of the nodes of the tree can be examined by the user. They show the components
of our analysis with their clause- and mode-annotations. If the user decides to view
the mode-annotated version of the program, then the system displays the following
construct:

{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g}

{A/g.B/g.C/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f}

{A/g.B/g ,C/f, D/f, E/f, F/f,G/f}
{A/g, B/g.C/f, D/g. E/g, F/f,G/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g.F/g,G/f}
{A/g.B/g.C/f.D/g.E/g,F/g.G/g}

{A/g.B/g .C/f,D/f,E/f,F/f,G/f}
{A/g,B/g.C/f. D/g, E/g ,F/f.G/f}
{A/g.B/g,C/f,D/g.E/g,F/g.G/f}
{A/g,B/g.C/f.D/g,E/g,F/g,G/g}

{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f. E/f, F/f,G/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/f,G/f}
{A/g ,B/g.C/f, D/g,E/g, F/g ,G/f}
{A/g,B/g.C/f,D/g,E/g, F/g,G/g}

{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/f, E/f, F/f,G/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f, D/g,E/g, F/f,G/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g,G/f}
{A/g,B/g,C/f,D/g, E/g, F/g,G/g}

evaluate(A,B,C){A/g,B/g
A » var(D), {A/g,B/g
value(D,B,C). {A/g,B/g

evaluate(A,B,C){A/g,B/g
number(A) , {A/g,B/g
C - A. {A/g,B/g

evaluate(A,B,C){A/g,B/g
A = D + E, {A/g,B/g
evaluate(D,B,F) , {A/g,B/g
evaluate(E,B,G), {A/g,B/g
C i« F ♦ G. {A/g,B/g

evaluate(A,B,C){A/g,B/g
A » D - E. {A/g,B/g
evaluate(D,B,F), {A/g,B/g
evaluate(E,B,G), {A/g,B/g
C i» F ■ C. {A/g,B/g

evaluate(A,B,C){A/g,B/g
A - D • E, {A/g.B/g
evaluate(D,B,F), {A/g,B/g
evaluate(E,B,G), {A/g,B/g
C i» F • G. {A/g,B/g

evaluate(A,B,C){A/g,B/g
A - D/E, {A/g,B/g
evaluate(D,B,F), {A/g,B/g
evaluate(E,B,G), {A/g,B/g
C i« F/G. {A/g,B/g

,C/f,D/f}
, C/f,D/g}
,C/g,D/g}
,C/f}
.C/f}
.c/g}
,C/f,D/f,E/f,F/f,G/f}
,C/f,D/g. E/g, F/f,G/f}
,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g,G/f}
,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g,G/g}
,C/g,D/g,E/g,F/g,G/g}
,C/f,D/f,E/f,F/f,G/f}
,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/f,G/f}
,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g,G/f}
,C/f,D/g,E/g. F/g,O/g}
,C/g,D/g,E/g,F/g,G/g}
,C/f,D/f,E/f,F/f,G/f}
,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/f,G/f}
,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g,G/f}
,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g,G/g}
,C/g,D/g,E/g,F/g,G/g}
,C/f,D/f,E/f,P/f,a/f}
,C/f,D/g, E/g, F/f,C/f}
,C/f,D/g,E/g,F/g ,0/f}
,C/f,D/g,E/g.F/g,G/g}
,C/g,D/g,E/g,F/g,G/g}

The first clause- and mode-annotated argument slice is the construct

evaluate(A):- {A/g, D/f} <( offeri{k}) »
{A/g,D/f} A ■ var(D). {A/g,D/g} (( D}> })

evaluate(A):- {A/g} <( offer({k}) ))
{A/g} number(A). {A/g}

evaluate(A):- {A/g,D/f,E/f} « offer({k}) ))
{A/g, D/f,E/f} A ■ D + E, {A/g,D/g,E/g} {(offer({V,E})
{A/g,D/g,E/g} evaluate(D), {A/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,D/g,E/g} evaluate(E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}

evaluate(A):- {A/g,D/f,E/f} (( offer<.{k}) »
{A/g,D/f,E/f} A - D - E, {A/g,D/g,E/g} <{ o^er({D,E})
{A/g,D/g,E/g} evaluate(D), {A/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,D/g,E/g} evaluate(E) . {A/g,D/g,E/g}

evaluate(A):- {A/g,D/f,E/f} {( A}) ))
{A/g,D/f,E/f} A ■ D • E, {A/g,D/g,E/g} {{ offer({D,E})
{A/g,D/g,E/g} evaluate(D), {A/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,D/g,E/g} evaluate(E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}

evaluate(A):- {A/g,D/f,E/f} {( offer({k}) ))
{A/g,D/f,E/f} A - D/E, {A/g,D/g,E/g} (( offer({D ,E} )
{A/g,D/g,E/g} evaluate(D), {A/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,D/g,E/g} evaluate(E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}

This argument slice recursively decomposes an arithmetic expression consisting of any
number of nestings of the infix operators +, * and /, until its basic components,
var(X) and numbers, are reached.
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The second clause- and mode-annotated argument slice is
evaluate(B). {B/g} « oifer({B}) »
evaluate(B). {B/g} ({ offer({B}) »
evaluate(B) {B/g} (( offer({B}) ))

{B/g} evaluate(B), {B/g}
{B/g} evaluate(B). {B/g}

evaluate(B) :- {B/g} (( offer({B}) ))
{B/g} evaluate(B) , {B/g}
{B/g} evaluate(B) . {B/g}

evaluate(B) {B/g} (( °ffer({B}) ))
{B/g} evaluate(B), {B/g}
{B/g} evaluate(B). {B/g}

evaluate(B) {B/g} (( offeri. {B}) ))
{B/g} evaluate(B), {B/g}
{B/g} evaluate(B). {B/g}

It simply carries a value down the recursive calls. Finally the third clause- and mode-
annotated argument slice is

(( reguire<f({B,D}) ))

(( required({A}) ))

evaluate(C) {B/g,C/f,D/f}
{B/g,C/f,D/g} value(D,B,C). {B/g,C/g,D/g} (( offer({C}) »

evaluate(C) {A/g,C/f}
{A/g.C/f} C s A. {A/g,C/g} (( offer({C}) ))

evaluate(C) {C/f.F/f.G/f}
{C/f.F/f.G/f} evaluate(F), {C/f,F/g,G/f} « offer(.{F}) ))
{C/f,F/g,G/f} evaluate(G), {C/f,F/g,G/g} ({ offer({G}) ))
{C/f,F/g,G/g} C is F + G. {C/g,F/g,G/g} (( offer({C}) ))

evaluate(C):- {C/f,F/f,G/f}
{C/f.F/f.G/f} evaluate(F), {C/f ,F/g ,G/f} ({ offer(.{F}) »
{C/f,F/g,G/f} evaluate(G), {C/f,F/g,G/g} ({ °ffer( {0} ) )>
{C/f.F/g,G/g} C is F - G. {C/g,F/g,G/g} (( offer({c}) )>

evaluate(C):- {C/f,F/f,G/f}
{C/f,F/f,G/f} evaluate(F), {C/f ,F/g ,G/f} <( offer({F}) ))
{C/f.F/g,G/f} evaluate(G), {C/f,F/g,G/g} (( offer({G}) »
{C/f,F/g,G/g} C is F ♦ G. {C/g,F/g.G/g} (< o^er({C}) )>

evaluate(C):- {C/f ,F/f ,G/f}
{C/f,F/f,G/f} evaluate(F), {C/f.F/g.G/f} (( «ffer({F}) ))
{C/f,F/g,G/f} evaluate(G), {C/f,F/g,G/g} (( offer({0}) ))
{C/f ,F/g ,G/g} C is F/G. {C/g,F/g,G/g} (( offer(.{C}) ))

It assigns a value to its head variable C, either by using the value/3 predicate with
required values from other slices (first clause), by assigning a required A value (second
clause), or by carrying out an appropriate calculation by means of the is/2 built-in,
employing values obtained in recursive calls.

D.2 Storing Extracted Techniques

The user can choose which of the extracted techniques above are to be inserted in the
library of our system. Each chosen technique is inserted in the library together with
its more abstract versions in which design decisions are progressively concealed to a

generic template.

The abstraction and insertion processes are fully automated and require no user inter¬
vention or supervision. The user can view the abstraction tree that depicts the gradual
generalisation of the design decisions of each argument slice comprising a programming
technique. The abstraction of the argument slices comprising the techniques of our ex¬
ample yields the tree depicted in Figure D.2. Each of the components of the tree can
be inspected at the user's request. The components of the tree are given shortened
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Figure D.2: Programming Techniques and their Abstract Argument Slices

names so as to make it easier to fit them as nodes of a tree, also providing an economic
way to address the actual content of the node.

Node as_5 stands for the most abstract version of the first clause- and mode-annotated

argument slice. It is of the form
VU):- {A/g.D/f} <(otfer({A})»

{A/g.D/f} refa*><m({A,D}). {A/g,D/g} ({ o{fer({D}) ))
VU):- {A/g} «otfer<{A}>)>

{A/g} re/aiion({A}). {*/g}
7><A>:- {A/g,D/f,E/f} (( offer({k}) ))

{A/g,D/f,E/f} re/a<ion({A,D,E}) , {A/g,D/g,E/g} (( o{fer<{D.E}) ))
{A/g,D/g,E/g} 7><D), {A/g,D/g,E/g}
{A/g,D/g,E/g} V(.E). {A/g,D/g,E/g}

Those clauses that were abstracted to the same generic format were collapsed together,
thus rendering a simpler argument slice. Node as.10 is the most abstract form of the
third argument slice. It is of the form

P(C):- {B/g.C/f,D/f}
(( reguirerf({B,D}> )) {B/g,C/f,D/g} re/at«on({B,C,D}) . {B/g,C/g,D/g} {( offcr({C}) ))

VW:- {A/g,C/f}
(( regtiirerf({A}) )) {A/g,C/f} re/at«on({C,A}). {A/g,C/g} (( offeree}) ))

VCC){C/f,F/f,0/f}
{C/f,F/f,G/f} V(F), {C/f,F/g,G/f} (( oJfer({F>) »
{C/f,F/g,G/f} ^(G), {C/f.F/g.G/g} ({ offer({Q}) ))
{C/f,F/g,G/g} re/an'on({C,F,G}) . {C/g,F/g,G/g} {( offer(.{C}) ))

The links between the argument slices, in the form of clause-annotations, are preserved
during the abstraction process. Programming techniques are still properly depicted by
means of its argument slices in more abstract versions. Technique t_3 is the proper
combination of the abstract versions of its argument slices.

The initial clause- and mode-annotated argument slices, their abstracted versions and
the techniques are appropriately stored in our library, as described in Chapter 5, upon
the user's request.
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D.3 Reusing Argument Slices and Defining New Pro¬
gramming Techniques

The argument slices in our library can be examined and used as a starting point for the
definition of new components. The ^-relations used to abstract the design decisions of
the argument slices (Section 5.7) are also employed in this task. In the argument slices
below we have omitted the clause- and mode-annotations for the sake of conciseness.

Although we do not use them in our explanation below, they are essential to the
abstraction and reimplementation process.

The procedural abstraction as_4 of the first argument slice of our example is the
construct

■p(A)

<fecomp(A,{D}).
7>(A):-
test({A}).

7>(A):-

<fecomp(A,{D,E}) ,
7>(D),
P(E).

A slightly more abstract form of this construct can be obtained, in which the test
descriptor of the second clause is further abstracted as a relation descriptor:

PCA):-
decomptA,{D}) .

V(A): -

re/afion({A}) .

VU):~

decompiA,{D,E}) ,

7>(D),
V(S).

The user can redesign these higher-level descriptions of subgoals with the intention of
adapting the argument slice to other purposes. Our design service (Chapter 6) supports
the gradual specification of abstract subgoals, ruling out incorrect specialisations and
supplying the set of applicable specialisations (^-relations). Let us assume that the user
is adapting the argument slice above to a data structure representing a logic expression
consisting of operators and and or, constants t and f and a term prop fx) to denote
atomic formulae, for instance,

(t and prop(p)) or (f and prop(q))

Since there are two possible ways to recursively decompose the formulae (either as a
conjunction or as a disjunction), the user would first have to copy the third clause,
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thus obtaining:
V(A):~

<fecomp(A,{D}) .

7>(A):-

re/afion({A}) .

7>(A>:-

decompiA,{D,E}) ,

T(D),
V(.E) .

VIA):-
decomp(A,{D,E}) ,

V(D) ,

VIE) .

The decomp descriptors must be specialised one at a time, as x = f(V) constructs
supplied by the user. In order to address the possible cases of the targeted data
structure, the following instantiations should be performed:

1. decomp (.k ,{U}) in the first clause is instantiated as A = prop(D) (atomic formu¬
lae);

2. decomp(A,{D,E}) in the third clause is instantiated as A = D and E;

3. decompik ,{D ,E}) in the fourth clause is instantiated as A = D or E.

The last two instantiations are interchangeable. The result of applying these instanti¬
ations to the abstract slice above is

VU)
A = prop(D).

VU) : -

re/otion({A}) .

VU):-
A = D and E,
7>(D),
V (E).

7>(A) :-
A 1 D or E,
V{V),
V(E).

The relation descriptor still awaits instantiation. It is suitable to address the truth-
values t and f of formulae. Let us assume that there exists a user-defined predicate
constant/1 that tests if a given value is equal to t or f. The user can then specialise
the relation: it must initially be specialised as user-pred and then as the constant/I
predicate. The result of this specialisation is the new argument slice:

VU):-
A = prop(D).

T(A)
constant(A).

T(A)
A = D and E,
7>(D),
V(E) .

VU):~
A = D or E,
V(D),
VIE).
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This argument slice defines a programming technique traversing propositional formulae
represented using the data structure mentioned above.

The practice of reusing existing components to define new, similar constructs relies
on the user's expertise to choose an appropriate starting point to carry out the alter¬
ations. The initial component must bear some features that favour its choice, such as
the number of recursive calls, modes of variables, existing programming practices (as
depicted by the predicate descriptors), and so on. Since the original first argument
slice is a technique on its own, this new component is also a technique traversing a

propositional formula.

Let us suppose the user wants to prepare a technique to obtain the truth-value of the
formulae traversed by the argument slice devised above. The atomic formulae will
have their associated truth-values stored in a list of bindings, as the variables in the
arithmetic expressions of the initial program. The argument slice responsible for the
preparation of the truth value can be designed by adapting the third argument slice of
our initial program. Let us suppose, for instance, that the user looks up the procedural
abstraction of the third argument slice (node as_9), of the form

Vic)-.-

user_p red ({B,C,D}).
V(C):-
assign({A} ,{C}) .

■p(C)
7>(F),
V(G),
ca/c({F,G} ,C).

The cole descriptor in the last clause renders the construct inadequate because the is/2
predicate is not able to cope with truth values. The user can, however, abstract that
particular subgoal slightly further, obtaining a relation descriptor in its place:

V(C):~
user_pred({B ,C,D}) .

V(.C):~
ois«gr»({A} ,{C}) .

7>(C):-
V(F),
V(.G),
relation({C,F,G}) .

The user may then customise this construct differently, employing our design tool.
Since there are two distinct recursive cases (and and or operators), the user must first
duplicate the third clause, thus obtaining the construct

VIC):-

user_pred({B,C,D}) .

V(C)
assign({A},{C}) .

V(C):~
V(F),
V(G),
relation({C,F,G}).

V(C)
V(F),
V(G) ,

re/ation({C,F,G}) .
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The predicate descriptors await instantiation. The relation subgoals are responsible
for assigning a value to C, using the values of F and G (this information is given by the
mode-annotations, not shown here). In the problem being considered, relation uses the
truth-value of the subformulae F and G to obtain the truth-value of their conjunction
or disjunction. To cover the many different cases, the user may use a procedure defined
as

truth_and(A,B,C)
A - t,
B - t,
C * t.

truth_and(A,B,C)
C - f.

truthjor(A,B,C):-
A - t,
C » t.

truthjor(A,B,C)
B - t,
C - t.

truth-or(A,B,C)
C - f.

and instantiate the relation descriptors firstly as user-pred, then as truth.and/3 and
truth-or/3, thus obtaining

VIC):-

user_pred({B,C,D}).
7>(C):-
as»«gn({A},{C}).

P(C):-
V(F),
V(G),
truth-and(F,G,C) .

V(.C):~
V(F),
V(G),
truth-or (F,G ,C).

The remaining base cases consist of obtaining the truth value of atomic formulae and
the constants. To cope with the atomic formulae, the user-pred descriptor of the first
clause can be instantiated to a similar value/3 procedure as in the original argument
slice, that is,

value(A,B,C):-
member(bind(A.C),B).

value(A.B.C)
C - f.

member(A,B)
B » [AIC].

member(A,B)
B - [C|D],
member(A,D).

This decision assumes that the truth-values associated with the atomic formulae are

stored as a list of pairs bindCx.u), where x is the propositional formula and v is the
truth-value t or f associated with it. The outcome of this decision is the argument
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slice
■P(C)
value(D,B,C) .

■P(C):-

aasign({A} ,{C}) .

7>(.C):-
V(F),
V(G),
truth^ancKF.G,C) .

V(C):-
V(F),
7>(G),
truth-or(F,G,C).

Finally, the assign descriptor must be specified, addressing the constant values t and
f. This base case is solved by having the A value supplied as a constant, assigned to
C, that is

7>(C):-
value(D,B,C) .

V(C)
C = A.

■p(C)
V(F),
V(G),
truth-and(F,G ,C).

7>(C):-
V(F),
V(G),
truth^or (F,G,C).

The links between the original components are maintained throughout the manipula¬
tions above. The variables A, D and B referred to in the first and second clauses of the
new argument slice above are those of the first argument slice (A and D) and the second
argument slice (B). A new technique was automatically defined by having each of its
components separately re-engineered.

The kinds of syntactic transformations the ^-relations perform require that the original
and new components must share fundamental properties, such as the number of re¬
cursive calls and the instantiation mode of its variables. Thus the user trying to reuse
and adapt existing components should choose an appropriate candidate as a starting
point.

The newly defined programming technique can be put to use in a techniques-based
program development environment in which a procedure is developed via the successive
application of techniques. Starting with a technique defining the flow of control of the
execution, enhancements are gradually added to it, until a final procedure is obtained.
These enhancements are other techniques which may or may not have links to the
initial technique. If the techniques above and their new argument slices are put to use
in a techniques-editing system, the following single-argument procedure can be initially
defined
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truth_value (A)
A = prop(D).

truth-value (A)
constant(A).

truth-value (A)
A » D and E,
truth-value (D) ,

truth-value (E) .

truth-value (A)
A = D or E,
truth-value (D) ,

truth-value (E) .

It defines the flow of execution (the skeleton [SS86, KLS89, Lak89, SK93]) of the
procedure being devised. This initial procedure can be extended by applying the
technique t_2 to carry a value down the recursive calls, thus obtaining

truth_value (A ,B)
A = prop(D).

truth-value (A, B) : -

constant (A).
truth-value (A,B)

A = D and E,
truth-value (D ,B) ,

truth-value(E.B) .

truth-value (A,B)
A = D or E,
truth-value(D,B) ,

truth-value(E,B) .

We can apply the technique to obtain the truth-value of the formula being manipulated
to this procedure, thus obtaining

truth-value (A, B,C)
A = prop(D),
value(D,B,C).

truth_value(A,B,C)
constant(A),
C - A.

truth-value(A,B,C):-
A = D and E,
truth_value(D,B,F),
truth_value(E,B,G),
truth-and(F,G,C).

truth-value(A,B,C)
i » D or E,
truth_value(D,B,F),
truth_value(E,B,G),
truth-or(F,G,C).

The insertion of subgoals in the appropriate places and variable binding is only pos¬
sible because each argument slice has information concerning its required and offered
variables (the clause-annotations). The auxiliary procedures are defined as
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value(A,B,C)
member (bind(A,C) ,B) .

value(A,B,C)
C = f.

member(A,B)
B - [A|C] .

member(A,B):-
B - [CID] ,

member(A,D).

constant(A)
A » t.

constant(A)
A - f.

truth-and(A,B,C)
A - t,
B » t,
C = t.

truth_and(A,B,C)
C - f.

truth-or(A,B,C)
A = t,
C - t.

truth-or (A,B,C)
B « t,
C - t.

truthjor (A,B,C)
C = f.



Appendix E

Glossary and Auxiliary
Definitions

In this appendix we list the notational shorthands and conventions used throughout
the dissertation.

E.l Notation

E.l.l Programs, Clauses and Subgoals

We need some notation to express the manipulation of mode-annotated clauses within
programs and mode-annotate subgoals within clauses. We shall employ vectors to refer
to a possibly empty sequence of mode-annotate clauses in a program, mode-annotate
subgoals in a clause, and variables within a subgoal: C stands for a possibly empty
sequence Co,.. •, Cn where each C, is a mode-annotated clause, S stands for a possibly
empty sequence So,.. ,,Sn where each 5, is a mode-annotated subgoal, and V stands
for a possibly empty sequence xo,...,xn of Prolog variables.

According to this notation the pattern P = C describes a mode-annotated program
P consisting of a possibly empty vector of mode-annotated clauses. Program and
clause patterns can be more sophisticated, such as P — CC' in which a reference
to the last clause C of P is made. Further elaborations can be conceived, such as
P = C\ CC-iC'C describing a mode-annotated program consisting of at least two
mode-annotated clauses C and C'. Similar constructions can be devised to describe
mode-annotated clauses and their subgoals and variables of subgoals.

The vector notation provides us with a clean and economic manner to address specific
parts of a mode-annotated program or clause, without having to explicitly refer to
their implementational details. For instance, the conjunction (P — C1CC2) A test(C)
which holds if there is a mode-annotated clause C in P satisfying predicate test is such
that there are no references whatsoever as to how P has been represented/implemented
nor as to how P has had its clauses examined until C, satisfying test, had been found.

240
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Sometimes in the ^-relations we must refer to portions of the clause whose details are
not relevant. In such cases we employ vectors of clause- and mode-annotated subgoals
Si and S" of the following form

7[.\o] 0[.,o] %o] 6[ifi) 7['<,o] • . • , 7[t,nj] ^[i.n,] 7[tj„,] ^[i,n,]

T[.,o] ^,0]%o] *'M] 7[';,o] ) # * * j T[«.n,] •%,„(] 7[,,n.] 0 [«>,]

such that Sf corresponds to S{ in the right-hand side of the (^-relations, its abstract
version, and it is such that only the mode-annotations are altered. Alternatively, 5,
can be seen as the more specific version of S".

E.1.2 Declarative Definitions

In this presentation we have sometimes used a declarative approach to describe our

proposed solutions (e.g. Definitions (refs)). A first-order Horn-clause formalism has
been employed to that extent, of the form

L <== Ri A • • • A Rn

where L and Ri,...,Rn are first-order terms. Such formulae can be understood as
in conventional logic programming: L holds if Ri,..., Rn also hold. Our declarative
definitions can safely be understood as Prolog programs— different symbols like <=, A
and V have been used so as to make a distinction between the Prolog programs these
definitions are aimed at, the notation employed to refer to Prolog constructs and the
definitions themselves.

E.2 Sequences

In order to represent a collection of objects such that the ordering of its components
is important we will employ sequences. They are defined as follows:

Definition E.2.1 A sequence S is defined recursively as:

S = () is a sequence (named the empty sequence);

S = (obj, S'), where obj is any data item, is a sequence, if S' is a sequence.

E.3 Auxiliary Predicates

We define two auxiliary relations on sequences. The first relation can be used to obtain
the position (in terms of a natural number) of a data item in a sequence, being defined
as
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Definition E.3.1 Given S = (obj1,..objn) and a data item objj, the position n of
objj with respect to S, pos(objj,S,n), is such that:

pos(objj, (objj, S'), 1).
pos(objj, (obji, S'), m + 1) 4= objj ^ obji A pos(objj,S', m).

The pos relation can also be applied to a clause to find the position of a subgoal 5 in
its body and hence we need to add the following:

pos(S,H :-B,pos) 4= pos(S,B,pos)

The second relation defined below holds if N is a sequence consisting of those elements
of T and the proper insertion (obeying the relative ordering of an initial sequence S of
which both N and T are sub-sequences) of a new element obj:

Definition E.3.2 Given two subsequences T and N of a sequence S and a data item
obj, the relation insertion(obj, S, T, N) holds if

insertion (obj, S, (), (obj)).
insertion (obj, S, (obj, T'), (obj, T')).

insertion(obj, S, (obj', T'), (obj, obj', T')) 4= pos(obj, S, n) A pos(obj', S, n') A
n < n'.

insertion(obj, S, (obj', T'), (obj', N')) 4= pos (obj, S, n) A pos (obj', S, n') A
n > n' A insertion (obj, S, T', N').

The definition of insertion compares the position n' of the first element obj' of the
sequence T (with respect to the initial sequence S) and the position n of obj: if n is less
than n' (third case) the new sequence N is T with obj inserted before obj'-, otherwise
(fourth case) obj' is the first element of N and the rest of the sequences must satisfy
(recursively) the insertion relation. The first case caters for empty sequences and the
second case for sequences in which obj is already found.


